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Supervising Pro¥e55or: Emile McAnany

There are three basic approaches to the analysis of the

U.5. power system. The Power Elitists say there in a small

Ql"C3Llp of people, mainly from the ccrrpnrate world, which

controls the prime decision making positions of the economy

and government and which receives the most benefits from the

5y5tefn n The Plural i5t5 claim that power is di¥¥u5ed through

many cclmpeti fig individuals and groups. Plarxi 5ts have

traditionally said that the economic system determines the

power' 5y5tem 5 with the controllers of the means of

production being the ruling class. They recently developed

the concept of hegemony, a means by which the ruling c1 ask

i ncul cate5 its Values in the underclassses in order to

maintain societal control.

A combination of the Power Elite and Marxist approaches

mcvst cl crsel y describes the real i ty 4:14 the U.S. power

system. This ruling group I which is called the Ruling

Cartel contrQ15 the cafe Economic organizations: the

largest Jfinanci al institutions and corporations. It
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dominates the country's political institutions through a

combination of holding the key decision making

PD: .- '1 i i
On5- ' V e

Qafd1 E55

of administration, o-F 'Financing

political campaigns and by creating ruling con census and

pol icy formation through elite organizations such as the

Counci 1 on Foreign Relations, the Bi lderbergers and

Trilateral Ccnnmi 551 on . I dea and educational control is

el¢¥e¢:ted through an interlocking network of th i nk tanks,

foundations, corporations, universities and the government.

Ideological control is maintained through many meaans, but

particularly through the ma55 media. Th ese a lso are

dominated by the Ruling Cartel through the same mechanisms

which are used to control the o t h e r institutions. Media

content coincides with the .range DO respectabl e di scour-se

within the Ruling Carte l itselF, thereby shielding the

American people from knowing the realities of the nati cln' s
power 5y5tem. Thus, ruling c1 a5s hegemony is maintained.

However, if public access TV is allowed to proliferate

and grow, i t has the potential to play a signi4=icant

contributory role in the production of a greater war tiety of

media content. It can be particularly useful in conjunction

with the efforts of individuals and groups which are trying

to change or modify the existing power relationships in the

country. The succes5 of an alternative news magazine show

ix



on the public access channel in Austin, Texas, is an example

DO what can be accomplished in presenting in{ormation and

opinions which are cnutsi de the hegemcmic range D-F the

Establishment media.
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Chapter 1

ovERviEw AND STATEMENT DF THE PROBLEM

4

1.1 PURPDSE

Much of social science is based on observing phenomena

and making so cal led "objective" conclusi ons. Next,

theories are developed which are used to understand and

explain the world and its inhabitants and to lay ¥oundatiuns

for further research. However, most of this research in the

U.5. is seriously deficient, in that i t either dues not

question or tacitly accepts the basic nature and assumptions

94 Western capitalist society and the power structures which

'suplzcvr t i t and which provide the mechanisms Her social

control. Without the description and tfuncti on CH* the

Qmerican power structure the nature of the world earnest be

clearly ascertained; and without such a picture, social

science theory and research is sadly* incomplete, even

irrelevant in our complex society.

This dissertation is an attempt to lay a foundation for

1
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research into social science, particularly regarding the

mass media. I will try to describe the American power

structure and to ascertain the place and role of the mass

media within it. It is very a dif4'icL\1t task for many

reasons. First, complete inf cxrmatioru is not easy to find.

Secrecy is a very important part 04 the maintenance of power

and CDFitY'D1. Second, social scientists generally do not

54848- desirous 4:4 studying the subject. Third, the

super-rich end powerful do not wish that the American people

discover how the system is run. And, ~F~=»L\rth, the subject is

very complex, requiring vast interdisciplinary knowledge.

There are two other reasons her writing on this

subject. Qesuming that the information contained herein is

disseminated more widely, it can serve to open the eyes QUO

the American people as to how their economic and pol itical

system really works and the role the mass med a play in

this. Next , i t is hoped that by pai nti fig out the

availability of the public access channels of the cable

television systems in the country, people might be able to

confront the power of the Establishment media monopoly and

cnmmuni Cate more directly with each other , thereby

democratizing the media to some extent and et{ecting some

degree of delegitimation Do the traditional med a in the

pt-i:ICE-55 I
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This does not me8n that all the relevant information

and all the definitive an SWEY' S are h e r e . But thi 5

dissertation does provide a framework within which we can

better understand U.S. history, contemporary events and the

people who are the primary actors. I believe that s after

reading the following pages, world events will make more

SETI se I

1. 8 REEEQRCH PRGPDS I T I UNE

There are many aspects of the nature co? the Qmgrigan

power system and the mass media within i t which will be

explored, and the following propositions will be ue'-ed as

guides during the course of this dissertation:

1. There is a ruling class in the United States which has

a disproportionate amount of the cauntry'5 wealth and

if cc-,fne and which strategically places a

disprmportiunate number of people in the prime

political and economic decision making pD5i tiDrls in

the nation.

2. This ruling class maintains its control over the

country through economic, political and 5ocia1
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institutions, using its own members as well as others

it selects as key decision makers, forming what could

be termed the American "Ruling Cartel. II

1. Control over the nation's economy is e41~Fe¢:ted

mainly through the giant Rocke¥e11er-Morgan

insurance companies and tran5nationa1 banks in

an intricate web of mechanisms such 35 stock

ownership, interlocking directorates and control

0% corporate debt.

2. Political control is maintained primarily

through C over t and semi-covert political

organizations (such as the Ccnunci 1 on Fnrei on

Relations, the Bi lderbergers and the Trilateral

Commission), and over t organizations and

structures 5uch as the U.S. Executive Branch ,

regulatory agencies, the Federal Reserve System

and the police, mi 1 itary and intelligence

organizations.

3. Ideological hegemony over the masses is sustained

through Ruling Cartel control of the mass media and of

the education and idea development systems.

4. The prime people in the Ruling Cartel are aware of the

twin problems of the contradictions of capitalism and
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its incompatibility with democracy, and that therefore

they must vconstantly be vigilant to the struggles of

the people which

the profitability DO the system.

cool d undermine Cartel ccrntrcil and

5. The mass media are also owned and control 1 ed by the

Ruling Cartel through the use of the same methods as

are employed with the other major 1 arge business

institutions.

6. The u.s. mass media perform two basic power Functions:

the maintenance a{ Ruling Cartel hegemony and the

1E-gitimation of the system in the eyes cr-F the people.

This is accomplished through the following:

1. The true nature and operation of the U.S. power

system are hidden and obfuscated.

2. Through censorship and distortion o-F data only a

narrow range of opinion and information is

presented (correspond fig to the range of

"legitimate" democratic act vi ty all owed ii thin

the existing two-party system), or , i f any

inf cxrmetien is presented counter to the existing

system, i t i5 done in a distorted and

uncomplimentary fashion.

3. Alternative ways of organizing and running

5c»¢:i ety are either not provided or are scorned
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or di smi s`sed out-of -hand .

7. Control on* the mass media is maintained through, (a)

concentration o-F ownership at national , regional and

local 1 evel 5; (b) through political activity in

Congress, in the CDLlflt5 and in the Federal

Cnmmun i cat i ons Commission; and (c) the nature of the

mass media being capitalist enterprises with the

attendant requirements of profits, ratings and

advertisers.

8_ Specific methods used to limit information and

pi ni ons are gatekeeper fig, agenda setting, Ki ngmaki fig,

bias and censorship, including set -F-censorship cn-F

suitably socialized staff.
9. Press and political activity of an alternative nature

are either crippled or maintained in a position DO

norm-threatening influence through a combination of

economic starvation, police and pol i ti cal repress an ,

and a lack of direct access to a mass audience.

19. The interconnectedness of the above propositions is

*shown by the final proposition:

1. Economic power is the ba5if5 4=0r pol it cal

power.

2. Economic concentration cry ownership and control
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is the basis for concentrated political power.

3. Concentrati on cr-F Dwrnershi p a-F the mass media

f act 1 it ates content control .

4. The capitalist nature of the mass media system

al so limits the range of possible discourse in

the media.
t.J. Mass media control causes content to be

distorted, b i aged and censored, producing a

1 imi red range of information which is aimed at

supporting and legitimating the system and

continuing Ruling Class hegemony.

.L=.§_IUEQE§Il§8l=_EB8!_EQQ*3E

1 . 8;_ 1 AN OVERVIEW DF THEORY

Every pecrple is governed by an
1

eli te, according to

Pareto: (Garson 1977, 32-36) . Yet , the power structure in

nations has not been the subject of exhaustive analysis a*8.

has other aspects o-F human social behavior. Most o~F these

studies have been pure! y theoretical. There has been

considerable data produced in the U.S. which could be used

for the study of the U.S. power structure, but the material

has rarely been employed in an attempt to 4'ormu1 ate a
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comprehensive description of the power structure, and these

studies have been made only in the 1 act half of the

Twentieth Century.

Perhaps the earliest writing on power comes from the

14th Century Arab, Ibn Saud. The earliest work which had the

greatest impact in the West was that of Machiavelli (Skinner

1981). He was the first to male a completely BMCITH1 3

realistic description of how a strong leader should run his

state, using all his nakedly brutal power to achieve his

ends . But he also wrote about haw a pluralistic republic

could best be clrgani zed and run so as to preserve freedom

and maintain a vigorous government and body politic.

Finally he noted the ten5i 9n5 which developed when powerful

rulers and rubles would try to maintain their pusitians and

privileges while the pecrple struggled against being

dominate-d.

Mi th the rise of capitalism Marx offered a new

perspective cm the use of power: economic determinism,

indicating that it is the economic nature of capitalism, and

the capitalist ownership cl ass which cnntrnls the system,

which provide the basis for power and the people who run the

economic- political system. The state is run and for their

!:gene~Fit and i t is their ideas and culture which are

hegemonic.
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Lenin (Menshikov 1969) developed Marx' i deas further,

making them more complex and introducing empirical

cnbservati ans about the nature of the capitalist

Rockefeller;

ruling

andclass, such as information about the

Morgans in the U.S.. He argues that the :api tal i st state's

democratic political {Qr'M5 are a mani put atabl e facade

shielding a repressive core controlled by the ruling c1 a5s.

Therefore, true democracy cannot be achieved within such a

Etructure.

At the turn of the century and into the 19205 Thorstein

Veblen (1948), an economist but drawing {rom all fields of

study, contributed to both eccmcami C theory and power

studies. Particularly important was his IhEQ»;X ;h8

Lgi§ggg C1ass which links his economi C and political

thinking. It describes the way the upper cl ass (cl the

business-power group) lived and conspicuously displayed its

wealth. He then shows how the lower classes identified with

the upper class and tried to emulate it, thereby producing

Q!Q§[§DlE

comprehensively describes the business system and its use o-F

social cohesion and control . Veblen' 5 Ob5entee

power.

A150, in the early 19005 various federal governmental

investigating bodies--particularly the Pujo Commission (US

Congress 1913)--Supreme Court Justice Brandeis (1914)

Qi

and
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the proponent my the Trust System, John Moody (1904) , looked

at the U.S. economic system empirically, showing how,

through stock ownership and interlocking directorates, the

U.S. economy was control led by an integrated, cooperating

acanomic Elite. These data, however, were not used as a

basis For a -Framework to show the total economic-political

system in the country.

Meanwhile, non-Marx i it political theuri sts began

formulating a position labeled "elite theory," which stated

that, regardless of the type of political or economic system

which is extant, a few power-FL11 people 5ti11 wool d run

things. Same 9% the contributors to this approach, such as

Mosca and Pareto, used the theory to glori-Fy the elites as

the ideal medium to keep the state out of the hands Q-F the

dumb, crude masses (or the scoundrel demagogue around whom

the populace would rally.) Ironically, Mosca and Pareto

were warm supporters of Mussolini.

American supporters of the elite theory tried to inject

a small degree QF democratic irn°1Lzence into the process.

Although Ortega Y Gasset advised against democratic

participation, he called for the elites to be democratically

in¥1 uencEd by the needs of the MBSSE5-

Schumpeter was 1 ess democratic: the vol E Q45 the

citizens should simply be to accept their elite leaders, who
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needed to be insulated from the masses. Elections should be

between competing sets 04 elites which in turn would govern

with a minimum degree of accountability.

Weber developed the elite theory further by analyzing

the Eociulogical nature of power. He concluded that the

people -From the dominant groups tend to f arm "col 1 egial

bodies" where consensus is reached I adjustments are made,

can-F 1 icts are resolved and bodies are established to

supervise the operation of the political economy.

In the u.s., Lasswell wrote several books about power

and elites, but these were all cl-F a purely theoretical

nature containing interesting insights, but mainly

irrelevant to the task of brining to light the

who-what-where~when-how and why D-F power in the U.S. n

Lasswell (1958) did make an anal ysi s of the use cn-F symbols

and ideology used by the dominant elites to keep the masse;

under control. But, again, this was theoretical.

Meanwhile, economists were addressing the question of

control cn-F the corporation. with the destruction of

competitive capitalism and its replacement by a system of

giant cumbin8tinns and trusts as the dominant ECODOMiC

institutions, the answer to the question "who controls?"

acquired great importance. Earlier, Marx (Her shi kuv 1989)

said that, with the development 0% the joint-stock company,
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management wc»u1 d become divorced from both ownersh i p and

Financial control and that the financiers would became

dominant. Tawney believed that the managers--the

tal crate

creative

Hzrrce in the corporation--would not exploitation

and domination by the financial controllers, and they would

achieve ascendancy. Berle and Means (1932) also were

alarmed about the revel ut i on which had come to capitalism:

the divorce between ownership and management in the light of

the amassing cn# the great concentration of wealth and

Economic control. They also showed that through various
legal devices and stock ownership, corporations could be

controlled by management. Burnham agreed that the managers

had became preeminent, an assertion echoed later be

Galbraith (1968) who argued that the real power l ies with

the managers and technical ¢3taH*5, bECBLl5E they have the

techno crgi cal knowledge and ability. The boards Q-F

directors are therefore anachrorri sms and impotent.

This led to +urther° studies by economists trying to

indicate how many of the largest corporations are

management-controlled, director-controlled or

-Fermi 1 y-control 1 ed . Making an arbitrary cutoff pcaint of

stock Qwnerghip percentage, they try to esti mate which

corporations 'Fall into which category, and then they draw

cuncl u5ion5 about the control 04 the U.S. corporate system
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J?~.

4, Elate.

writers

Herman (1981) is the 1 ate5t

is not very concentrated

Larner

invariably

41944)

come

is a

to

and

good example of such

to

the

that

USE

conclusion

this

most 03°

method .

that

the

an

13

'if£L§§;-»"£ry in the U.5. in management-cnntrulled.

Others have taken a more comprehend ve approach, using

only st oc k ownership, but al so: f amity ties

icwmta-8»iona11 y) , interlocking directorates and relationships

, < H
x..

4

*.=*§,
:e other economic institutions. The Temporary Naticrrxal

anomic Committee (TNEC) studies of the 19305 and 19405 are

'i"L.i?!"*F*4'E°9l8I§.¥'1EFlt (Thorpe and Crowder 1941; us Congress 19413

§38cu.:'itie5 and Exchange Commi55i on (1941); Sweezy (1939) ;

Chevalier (1969) ; F i t c h and Clpperxhei mer (1'?70a, 197Gb s

19743(: 5 and Lundberg (1968, 1975, 1976) al 50 made

contributions. John Blair (1972) made a comprehensive study

of economic concentration. The Congressional investigations

in the 19605 and 19705, particularly those of Representative

Pat ran (US Congres5 19633, 19é3b, 1 %3: , 19é>é>b al 19673 s

3968), Senator Muskie (U5 Congress 1973, 197412, 1977) and

Senator Metcal-F (US Congress 1978b , 197Bc) 1 are

continuations 04 the tradition of the studies at the turn Q#

=;he century. These 5how the domination of the economy by a

new giant institutional investors.

A n approach to study fig power which gained great
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popularity in the 1'9505 was called group theory, which

evolved into the pluralist theory. Started by David Truman

in 1951, it 4:1 aimed that politics was a result o{ the

activity 0% special interest groups bargaining and applying

pressure on the governmental precess. By compromise and

accomodatinn, the various groups would be able to achieve

some of their goals. Pluralism gained its main adherents in

the political science community. This approach speci{ica11y

eschewed elite theory and either ignored or downplayed the

importance of economics. Dah 1 (1961) is the prime

pluralist, especially for common i ty power studies. Rose

(1967) wrote a book using the pluralist perspective in an

analysis of power in the U.S. at the national level.

What is obvious by now is that we have been talking

about researchers observing and theorizing about two

phenomena: economic central and political control. No one

had looked at both together in a comphensive' way at the

national level, particularly from the total soc i of ogical

point of view. Yet, studies 9{ community power had been

conducted using this method, starting in the 19285 by the

Lands (1929, 1937). It is in the studies $4 the local power

structures that elite and pluralist theories received their

earliest, most comprehensi ve analyses, with the sociologists

in one side espousing the elite approach and the political
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scientists using the .-pluralist perspective (Hawley and Svara

1972). Hunter's (1956) book on Atlanta is the classic -From

the elite point of view, and

Haven is the best of the pluralist perspective.
Dahl's (1961) study of New

It was not until C. Wright Mills wrote the Power Elite

(1956) that an extensive, comprehensi ve empirical view DO

both the economic and political aspects of power in the U.S.

was made. Hunter (1959) completed a study three years later

which shared that the top economic elites knew each other

and worked together when necessary to achieve economic and

political goals.

LLLLSEEQLELQ..QQ*!IEMEQB8BX_8EEBQ8QI.1§§_IQ_l'L!§_§ILIQ!_QE..EQ!§B

1.4. 1 MILLS AND THE F'UWER ELITE

Before C. Wright Mills shocked the Establishment, there

had been general speculation about such an many
2

years, but no one had -Followed up on it. Mills' Power Elite

eli te -For

is a ruling group of economi c J political, saci al and

military interlocks which is comprised o-F a few of the most

wealthy people and a oral 1 number of politicians,
celebrities, high corporate ex ecut i yes and top mi 1 i tary
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c»¥<Fi cars. This grcaup..contrc»1s the mainsprings cv-F wealth and

power in the country and maintains its control and of-Facts

i t s regeneration in several ways . True democracy is a

carefully nurtured myth , leaving the people almost a

helpless mass, mere observers DO the secondary levels o#

power--the legislative bodies.

1.4.2 DUMHOFF AND THE GOVERNING CLASS

wh en the F'uwer Elite caused such a ~Furor 5 Dnmhoff

( 1¢?68) depended Mills. He a15o wrote other books (1967,

1971, 1979) to provide more empirical evidence than Mills

did, and he modified and extended the power el i te theory.

Dczmhcn45{'s conclusion is that there is a governing class in

the U.S. which is composed of a social upper class which

owns a disproportionate amount DO the ¢:oulntry's wealth,
receives a disproportionate amount cn-F the nation's income

and contributes a dispropor titanate number o-F its members to

the controlling institutions and key decision making groups
can the country. Dnmhofi recognizes that our democracy

ists within the range o# di¥terences of opinion among the

members of the ruling class. Indeed, democracy cannot work

without such di f¥erencE5 cn-F opinion, no matter how narrow.

Even though the upper class is not monolithic or omnipotent,
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p lu r a l i s t ac t i v i t y is-' dominated by members of the American

upper class and generally stays within l imi t s set by the

ru l ing c l a s s . Although the upper class has its

antagonisms--mainly ethnic, religious, and new-rich v e r s u s

Qld-rich--it i s knitted together by such mechanisms as

stockownership, trust funds, intermarriages, pr ivate

schocxls, exclusive clubs and summer resorts, various social

functions, elite political organ zati ons and interlocking

corporate boards of directors.

Whereas Mills pictured the people as an al most

voiceless, faceless mass , Dcnmhof 4 , Weinstein (1968) s

Rronowitz (1973) and Miliband (1969) see the people as being

able to wrest some gains (From the ruling class, but only

after considerable struggle because they are without primary

power to implement their desires or to 'full-fill t h e i r needs

directly. Although the ru l i ng  c l as s responds to there

pressures #rom below, it still controls the institutions of
power, and through a combination of propaganda, cooptation,

and ~For-ce and by providing enough positive responses to the

popular ferment, i t i s able to contain the peaple's

aspirations. Meanwhile, the rulers make sure that their

dominant position is not seriously challenged and that

whatever gains a r e made by the masses do not come at

5igni¥icant expense to the controlling elite. The la t ter
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USES any degree CJ-F legal and i 1 legal power and -tgrcg

necessary to deal effectively with dissidents, particularly

those working "outside the system,II i.e., outside Cr? the

ruling class range of approved opinion and of the political

and economic institutions controlled by the power structure

(Mnlfe 1973).

The pluralists, particularly Ruse (1967) iv tried to

an sawer the DomhoFF-Mills thesis, but the realities exposed

by the Johnson-Nixon years caused the prime plural i5t5 to

only an i 11u5ary goal, not aadmit that their position was
3

reality. Qdditinrzal Ly, studies such as those made by

Fnawles {1973) provided i rzcorztrover ii ble evidence of an

interconnected power group Q{ upper class individuals and

{amil ie5 which, both individually and through their

institutions, control the main economic and pol it cal

in-:atituticms in the U.5..

1.4.3 minx I AN AF-PRQACHES

Meanwhile, the Marx i *its have been developing their

theories U-F p o w e r and the state. T h e r e are several

varieties. The instrumentalist approach, as represented by

Mi 1 band, is similar to that of Domhoff but in a Marx ian

eccencuni C and clave perspective. Another analysis is the
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4
structuralist (Gold, LE and Wright 1975). Adherents to this

point of view see the functi ons of the state as being

determined by societal :lass and economic structures. They

away that the state is a medium through which the

contradictions of capitalism can be controlled in order to

maintain the existence 0% the state and the system. It is

important to the rulers that the working class is atomized

and -Favorably indoctrinated so that the basic capitalist

contradictions are not apparent and so that the workers will

not develop a unity which could threaten capitalist

control. Therefore, the state must #function independently

to a degree, not just as a simple capitalist tool, because

the ruling c1 a55 itself is not completely united, having

f actions §o11cwing their own self-interests which the state

must mediate. The degree of state autonomy depends Dh the

degree of internal devisiveness of the ruling class as a

whole and upon the nature and degree as the cohesiveness and

struggle o{ the working class. Un] i be the i instrumental i sts,

the structuralists have almost eliminated conscious,

autonomous action on the part CH: the capitalist ru1ing

class, because i t forced to handle the continuous

arising
5

capitalism it5e1¥.

situations from the basic contradictions cn*

The next school of thought is the Hegelian-Marxist. It

15



ccmtains a higher level of abstraction than the cither

approaches, heavily relying on an analysis QUO hegemony,

legitimacy, consciousness and idenlcrgy to: determine the

nature c14 capitalist daminaticm 01 the state and the

people. .'8.peci-Fic decision making and the S-OCiC)1DQY cl*F

individual incumbents in par ii cut at positions and

in5tituti9ns are largely ignored.

6-.1d, Lax and Wright believe that all the absolve

approaches are inadequate: the Instrumentalist because there

is mare to the state than the conscious decision making 04

ruling class n¥¥ice hcrlderfs; the Structuralist be-cause it

does not explain the social mechanisms which produce a class

policy that is compatible with the requirements QUO the

system; and the Hegelian-Marxist, because it is too abstract

for application to a specific situation and because it di:=E~8.

!':Q"'£ adequately cnn8iriar the economic bases U-F Marxist

theory.

Mare recent attempts at further analysis have been by

8§¥e, Haberman (197'¥), D'Cc1nnnr' (1973) and Wolfe. They deal
.
.n

- nA. Di 47 45eFent ways with what they call the legitimation

c:r 1 51 3. The capitalist system must have 3CCUMU13tiOH

iba8ically, producing an increasing amount 04 capital, at,

more simply, increased profits) and legitimation (basically,

mass 1 Qyalty and acceptance). To maintain security, harmony

20
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and cooperation, the state must PAY"FOI"ITI a mixture o-4*

repression and mystification. Being in control a*F the

capitalist ruling class, the state naturally is also of

prime significance in f mastering accumulation. But because

increased accumulation comes at the expense 04 the people,

and because it becomes more and more apparent to the people

that the state is not neutral or democratic but actively

supports the ruling C13555 a legitimation crisis appears.

People quit believing the myths and start seeing the

real i to. Ruling class hegemony is questioned.

0449 share how the Y8!"iUU5 selections processes take

place to erl*5.L1re that capitalist persclrsrsel, subjects and

decisions are maintained. He looks at times 0% crisis when

the inner m9chani ams 94 the state and system are exposed,

showing the contraditinns of the system and the way the

state handles them. 0449 says that the state is incapable

QUO handling all the contradictions as well as the assumption

94 a continuously growing role in the accumulation process.

Q'€onnnr has developed a more empirical basis far the

theory, based can the budget required by the state,

particular! inKi
y the U.S.. In the accumulation process there

are contradiction; and incompatibilities among the three

basic economic sectors $4 society: the monopolistic, the

competitive and the state. Additionally, the state becomes
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embroiled in varicxué. political alternatives, not only in

trying to: handle the above corstradi :to ons, but al so in
containing the struggles can the people. By doing so , the

*state itself becomes a target o*F discontent, which, because

the state is 50 deeply involved with the entire economic

system, causes the whole system to come under question.

l\\IO1'*:E attempts. to blend the Structuralist and the

Hegel i at:-Marx i st tradi ii ons. He states that politics i5

alienated from the people just as work is. There is a basic

contradiction between "1 iberal i am, II which supports the

governmental role in ensuring capitalist accumulation and

control and, with "democracy, II with its participatory and

egalitarian facets. This also leads to: the legitimation
. lcr'1*81=8.. Wolfe also believes that the shape of the state is

a result QUO class Etruggle.

l~.4§_l'l;l§QL-'EliEBL_EB8!1l§LIQ!8'E_EQ!8'_llHl§_Ql§§§BI8IlQI;l

Each of these approaches has various aspects which seem

to be pertinent in developing a theoretical framework for

studying the U.5. power system and its mass media. A11 Q-F

them have something to contribute and are correct for
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certain aspects Q the study of power. Huch of the time it

in a matter of the mi pro or macro level and the degree of

abstraction on which the analysis i5 based. It also depends

on what part of the war-ld, at what time in history and on

what phenomena a particular writer is emphasizing.

The capitalist system lT!L\8t be ccmaidered before

anything else, because that is the basis f car everything

el se. Marx stated that the capitalist values and structures

are dominant (just as "socialist" values are dominant in the

Soviet Union). The dominant :*u1 ing in5titution5 are

capitalist and are controlled by the capitalist ruling

:la-8.~;=.. Hsgsmsny over the masses is maintained through a

ccmbinatiun of repression and control over the prime media

of knowledge and i deal C*9l8"5 rendering anything to the

contrary as at legitimate-

The power of the state is used primarily to support the

capitalist prm:e55 on" accumulation and

legitimation--creating in the M3SEE5 an acceptance of the

system . The primary function in control; with control, all

E159 is much mare Eimple. This is true whether we are

looking at the tap level of the state or at the stratum oF

monopolists trying to rationalize their business situations

in order to maximize profits and to create a greater degree

of certainty.
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It is highly questionable that the state functions with

the independence that the Structuralists claim. It is true
that the state must contend with the populace at certain

levels and in certain institutions, but most of the state

apparatus i5 FL\FI by and -For the capitalists and is either

only slightly influenced by the people or is totally outride

Q-F the reach D43 the masses. Same of this covert; some
occurs: overtly but without 5u¥¥icie-nt publicity or public
knowledge, ac: that it operates in a semi-cgvert -Fashion'

some unctions are by law directly unreachable by the

public; Viand cither government operations, although

Qstensibly craven to public iNfluence are heavily stacked in

-Favor of the capitalists. The greatest degree 04 seeming

independence of the state occurs when the government is the

arena -Far the struggles Dt f actions within the ruling group

itself arid in the attempts co( the rulers. to handle the

ccmtradi ctr ons within the system , particularly the basic
incompatibility between capitalism and democracy.

I will E-mphaeize the instrumentalist approaches can

Dnmhe+¥ and Milibarxd, because that is where the real world

Qperates and where the main gap l ies between myth and

relevant theory. al so the mai re area where the

greatest amount cry empirical data must be developed and

synthesized. It is -from this

It 15

analysis that we can see the

i s
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system at work.

There also is activity of a pluralist nature which goes

an every day at a circumscribed, lower 1 evel Cd* authority

and control, but always under the watchful eye of the power

structure at each level of activity. Thi 5 is tml elated

seven when opposed) by the ruling class and power elite at

the local and national levels SD long as it does not get

into areas 0% basic control and direction and so long as it

does not represent a serious, or potentially ser i of; ,

challenge to the bases of the American capitalist system.

This pluralist activity is irrdispewsable to the ruling

class because it saves it the time and effort of performing

same co* the 1955 significant, day-to-day details a-F the

running of a complex society. 01° prime significance $5 that

i t a good way to focus the attention of the American

people away from the basic centers 04 control and onto the

noisy sideshow of lower levels of authority. It acts as a

display piece to show the people that they do, indeed, live

in a democratic society, thereby perpetuating the myths. It

al so of §igni¥icance in that, to realize any gairvs at

all, the people must struggle mightily at thi 5 1 over level

of power, thereby dissipating time and energy which could be

used for achieving more bast c and permanent change. And ,

finally,

13

15

i t prcrvi des some of the mechanisms, not only
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through which the differences within the capitalist class

can be resolved, or at 1 east accommodated, but also where the

economic and political spoils can be bought over and divided

by the capitalists themselves.

In all these ¥unctinns the mass media play a critical

role: setting the limits DO "responsible" and "legitimate"

debate; hiding the realities 04 how the country is run and

the bases for the rulers' powers; =Focusing on the

pluralistic activity in government; perpetuating the myths,

including the one that the media are the watchdogs 04 the

system; dcywrzgrading or igrrciring the potential power 5 and

5381€ of the S\JCCE'3E'FLll 5t!"LlQQ1 EE D+: the people; not

providing positive in¥Qrmation about alternative ways cs-F

establishing and running a j Last , humane 5gci qty; and,

Firzally, hiding -From the public the true ownership and

control 0:1 the media themselves and their real -Furxcti an

within the power structure.

l:.§=_..£8§llHQQQ*=Q§X

The study of power in the U.5. must be accomplished in

an eclectic manner--iitting this study #rom this field with

that study ¥rQm another discipline, trying to put together
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the mczst accurate picture possible. Therefore, the

methodology utilized in this dissertation is mainly

historical, seeing what has been said by many writers who

used many methods. The *sociology QUO leadership approach,

which in used extensively by DDMhQFF, Fel red on to a

considerable degree.

Relevant information was sought in all fields which

have touched DF! the subject: gcwerrxment, economics,

sociology, history, communications and law. The SDUFCEE

range iron prgfeggignal journals tm popular "merx'5

magazines," #Rom the Le{t Wing press to the Right Ning

press, the business press to small publications CH:

local activist groups and from'written sources to television

programs--al l the while keeping in mind the various

theoretical approaches . I have tried to analyze the

in¥4rmation and to synthesize the data into a comprehensive

picture 04 what the American power structure seems to be and

the place and rule within it of the M355 media. It is only

after* thi; has been accomplished that rel Avant theory

development can begin. Without this 1 arge +irst step, we

are working in 3 vacuum.

from

15
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The mai n body :of the dissertation contains a

description GO the American power structure, the place and

role of the mass media in it and the nature and potential DO

an alternative communications medium--public access cable

television.. Chapter II provides an in-depth assessment of

the economic, political and mass media bases of the American

power structure. It starts with a description QUO the degree

o45 economic concentration of ownership and control which

exists in the 0.3. today, showing the dense and compl ex

interlocked nature of the system through such mechanisms as

interlocking directorates, activities cl-4: the financial

in5titutiGn5, law firms and accounting companies, control of

stocks and corporate debt and upper class Sami by alliances.

The results 04 this economi C control are 4°ourxd in the

concentration of the distribution on* wealth and income in

the country: the same individuals, ¥ami1 ies and institutions

which are at the top can the controlling stratum 04 society

also are the prime economic benefactors of the system.

Next is shown the various political organizations which

the tap p o w e r group--called the Ruling Cartel "-USES to

maintain cenirol and develop and effect policy. 04

particular importance are the

to

Council on Foreign Relations,



Bi l derberg Group and the Tri lateral Commission. It is

gghgwg that, regardless of which administration is in purer

n the {ederal government, the key 1 leaders and decision

makers come -From the same stratum of society and are

generally either filtered through the elite erganizatiens or

are already significant par ticipants in them.

The next step in central is in the determination of

idea and culture formation. We see how the must significant

f aundati Dn5, think tanks and universities are firmly in

Cartel control in an interlocking relationship, nut only

among themselves, but al 59 with the government, military,

the corporate world and the elite political organizations.

The mass media are a integral par t of the Ruling

Car tel, being owned and controlled in the same way as the

other corporate giants. The ecornnmi C and political

relationships of the media with the government and the

Cartel Drganizatiens are assessed.

In Chapter III we look extensively at the nature up the

media ownership. The owners and managers are scrutinized

from various aspects, including their place and function in

the local power structures. The effects 04: media

concentration in local monopoly and oligopoly situations are

anal yz ed. The role of advertising is also 1 :naked at 4'rc:»m

this perspective, noting the contribution to further

29



ecnnomi: concentraiinn when wealthy, powerful corporations

can mcmapcxlize or dominate the media advertising at the

local and national levels, thereby either limiting or

destroying competition. Finally, we assess the role of the

government--the Federal Communications Commission and other

regulatory agencies, Congress, the President, the courts and

antitrust activities.

Media content is the mucus of Chapter IV. First is a

discussion 94 the rule 0% the media in maintaining ru1 ing

class hegemony. Then Mari aus CD!"PDl"3tE and individual

sources are described which in¥1uence media content, such as

pro-Fit requirements, corporate structure and decision

making. Individual influences on content are also noted.

Social control in the newsroom is analyzed, Jf al I owed by a

discussion 04 bias and censorship. Finally, a macro view of

content is made which shows two basic phenomena. The ¥ir5t
is that an opinion and information range is presented on the

Establishment media which normally corresponds to that found

within the ruling class it5e-1-F. Anything outside of this

spectrum 15 either ignored or slandered as being "radical. It

The other media phenamennn is that the reality of the U5

DDWEI' system is not presented . The elite Car tel

organizations and how they operate in society in their total

*Framewnr" are never reveal ed in television DY' in the

30
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newspapers or magazines.

Public access to the mass media is the focus of Chapter

V. We chronicle the history of the long struggle of people

and organizations to gain an audience via the media and the

response of the government to these efforts, either by

thwarting them or weakening them. Also noted is the

governmental role performed by the police agencies, such as

in the FBI's COINTELPRO operation against the dissident

press. Public access on cable TV is discussed, par ticularly

its revolutionary, experimental nature which could present a

potential threat to the existing Establishment media 1%

access is allowed to develop freely and if the people use

the new medium to its -Fullest capability. Realizing the

potential of the new medium, attacks are being made on

access by politicians, the courts, governmental bodies and

the cable industry at both the national and local levels.

Finally, in this chapter an ex amp 1 e CH* an extremely

successful access program is noted--a weekly alternative

news magazine show in Austin, Texas. The large audience

elicited by the 5 program in the city and the positive

reaction received, not just in Austin, but in many parts 0¥

the country and Even in Europe, indicate that a large number

of people are eager to receive inf armaticm which is not

found in the traditional media.
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Chapter VI is an interpretive :action cu-F the material

pre vi c>u51 y presentec. The problems of maintaining control

o-F society by the Cartel are analyzed, pointing out the many

instabilities in the system and "leaks" in the -Framework of

control where the struggled of the people can fruitfully
take place. The divisions and instabilities within the

international capitalist 'system itselF also create problems

cs-F control. The role of the mass media in the US in

maintaining ruling class hegemony is also made di¥*Ficult by
trying to live up to their self-proclaimed myth o~F being

"objective" and petfgrmi fig the role of watchdog o-F the

system and by having to respond to situations and subjects

which they arid their controllers would prefer to leave

alone.

The second hal-F o-F the interpretation; chapter is a

review at various theoretical approaches to power and the

media in light of the material previously presented. It
'shows that parts cuff many thecxries are relevant, but that the

Mills-DomhoH= and Marxian approaches seem to be the most

useful, par ticularly when these ideas are formulated by

Luigifig the material presented in this dissertation. This

secticm mainly indicates that, now that a more thorough and

realistic presentation o~F the Pnmericarx power system and the

mass media has been provided, relevant theory making can



begin which can prcsviije us with a truer understanding 04 the

world than the old theories which were based on myth and

which had emerged from an empirical vacuum.

of the

The -Final chapter

dissertation,
not

i t at two

only summarizes the main points

provides suggestions -For

comprehensive media strategies #or the people to use to

challenge the existing power structures in the country.

33



Chapter 2

THE AMERICAN POWER STRUCTURE: METHODS DF CONTROL

2. 1 ECONOMIC QUNTRQL AND CONCENTRATION

In the capitalist system economy c: power re5L\1t5 in
political power. We must theres care look at the bases cn-F the

economic power cl-F the American ru1 ing class. Various

studies clearly show that the largest -Financial institutions

control the maj DF corporations in the U.S. through a

ccsmbinatican 0% stock ownership, interlocking directorates,

marriage a11 iance5, joint ventures, debt holdings and other

banking ¥unction5 (Blair 1972, 1978 ; Menshikov 1969; Dowd

1974; Brandeis 1914; Securities and Exchange Commission

1941; Knowles 19778; U.S. Congress 1918, 1941, 19633, 19é»3b,

1963c, 1'?é\6b, 19673, 1968, 19774, 1977, 19783, 1'-?77c) .

These institutional i nvestors--mai nly banks and

insurance companies, al conj with their allied i nvesstment

banks--are also irxterlcncked in the same way with each

other . As a result 04 this and the merger movements which

34
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L HUQ.. occurred over the years, the most basic economic

:f'g '. *of .f. i Q.; :;. ~"." 43. ii».'! *3 affecting the country (indeed, the world,

:*<.1¢ru+5;i€¥ea*r°ing that the5e corporations are generally large,

Ulf; iii sati 'anal conglomerates and transnational banks) are

made by a £244 hundred people at the most (US Congress

1978: } Because concentration enc control of the economy is

ED central to political control of the country, we must make

an assessment of total economic concentration. This must be

viewed within the history CH* the merger movements which have

radically transformed the economy of the U.S. and which have

resulted in concentrating economic power--and with i  t

political power--in fewer and fewer hands (Blair 1972, 257;

Dowd 1974) .

8. 1 . 1 PIERGER MDVEMENTS

The first merger movement, occurring from 1897 through

1995, had an i immense impact on the country because i t

changed the natiorx'5 economic structure frczm competitive to

oligopolistic. This period saw the birth cs-F the giant

trusts, with 5,300 industrial Firms becoming controlled by

818 corporations (Dowd 1974, 65) .

The t merger movementn es-: began immediately after World

War I, declined during the pest-war depression and reached
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new heights in 1928 and 1929. This movement continued the

consolidations 0% the first period, but had a greater accent

on vertical rather than horizontal integration (Blair 1972).

The third movement commenced a-Fter World War 11,

accelerated greatly in the late 19é05 and has continued to

the present. This period was marked by (1) the continuing

absorption :of small and medium-sized companies by 1 anger

ones , (2) the many acquisitions by maj or oil companies,

including the expansion into other energy areas, and (3) the

creation of huge holding companies called cong omerates. In

recent years the most *significant activity has been the

acquisition of huge corporations--even conglomerates--by

even 1 anger corporations. Since 1980 we have seen the

biggest acquisitions in history in terms of assets and money

paid. There seems to be nu end in sight to the continuation

of increase in size and scope of this pheranmenonl Texaco

bought Getty Dil, and Standard Dil of California purchased

BL'.1 -F Di 1 in 1984 -For IG. 1 and 13.4 billion dal 1 are,

respectively, in early 1984 (DeCormi 5 1984a).

Actually, there has been an al most cont i nuc»L15 merger

movement since the first consolidation; began in the late

18085. The times between the three "periods" mainly have

been interruptions resulting from major wars and severe

depressions. However, the power of these giant corporations
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is so great now that the third merger period had continued

even through war and recession.

2. 1 . 2 TQTAL CDNCENTRPITICIN

A result of these merger movement5 can be 5E~En by

laolzirzg at the increase of aggregate concentration over the

years. Berle and Means (1932) estimated that the top 200

manus acturing corp9ration5 controlled approximately 83Z of

the as-;=.ets of all Nan-financial corporate corporations in

1985, but by 2938 it was S9W; By 1968 it had risen to 60.4Z

(Blair 1972, v. 64). In 1977 it was estimated to be 65K

trluel let 1970). The share of assets a-F the top 1G0

marxu¥ acturi reg ccrporati ons rose from 5.éZ in 1925 to 53.9Z

in 1981 (Blair 1972, 266). By 1968 the largest 100 had a

greater share o-F all manus acturing assets than the 200

1 largest did in 1958, and the tap 1G0 controlled the same

share $4 assets as the 1,009 largest in 1941 (Breen, M.J.,

1972, 9).

But this concentration becomes more extreme as we get

nearer to the top corporations. The largest 50 did 452 QUO

the bu5ine55 of the leading 500, and the top ten gained over

BIZ 0-13 ALL corporate pro-Fits in 1971. The biggest 1QO (CM

1 s 500, QGO} corporations got SCM

al

can manufacturing profits!
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the top 298 receive'70Z; and the top see made BIZ (Roberts

1978). In 1978 the leading 122 corporations were 5D large

that the total market value 9% their common stock was 412 of

the value of ALL such stock in the U.S. (US Congress 1978a)

The increased concentration OF owner sh i p GF stock in

the hands of £inancia1 institutions has. para 1 et ed the

growth can overall cencentratiun. FFDM mol to 1929' the

share of {inan:ia1 institutions in corporate stock rose {rom

7.9x to 14.2xs by 1949 it was 2.aZ; and by 1954 it was 333

£Mintz and Cohen 197é, 246, 207)

Qnsther way to look at i t is to assess the share of

stocks and bonds held by the most a¥¥1 rent DHE percent 5%

adul to. In 1922 {or corporate it of P it we; é1.535 in 1953

it was 7éZ. For state and local bonds it had grown From 883

in 1922 to 1 ooz in 1953. The percentage as ownership for all

other bond5 in the hands of the tap one percent rose *rom

é>*?.2M tCK 77_5I»'2 in the same period. 44 Senate committee

estimated in the late 19505 that one percent of the families

own ed over 3814 c141 all publicly held industrial stock.

Harvard economist est i mat ed that o.2z of the "spending

units" had 65-702 mf stock that wa5 publicly held {DQMhQ-F-F

19é?, 45).
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L8_m_r;1r;1Q§_QE_§i.8Qn_Qm;Q_QQn_1=8:QL_

Assessing total concentration is only the star t of

observing how control of the U.S. econ :Amy and political

process is concentrated, because these business institutions

are themselves interlocked with each other in a web of stock

Qwnership, interlo:Ming directorates, joint ventures, the

sharing of law firms, bankers and accountants, debt holdings

and Qther barzkina functions, and with a -F same-woe' k cr

social Logical interlocking Q-F Private schools, social clubs,

marriage alliances and various political, civic, charitable,

educational and cultural organizations (Domhoff 1967, i9*:»'4?;

Knowles 1973) . The structure which emerges I will cal l *the

American Ruling Cartel.

2 . 8. 1 STGCW' OS4NEF<3H IF'

be will 1 oak at there various media through which

ccantrnl -i 4:
A. -If concentrated. First we will ccrnsider- stack

ownership. 1.5 a corporation has widely dispersed stock ,

control (or at least great influence) over a corporation can

be exercised with as little a5 a sr:-1
,J f. stockholding--even as
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of QFIE percereii. This pins-iti on is cunaiderably

strengthened if the eteckholder or his representative al sci

its an the board 04 directcrrs (US Cgngtegg 194585 Blair'

1972; Zeitlirl 1970).

The Metca1§ Committee in Congress (19788) reported that

the 123 largest firms Efrem the financial, irfdustri al ,

transportation, utility and retailing sectors of the economy

are controlled via stack ownérehip by i rs5t'.tu*.;i anal

irsv=a5t9r5. These 122 ~Firm3 have 2, 259' subsidiaries and

affiliated. To caracentrate this-:, prower further, these

financial in5titution5 form an interlocking community cs?

interest through a combination of ownership QUO each other'5

8tc:r:k and of interlocking director5te5. In the cas-e cs?

large funds like T I 4449:-CFZEF the control is in the hands at

the bank administering i t through its trust department and

b v th interlocking 5-~F l'l'kE'fTibE¥"3 can the -FLmd'5 ex ecut i ve

committee with the bank (us E5ngre55 19?8a, 19782).

The tantra! QUO these Few huge in5tituti9nal5 and the

interlocking among them were 3150 shown
.IH the 19605 be

Wright Fatman'5 csngressinnal Etuéies can banks- when he

specified the interlock; of stockholding, shared directors

and , nccasiunally, of bondholding in all maj or U.3.

industry' (US Cnngreis 19&3c, 1966f , 19873, 1968) . Patmarx'5

¥oLzr- mcsrlumental *studies 5hcswed what

21

Metcall'= was
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rediscovering' the Bank Trust, as described in by Lclui 5

Brandeis (1914) and the Pujo Committee (1913) and in 1957 by

Victor Perla, is more pnwer¥u1 than ever.

Even the conservative MS Mau; egg EQLLQ Bggggg (1974)

had an article of concern, a5king i f the huge megabarzks,

through the Ll'-SE of their trust departments, were not

becoming tcrfa pcrwermtul. article f'e-t3l""ed to:

Congressional studies which showed that the largest banks

controlled, not
1

industries.

8 $_85'{'_ many major cnrparatians, but whole

'T-* '1~ *if4.....I£.l.£.. I NTEFILQCF' I NO D I REl:TOF:¢4TE5

Another mechanism QUO central c14 curpuratians is

interlocks of directors and management personnel. The Ba-sic

signi ficance of this E-thcsd is twnfnldt it forms a

communications path, and i t is a means of accE»55

privileged corporate information. The use 9% interlocing

directaratea had been the subject of many governmental

studies since the turn of the century (Sherrill 19BO)}. Gne

84 the main provisions of the Clayton Act was to prevent

such interlack'-5. HDWEVEF, because of a combination of

1 acphal es in: the law, non-vigurous end arcement by the

government and inconsistent

m

rulings.

The

by the courts, the use



of these interlocks is still extremely widespread (Travers

1968). 59 pervasive is this practice that the boards of the

largest U.S. corporations are tied together by a thick web

QUO director interlQcks.

The Ease top NQ firms which Eenatnr Metcalf used -for

his 1978 study of stock ownership Alan were the basis for

hi*8 interlock study 'MUS Congress 197-'8a, 197882). These

corporate giants had 530 direct and 12,193 indirect

interlcsck8. Qrxd this included neither those of their

subsidiaries nor of their management personnel.

Concentration we; higher among the leading 13 giants. Each

Qne of these reached an average 0% TAX CHO the other maj&r

comp aria; through a total of 140 direct and 5,5-4? i rad r-ect

interlake.. This E-st i mate is conservative, because- the

interl act= of the megacorpQrati on5' 488 Eubsidiaries were

not included.

The huge banks and insurance companies are key meeting

places for big business. Not Duly are they interlocked with

each other, but also they are interlocked with the nation' E.

largest utility, transbnrtation, energy, industrial and

retailing cnrporatione. These giant financial institutions

also are the ones which are the central figures in the stack

ownership domination mentioned earlier.

Another significant £actor is that within an industry

42



the competitor; are jgingd with Each other numerous times,

particularly with indirect interlocks
8

an the boards of these

¥inancia1 institutions. Not only are competitors joined

together, but suppliers are interlocked with their

c9mpetitor5 as well as the corporations they supply. 811

are heavily linked with financial institutions.

The major mass media carporatinns, particularly the

§roadca5ting networks, the leading news magazines and the

largest newspapers (including the big chains) are similarly

interlocked. We shall look at this in detai 1 in Chapter"

III.

Hetca1¥ noted that previous governmental investigations

nr: the subject in 1958, 1965 and 1969 concluded that such

interlocking C39 provide preferential treatment in supply,

purchasing and financial services, can destroy competition

and can concentrate economic power. It can lead to conflict

Cr! interest and inside dealing. The Pitman Committee went

so +ar as to say that the pervasive interlocks of banks with

non-banking corporations "could radically change the entire

ecannmic structure $4 the United States by the creation o4¢

it c9ng1 numErate cartels centered around large banking

institutions" (Sherriff 1988) I

Sociologists and pol itical scientists have only

recently studied interlocking directorates. In f act, except

43
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for the works by Sweeny in 1934, Perla ir: 1957, Dooley in

1969, and by Blair in 1972, even economists have not done

much basic research independent as the government. The few

economists who used the material have not been these o£ the

mainstream, neo-classical theorists, but people who have

either been interested mainly in antitrust, such as Blair

(1972) and Mueller (1970), or are more radical, such as Dowd

(1974), Magdo¥¥ (1989) and Perla (1957).

However, same sociologists have more recently applied

themselves to the subject, with very interesting results

(Levine, J.H., 1972; Flariol is 1974; Sored 19763 Koenig and

Gcvgel 1979; Allen, M., 1974) :

Interl eu:k5 between major banks and the major'

industrial corporations %orm a dense and tightly

interconnected network, with sub-networks o-F

clusters.

Banks have the most interlocks, farming the primary

institutions through which centre! of other

corporations is effected.

0% the boards of directors Q# the Eg£g4gg 500 and the

top banks, insurance companies, retailers.,

utilities and miscellaneous companies, "it is

1.

possible

SG

to trace a link through

45

overlapping board



memberships between Jany) one :crrporaticxn and every

single are of 721 others. II

4. This interlocking is also close, i.e. , each of the

boards 64 the E952208 EGG is at the most only a few

steps away ¥FGM all the other5.

5. A division of labor exists within the corporate elite,

in that

"upper-class officer directors have
interests in ether companies to a greater
extent than non-upper-class directors. ...
There may be a class-based division of labor
in which the upper-class directors are more
concerned with inter-organizational
relationships and with the functioning of
the economy as a whole, and that
non-upper-class directors are concerned with
day-to-day operations of individual
companies"

€3nr"E-'F I'8"?é, 8458, 388.8.

6. The boards of directors show two to-ends: they are

becoming smaller and there are more outride directors,

indicating that "legal control c:-F the biggest

industrial; is increasingly ¥a11ing into the hands 9%

but-side directors" {F'c>enig and Bagel 1979). The

¥a5cinating aspect QUO this empirical ccmcl us DFI

that these two trends have been pushed by the banking

interests and their allies in government, but are

being resisted by management--another indication as to

where the superior power lies (Insurance Information

15

45
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Institute (19??b>.

Keening and Gngel (1979, 39, 40) have developed a class

h kg irony model , using social network theory, showing the

corporate elite comprise a social network. The use co

interlocking directorate; forms a "network through which

affect, evaluation, knowledge, spinier, influence and power

are constantly passing among directors. II Thi 5 does not take

place just on corporate boards, but with other social media

3L\Ch as conferences, exclusive schools and their reuni OHS,

social clubs, and civic and cultural organizations in which

the elite participate. In addition creating a common

world view, it helps to produce CDHCEHEUE and cooperation

and to establish communications paths.

The corporate board network is particularly pm-aerful

because it centrals great economic resources. Although thi 5

l:lcu-4er can be 1 patent as low keyed, it can became quite

visible and fully empl Qyed in times 94 cri 5i5. Hence, the

system of interlocking directorates acts as system enc

social and ecunnmic cohesion and power.

to

8
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2 . 2 . 3 CDHMEFIC I AL BANK FUNCTI ONS

2.2.1.1 Bond Holding

There are ather- mechanisms besides interlocking

directorate; and stock ownership through which banks and

insurance ccvmpani es can exert control or domination over

corporations. Dne is bond holding (Hen5hi kov 1969). E¥or\d5

are very significant in establishing ties between industrial

corporations and institutional investors, because they are

the primary media cDr long-term financing. Band i nyegtgrg

generally do at simply 591 1 the bonds and collect the

interest- Ever: the large corporations are required to sign

agreements with war* i out stipulations which make them

dependent in varying ways on the investors, thus giving up

to the investors a wide range of aspects of their freedom of

deck Si or: making and t y i n g them more CO C`¢5E1Y with the

¥inancia1 web €Hi mbal 1 1983, 55) I

If the debt holding group also has control Qver large

blocks QUO stack , supplemented by representation on the board

Q-F directors, control over the company can be 5a-Fely

assumed. Indeed, a former professor of finance and Dean cl-F

the School of EIu.si ness Administration at the University 0%

Na55achu5ett5 58345 that the bondholders actually own the
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company unto 1 the Bebe is paid (ii mbal 1 1962). S i n c e

companies generally are always in debt (Heilbroner and

Bernstein 1971) 9 the conclusion could be that the debt

holders continuously control the corporations.

2.2.1.2 Term Loans

The term 1 Dan--an agreement to pay back certain

amount of money in a specified length in-F time--i 5 another

means *For tying a ccfmpany to the purse strings #J-F

inititutinnal investors. Because the 1 oars are arranged in

the -Farm c»~F syrxdicatea, the corporation cannot -Find

cnmpetiturs to arrange <Fczr Mare ¥avQrab1 e conditions. As

with bonds, there are restrictions placed on the company in

order to get the money (Kimball 1962).

The long-term ties created by such loans and bond sales

place the banks in such a central position of in¥1uence and

control within the debtor company that they can handle other

needs including mergers, evaluations 94 diversification and

Qther ¥inancia} operations, even to the extant 94 *Finding

buyers, 'For the company. By becoming a cnrporation5'5

banker, a "Financial company can gain sensitive, inside

information about its client. This can be used et then' to

gain more <:cmtr"'l :her the corporation or to

8

provide
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information to a mare favored company wanting to take DVEI'

the first corporation.

3.2.3.3 Trust Departments

The activities of bank trust departments have been

under scrutiny DO the government inF many year s because

enurrncsus amounts of economic PDNEF are concentrated there.

The trust departments held assets for others. They 3l"E

prohibited by law to use their trust departments to maintain

their own accounts. The banks manage net only the wealth of

individuals and f amities, but also pension Mundi. Although

it is optional with the primary owner QUO the a~35et~3 a-8, to

haw the stock in the various companies is rated, generally

the bank will exercise the vote.

Garage-°e485mars Wright Pitman (UE Ccrrugre-5~3 1968) H35

greatly concerned with the great financial power which had

been concentrated in: there ban!-**8 with their t f u a t

departments, particularly since, with the USE cr-F secret

accounts, the true ownership in companies could be hidden so

that various laws regarding mwner5hip Festrictinns could be

obviated. in tfii U.3. News and World 889952 1974) as ticle

mentioned previously, it was the eccmclmic power which the

leading bank; had obtained through their trust departments
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which we; the cause no such alarm.

2.2. .4 Correspondent Bank Function

A Eeemingly innocuous means far e¥¥ecting control or

influence of the big banks over the smaller ones is through

the correspondent relationship (Campbell and Campbell 1978,

73, 74). Ta state it simply, the large bank is the banker

if cur the 5ma 1 1 or cane. The cnrrespandent ban& he pa in

providing money ¥Qr 1 0 8 9 5 which 3f"E tan 1 urge -For the

smaller lanark handle legally; i t prmvidei advice DH

investments and legal matters; it may provide information on

credit rating; 54 borramers and even may help in -Finding

management peracrrznel ¥Qr the smaller bank. Finally, the

carrespsndent bank might also invite the smaller bank tm

join in loan syndicates.

2.2.4 I NVESTMENT B4r4t4 I NO

The role Qf the investment banker is another par t CH:

the ¥inancia1 web holding a company entrapped (US v. Henry

3. Morgan, 118 F. Sup é21, 41951) ) I A prime function 04 the

investment banker is the placement cn-F his clients'

securities. 8

to

firzarlcie41 advi sir hand usually having Ei
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member on the board of directors) the investment banker is

C10591 Y involved with his clients' financial interests and

in the management of the companies IMen5hi knv 1969; Brandeis

1914; Mir hall 1962). The investment ban or can become SD

intimately involved with the company that the Securities and

Exchange Commission had stated that i 'F an investment bank

has a director on the board of 8 corporation, it controls

that company.

2.2.5 QCCUUNTIMG AND QLIDITING FIRMS

Accaurting firms are at a lower level of .power than the

banks and the elite law firms (to be discussed later) but

they provide information and communications which greatly

assist in establishing, maintaining and enhancing economic

power. The F!etcal¥ Cammi tree al in delved into the

accounting Fll"DIFEE~EiDi'i and the cnncentratian in it, the

control of it and haw it operates. Its report said that the

big accounting firm; "heavily influence the economy as well

as society in general (because) accounting 15 the language

by which businesses report the results of their activities"

bUS Congress 19783; Mal Street Journal 19773).

Hence, accounting methods have a tremendous impact, not

ersly 1n relationship; among busirze-85, but al 50

5

with
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i rlvestors and with governments. The merger movement; were

lubricated by accounting grease--much 0¥ it 4raudu1 ent. The

most recent merger era has been greatly -Facilitated by

"creative" accounting methods, as well as by f avQrabl e tax

laws (Chatov ( 1975) .

The accounting situation takes on even greater

complexity and importance when looking at the great

multinational ccxrparatione.. Governments--big or

small--cannot prevent these global giants from circumventing

their tab, securities and banking laws. The corporations'

accountants and tax lawyers are able to devise a di~F-Ferent

set a~F banks Mir each requirement , person, BQEHCY or

government. "Ski 1 1 ed of-Fuscation now an essential

accounting tool" which produces results which have little to

do with the real world (Barnet and Huller 1974, 1-1.
°':Q*

The auditing -Function of the accounting firms is

supposed to be performed in an independent and disinterested

way SD that the public, investors and governments can be

protected. But this. has not happened because of a

combination of factors. The auditors are not always given

access to all relevant information; the auditing -Firm has

its primary loyalty to its client, not to the public; and if

an adverse audit is presented to a company, the auditor is

frequently tired and another one is

15

brought in to devise a
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rosier picture (Br-i 104 (1972, 1981) ; Chatcw (1975); US

Congress 19?8a; Wall Street Journal 1982a}.

A recent development of the accounting ¥irm5 now ties

them even c1 DEEP' with their corporate clients and has

greatly heightened and so idi¥ied the community of interest

between the then. This is management consultation. The

¥irm5 which are supposed to be subjective are very deeply

involved with their companies; hence, they are even 1955

likely to blow the L-:hi Et1 E on the efforts 04 their own

management consultant.

Senator Metca1¥ al so analyzed concentration in: the

accounting field. Parallel with the structure cr-F most

business in U.5.the , the accounting profession is highly

concentrated. This takes the form on* the "Big Eight" -the

largest, most in¥1uentia1 firms which have the most giant

corporate clients. They have QEZ GO the 2,641 corporations

listed on the American and the New York Stock Exchanges--92X

Qn the NYSE, alone £U3 Congress 19788 , 95; Brilo-F-F 1981,

235). The concentration density is greater with the largest

corporations and industry groups such 33 oil and banking

(Medvin 1973)I Hetca1¥ was seriously concerned about the

fact that the 3CCGUFiti FiQ firms are too cleeely intertwined

with their corporate clients. Government regulation has

been one-F-Festive in this regard. Indeed, the government



agencies involved in oversight and control 0% the prn¥es§ion

are part 0% the system, with the "revolving door II spinning

at high RPM and with an ever increasing predilection by the

SEC toward "self-regulatinn" by the industry (Common Cause

19753 UP Congress 197Bb; ggi; Qggggg Qgggggl 1982b5 Bri 1o¥¥

1981; Chatcnv 1975).

31§_!§_LlI§J_=8E_ElE¥';*§

Although the ban 5 seem to be the central core in the

cnntrc-1 9% the economy 5 the E1 itE* law -Firms play an

imper tent rule s

IF! control, cnardinatinn and information

exchange. The prestige Mall Street law Firms wield power at

the top along with their brethren in the banking business.

The Eubject of law firms is complex but very -fruitful

in revealing the nature at how the Ruling Cartel works,

bezzause the leading irms an Mall Street are keys to the

implementation and communication of power--political as well

33 Economic. We will look at the latter -Function -First.

1

Gordon says $41 their economic role (Dumho-H 1967, 5B, 59) :

They serve the banks and larger cnrpnratinne,
and not infrequently sit on the boards of the
latter. They are particularly active in mergers
and reorganizations; they do legal work involved

54



in the issuance of new securities; they represent
various of the.largest firms in their dealings
with government "agencies. Their in¥1uence goes
far beyond the giving of advice on legal matters.

These firms, are not j ust tied to the 'Financial

community, but are an integral part Q41 it. The partners;

have mostly upper class credentials, frequently hold high

pesitione in government and teach at the major law schools

(Dczmhcz¥45 1987, 58-618). Being wealthy and working in _j obs

From which they can easily take sabbaticals, they can

readily make themsel vas available w9or public service

positions or DF! temporary "blue ribbcurz" panels, in the

government. Many Eecretaries CJ*F State have come gram such

law firms.

Good examples can be $ound in the relationships o¥some

of the Secretaries of State, their law -Firms and their

clients in the oil i nous try (Blair 1978, 733 l John

Faster Dulles and his brother £41113-r: were partners F3-F

Sullivan and Cromwell. Qs Secretary out State, John Foster

was instrumental in dropping antitrust action against his

law ¥irm'5 client, Standard Oil (now Exxon). Brother Allen,

as head 94: the CIA, was instrumental in overthrowing

Masiadegh in Iran and re-e8tab1 infing the domination of the

Iranian oil fields by U.3. companies.

The relationship continued into the early 19705 when

another lawyer 4'rom Sul 1 ivan and Cromwell, 85

55



Under-secretary of Stae, travel led to Iran to support the

Shah. Later, another Nall Street lawyer and former Secretary

of State, William RDQETS, became an agent for the Shah. A

successor as Secretary of State in the Democratic

administration was another Nall Street l awyer--Cyrus Vance

(Engl or 1977; Lundberg 1988; DomhD~F'F 19675 TV Documentary

Ing QQQLLQLLLQQ lu§9;§§§)-

One does not have to be the top man at the State

Department to be power-ful and in-Fluential. For instance,

Nall Street lawyer and investment banker George Ball was

Undersecretary 434° State her Economic p.+.=4air5, but

additionally has been a key ¥Greign policy advisor far many

year; as well be being an important participant in the

Trilateral Commission, the Bi l derbergers and the Council on

Foreign Relations (to be discussed later) (Shoup and Minter

1977, 288-411, 264; Solar 1980, 9: 179).

C. Wright Mills (195é, 289) evaluated the significant

of men such as Ball:

The corporation lawyers and the investment
bankers perform the functions of the 'go-between'
e¥¥ective1 y and power¥u1 ly. ... They transcend
the narrower milieu of any one industry, and
accordingly are in a position to speak and act for
the corporate world or at least sizable sectors of
it. The corporate lawyer is a key link between
the economic, military and political areas; the
investment banker is a key organizer and unifier
of the corporate world and a person well versed in
spending the huge amounts of money the American
military establishment now ponders. When you get

56
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a lawyer
bankers,

who handles the legal work of investment
you get:a key member of the power elite.

In addition to its analysis a% stuck clwnership arid

interlocking directeratee, the Corporate Data Exchange study

for the Metca1¥ Committee also locked into the questi on aw*

shared law firms. The information revealed that i t is a

common practice f at law firm; to represent a number of

competing firms (Sherrill 1980).

Thus, the people from these elite law infirms are tied

together sacinlngically and prn¥e55iDna1 1y with each other

and to Qther Cartel institutions by the same interlocking

mechanisms we have previously mentioned. These men appear

to be the prime media for establishing the legal if r amewor k

QUO our monopoly capitalist system, *For tying together can

economic and political power, and for the implementation of

this power in the government.

E. 4 CDNCENTRQTIDN OF WEALTH AND INCOME IN THE U. S.

2. 4.1 INTRQDUCTIQN

In Dnmho¥¥ ' s (1967) definition of a ruling class in the

U.S. the top people would receive and disproportionate share



of wealth and income. We will now look to see i f the

monetary bene<Fit5 do mainly devolve to this class, and we

will attempt to ascertain if the main beneficiaries are the

ones who are also in political control .

There are two sides of this subject. Th e first is the

acquisition of wealth and income and the other is taxation.

Dowd'5 (1974, 117) definitions and explanation of income and

wealth are clear and concise:

Income is a flow of money and purchasing
power over time; wealth is a stock of things owned
that have market value. Money income includes
wages and salaries, social security benefits,
dividends, interest and rents recieved, welfare
payments, pensions, alimony recieved, net income
from self-employment {for instance, from f arming,
or by doctors), and other periodic income. Wealth
includes automobiles and homes as well as trucks
and mines and corporate .stock; but for analytical
purposes the ownership of product we--that is,
income producing--assets is the vital factor.

Historically, there has always been concentration of

wealth in the u.s., starting in colonial times (Feagirx

1982). Although this declined slightly after the Civil War

and again in the 19305 and 19405, it has i ncreased Si nce

that time. Around 18439 the LLP. economy and naticrn were

dominated by a small group of agricultural and commercial

capitalists. It was estimated that prior to the Civil War

200 Sami 1ie5 controlled all the major trade and ¥inancia1

organizations. Later the industrialists moved into the

58
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ranks 045 the wealthy. Every though there were cc:»r\4F 1 i cts

between the old wealth and the new wealth, an accommodation

gradually tank place which has resulted in the distribution

of power and wealth which we have have today (Parker 1972,

116, 117).

Many studies have been made over the year 5 on the

subject o{ wealth and income distribution. But there has

been difficulty in obtaining the most accurate, reliable and

relevant in¥ermatian, resulting in controversy after some of

the studies were pub i Ehed (Tuchman 1973, 41, 48,

Lamp ran 1970, 10; Dowd 1944, 118-120; Perla 19?G; Miller

1971, 24?) . The two main sources used have~ been the Internal

Revenue Service (IRS) and the Census Bureau. Each has its

drawbacks, one of the main ones being that each asks the

people to tell the truth. Tax lawyers for the wealthy are

able to mi ne the rich veins of tax loopholes ' F o r the

corporate rich. The IRS information does nut take into

account the f  a c t that more than are person in

{am 1y--particularly a wealthy one--will file returns. The

CEn5u5 Bureau information is ascertained only from a sample

survey. The Bureau does not include certain items as

business income, such as the gains realized #ram the sale of

stocks, expense accounts and various other executive

berneJF i to. Neither the IRS nor the Census Bureau includes

a
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retained capital gains.

The concluding est i mates o-F the office of Business

Ecannmics QUO the Commerce Department are about 132 higher

than those cn-F the Census Bureau in determining the

inequality of income (Tucuman 1973, 48). AS a result of the

problems with these two main sources, researchers have used

various other means either in combination with IRS and

Census inf armatian Df they have devil op ed data which they

have used independently.

There are other problems of studying wealth and income

distribution in relation to power.

1. Mast studies divide the population by fig the. But

this does. not 5hclw with clarity the great

concentration at the top--the group which constitutes

one percent or less of f amities where the real power

resides.

Cer tai re types of wealth and income can be hidden

either by nat being included in the studies (as in the

case 43-F Slime' cl-F the IRS and Census Bureau data) , by

being spread throughout a Sami 1y, by placing stacks to

be held in trust, nr to be placed with mcoundatiarls

where the control can be maintained and where the

foundations can in turn invest in the.variQus dominant

cQmp3nj E5_
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3. Comparison of one study with previous or subsequent

ones is di¥ficult because of differing approaches and

usages up varying data bases.

4. Many types QUO income QUO the wealthy generally are not

considered such as -Free country club memberships,

expense accounts, stuck options, undistributed capital

gains and free insurance and retirement policies.

5. Income in kind is usually not considered, such as a

farmer growing his own food or people using the barter

system .

é.. TOe considerable tax loopholes and evasion.

7. Government Euppnrt 9¥ business interests in the form

9% subsidies, tax breaks, provision 9% infrastructure,

¥riendly regulatory agency administration, guaranteed

loans, ¥inancia1 bailouts of ailing companies, foreign

aid which must be spent with U.5. -Firms, support a-F

the dollar, the entire D3-fgngg Department's budget 1

and many more government activities and 1 as which

f all under the general heading of "we1¥are #or the

rich" (Tucuman 1973, 76-1075 Boaz 1982; Hapgood 1974).

Inability to get precise data on the very rich and the

lack of information on the very poor.

8_ The significant differences between personal income

and distribution 4:4 income ¥rnm production, which
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i ncl odes f actors not paid nut to persons, such as

undistributed corporate prcvfits, contributions -For

social insurance and corporate inventory valuations.

9. Taxes not being ucactnred in, particularly considering

that state and local taxes are regressive and,

although the federal taxer are progressive on paper' 5

in actuality they produce only a very slight level ing

Q-F income.

2.4.2 INCOME

Most studies show that, although income concentration
has been decreasing slightly, it has remained basically the

same since the turn of the century. The most conservative

estimate, by Miller (1971, 50), showed that in 1968 the

lowest 207 enc the *Families received 42. of the income, while

the top 202 had 44. and the top SZ of ¥ami1 ie5 had 152.
Pechman and Owner (1974, 45, 46), using additional ~Figure5

and e<8,ti mates for non-reporting and underreporting on'

income, had the lowest 201 receiving 8_77. of income, the

highest 2074 having 47.97, the top 51 having 22.12, and the

top one percent receiving 1C1.5Z. The before and after-tax

figures are very revealing. Before~tax income cuncentratian
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toward the rich declined slightly, but the after-tax figures

o{ the IRS indicated a rise. Consequently, in 1952 the top

157 Q-t t ax units held doz of income, but this increased to

842 by 19é7, Pechman showed (Parker 1972, 178).

Two controversial studies an income distribution Qver

the years should be mentioned because they showed opposite

results (Zeitl in 1979, 114). Using income tax returns,

Muznets' canclusicn was that there had been a 5igni¥icant

reduction of about 402 in the income share received by the

top EM of individuals between 1929 and 1948. This report

received great attention in the press because it purported

to ehuw how redistributive the Qmerican capitalist system

had become. EfaldsMith' s figures al in showed this

concentration decline, although to a lesser degree (Hiller

1971, 51, 52).

Fuznets' methodology and sources were attacked (Par or

1972, 118; Tau:¥:man 1973, 54; Perla 1970, 187), in that he

used the vulnerable IRS data, did not ccan~8ider that these

top income holders come from a *single social or eccmamic

class, that the wealthy people split their incomes Her tax

purpesee, that there is significant underreporting of income

in the higher brackets #rom dividends, interest and rent,

and that undistributed profits were left out. Furthermore,

because 04 paucity QUO incarnation on the poor, the data for
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this group was estimated. Perlo'5 analysis, which corrected

for these f actors (except tor class) , showed that Kuznets'

much acclaimed decline in concentrati on actually would be

eliminated and the top would receive 3oz instead co

17.62.

Bald smith (1970) recomputed her findings and concluded

that Muznets' analysis was indeed f aulty. But, considering

additional ¥actor5, she stated, although the concentration

would be lower than Euznets estimated, the general pattern

would be the same--the narrowing of the i rxequal i Ty CMF the

rich and the poor. However, Zeitlin (19?O, 114, 115) point5

out that by using distribution of iDCDME' from production

(from 1949-1955> compared with personal income, there had

been HD decline, and the relative income shares have

remained ¥airly constant. Perla (1970, 136) a15o points out

that the Commerce Department ¥igure5 indicated that between

1929 and 1948--the period of the Goldsmith and Iiuzrrets

reports--corporate profits increased 2442, f arm income N85

up 2127. and non--Farm, unincorporated business income

increased 1?7Z; but wages and salaries increased only 1567

(before to:-aes).

The other controversial study was that of Kolko (1962)

which showed that, instead of the levelling of incomes, the

opposite had happened. Although the share of the highest
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tenth up the pnpulatiun had decreased ¥rnm 33.92 to 29% ¥rnm

19»1£3-1959, there had been a slight increase *since 1956.

Furthermore, the share of the bottom tenth had f allen ¥rFJm

3.41 to 1.02 in 1941 and had remained constant since then.

(Nate that Kelp used tenths, nat fifths, because using

¥i¥th5 would bring in too many people at the tap who did not

nearly have the great incomes which the very rich received.

Kolkn 3159 included the other *Factors of income CHO the

wealthy which we have re*Ferred to above but which are

usual 1y not cunaidered, 5u:h as expense accounts, retained

corporate earnings, tax breaks, etc.)

Additionally, the lower one-half income groups received

27Z of national personal income in 1919; but this had fallen

to 28K by 1959. The University of Michigan Survey Research

Center showed in 1988 that the share of the bottom half had

drfapped to EEK, indicating a continuing decline. The study

revealed that 1963 the top tenth received OM, the tap

three tenths gat sax , with the remaining we of the

population having the leftover 43x (Parker 1972, B1).

laolkcs'--I data sources were mainly the National

Industrial Conference Board (a pre~bueine55 research center)

and the University of Michigan Survey Research Center. These

data were criticized by Goldsmith, Muznets and others

(Miller .971, '51, 52).

an

Miller (1971, 52) cite; to-:J
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studies which show that when capital gains are figured in,

increases in the share of the top five percent are only a

action Gf a point. A159 he feels that a combination of

government welfare for the poor and the nature on* taxation

produce "considerable redistribution. II

However, other studies support the Kalto perspective.

Pechman and Ukner (1974, 46) of the Brookings Institution

showed that in 1966 inequality was more heavily weighted

toward the top SZ than what Miller had estimated, i.e.,

i9.1Z, vice 1éZ. Stern (1972, 419) noted that the rlatic»n's.

Grass National Product (GNP) mare than doubled between 1947

and 1978, but the shares of income going to Each fifth

remained basically the same.

The controversy over income distribution will probably

continue because there are tom many variables which cannot

be veri*.ied b y prezerzt research methods because of

inaccessibility to relevant data, particularly to corporate

FECGl"dS and to i ntcsrmation DFI the poor'. Despite the

differ-ences of czpinicm over' methods and data used , the

preponderance of in¥ormatinn indicates that there has been

ne basic or significant change in the nature 4:14 unequal

distribution in the U.S.: it is concentrated in the upper

brackets.
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2.4.8 MEALTH

The possession of wealth is much mare important in the

determination QUO holding QUO power than is distribution of

income (Dowd 1974, 123) . Wealth not only produces income but

provides the power to: give irncnme and to limit that Q-F

others. The control ce-F wealth the control of the

ecclrramy , which can be translated into political power .

Furthermore, it is not just the possession of wealth which

is QUO primary importance, but the control over the lies

institutions on* the prcxductinn- and management CH: wealth,

i .e. I control over the major carparatisns and ¥ip.am:ia1

institutions.

Although there is not the controversy over the research

an the distribution of wealth as in hound in ti.z=- studies cz-F

income, there are problems in ascertaining precise

infurmatian. Some $4 these are as fol lawst

1. Control and ownership a-F stack can be hidden by vari ClU.5

means SLLCZ. secret:»¢=
L4-.....t an d hidden accounts, Dwnershi p arc mg

variceue. f family members. and the use oF -Foundations.

'1....I A trust department of a bank can CDI'ltFQ1 voting power

over someone e15e'5 stock.

Hr
4.'1 I A trust department may have economic

is

des 5i on making
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contrQl over someone e15e'5 trust fund.

4. Non-funded retirement plans {or corporate executive; can

keep wealth the corparationi Lxnti 1 the EKECI.ltiYE

retirQ*8..

5. Stock in one company can be held by other companies.

e*. The decision of what measuring unit to use--individual,

f family, spending unit, extended Sami 1y, i rsterest group .*

social class--can make a significant difference in results.

Because QUO the ecarscrmi C complexity and the legal

.¢:=r¢:-tectinn 54 secrecy i rsvnl vi fig the-59 prablerns, meat

inquiry must work ith ani?l=l»4.::1.-r the data which is readily

mailable. This in acknowledged by Lamp ran (1970) in V115

of t noted study QUO wealth holders from 1922- 1956 which he

made for the National Bureau of Economic Research. He showed

that the tap 1.é?' of the wealth holders owned '§2Z of al 1

privately Qwned wealth, including '11 .18
84. Le!! of stock, 10GZ 484

state and local bands, 33.2% -34' federal bonds, 88_ex 134°

other bonds, 29.1% of cash, 7: EZ QUO mar-tgages and notes,

iE.T2 QUO insurance reserves. 16.12 of real estate and 22. ex

84 debts. These findings were close to those of the Survey

QUO Consumer Finances in 1 o41.

Lamp mars al ED measured fihe degree enc change in:

concentration during the period. He found that the richest

one percent of the people

in

awne-d 24% of all personal wealth
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234 can U.S. citizen; had total wealth greater than the

nation's Grass National Product and that the same was true

ten years later.

Miller (1971, 156) locked at the last year (1962) the

government produced figures QUO wealth haldere, from a top,

tiny percentage, in¥crmatiQn which could give us a much

clearer picture up the super rich and powerful. This showed

that 200,0GG consumer units constituted O.5Z of all units,

but held 22x cl-F the wealth, and the top 2.51 had 61z. Miller

mated that ¢ 0274 had mf all wealth and owned QUO

ccrparate stock. The increase in concentration 9% ownership

15"1 st OC L" is indicated by the ~Fact that in 1953 the

wealthiest one percent DO the population had 69.5M, but nine

¥'Ear5 later in 1982 this had increased to 71.62 »IDm4d 19?'4,

124)

As is apparent, the figures did+er a little from study

to 5tudv~-but 9911; 8 little. Wealth is highly concentrated

and has been for many decades. In ncoszu8ing cm the most

a¥¥1uent people with the greatest wealth holdings, we are

linking at the same people and #Families which are arncxng

those of the American Ruling Cartel--the top executives, the

big bankers and the wealthiest Sami lies such as the Fords,

PQcke¥91 1er5, Mellon; and dmPnnts. And, signi4icant1y, the

government data on this tiny percentage at the top has not

217
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been developed since 19é2. Flag i n (1982) states that this

might indicate the pressure mf the powerful not to provide

such in¥nrmati9n to the public.

'up
4....4.4 TQXES

It could be argued that the ma1 di5tributi Qn 94 income

and wealth could be justified or-:sm an egalitarian

perspective if things were evered out f fairly through

taxation, particularly in Poaror be-Qple were getting pa

Eharea of government largeiae in return. law 41974, 16)

believe; that " we Er: tram-;=.*Fer payment; as' e taken irzta

account, a large measure 04 progressivity is added to the

tax Etructure. II However, even though the federal income tax

is designed to be progressive, because QUO so many loopholes

and widespread Evasion, the to tLll"!'¥E» out to be hardly

pragreaaive _
...I
5-1 all (Perla: 19713, 18; Pechman and Ukner

(19?4, 64, &5>. In 1982 was shown that nr all income

groups there is 1955 than a difference in before and

after federal tax percentage of income (Stern 1972, 418).

Qnother s t u d y (leii_lirz 1979, 142) reveal ed that

f amities at the bsttam of the income strata paid :me-third

of their if cc-,me ire tax es compared with 361 c1~F the top

bracket. But the relative burden is

it

ex

much greater GH the
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poor (Budd 1979, 150) . One-third taken in taxes from an

income of *-58, 000 could be disastrous, but one-third of

$809,000 leaves you quite a¥f1 uer\t. Additionally, the

regressive state and local taxes have risen from 77 to 127

of GNP , whereas federal income taxes have remained

ccinstant. AS a result, when all t ax fE\CtDI"§ are

cons-8.i dE-red--eve-n these E4-Fecting E-state and inheritance--the

overall taxation -Falls al most with equal prspcxr lion on al 1

income levels *.Parker 1972, 179)

Hcfwever . Ecaraomi cT h =_ - : 9919858 the Pre5idE-nt in 1969

(Parker 1972, 79) 5hcu-49d that people with annual incomes

under $8,82G*f.> paid at: average' of 447 54 their income in
ta24€*=--tw0 time; that 94 someone earning $2905 GAG . Those

with income between $2,980 and $4,00{! paid 274' , which was

equal to taxes paid by mast millionaires. with the war ing

pos-c»r rent being eligible for welfare, they are in effect

paying for the Tran 8-f or payments of their poorer brethren.

The working pour 1-2*-i1_1-r not get back in mcaruey and services the

amauret they pay in ta:-165. Gun the other erld cl-F the spectrum
miner <19?1, 17, 18) admits that his refigures do not tale

into account the massive tax bone-Fits and other aspects of

government acidity which i'-8. frequently called "welfare for

the rich," enumerated earlier.

Not carly does the tar burden

Qi

nat {at 1 heavily

k

and
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directly DF! the rich, ccxrpnrate to:-:e§ al 50 have been

decreasing as a proportion 04 all taxes. In the mid-19485,

corporations paid 341 of all ta>:e5; by the late 19705 thi 5

had f Allen to 13X (Feagin 1982, 6125 and in the early 19895

it had dropped to 7.92 (Wall Street Journal 19B2e).

This drop in carpnrate taxes was ~Fram <51 billion in

1981 to 49 billion in 1982. Individual taxpayers made up the

*short if all '34 hillier. Slime examples CPU individual

Campania; are as fol lawai 9T&T paid 31 an it; 1981 domestic

income, dawn from 11.12 in 19813; Hank DO Qmerica paid 1?*r
'u

-|_*.:

in 1988, which was higher than mast banks; Exxon paid 1_M

QUO its U.S. income in taxes, which was 1 E55 than the rate

¥Qr a Sami by with a $19,999 irxcnme (1-sal 1 Street Journal

19828 )
•

What on these studies indicate about the 0V9r81 1

structure of the income, wealth and tax Eituatinn? First,

they 5hQw that as you look nearer the top the more you find

inherited wealth {Tucuman 197, 435 Par izer 1972, 1*-2) n

Although there is roam {nr new millionaires in our ecorsnrny,

most of the wealth is inherited, and through the USE QUO tax

loopholes, the control of wealth has remained intact ¥rnm

Ana generation to the next.

Secondly, the top f amities in income and particularly

in wealth are those which control the major

12

industrial and
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tainan:ial institutions in the country-the ecunnmic ba5e5 of

the Ruling Cartel (Tucuman 1973, 44-47). These are basically

the same f amities rated in toe Temporary National Economic

Committee (TNEC) {3ecuritie5 and Exchange Commission 1941 ;

Sweeny 1939) in the late 19305 and early 19405, the families

being mainly the descendents QUO the rc.-bbe" barons of thE

late 180135 and early 190O5, plus a new leftovers from the

"Qld wealth" days. This continuation of dominance of the

tap wealth holders aver the years shows the stability' cut

their cnntrul over the economic and political system.

Third, wealth alone is Nat an automatic key to power.

Included in the wealthy are various people who are very rich

hut who are nat powerful. Comed i an Bob Hcxpe is in this

category {Tuckm8n 19?8, I Bthers may be powerful within

their own corporate sphere only, such as J. Paul Getty, the

Hunts QUO Taxa85 and Howard Hughei. Still others may be 04

upperclaas Etatus but do not play power games. Pfmcsng these

would be the wives, particularly widows, Q-F wealthy mere I

But one thing in clear. In the U.S. a pe-rEND cannot be

pawer¥u1 on his or her own without being wealthy (Dowd 1974,

123) . A Dean Rusk UT Henry Kissinger can be powerful only so

Lang 35 they are placed in positions (3% power b Y the

powerful.

Fc>u.rth , the concentration CMF wealth and income
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undcnubtedly has accelerated since the above studi as were

made. The -Following are contributory to thi Hz

1. Th E accelerated merger wave of great proportions has

-Further concentrated corporate control and profits.

Inflation has trarzeerred income from the lower income

8pe-rmciirzg units to those who are reaping the benefits

o"F monopoly pro-Fits where prices can be raised to

compensate for inflationary costs.

The oil crisis par ticularly has transferred enormous

amounts 9-F income -Pram the CGlll5L1IT!€F5 to the

controllers of oil 'CDIHP an y wealth--mainly the oil

companies, their banks and the -favored companies which

have benefitted ~Frz:>m the people, nations and

corpcxraticrns which are spending the oil wealth.

4. Meanwhile, a severe, prolonged depression has resulted

in: the largest unemployment since the Great

Depressicm.

5. Marry :ompani E5 tr"395-tgr their Qperati ons and

production to lower wage scale areas such as the u.s.

Sun Belt Dr overseas. Corporationa which remain at

heme have exacted large income and benefit concessions

and rollback; frcnm workers, particularly in companies

with uninrzs.

of. Mearzwhi 1 E, most lower' c1 855 and EVEli middle class
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f amities new have to have twcn incomed in order to

maintain their standard of living--even just to make

ends meet. This also means that millions o~F single

parents slip further and -Further irxtcf poverty

(DeCormi 5 198403.

7. The Reagan tax cuts have further transferred the tax

burden tc: the lower income levels.

8_ Corporate taxes continue to f all L_all Singh; QQ_u5uQl

19829) . In 1982 the corporate contribution to public

ccn¢4er5 N35 down by $18 billion as the cczrpnrate tax

dropped to its lowest percentage in hi story--7. '?X.

This was occurring during the mi d-19705 and early

19885 when most of these huge companies were breaking

all reccxrd-8, -For profits. But it is not just that the

corporate taxes a r e f calling, the companies in

mannpolistic Si tuati cans have the market power to

merely pass thecae taxes on to their customers in the

Form of higher prices. Thus , the consumer ends up

paying f at' almost all the CDfPDF3tE tags, and the

ccrmparsies. are ch'~F the tax hunk.

We have qucxted many statistics on income and wealth.

What dn they mean in more human terms? In 1968 the least

wealthy 4'D7 G-F our citizens received only 15% of all income

and the pncrrest 262 got 474.--11.5 mi l l itisn f amil ie5. The
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latter's' average total money income was less than $93, 150 a

year , or $60 a week--be¥are taxes (Stern 1972, 417).

Meanwhile, the tap 4,GQO f amities reported income QUO nearly

Jour billion dollars. This was mare than all government

expenditures for feeding the poor and twice that spend on

anti-poverty programs l It was more than all federal

spending for education (Parker 1972, 123, 138)l

Economist Paul Samuelson described income distribution

with an analogy (Parker 1972, é):

If we made an income pyramid out of a child's
blocks, with each $1,000 of
income, the higher than the
Eiffel Tower, but almost us would be within
a yard of the ground.

layer portraying
peak would be far

all of

Some people see the system as healthy, xcair and with

plenty QUO opportunity. Miller (1971, 159, 163, 165) (who

has no criticisms of Kuznets) quites the former Chairman enc

the Federal Reserve Board, the New York Times arid For tune

magazine as saying that inequality is no problem. Believing

that significant cEdi 5tributiQn has taken place, the

magazine said, "Though not a head has been raised at out on a

pikestaff nor a railway station seized, the U.5. has been

for some time now in a revolution. II The dominant f act far

Millar in showing the health o# the economy and proving that

Qmerica still is the land of opportunity in the fact that
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there are mare millionaires new than ever bed are, and that

if a person does not hold that as a "recognizable goal" and

"you blame it on the system, you may just be looking for an

alibi. in Besides, Hiller says, you have to have to have

inequality in order to get people to work. 85 to the poor,

Miller (1971, 248) states that their solution $5 to "control

their her ii 1ity. H

E.4.5 CGNCLUS I GN

There are two aspects <34 the concentration QUO wealth

and income which are rarely rent coned and a third which in

navy-E-r mernticmed. First, in a capitalist 5clci qty thi 8

concentration must occur. 4 Harpist would say that it only

re-Flects the rmrmal result :If a ccxmbirzatian 01 the

capitalist C1855 Dwl"lil'iQ the means QUO production and

appropriating the surplus value -From the labor of the

working class. The capitalist say the same thing but in a

di-Hierent l1'.l8.Y : there must be large and ever Eypanding

profits SD that the 5y5tem can create 3 5u¥¥icient pool of

money err investment in order to grow, which is a basic

requirement of the system. Indeed, curse of the main

complaints Q 4 5 one of* the core Ruling Cartel

organizations--the Tri lateral Commission--regarding the
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contemporary political and economic situation of the U.S. is

that people are demanding too much from the system in income

and benefits, thereby leaving tom little for the capitalists

to invest (Crazier, Huntington and Natanuki 1975).

The other aspect is mentioned time and again by the top

executives in Silk and Voge1'5 book ggg1g5 gas! E£Qii*;§

(1976). If people are too auf 1uent, they will not work hard

enough. l+ good jobs are plentiful, workers will be less

apt to subject themselves to the authoritarian, demeaning

demands of the workplace. Worse still, they would have time

and energy left over to organize, petition and demonstrate,

trying to change the system.

The third aspect is that the wealth of the top people

very different -From that found in the upper-middle,

middle and bottom strata. That of most people is held and

used within that individual spending/wealth holding unit,

whereas the enormous wealth of the power people at the top

is pooled in various economic and political endeavors. They

cooperate through their institutions in providing <Financia1

support -Fur new endeavors. They invest in each other' 5

$inenncia1 institutions and commercial enterprises. They

maintain and expand their wealth in ex tended 'Family and

interest group structures. The government supports them in

thErE endeavors.

is

It is therefore a distortion to consider
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the wealth of the very top in simple quantitative comparison

with the rest of the people, particularly the lower QSM nr

QOZ u% the population. It is qualitatively, and in the

campusite, quantitatively, very different.

The nature QUO wealth and income concentration has not

been written tram the standpoint; of extended f amply,

interest group or class. Nor has it been nuked irxtn in

comprehensive detai 1 +rcsm the aspect of the tiniest

percentage at the top where the main power hc=1 der*-8 rest do.

Just as one cannot develop a true perspective cr-F ECDF!DI'l'IiC

control My looking at individual csrparatiuns without their

interconnectedness, we cannntf obtain the clearest picture oF

the contra! Dt wealth in the country by studying only

individual c:
-'s spending ur=it5"or num 1 E-ar -Families. T`rse

research we have been citing is only the beginning of what

must be accomplished.

'U' so*
.¢.1..ll ~....* METHGDS go: PDL I T I EAL CUNTRUL

For the economically power{u1 to have control 04 the

state, they must have institution; through which the power

is exercised. It is a central par t cl-F maintaining the
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cap tal i st structure and dominance of the economic 5y5tem

that the political system al 5D must be run by members D-F the

pglnlgr-tul capitalist rul ing C1855 and their lclyal

represerltati yes. In the U.5. one can 1 cuzsk at the

background; in business, of the key appointments in: the

executive branch of the government; Ana can SEE how the

government regulatory agencies, are run for the benefit of

big business; one can see the "revolving door" o-F personnel

between governmental agencies and the corporations which are

supposed to be regulated; one can follow the paths :of the

laws which .g ¢8VDl"' big business, -Pram the matter' mf how and

with whom legist at inn carigirxates to the -Financing cs-F

pre5sL:r'E- g ro u p s in order to get the bi l l s p35E,Ed by

Congress; one can observe how the laws are administered once

they become law; and one can 8lsa watch the voting behavior

QUO people who are elected and see how their votes support

these whose money helped elect them.

But there is a higher level 43% power which is the lcey

to Lmderatanding the lower 1 evel of activity mentioned in

the precedi reg paragraph . There needs in be organizations

which are cover t or se-mi -c over t , which are under the

complete control of the Ruling Cartel and which per¥cirm the

-F urrcti ons D-F idea development, maintaining consensus,

personnel recruitment , and idea transmission for
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implementation into governmental policy and law. There are

three prime political Car tel organizations which -Fall into
the above category: the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR)

the Bi l derberg group and the Trilateral Commission (TLC).

There are several others in the U..'8. which perform war i GAS

functions in the power structure which act as mechani 5m5

through which the Car tel increases and spreads its in-Fluence

throughout the country in certain social, economic and

political sectors (Domhof-F 1967, 1979) . They are signing°icar\t

achieving CC4!'l5EI'i5L\5 among 191:31 an d regional rul ing
elites and they wctrk to i of 1 uence- governmental policy in

particular areas 04 interest. But :I with the exception D-F

the Brookings Institution (the prime Cartel think tank) and

the Committee for Economic Development (CED)--the CFR *For*

domestic issues- -these others are cu secondary importance co

the big three: CFR, TLC and Bi lderber".

2.5. 1 COUNCIL on FQFCEIGN REL#-=T1QNS

Founded ire 1919, the CFR in the coldest cl? the thr'ee and

has had a try-rnendnus impact on governmental policy since the

late 19305. It is openly admitted by the members themselves

that this the case--and f o r all admin titrations,

Republican or' Democrat (Shoup and filter 1977) . The

1n

CFR is
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the chief recruiter' for cabinet~1eve1 l:f4¢icia15: the

secretaries, deputy-aecretaries and undersecretaries (Shrug
"19
\_*

and Minter 1977, 605 81). Even where the incumbent is Nat

from the Council, he generally has a close relationship with

the CFF:, as in the C358 o% Secretary of State Cordell Hull

&using World Mar II.

The CFR, TLC and the Bi l derberg organization have the

same structure ¥Qr determining their memberships. The CFR

participants, particularly those on the steering and

advisory groups, are dominated by the New York City law and

banking elite--te care of the American Ruling Cartel. That

the CFR represents to Eastern Ruling Class Establ ishment is

Ehown be*' the paLe~=ity QUO members among the conservative

busi nessmen' s organizations such as the Chamber of Commerce,

the National Association of Manufacturers and the Conference

Board:I where the tap management men 91° the langa-

carporatinns predominate.

The interlocking QUO top personnel 04 the Eilderbefgeri

and the TLC with the CFFI is pervasive. The men on the

steering and advisory committees (who pick the other

members) of the TLC and Eli lderberg group are all CFR

members.. C!-F the 1'8i U.'3. Trilateral Commissioners through

1979, 74 were CFR members, EQ of whom were involved with

banking or other ¥inanci3l institutions. 49 in the economic
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sphere $4 the history of power in the U.S., the early years

of the CFR were dominated by Morgan interests, but since the

19585 the RQcke4e1 1 er5 have prevailed, although the Morgan;

are not completely excluded iMen5hi kuv 19693 Knowles 1973).

To total membership principally in ccemprise-d cr-F the

¥G1 1uwing' men {and only recently a whew women) ifrnm the

prime multinational corporations, and particularly the banks

and law firms; the carefully selected intellectuals of the

approved think tanks and elite universities; leader; 04 the

C143 and the prime movers 04 the Eastern Establishment mass

media £Si 1k and ii 1k 19885 Shoup and Minter 1977; New York

Times 1984.

Perhaps the must important historical function 0% the

Council has been to set up study groups to develop positions

DFI foreign policy strategy and tactics. These concl us ons

and recammendatinns are almost always implemented by the

government, even if with slight modification. The bast c:

d9~Fi niticzn F34 U.S. 91 Qbal intErest was made beufnre LL 3.

entrance into World Mar II, setting the basic pattern and

Qbjectivea; ~Fcar subsequent American imperialist wforeigra

policy. 9159, §peci¥ic governmental actions have been taken

and institutions have been set up after origination in the

CFR. For example, the decision to drop the atomic bomb on

Japan, the Marshal 1 Plan, the United Natichna, the



the chieF recruiter for cabinet-level o4¥icia15: the

secretaries, deputy-secretari es and Lmdersecretari es (Shoup

and Minter 1977, 60, 61). Even where the incumbent is nut

from the Council, he generally has close relationship with

the CFR, as in the case 134 Secretary of State Cordell Hull

during World War II.

ThE CFR, TLC and the Eli l derberg organization have the

same structure for determining their memberships. The CFR

participants, particularly those on the steering and

advisory groups, are dominated by the New York City law and

8nking elite--the core :xi the American Ruling Cartel. That

the CFR represents the Eastern Ruling Class Establishment is

shown be the paucity of member; among the conservative

bL\si nessmen' s organizations such as the Chamber of Commerce,

the National Association of Manus acturers and the Con¥eFence

Eward, where the tap management men of the large

corporations predominate.

The interlocking of top personnel QUO the Bi lderbergers

and the TLC with the CFF: is pervasive. The men on the

steering and advisory committees (who pick the other

member) at the TLC and Bi lederberg group are all CFR

members.. CH: the 1"31 LLP. Trilateral Commissioners through

1979, 74 were CFR members, 5G of whom were involved with

banking or other financial in5titution5.

a

AS in the economic

BE



International Monetary Fund (IMF), the World Elan k , NATO, the

poet-war treatment QUO Germany end the Soviet Union, and the

pol icy toward China and South Q¥rica. In addition, the

Ccvunci 1 has become deeply involved in specific situations:

the overthrow 9% the Qrbenz government in Guatemala was a

result GO the recommendations of a CFR study group-~--a body

which was chaired by the head 94 United Fruit Co. and which

had great input by CFR member 811en Dulles--the head QUO the

cin (and whose law firm represented United Fruit.)

Another example of CFR pcswer was demonstrated by the

way the U.S. changed its Viet Nam Mar policy. In spite $4

great popular sentiment to end the war, the conflict was not

brought to a halt until the CFR {inally changed its mind and

conveyed this to President Janean.

Although the Council DW Foreign Relations may have been

eclipsed somewhat in its direct in¥1eunce on government by

the Trilateral Commission, it 5ti 11 acts as a ruling class

clearinghouse ¥c\r high government personnel and -For

discussion of developing policy.

The Counci 1 has had great impact, nat only cm

determining what the "national interest" is and what policy

is, but also who the deck 'Si on makers in government are.

(For instance, in 1965, thi 5 organization of 1,400 people

had 176 member 5 currently in: key government positions and

B5
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more than 400 other; Who previously had held such jobs.) of

considerable--perhaps even greater--impnrtance is that the

CFR had determined what the range of "respectable" options

.are and what is even "di-scu55able. II

2.5.2 8 I LDERBER6 GROUP

In the drive to control and rationalize the economic

system, U.S. capitalism has gone a long way in the

cartelization of the country and in turning i t into a

corporative-mercantilist state (midband 1969; Hayek 1944;

Dowd 1974). A similar movement had been taking place in the

international scene, with huge transnational corporations

and 4inancia1 institutions dominating commerce Barnet and

Muller 1974; Magdaff 1969).

With the Western European economic recovery of cal luwirug

World War II, it became obvious to the Western C3Pita1 i*s.t

leaders that cooperation would be desirable and profitable.

The need was seen to develop cor\sensLls, hold dawn

competition, ¥aci1 tate the "free" internatiQnal movement of

commerce and capital, and to present a united front, both to

the Third World countries (whcuae resources and cheap labor

they needed) and to the Socialist nations (whose competition

they feared). Additionally, European nations were concerned
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about a power+u1 United States operating independently

without coordination with its European allies. It was from

this wellspring that the Bi 1 Oderberg organization f i rs t

if l uwer-ed and the Trilateral Commission later emerged (Solar

1980) .

The Bi l derberg initial meet i fig was in 1954 in the

Eilderberg Hotel
4

in Dasterbeek, Hc311ar\d--hence the name -For

the group. The organization ha5 held at least one gathering

a year since then, except icrr 1976 when the meet i fig was

cancelled after a 'scandal involving QUO 'one n~F the may or

participants.

There are three types aw* participants. One is a core

group of regular attendees; another i s comprised c»~F more

power-ful mere can the advisory and steering committees, the

latter- being a group which selects all members. David
Row: l=:e'Fe1 1 or , Chai rmaru D-F the Board at Chase Manhattan Bank,

is the acknowledged leader cr the organization. The

part ci pants are a mix of the most pawer¥L\1 men +rcun the

transnational industrial and banking institutions and law

firms in the Western capitalist world, par titularly the NQTCI

couratriei.

The third type of* member is part of a changing group cl-F

high governmental aH"icia15, key congre55men s mi 1 itary

leaders, representatives -From intelligence and pol ice
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organizations such as the CIA and Interpol, members cM the

mass media, Racke-fE11er' think tanks and %oundati Dn5, and

prafeesors -From the Establishment universities. Some of the

people are regular attendees year after year and some are

invited only once or twice. Specially selected academicians

from prestige universities are invited to present papers on

pre-selected topics of relevant interest. The U.5.

representatives a r e {torn the core Ruling Car tel

organi 2 .at ons, par ii cut all y from the Rocke¥e11or

institutions.

It is an impressive fact that several people who were

invited to attend Bi l derberg meetings later became heads QUO

state. This pherrcnmenen is contrasted (perhaps supplemented)

by the f act that frequently former heads of state and men

who formerly held high governmental 0-Hice also attend.

The meetings are held in extreme secrecy, with great

security precautions taken . The 5t3'{3-t is not allowed to

1 eave the premises during the three o r -t 0uf'-d3y meeting

period. All participants are sworn to secrecy, and i t i s

made clear that anyone who talks with the press will not be

invited back. The list of the participants is a closely

guarded secret as are the subjects o~F discussion. A11 notes

taken during the cc»n{erence are burned and minutes and

summaries are sent only to the attendees, including past
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participants.

The mast important aspects of the Bi lderberg group are

that it provides a secret meeting place where the prime

movers in the Western capitalist world can meet and tal P

frankly, iron out prob ems, react to crises, coordinate

activities, develop consensus and establish basic policies.

Next , having the mul ii nat i oral 1ever S of economic and

political power at their disposal, they communicate the

requisite information to the organizations and people in

their power network for implementation (Solar 1980, 171).

2.5.3 TRILAT8RAL COMMISSION

But the Bi l derberg Qrganization was not sufficient to

meet the needs of the Western capitalist system in a

changing world. The establishment and operation c3-F the

Trilateral Commission represent two important changes in the

i rlternati canal power structure. The most significant one is

the recognition QUO Japan as a major econumi c power along

with the need to bring her into the top levels of capitalist
cooperation. The 5ECCIFld 5igni¥icarst aspect is that the

Commission represents to a certain extent the Bi lderberg

group Cami fig out of the closet with a different mask on-

(It also is of significance that no one from Japan has yet
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to be invited to a Bi lderberg meeting.)

But perhaps the must dramatic TLC 'phenomenon was the

sweeping, overt occupation of the executive branch of the

g-:wernment under Carter. This in turn has been

paralleled by the establishment QUO a pressure group to lobby

specifically for Trilateral aims (Novak 1977! 19893 'Solar

19895 Baum 1976; Bird 1977; Chomsky 1977; Fri Eden 19775

temple 1977; Suttnrs and Wand 1978, 19815 I~"arpe1 [all]) l

The Trilateral Commission the brainchild of David

F-:a:ke¥e11er and hi 5 apparatchik Zbigniew Brzezinski--the

National *SE-=:ur"ity édviscir to + car mer President Carter.

Erzezinski succeeded Henry §=Zi 55inger, another 1 ong time

Rockefeller man who held the same position in the Nixon-Ford

adminiatratian. (Iii 551 nge-r al a Bi lderberger and a CFR

member 5 became a TLC participant a-Fter Carter assumed

of-FFice. I

Erzezinski convinced hi 5 mentor, Rockefeller, QUO the

need to ¥Qrm such an organization. Rockefeller breached the

subject at the 1972 Eli l derberg can-FE-Fence and -Found

immediate approval. He then handpicked the members QUO the

Trilateral Cammi 55inn's Executive Committee (Novak 1977;

Solar' 1980) and 1973, -Fueled by RucMe¥el her money

mainly drum the Rockefeller and Ford Foundations, plus his

personal funds) the organization commenced business.

15

Many
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of the participants were Bi lderbergers (Sklar 1980; Skou5en

[19723 Sutton and Wczod 1978, 1981). of the 59 U.S. members

35 CH' 15 August 1975 at 1 east 19 either had been to

Bi lderberg meetings or had come from institutions or

organizations which had representatives at the Bi 1 Oderberg

meetings. (Because we only have information for less than

cue-half of the meetings, there might be more Eilderbergers

DFI the Commission.) Many foreign TLC members also have

appeared at Bi lderberg conferences. A11 U.3. members of the

advi 5ory Tommi tree are -From the Ccxunc i l on Foreign

Relations.

Regardless of the individuals, most QUO the institutions

represented on the Commission are of the same type as is

¥Qund in the Bi l derbergers: the most powerful transnational

companies, international banks, key governmental officials

(particularly 0% the"up and coming" variety) , influential

law {irm5 representatives from Rockefeller think tanks,

college professors who have the Rockefeller stamp of

3pr."-'0V31 9 and personnel from the Establishment pr'es5.

Missing from the Commission are the military leaders and

representatives from the internationally operating

intelligence and police organizations such as are found on

the Hi lderberg list- Added to the TLC, however, are leaders

from a few 5a4e1 y co-opted labor unions, perhaps to provide



the illusion of working class solidarity with the capitalist

system, or--which is more likely--te bring Fey labor leaders

into the international capitalist consensus.

How does the Commission operate? It has a permanent

( Thesta-$4 and members who our k DFI position papers.

Cnmmissiun at a whole meets in secret to deliberate on the

papers and the problems as the Trilateral community. The

Commission accepts the papers, which are then publ i5hed.

The TLC also takes ¥9Fma1 stands on subjects cn-F importance

in world politics and publicizes these positions.

What are the aims of the TLC? The Commission speaks for

j_tc_3E1'If €Frieden 197?, 14).

The overriding goal is to make the world safe
for interdependence by.protecting the benefits
which it provides for each country against the
external and internal threat which will constantly
emerge from those willing to pay a price for more
national autonomy. This may sometimes require
slowing the pace at which interdependence
proceeds, and checking some aspects of it. More
frequently, however, it will call for checking the
intrusion of national governments into the
international exchange o{ economic and
non-economic goods.

Thule words are w o r t h reading again, ranting

particularly the use of the words "internal threats" and the

"checking of intrusion" into "non-economic goods". What a

chilling paragraph, par titularly when i t is realized that

this group controls the mast pDwer¥u1 economic institutions

92
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an Earth and has political control cover the Western

capitalist gDvErnment5, including the police, intelligence

and military forces.

The influencE and power' GIF the Trilateral Commission

and its Eli l derberg max L15 can be 'seen by the Earl Y

handpicking of Jimmy Carter her the TLC be' Brze-Eirzski and

Rocke¥e1 let, -Followed by Carter's steady Financial and

political nurturing toward the presidency. The most blatant

display Q# power in the shown by the number Q# men selected

by Carter from the TLC to be in his cabinet- -at least "-?n:'
-:LiJ 9 CHO

which at least seven are Bi lderbergers. It also) 'of

significance that Carter'5 Vice President, Walter Mandala,

has been not only on the TLC, but also has been a Bi lderberg

aftende-9. Fur thermmre, it was reported that 5 when

President, Carter kept in contact with TLC headquarters to

see what the latest studies were (Karpel 1977b; Novak 1977).

FQF the must part the Carter administration policies seemed

to be listed almost directly from the
5

and books.

TLC position papers

Although these policies were mostly economic in nature,

the desire to control and effect change in the U.9. by the

TLC was not limited to ecanumics. The Eemmission expressed

the necessity to muzzle the press and to repress civil

liberties be necessary to that the President could govern

15
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more "ef~Fe¢:tive1 y" wit.h minimal interference from the press

and pluralistic pressures I As the TLC has indicated,

democracy and capitalism are not compatible. Therefore, in

the people are nat apathetic and i f they actively

participate in the democratic prnce55 and make demands on

the system, they will sum=er repression (Crazier, Huntington

and l»=JatarxLlki 1975) .

The f cureign policy 04 the Tri l ateral ists and the Carter

administration regarding the Scampi et Union had some

:orstradicti ons. Un USE hand it marked the return to' Cold

bear tact ics inf belligererlce- and intransigence toward the

UESR, along with all the rhetoric with which the Cold War

has been associated. This is in keeping with the writings

cu-F Elrzezirxski and with the pulicy Q-F the Racks-Feller people

her several decade-5 (Scheer 1975; Karpel 1977b). and yet,

the TLC has also expressed the view that the USSR and the

Eastern European country EE could be brought into the

international capitalist CCIFISEFI 5L15 as junior economic

partners (Solar 1980. 32-535) . This seems to be a source of

considerable disagreement within the Car tel .

2.5.4 ELECTIGN3

The complexity cm* power and attitude relationships
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within the Qmerican power structure can be *seen by comparing

the presidential elections at 1978 and 198121. In 1976, Ford,

who N35 President, was a Bi lderberger and CFR member.

Elliot Richardson, a TLC participant, had presented him5elF

85 a pc»5'8,ib1 e pres dent al nominee. Carter 4sFId his,

*Ji co-preei deres al candidate were bath from the TLC , with

Mandala also being a Bi l derberger.

The 1980 election was more complex. Running for the

nomination on the Republican side were John Anderson, a TLC

member WhD 185 the ~8,uppcar t Q-F prominent Tri lataral i stsi

George Bush, a Bi lderberger, CFP member- and Tri lateral isti
Ed;-.rar-d kierrnedy, who had some TLC support; and Cr? cQur5e J

Carter *:3klar 1989, 5?46, 5773 .

Camplicatirug the situatinru was the candidacy o% John

Cclrenal ly and Fxzrxal d Reag are . Exith Qpenly attack Ped the

Tri lateral connections 121° the FEED tutti rug ,so :nr both
Republican ar~.d Democratic Nomi natl ons. This we; the -Fir'5t
t ime that the TLC had been publicly exposed at such a high

level DO visibility. The situation was even more complex in

light 9+ the -Fact that many Reagan advisory people were

-from just this Establishment wellspring, although they might

ave been the mare caneervative element. However 5

knowing that this W35 a 'Favnri to topic among the very

the

c:are*5E-rvative Republicans, whose support was needed in o r d e r
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tcm get the nominatiQp, Reagan'§ TLC people perhaps NEFE

merely using the att8cMs on the Commission as a political

blcxy. OF subsequent Events showed, H118 probably was the

case.

After Reagan won the naminatinn, Etti accommodation was

reached whereby EIL;-8h became ihe- act9r'5 running mate,

nothing more we; say d about the Trilateral Commission, ...J84:4

Davy d RQc&e¥e11er'5 support was f Cr thcoming. Thi 5

parallel to the Eituatian QUO Pickard Nixon Mae, when ,

after winning the rlominaticm, he had to accept the

CC¢5l8!la.a;.Li£3Fl'8 enc Nelson Run: ke-F el 1 at 5e-~F ore receiving

FZ4:H:ke-4E-ller =f=4 E5tab}iEhmen& supper t €8i 1¥: 396 Silk: i 989 ,

284 , 284 )

De5pit9 the di¥¥erence5 among various candidate-5,

range of G§iniGn5 is still narrow when compared to the 4411

width of puzsible options and apprnachee. The f act is that

these varying cspiniurxs repreeerxt merely the !"obligE QUO

acceptable dissent within to*=e= Run ing Car tel plus some

8ccemmodatinn to the or assure; 45"om the F'i ght Wing. The

Ca:""*;e8 still remain; firmly in control regardless of which

party is in power. The f`IDmj. nee; from both par ties are

either Establ ishment people or must submit to Cartel demands

in order to be elected.

1 re

the

15
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*to I: I:-
.IL u i u i DEC IN I QM !*la'3l}=IEF33

A use1*Ls1 way 94 leaking at; Cartel cclratrcvl to

tabulate the ruling elite organizations with connections to

personnel in the key positions in the executive branch frnm

the Ei serxhcswer y e a r s through the Reagan administration

through Qugust 1982 (Wimple 1977i Sklar 1980; Liberty Lobby

£19?53; §89t1§§§ 19843, 198443.

Eairetary GO Etatei Seven men, all ¥rnm the CFF:; six

wEre Hi l derbergers, two QUO whom al EO were -From the

I -
T L C Q ' 4:4 4 i -Fth man we; ¥rnm a prestige law 4iFm which

had two Bi i derbergeri.

*to
dl-: Secretary of Defense: Nine men; six ¥rnm the CFR, twin

94 whom were Bi lderbergers and three from the TLC; two

ere £r9m the Business Qdviscrry Counci 1 (¥ormer1 y a

very in4*1 Lxential Establishment business

organization? *

19'

..\_..a U Secretary 94 Treasury: eleven men; give ¥r9m the CFR,

tis 04 whom were Bi l derbargars, one QUO whom al so was

on the TLC; one -from tlwe 1 arrest bal l Street

born&eragE house.

4. Director 94 CIA: Eight men: six from the CFR, one of

wham was. a Eilderberger; and one was a Txfilateralist.

13
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Also, the head cu-F the CIA under Truman helped

establish the Bi lderbergers.

'=:
a..r¢ National Security Advisor: Ten men: eight from CFR, of

whom six were Bi l derbergars, with two 3150 ¥rDm the

TLC.

It should be streeeed that the above ¥igure5 represent

a conservative, minimal tabulation o+ the elite connections

n the incumbents in there positions. Full information on

these organizatiunz' memberships not avi table,

particularly an the Bi lderbergers. Participant lists GO only

une-ha1¥ of the Bi lderberg meetings have been recovered.

It .as is is of significance that many 0¥ the men who

held high pngitians at who per£r:vrmed special ¥unction5 in

the Truman administration were <Frx:zm the CFR and became

Bilderbergere5~~men such as Dean Acheson, Averill Harri man ,

Paul Huffman and George Kennan.

This shows that, although administrations came and go,

i t generally makes little di {4°ereru:e who is in

"power"~-Democrats or Republicans. The occupiers of the

positions D45 political power in the U. S. particularly

regarding ¥9reign policy, al most always came from the same

pat.
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re
l»» 6 HETHUD3 DF I DES QND INFUEMQTIUN CGNTFIBL

Institutions *such as the major foundations,

universities aria! think tank-3 have a great impact OH

development and inculcation of idea; and information. They

¥9Fm a class, pentagonal relationship with the governmental

and corporate worlds €£4hitta¥-'er' 1974, Dnmho-F -F 199,

1979; Enawlee 1973; Dye 197483 Q The :Disparate directors,

trustees and key personnel are linked together and with the

prime ruling c1355 instituiians such the CFR, TLC: ,

Bi lderbergers and Committee for Economic Development (CED) .

Fuuadatiuns finpnfially support those #our organizations 398

1 1£-£8 .1 as universities and think tanks. Much research is dune

¥Qr these your institutions as well as corporations and the

government at the elite universities and think tanks.

Qnalyii8 QUO the prime R9cke{el her men as presented by

Mrzowle-3 (1'973, 47-SUE s and a reading cr-F Dye' 5 (1978,

1348-133) list QUO the natiQn'5 top corporate interlackers she

us how important the ¥aundatian5, universities and think

+-=..-.
\...\-is t l=: is are <Far' central be the most powerful Qmericans.

Krlczwles' 5 curparate board members have sat on the boards

of trustees QUO 29 as the tap f aundations, 16 think tanks and
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19 un versa iies. Dy.e' 5 tap men are trustees of IB

foundations, 2. universities and six think tanks.

2. 6. 1 PQUNDAT I CINS

The subject of foundatioras is much more complex than

the view we usually receive -Frcim the mass media (Lundberg

1968, 5111) . Foursdat ione PfD vi de- ecorncrmi C and political
linkage among all the other institutions. From the economic

vi ewpai rlt they Carl do anything a commercial ban k DF

ccfrpcrraticxn can d<3, but without Fegulatinn CIF public

=5ul;»ervi~s.iclrz, and they can do i t tax -Free. By obviating

taxes, the wealth (and power) can be retained in the hands

co the- -§8mj.1y or CD!"PD!'8.ti cm rather than having i t

dissipated irltcr the public ccnffers. Control of Sami 1y or

cure cczrparati fclrss f:ar= *Je maintained by using the foundation

to own a substantial share a=-F stock and by self-perpetuating

bsrards Cr? friendly ireterlacking trustees. By adding Etocks

in* your of tnundatiun with that o-F other -Friendly' *sources such

as relatives and banks, control over many corporations can

be e¥¥e:ted.

From the nor:-ecorlomi C standpoint , 4 oundati ons "have

power to set the limits within which cultural and

intellectual quests are under taken" by setting ¥urldi fig
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agenda; and defining questions, co? importance for research

(Lundberg 1968, 4?3). Politically, they are good training

grounds For future decision makers QUO the power Elite. Ff cum

the power viewpoint, the historian Mrthur Schlesinger iSh43up

and Hinter 19?7, 53) stated that "the he&rt 04 the American

Establishment I I ii the M984 Ynr k financial and legal

community. II Tts "front organizations are the Rucke¥e1 1er,

Ford and Qarnegi Faundatinns andan the Counci 1 on Foreign

Relatisng u CithEr' social sciantiats ccmclude that the

4£»*8=unda4.:i€:m=8. : r e s
4.11 1. exiremel significantw'

2 in the maintenance of

ll-1-ner*
'3= 1-..-'a..1l..F paws:- and the multinational linking of ruling

elites {Mhittaker 1974, 33, H91I

The control Q-F 4.1919 ¥uunéatinn in in the hands 0% the

trustees, a 5914-perpetuating body, usually ccmtrulled be

the sponsoring corporation or f family (Whittaker 1974, 125).

*lnmhcfff <1%7t, 89 :. KG > rusted that in 12 of the top

4oundatisn5 the p&wEF ElitE is in control, wit thus-thirdi

of the- +ru5tee5 being members of the upper :lags D I ' -Fro:-m

major cQrporati ans. The rest are msatl y drum universities.

The mere powerful #Families and thEir in5titutimn5 :Control

not just one ¥oundatiun, but several: the Mellon; at 1 east

51:-z 3 du Pants at least nine, and the Rmcke¥e1 1er5 at

least ten. Even more signi¥icantly, there is considerable

interlocking among the foundations' trustees themselves.

the
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It is not just on the beard of trustees where control
*sought . Domination of a 4¢cxundatic»n's -Finance committee

is vitally important, because it is here where control over

the investments of the Qrganizatinn is maintained. The

Rockefeller people have long been in cgqtrgl of both the

trustees and the finance commit tee of the Ford Foundation

and several other large ¥oundation5 (Dye 19765 Domhuf -F

1967?

The place QUO the foundations in the power structure is
shown by the f act that historically the large New You L:

¥eundati Gn5 have been run he members of the Council on

Foreign Relations (CFR) (Nhi ttaker 1974, 974 Conversely,

these foundations have financed the CFR endeavors. The same

relation5hip5 Exist with the CED, TLC and Wilder tfergers. A

prime example of how this interlocking works is found in the

Eituation with Jcwhn J. M¢:C1 cry in the 19505. He was the top

man at the {1agshi p Racks-Feller institutiun--Chase-Manhattan

Bank: Qs chairman QUO the Ford Fnundatian, he provided money

to the CFR, of which he was chairman, to make a special

study mf Russian-American relations which was chaired by

him5E1-f (Whittaker 1974, 11).

Governmental interlocking also is ngfmal . Many CH: the

past Secretaries of State were in high pcrsi lions or were

trustee= of

15

major ¥cxurldation<5 before assumifig their key
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government job. Qn9: researcher concluded that what the

foundations did internationally was seldom done "without the

approval Q-F Washington" (Whittaker 1974, 100, 181). l"IcGeorge

Bundy, head of the Ford Foundation f o r many years, w.-35

reported saying 0% a particular project that he had to clear

it with the White House be¥clre preceding with his approval .
Foundations have been used ¥requEntly by t he CIA 85

conduits for money and activities which the government did

not became publicly known (Whittaker 1974,want to
é

144-166). The CIA set up its own dummy foundations as we 1

using 39 legitimate foundations. Additionally,

inundation personnel move i not cl t h e CIA 35 part cr-F tl'xE

selection process which para 1 al S that cl~F the State

Department. Cczraversely, CIA personnel transfer into
¥ourrdatic»ns after their tenure; are over (supposedly) with

the intelligence organization.

In addition to there governmental relationships, t he

écrundatiorz tFu5tee5 have irxterlock-3 with the major

multinational carpurations. Such positions al low them t o

EDCGUFBQE or t o disapprove eH=ort5 9-F foundations which

could either have a bene¥icia1 or deleterious E--F-Fect on

multinational corporations' interests abroad (Whittaker

1974, 229) I

as

H:\w wcxul d the projects and accomplishments co the
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¥oundation5 be assessed? Regardless of an evaluation of an

individual project, most foundation money goes directly or

indirectly for support of corporate goals or in maintaining

the current power *system (Lundberg 1948, 4995 Whittaker

1974, Mc: matter what praject8 might benefit the

peQpl e, fumndatinn money does nat go to groups or to

individuals who desire basic change or who reveal how the

8y8tem real 1'Lf
I parka. (There are no major, sigrxi1*icar\t

radical fGundati on5.} Furze study showed that only :me

percent 4:4 -Fceurzdati cars projects could be considered

controversial and only three percent were inrsavative

(l4hitta¥=:er 1994, 193, E143. f c. Wright Mills was cut c3-F~F

from foundation support after he wrote the Eggs; §;;;g_}

Sn the ¥oundatiQns are the prime media thrQug which

the Ruling €arte1 greatly determines what will -Flnuriih,

what will die and what will remain untouched in economic,

Ezienti-fic and technical development, in: social

experimentation, in new communications media and their

prol iteration, an d 4=cxr new. political and cultural

institutions. P411 this is done with an eye on the

maintenance QUO social central and the general development of

the existing economic, political and power system.

It i5 ircnni: that the mcm by the iicnundatinrxs are

spending comes from the labor of the people: from the people

13433.
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who produce the wealth for the corporations; and *From the

people who pay the prices the corporations set for their

goods, and services. The people pay again when this wealth

goes untaxed and they, the taxpayers, have to make up ~Fur it

out QUO their pockets. The people are paying -For their ENVI

social control.

2.6.2 THINF TANKB

The think tank interlocking system is rather complex,

because it can appear in a variety Q-li ways. In addition to

being a fully independent entity, the research organization
CAN be a part on* a university; it can be located at a

university, but operated separately, theoretically, yet have

university personnel; it can be composed D-F a consortium 04
un v e r s i ET (such as the Institute for De-Ferxse fiarsalysis);

it can be a 5pina~H -From a university; a university can

manage one co the Federal Consultant Research Centers

(one-half of these are managed by universities); individual

professors cars be consultants her think tanks; professors

can set UP their own , 5ma1 1 , profit-maVing research

companies (and some not so small); and universities get

research contracts directly 41 rc»m the government,

par ticularly from the Defense Department (Ridgeway 1970, 5) .
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Sklar (Solar 1980, 187) lists the primary "moderate"

Ruling Cartel think tanks as the Brookings Institution (the

oldest), the Rand Corporation, and the Center #or Strategic

and International Studies at Georgetown University. Dornhc>~F 'F

(1979) adds the Urban Institute, the National Bureau of

Economic Research, Resources for the Future, the Stanford

Research Institute (now known as SRI, Inc.), and the Center

¥Qr International Studies at MIT.

These major institutes and those connected with

universities Qperate primarily with foundation money 5

wh'orwas smaller, for E specialized think tanks are more

likely to receive government and business contracts. Think

tanks can be set up quickly when the Cartel decides there is

a major problem which must be dealt with and which must be

controlled by the ruling elite. These institutions are
c Funded by the big foundations. The boards of trustees are

dominated by foundation personnel and have links with the

CFR and the CED.

The Brookings Institution holds a special place in the

world of think tanks. It nat only in the of debt--wcnrki fig

closely with moderate, ruling class reformist organizations

such as the National Civic Federation in the early

19095--Dye (1976, 1 14-116) claims that i t has recently

supplanted even the Committee for Ecanomi c: Devel opment i n
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importance and now i'5 the dominant dcnmeestic policy planning

body, designing many of the liberal programs in the 19605.

Dgmhg-I5-F (1979, 76 , 77) says that in addition to

conducting study groups and to-search, the Brookings

Institution is II even more important a kind 01°

post-graduate school -For expert advi scars. II It provides new

ideas as well as highly qual ivied people for the government

and 4=or other elite organizations and institutions. Since

it was 4:uL\nded in the 19205, Brookings personnel have served

in al l administrations. It is highly interlocked with the

CFR, CED and other I-:ey Cartel organizations such 35 Wal 1

Street law -firms and banks (Dye 1976) .

18.6.3 UNIVERSITIES

The elite univer5itie5 are closely integrated with the
7

think tank-government-foundation-corporate network. In

addition to: being sites -For such organizations, university
per-ssnruel swing in and out 94° the big think tanks such as

the Elrnokinge Institution. These same universities are also

recipients co? large grants from the major ¥oundation5. Mast

of the trustees QUO the major 'Foundations also are on the

boards QUO tru5tee5 of the elite educational institutions

(and vice-versa) and the top university

as

personnel are on
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the boards of: directors of maj or corporations. They

participate in the pgwef"-fL\1 ruling c1 ask political

organizations--even though perhaps temporarily an some of

them--such as the CFR and the TLC.

It is very instructive to look historically at the

development DO the U.3. educational system, par ticularly in

relation to the American ruling class and the changing needs

DO the LLS. capitalist system. Be'Fc>re the Ci vi 1 War ,

universities were generally small , private and

church-oriented and with a curriculum devoted mainly to the

classics. But with the amassing of the great fortunes, the

concentration QUO power, and the change--8. 'in the industrial

factory system, the needs QUO American capitalism changed in

relation to education. The econcsmi c system needed highly

trained people to administer the system and to provide -For

the technical and 5cienti{ic needs of it. with the great

wealth at their disposal Racke£e11er and Carnegie, through

their €9undati ans, changed the 4 ace of American education.

Funds from business were the greatest source $4 income -For

higher educational institutions from 1872 to 19'O5. Nut only

did new colleges spring up, but those which did nat want to

agree to the conditions demanded of the phi 1 anthrcnpi its

generally disappeared.

The emphasis 04 the "robber baron" money was on the
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development QUO elite schools. From 1902 to 1934 only twenty

;̀ions were beneficiaries of 78Z of the foundations'

grants. The main emphasis a% the Rocke¥e1 1ers was "to

promote a comprehensive system D-F higher education in the

United States" (Smith, D.n., 1974, 104) . The Carnegie

Foundation set up rigid rules -Far universities to follow.

These conditions formed the bases Q# higher education which

we still have today.

After World War II another 5igni¥icant step was reached

by the economic system. Corpuraticns had become even larger

and more complex, necessitating hiring more highly qualified

administrators, lawyers, and man agar 5 and requiring a

greater i':L\mber enc more highly trained technical and

szienti¥ic811y qualified people.

Foundation, corporation and government act on N55

intertwined. The passage of a bill prividing for corporate

tax deductions #or contributions to universities paved the

way ~Fcxr' l a r g e amounter, 0% money from big business. The GI

Bill was passed. There was a g r e a t surge in {c»urxdat i an

development and subsequent giving to universities.

The major foundations combined their forces to bDrm the

Council for Financial Aid to Education (CYAE). The chairmen

and directors were former presidents QUO elite schocils,

directly From the

i

corporate world and #rom the foundations
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themselves. The organization'5 goals, clearly stated to be

for the benefit of husinees, were "(1} new knowledge through

research and competent teaching; (2) are adequate supply of

educated manpower; (8) an economic, social and political
climate in which companies ... can Eur vive and continue to'

pfogre55" (Smith, D.N. , 121) n The man who was appointed to

direct this commission was -From the core Rnckeifeller

financial institution, the Equitable Life Insurance Company,

as well as from the Carnegie Corporation.

But there was more to all this than just to provide {or

a mare Equitable work -Force. Une cantinuouily Estated goal

was to indoctrinate the worHer5 to be willing participants

in the Easter and to eradicate any radical el emerxts which

would question the system and try to change it nr overthrow

it (Weinstein 1968, 133, 134; Smith, D.N., 1974, 87, 89).

This was occurring, not just with higher education, but

with all Educaticrrl. Bowles and Gin tis ( 1977) tF'E.CE the

history of educational re-Farm in the U.5. and SEE the

¥Qlluwing principles at work continuously:

1. The demands for changes in education #allow changes in

capitalist development, i.e., from the cottage

industry to ¥actQry production and ¥rnm single £actory
to huge, multi-¥actnry conglomerate corporations.
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"1
.°¢l..s These changes create demands D*F industry nr higher

educated, more highly trained people to perform the

tasks desired.

°15
-»....' I 42.1 thQL\gh primarily 1.3eneFittim3 business, thi*5

Eéucatinn would be paid for by the public.

4. Workers needed to be properly socialized so as tm be

able to endure the regimentation, authoritarianism and

boring warm 04 f act fries.

5. Markers needed to be indoctrinated to believe in the

system, particularly immigrant children who might have

received dangerous, radical ideee from their parent~8,

and alia the student; ¥rQm the area5` QUO the country

where there were Populist and labor challenges to the

E-YE-tEFth

is. Schcscnls wcnul d act as holding tanks -Fur tcxcx much

surplus labor, particularly 'youths in large- u r b a n

areas where social unrest might breed.

Bawled; and Girths rate that each step c the

way :.LIt rest without uppaeitian--huainesi people and

sympathetic professionals won out in the power struggle over

the question of whose values would dominate, who would hold

the pm-.4er° pnsitians in the educational system s what the

Eyetem Etructure wQul d be and haw it wadi d be ccxntrcllled.

95 with the development of Quo ex sting

at

system ct-F higher
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education, the wealthy, large ¥Qundati on5, particularly

thciee 94 Carnegie and Recke¥e1 1 er, financed most D-F the

change-related activity. The Progressive Era, which brought

progressive education with was par t <3-F the 1 anger

movement--whi oh was Qriginated and dominated by the Eastern

elites--which resulted in marry' Eggngmig and political

reforms. Although there was opposition, this was gradually

accomplished bringing the country at the national and local

8_ be! 8 8'%*C}!""E' ¥ir'mlv under elite fggrytrgl {DamhQ¥¥ 1971 I
s

Man;-tein 19833 .

?=8a:n-e we need' to 1 ook mare closely at the major

universities and the Educational system as n
1-1. whole

haw they bit into the American power structure. Dcsmhuf-F

419872, 7?-T?3 '53l}"5 that "ccsntrsl e n c iffmerica'-5 1 hading

universities by members of the American Business aristocracy

in more direct than with any other irxstitutinn which they

ccmtrnl. II

The tap power positions a r e the regents or trustees.

Universities a r e set up basically on 3. cnrparate mode-1 :

hierarchical authoritarian and bureaucratic. The board G - F

t r Lust is centrals the general direction plus as many

or'§ § 9 £ T 1 E a=.pect 5 04 university administr8tian

t o

8 5 it
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desires. Various stud i $5 over the years show that the

trustees come from the core of the local state and national

power 5tructure5 (DL{ggEg" 1974, 1088 Smith 1974, 38-55) .

Know] ES ' (1973) 1 it 04 the 35 top Racks-Feller men sham;

interlock; with the leading L\r\i ver5i tie5 by 84 of the-rn;

Dye's tabulation of 24 tap interlcuzkers indicates twenty man

having connections with 27 such institutions.

But the situation has gone far beyond the mere control

o-F the university by regerrta, ever: though the regents today

are claimed tcm be involving themselves much more deeply in»

the Qperatinn 9-F the universities, at 1"'8er levels. in the

hierarchy, and mcvre subject \'3.}'-83»';'¢ than ever t»e¥cn'e

€DLagger' 1974) 1 A major transformation has taken place since

Mored bear II which has progressively tied the universitieii

ff¥c¥fE closely and intimately with the corporate and

gcxvernmerltal world (Dagger 1974, 119; Ridgeway 1970):

1 * Fr"¢88";=,8,der:*:.*3 and other administrators, i -F rust

chechen ¥rQm the corporate world, are brought into it
by making them directors. DO corporations and by

cutt ing them into bu5ine5*s de-als.

Fu
al-u The growth =:~*. the number o-F pr*:3¥e5¢8or's consulting for

carparatinne and the government had 1 had to a

combination QUO their be p.g an boards cl-F directors. o*.

corporations and to developing thai own corporations,

are

high

PI
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5DME Q43 which have became multimillion dollar

operations.

The mast irnpcxr tart phenomenon is gcfvernmerst contracts

to Llruiversities., to university-associated think tanks

and research organizations, and to: individual

prclifef-~8,cxr5. This ha; produced

mi 1 i tars-corporate-un i versa to cooperation to such a

degree that a cgmplgte 5tFLlCtL!FE of ecnnomi c

polit ical interest has been created, drawing the snarer'

Lmiversi ties tightly into the Establ infment 1' cqui

cclrpcvrate and mi 1 itary rlrrbit, and supporting thE

re! ing :Le Foreign and domestic pcxlicies

=.5cn:io1{:gi=:81}y5 ecnnamically and politically,
including a55i sting in w8r-8, in :avert intelligence

clperatiorxs and in the -ful 1 range Q? DEEUE of the

mul tinaticmal carporati in; (NQb1 e 1982; Rosen au 19823

Nation 1982; Eidgaway 19?Q) *

4. The major Lzreivereities are big busine-3595 themselves.

knowles says that they are even "more u5e-¥u1 0c>r the

purpose can corporate Eol'itFDl than a r e the

<Fc»Llredati ans, II because *.;h-ay "are like bank trust

dapartmerxt holdings in the *Fact that they centralize

the wealth Q-F many." They are investors of billions

:HF dclllar-5 in 'stocks and bQrrd5, DWFIEFS of 1 Ami and

and
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beneficially.

Universities are part of the corporate orbit.

Universities are 1 racked tightly into the corporate

PDWET structure-

Universities are *Financed by the Establishment and

answerable to it.

Universities are controlled by the ruling class and

serve the interests of that class.

3:.Z_*;l§I*:.IQQ§_§!E..¥1*8§§_Y.i_§§§8_.QQ8ll.*3Q_L

What is the place o-F the major mass media organizations

in the American power structure? Most of the researchers

referred to in the first chapter say that the media are a

5igni{icant part of the system. But the media, themselves,

frequently claim that they are separated {rom the system,

that they are simply mirrors, objectively reflecting the

fealitv Do the world. Indeed 5 they claim they are the

watchdogs 0% the system an behalf of the public. Before we

can analyze their actual functioning in American society in

subsequent chapters, we must first assess their place in the

U.5. power structure as we have done with other M3JDI*'
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institutions.

2. 7. 1 THE F:ot-'st-1EF:c1nL TV NETNDRP-':S

BECBUSE the three television networks have the most

basic in¥1uencE and the grEate5t direct impact on the M355

of Qmericans than an y o*F the other mass news media (Roper

1979; §§9§QQ§§2i09 19824) , the question of who awns and

controls the networks is an evtremely important one. 411

three cQrpQt3ti gn5 are large, multinational cnnglamerates

which historically have been high up in
8

the top ha1~¥ Cr? the
For tune EGG (1977) .

The cri t ical quest i ons are who owns. a potentially

dominant share cz-F the stock and who are the members of the

boards 9% directors. The study containing the most complete

analy5i 5 Qi
9

stockholdings was made in 1972 (Network Project

19°??§€.} I It shows that institutional i rwe*5t(;~r~.8 and the
networks' boards of directors had 61. 12 of CBS, 36.*Z of RCA

and ?BE)?' of ABC. The holding of CES stock by identi¥iablE
Cartel banks and insurance companies was 17Z; that of F454

was between nine and eleven percent; and it was. 2474 in ABC.

An analysis of the 1972 boards a~F director; :of the

three netwQrk5 reveals even our they the core Ruling Car tel

dorninati on- (This is not a recent phenomenon. When RCA and
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CBS were first established, the Rockefeller and Morgan banks

held large--controlling--quantities of *stoic k in the

campani es and had many representatives an the boards Cr?

directors iWaldrop and Et' L: i ii 1939, 222-225) . ) ThE Car tel

1*inam:ia1 institutions and their associated corporations

interlock with the networks in the ¥n11owing manner: your of

the 18 directors QUO RCA; ten of IB QUO CBS; and 51 x 04 14 54

936. The top network executives which are an the boards QUO

directsra 9% their corporations are Car tel interlackers.

Almeet to a man the Cartel representatives are Ivy League

educated and are members D+ exclusive social clubs (5uch 85

the Century Club)

But these men are also interlocked with organizations

cither than 558113 on-¥ the major financial, industrial and

social institutions 9% the U.3. and the world. As members

cm# the Power Elite they play important roles in the U.S.

¥edera1 government, both by holding government positions and

by participating the elite Car tel organizatiana,

particularly the Council on Foreign Relations (CFFC) the

Foreign F'nl icy Aescuciaticnrr the Cammi tree -For Ecornjmic

Development (CED) the National Advertising Council theand

Business Roundtable. CBS had by war the greatest FiLlRllbEl" c14

these ruling class interlocks--18, compared with six {or RCA

and ¥uur for ABC.

in
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#to other level 5 inf government, Emp198,/E95 Cr? the

networks have held significant jobs or relationships. Frank

Stanton, the nL1mbE*r two man at CBS at the time Cr? the

Network Project study, was a director D-F true C144 front,

Radio Free Europe, and was a friend and cnn¥idant no Lyndon

Eahnasra. The President QUO CBS-TV Service, Frank Ehakeipeare,

was the director of the Nixon presidential media campaign in

1948 abbé the next year became head c3-F United 8te.tE-3

néarmatian 848-ri CE M8343 an HBE president R&&ert Hint fer was

a Whip H9459 aide and Epoch writer -For Jcliwreenrz. General

Sarrga-H co? NBC wa-8.=. an a Especial hiaiiicvreai Citizens'

Cammi eii nn an International Eaaseratien, 8»*§!"i3EE czth-8" -F SUM"

sn9=°=:'=*.:==E-r=3 included the Chairmen 9¥ the boards QUO AT&T and ITT.

a'5'1- 1. -I 2 - • America directara were newsmen Ed Murrow

(533) 9 John Chancellor (NBC)I and John Daly (ABC). Several

;:=e8=3;81 E-. including Wal ts-F Cronkite, had c:1=8~3E-, persnrsal

felatianshipe with the CIA, as did Sig Mickelaon- -PrE5i ilE-rat

QUO CEE Mama--wha ran Eadie Free Europe (Film documentary QB

2982832 §§§lE§§§§ Eaybak 197985 Sch arr i*??'8; Bernstein 19?7§

Cnnversatian -3-F aLzth9r with Qllara Franccwi co ,

producer-director 94 Gm E949881 Q88g8888) u

There is yet another area of relationships which needs

to be described--the interlocks among the t h r e e networks

themselves. Using the same 1972 in{Qrmatinn,

the

the éirectsrs
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a% the networks were on many of the same boards involving

financial, industrial and *social organizations. C33 was

linked with AHC six times and with NEC give; NBC had seven

with ABC. Although there were 4Qur interlock; UH Ecuzial

cultural Q!" educational institutions and Quae DT! 89

industrial cnmpanv, proba&3y the most significant were the

-Five on bcrards DO -Financial institutions. The must

important D985 were probably those with First National City

Bank and Manu¥acturere Hanover Trust, where répreeentatives

9% all three networks sat.

Qua;éwer acer 94 the netwnrka it the role they play in

ézhe mi 3 i tars* industrial complex. Zn 1971 HBO (the NBC

par€a9t) £435 eighth among industrial prime contractors tes

N458 and 218t amarsg prime contractors to: the De¥Er¢5e

Department. CBS Incorporated (the parent company) also had

many contracts with the De¥en5E Department, the Dep8rtmeniz

QUO Interior and with NQS8. 888 had no direct, significant

rel atianehips with the military.

From above in¥Qrmation it is apparent that the

controlling authorities 04 the three commercial TV networks

net a disinterested group QUO men who are outside the

mainstream o{ power and influence in: the U.3.. To: .1199

contrary, they participate directly and indirectly at some

of the highest levels of government and corporate power.

the



2.7.2 PRINT MED14

The Economic and sociological backgrnunde QUO the people

who own the most influential voices of the print media have

not been widely studied. However, Dreiser (1932) Dcnmhcrff

( 1967} and Dreiser and Weinberg (1979) provide significant
in¥Qrmation.

Dmmho¥¥ mates that, e->:¢:e;8t 1"ar F'itt-Eburgh, t h e r e i n  a t

least one newspaper owned by a 399 82932285 1 is tee in

ever y city which has such a publicaticm which tabulates

their upper c1855 members. Dut-side of the §Q;i_.-3; 629232:
cities there are papers owned by such blue blooded ~¥ami 1ie5

be the Chandler; of Los Angeles, the Hobby; 94 Huustnn and

the Bingham QUO Louisville. The most influential upper »c1 a5s

newspaper is the 888 Ycvrk Time-5, which, a l o ng w i t h the

equal ly Ari 5tDcratica1 1y owned 8§80;89&98 F'Q5t q

¥requently referred to as the Eevatern Liberal Establishment

prE§=_,¢8,. Their influence is considerably greater than the i r

circulation numbers alone would indicate, because they are

habitually read by governmental and corporate cJ*F~Ficia1s.

Additionally, they are closely scanned by the news personnel

at the TV network; to see what was covered and how it was

treated in order to keep the networks' stories withl n the

19
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beunde enunciated by these two new5papEr5, particularly the

Time; (Hal berstam 1978? Epstein 197>

Dcxmhtd: 4 alston notes that the Fright-Ridder and

Scripps-Haward newspaper chains are owned by people who are

in the Eccial 8g3i§§§£. Although mast newspaper 5 are not

owned is members 94 the upper :las/5, the two major' news,

magazines ate--Iime and Newsweek. The Time. Inc. and Cowles

Empires of mixed mass media are G4-med by members 0% the

upper class through birth, ¥inancia1 interests or marriage.

Other magazines with significant upper c1 a55 ownership nr

heavy financial support rangeffrem the conservative National

Review of William Euckley, to the liberal Q88 3894949 and

the New York Review Q? BQDPS.

Another way of ascertaining the degree of Ruling Cartel

control and in¥1uence an the major newspapers is to look at

the backgrounds and a£¥i liatimns 0+ the pmeple on the boards

QUO directors DO there companies. By combining the material

comp 1 Ed by Drei EF and Weinberg with the in=*.¢:lr'matian

previeuely presented, we can make same clear conclusiuna.

The 24 largest newspaper cmmpanie5, whose daily r=ew5paper-3

account for mare than half QUO the circulation of all U.5.

paper; and which are ¥aund in the largest Pfizer i can citie'-5,

have a composite total of 3GO directors DFI their boards.

The interlocks of these directors tie these newspapers in



Ad Council

Chamber of Commerce

Bi l derbergers/TLC

Business Roundtable,
Conference Board,
Natl. Assn. of
Manus acturere,

Committee on the
Present Danger,

Foreign Policy Assn.

QFF:

Table 1

CED

Organization

Newspaper Directors' Par ticipation in Cartel Organizations

Total

*Papers With Links

**£»

1 1

1C)

8

7

7

Total Links

IDD

16

18

16

9

*Total number of paper considered is 24

**In the count is based en corporations which have been
represented at a Bi lderberg meeting or the Trilateral
Commission instead QUO just an individual who was an
attendee. the number is 13 instead QUO 6.

21
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up I;@§§
M88b Pee;
Time, Inc.
Newsweek
Nall §§ Jrn
Chrstn §§i U99
Atl Cunstutn
NBC (RCA)
CBS
Cowles
Lguiezl Courir
8111 Meyers
John Gunther
Denver Post
Nat; Ex!
Eecgu Baize
Times-Mirrur
Bela Carp.

Table 2

Hedia Participant; in 8i lderbErgEr5, 19505' and 19685

Total 4 co

C

a
a

3 *

C
a

c
b
a
a
a

57
a

3-ii:

C

3 *

ai-

458

El*

1 18

454 66 é7 e-,El

accc C c
ca*
3*3 *

3*
a
a

c
b

IN

5

C

#pa

C
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Naztet A11 but eight are also members of Council an Foreign
Relations. Five of the eight belong to Rocke¥e1 1er
organ:'ations.

Note : E958193 Q¥¥air5 is official journal of CFR.

a:
bi
c:
*I

Executive, publisher, director
Editor, managing editor
Reporter, writer, columnist (mainly syndicated columnists)
The person is not primarily occupied in the mass media

58



QI Times
H88b Eeei
Time, Inc.
Newsweek
Mel; Q; 9:9
Chrstn §§i Ugh
et; Qeneeitn
NBC (RDA)
CBS
Cowles
Leeiexl Qggrir
8111 Meyers
John Gunther
99939: East
EQEL Bye
Eezgu Eiize
Times-Hirrnr
Belg Carp.

Media Participants in Bi iderbergers in 19785,
and Participant Totals, 1954-1978

T,3.b1 E "T
.l

C

Et*

3%

71 74 75 78

3*

£3

C

b

C

C

C

a
a

C
a
C
b

Tcstals (1954-1973)

1:
.J
"3
.|:...

'11.

1
3

1
4
8

1

1
1
1
1

pa
.'J-

9

9
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Total 4 3 'Ur
-.3 6 51

--_ ._ _ ___._.__,...

Manta: All but eight are also members of Council on Foreign
Relations. Five of the eight belong to Rockefeller
organizations.

Nate: Fnr9ign airs in =.:=-F-Fi'zial jourrf al FE-if CFFI.

I
Et l

...an
L...

*I

Executive.
Editor,
Repo tar,
The person

publisher, director
managing editor

writer, columnist (mainly syndicated columnists)
is not primarily occupied in the mass media



Media Genrl.

Bell Corp.

Times-Mirror

Field Entprig.

£2599 Egligx

55-41 ES

CBS

l'-IBC €RCn9e )

14311 go Jan.

8438

Ti me,

MI Times

Media Participants In Trilateral Commiseinn

Table- 4

Total

;»'='o~8t

Inc.

15

lb

1a,b

la

1b

.'3a,b

je ,b
la

Exec/Pblshrf
Drctr

Tb

Rptrf columnist/
Uri ter

Editrf
Hngng Edtr

la

Nate' A11 media people in TLC are also members of Council on
Foreign Relations (CFR), except two, of which one is a
member of a Rocke¥e1 let organization and the other
in government service.

8 4180 8 Bi l derberg member

?='E3.5-8.
. J ' -M 9 4 2 4 are nat primary pursuit

C Not in CFF:, but is member of Rockefeller organization

1

1

la
1b,c

1 b

1

la

18

1
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with the mainstream of the Cartel, not just with the big

corporations, but also with the most important political,

cultural and educational institutions, including the CFR ,

CED and Bi l derbergers. (See table 1.) These 24 news

companies have over 200 direct interlocks with the Egggggg

1 5 399--the 1,1309 largest in¢5tria15 and 5G each of the

largest banks, insurers, ¥inancia1 companies, utilities,

retailers and transportation companies. There are 38 direct

interloch-3 with the largest banks as wel 1 as

additional ones with other banking institutions. A11 but

-Four iN" the companies are strongly connected with there

¥inancia1 institutions, and these -F our have one interlock

each with a bank.

Q :laser look at the director relationships shows that

same of these newspaper companies are more intimately tied

in with the power structure than some of the others.

FiE-ld. P;l1=3tr_§§l;QL;§ Stag, \;1a'8;2Q*;QQ Post., Dcsw Jones

(publisher of the 4911 Street Journal ) , and New York Times

companies are in this category. They have a greater

percentage QUO outside directors than the others (except -Fcxr

the Eos; whose outside directors compose only one fourth QUO

the beard); they have more people with

u.8.

EG

memberships in the

45
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el i te political nrgénizationsi and are tied in with the

greater number of 1 arrest i misti tuti canal investors. Dow

Jones and the Egg X958 11898 companies lead the way in this

regard.

However, the Cartel people are imund in mcvst cuff the

ccamparxi es. Same of the interlocks might be of greater

5igni¥icance than others. For instance, on the board of

Fund Motor Company sit representatives of the l;J§§t11Qg;Q.Q

EQ§2, 824 XQLE I;m§§ and the L_Q§ 8nQ_E;;.§§ I;m§§- Chemi cal

Bank of New York (a cure Rockefeller i misti tut an ) has two

interlocks with Dow Jones and one each with the _NQLJ

Xgggliggg and Thomson (one of the largest chains. ) The bank

previously had directors from the 8¥¥i 1iated and Scripps
chains. There are six cither ggmpabnieg which have

interlocks with two of these 24 newspaper firms.
There are 21 interlocks with the cure Cartel ¥inancia1

institutions and *several with el i te law firms.. The

interlocking with universities, foundations and think tan 'S
is very extensive, but must y with the local and state

institutions. The elite UfQ8Di Zati DHE D-F this nature are

represented in the people who a r e al SD intimately

interlocked with the other prime Cartel organizations.

It also is of significance to note that nine newspaper

companies had twelve interlock; with the Qssociated Press

k
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and three with United Press International (UPI). Une Do the

compare i ET sl Scripps, owned UPI until recently. This, alang

with the information which shows that the elite newspapers

and the To networks are represented on the board of

directors QUO the AP, indicate that the two wire services

also are part of the power system (Dreiser and Weinberg 1979;

Armstrong 1979; E5g8g888819g 1976a).

8_ 7.3 THE MEDIA AND THE POWER STRUCTURE

The participation of mass media members in the three

key elite pal i ii cal organizations have been mentioned

bf-ie-fly, The fact that the media have ignored reporting on

the TLC, CFR and Bi lderbergers indicates either that they

have not participated in these groups DF that they have

participated in them and have not reported and commented un

them. But we previously mentioned that people from both the

print and electronic media are, in fact, member S of these

organizations. Therefore, we must look at this more closely

(Liberty Lobby [1975]; '§aQt_liQ.l;t_ 1979b5 Dun snare 19805

Eringer 19805 Foner 1979; Nicholas 1978a , 1 '?78b ; Potts

1978).

First, the Bi l derbergers. Tables 1, 2 and 3 show the

participation in the organization. Incampl ate inhsrmaticnn
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is a problem because twelve years of guest lists--about

one-half*-have not been revealed or uncovered. No working

member of the press is at the highest levels, i.e., the

advisory or steering committees, although two such committee

members--Gardner Cowles and C.D. Jackson-~have been prime

43+-Finials in Cowles Publications and Time, Inc.,

respectively. The top n*F-Ficials ~Frnm the prime

Establ infment newspapers-~§gg !Q:.*~s 149.4 and 4§§b;0Q;Q0

EQ§;--dv attend with regularity, but only on a composite

basis. Individuals do not reappear each year as do the most

influential men. An average of almost four representatives

from the press have attended these meetings, with a minimum

of one (once) and a maximum 04 term. There has been a press

representative at each gather fig , with a working member

being at nine of the twelve meetings about which information

is available.

What has been the participation D+ the mass med a in

the Trilateral Commission? (Solar 1980; Nemple 1977; Skousen

[1972]5 Sutton and Hood 1978, 1981) AS Table 4 shows, we see

the same i nstituti ons represented and the same power'

relationships as noted in the Bi lderbergers. Almost half o%

the media TLC participants UP to 1979 were also

Bi lderbergers. Only four of the 21 were working members of

the press and only one executive had a primary role in news
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gathering.

The study of the med a and The Counci 1 DFI Foreign

Rel ati ans presents reveal i fig phenomena (Lukas 19713 N_gg !Qr_g

and Mi rater si grid-FicantTi mes 19663) . Shoup (1977) show

par ticipation in the CFR by members of the Establ ishment

print media, particularly the N_;w_ X955 '_[;m_g§. In 1972 three

on* the ten Ti mes directors and <Five 04 nine editorial

executives belong to the CFR. Ta1ese's (1969) index thaws at

least twenty people associated with the '_[1_@g§_ who belong to

the elite organization. Many 04 these are interlocker's with

the Bi lderbergers and the TLC, including columnists James

Reston and Max Frankel and executives and editors such a5

the Sultzbergers. The 395499299 Egg; also participates in

the CFR, although not to the extent that the Iylxgg does. In

1972, nine Egg; directors were members including the prime

working executives. The EQ§§'s sister publication, the news
magazine 88\1§;§881 al so had a number of CDDDECti ons.

NE'WSWEEk'5 r ival, Time magazine, was even more heavily
i nterl locked with the CFR. Amen ( 1971) l i s t s other

publications such as EQ;§u_n§, Li-Fe. Look. L_9.5 engelea IMQLS.,

the N_kw_ XQILF; Pgsg (under its previous owner), S3!1_4l;s=__x

Review, H_§.CE?_E'§.: and Business SQQ& along with the book

publishers McGraw-Hill, Simon and Schuster, and Book of the

Month.
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Except "for ABC the- TV networks also are represented in

the CFR, and for the first time we EEE working members of TV

network news, such as Daniel Schott, Marvin Kalb and John

Chancellor, as participants in an elite Cartel

Drganizatinn. The legendary Ed Murrow 94 CBS also was a

member. A fascinating insight into media participation in

the CFR was made be Murrow when he observed that "they

probably want me to do some dirty work for them'n (Kendrick

1989, 135). At the network executive level there were f our

CFR members in 1972.

The pervasi ve nature of the CFR in the media can be

EEEFI be observi fig haw many of the Qrganization'5 medi a

participants interlock with the Bi lderbergers and the TLC.

04 the 44 Bi lderberg media participants, all are CFR members

but eight, of whom five have other elite connections such as

the CED at Brookings Institution. It is unknown i .f the

remaining three are Council members, although they come iron

institutions DF corporations which do have strong CFR

CDNNECti DD5. 0+ the 21 Tri 1 ataral Commissioners +rom the

media, all are from the CFR except f at four, who have other

elite connections. The Qne without such credentials is the

Black syndicated columnist Carl Rowan.

From the information in tables 1, '>
--:I and 4, two

observations can be made. First, the media are not at the
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top levels of power. Second, there is a glaring absence 94

repreientativea from the electronic media, the only ones

being director5 from NBC and CBS who (with the exception 04

Sarnca¥¥ ) have FIU prime management interest or working

function in the networks. Third, the reporters who are

invited are nationally syndicated culumni 5t5--none known pDF

their critical views of the Establishment--and these are

mainly from the Times, with lesser participation from the

Post and the Christian Science Monitor.

The preceding analysis shows the position 03° the

leading mass media ¢:DMP8niE'5' personnel in the national

power 5tFUCtUFE. Some of the outside directuri are at DF

near the lighest level 5 in the Cartel, but the inside

directors are at much lower levels. Although the latter are

not prime deci Sican makers, they can be considered very

important ¥unctianarie5. The publisher 04 the __N_\8___w Yar k

limes is well aware of the position of his newspaper in U.S.

SDCi ety (ii 1 k and 311k 1980, 92-193). "We are the

Establishment. That' S why (my -Friends and business,

as5ociate5) are so surprised when we write against them. II

Concerning the reporting of business is5ues, Sulzberger said

that "they want to have only the good news reported, and our

job is to report also gggg (emphasis mine) as the bad news

as well as the good. II David Rcrckeifel 1 or observed , "It has
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1 ang been my impression that the 11m_~_'2:8 CDII!CEiVE5 its

objective to be on the side of the people versus business.

I don't agree with that prejudice" (Silk and Silk 1980, 95).

What is the Function CH: the core Ruling Cartel

organizations in relation to the media, and vice versa? It

is the organizations' job to see that the media corporations

and key personnel participate in the Cartel's consensus

formation. For the mEdia'5 par t, they mu5t censor what is

neccessary, distort and obfuscate where required and attempt

to ensure that the proper responses are made or at least are

kept within acceptable limits.

This has been extremely 5ucce§5¥u1 so war. A minuscule

amount has been printed and, next to nothing has been

broadcast by the netwarM5--only one brief mention about the

TLC by ABC and CBS (Vanderbilt University Library 1981). The

key Cartel groups 5ti 11 toil in anonymity as war as the mass

0{ Americans are concerned. It is vitally necessary to our

rulers to hide from the Amer i can people the reality of the

way the country and its international relationships are

control led by a few people in the ruling class and their

trusted elite collaborators.
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2.7.4 THE MEDIA AND THE C18

Now that we see the interlocking social, political and

economic relationships of the media with the top 1 ayers of

the Ruling Car tel, i t is easy to under5tand haw simple it

was 4'clr the Establishment print and electronic media to

cooperate with the C18 at home and abroad. As was mentioned

previously, the top executives had personal 5 -Friendly

relationships with the heads of the CIA. They all circulated

in the same ¢:ir'c1e§. Most were Bi l derbergers and CFR

members. Having the approval even the urging QUO their top

leaders, it is also easy to understand how the reporters and

columnists could become involved in a special relationship

with the CIA, especially those journalists who were ¥e11ow

members 04 the elite Cartel organizations. The result is

that i t is relatively easy to flood the country with CIA

disin¥mrmation, particularly the C18 has SD many media

assets around the world and especially when governmental

of-Ficials and the Establishment press are in on the

c oncensus (conversation with harmer CIA cH=¥icia1 John

Stnckwel 1 and on-editor of Covert Action Im'clrmation

Q411gg1g, Louis Wolf).
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18.8 CCINCLUSIDN

How can we assess the composite phenomenon of the

Trilateral Commission, Bi l derbergers, Council on Foreign

Relations and all the other institutions and people

comprising the Ruling Cartel? Does i t represent a secret

conspiracy? The labeling QUO power structure studies as

merely conspiracy theories is used both in a positive and

negative way. 9: conspiracy theory accusation can be

bene¥icia1 when critiquing wild claims which are made

without adequate empirical evidence and with

Qversimpl i{ication of issues and social phenomena. Such is

the case during times of Red-baiting hysteria and

witchhunts; when much of the wurld'5 i 115 are attributed to

an international Jewish conspiracy; or when the Rockefellers

are seen as agent; of the Kremlin.

However, the mast prevalent use of the term "conspiracy

theory" seem; to be made by many people in academia and the

press, to disparage and discourage power structure studies,

particularly when these studies ally into the f ace of

cherished myths of pluralism or reveal the true nature can

power relationships. Consequently, the efforts o1° power
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structure writers are severely distorted, dismissed out o-F

hand or ignored altogether.

The pluralist wr'iting5 found in Curry and Brown'5

129084215492 11118 Egan Qi Subversi on in 6m_§I:i¢.;§_n l;l;§;Q£¥(1'?72)

provide good ex amp 1 es of such di started treatment. By

lumping together many groups and movements, the opinions and

streams Of thought which are the most bizarre are used to

deny legitimacy to the other analyses which are more

reasonable and based on more evidence. For instance, the

anti-Catholic and anti-Mormon conspiracy writers, the Ku

Klux Klan proponents and the Red baiter5 of the McCarthy era

are treated in the same superci 1 i ous manner as are the

Populist thinkers, the Soni al ist Party members and the

people in the Pro gr essi ve Movement . In f  act , Hi tchccnck

(1972, 239) lumps the McCarthyi te5 and the New Le~Ft together

35 having comparable "spirit" and "character . II He is

e5pecia11y offended that New LET; people criticized the

liberals who ran the Viet Nam War, particularly during the

Johnson years.

The authors also disparage groups such as the Populists

as being naive and i nexperi fenced , even though the writers

acknowledge the validity 04 the Populists' complaints of the

concentration of wealth and power at that time in the

financial centers of the U.S. and England. In Nugent ' s
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(1972) chapter on the Populists, for instance, it is stated

that if the Populate had been more worldly-wise, they would

have seen that the hallmark of Eastern, urban ec on omy was

"dogged competition, not class conspiracy" and that

"no amount of educational excursion [of the
Populist individuals] would have rid them Eof the
point of view] that [the capitalists] were united
in a way of life, [and had] a common economic
viewpoint which left f armers and laborers out of
account except as {vectors of production and, very
of ten, subjects for exploitation."

Nugent than calls Populists' i deal "naive and shot

through with simplification. II In light of the material

presented in this dissertation, and the realities on* the

monopoly capital i5t, corporate world in their time, the

Populists seem to have had a clearer, more sophisticated

analyst E of 5DCiE*tY than Nugent , although NLlQEI'\t does

acknowledge that the Populists had their views rooted in a

"realistic conn jct of economic interest. II

In addition to disparaging the very real empirical

basis QUO the arguments Do groups like the Populists, the

pluralist "anti-conspiracy" writers either ignore at place

no crucial significance in the great vol ume of empirical

evidence since the turn CH* the Twent i eth Century

(par ticularly from government investigations) which provides

bases 1*clr power structure studies. Furthermore, the

writings o{ C. Wright Mills, Domho¥{ and Marx are ignored by
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these pluralists in the Qgggglgggy book.

The effect of this criticism appears to have been the

creation Di a hypersensitive {ear on the part of some power

elite and governing class analysts in having the conspiracy

epithet hurled at them. SafE{ (1978), after making his

excellent presentation on interlocking directorates, says

that "to avoid conspiracy theory," researchers should only

a55L\me that "incentives" is the bast 1: f actor in c.1 a55

did%erentiation between inside and outside directors. Hi 115

(1958, 17, 298, 294) wrestles with the subject , but seems

uncharacteristically timid in his conclusion. Criticizing

the view that history is "an easily located set 0% villains,

or 0% heroes,la he believes that the Pm-aer Elite is not

conspiratorial. Even though much of its activity is masked

by secrecy, "there is nothing hidden about it, although its

activities are not publicized; II and "although its decisions

are often publicly unknown, ... its mode Cd: operation is

manipulative rather than explicit. II

Domhott (1972, 75) does not seem to share the

hesitancies regarding the conspiracy epithet that Sore% and

H1115 displayed. Dcsmh cn# t merely states that the word

"conspiracy" 5hou1 d be replaced with "consensus" when i t

come; to analyzing the governing function 0+ the American

Ruling Class.
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Another reason for the quick application of the epithet

much of the writing in the"conspiracy theory" may be that

field (par ticularly since World War II) has been done by
right wing authors who lack the proper academic credentials

and who do not write in acceptable prose o r ~Fr-crm an

"obj ecti ve" viewpoint (Von Hoffman 1975) . Although some D-F

these right wing authors occasionally make extravagant or

seemingly absurd claims or come to conclusions with which

other researchers might disagree, the empirical evidence

provided by the writers can be valuable and should not be

di 5mi55ed out of hand.

It is c3-F interest to see what some of the right wing

write-r'5 have said about the nature o-F the conspiracy.

Sutton and Wood (1978a, 40) state that the fact that the

Rockefellers and the Tri lateral ists exercise immense power

does not mean that they are the only powerful people and

that they control a conspiracy- That "is real 1 y

irrelevant. 14 it is a conspiracy, i t is the most open

conspiracy in world history. what is. important is

intention. II

Allen (1971, 8, 9), on the other hand, frankly says
that there is a conspiracy and uses the word frequently. He

believes that the term morel Y means that historical
phenomena are the result o-F things which happen because they
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are planned and because someone causes them to happen sl not

Mecause they occurred by accident. It is merely a cause and

E¥¥Ect view of history. Qllen quotes Franklin Roosevelt as

saying that "in politics, nothing happens by accident. I-F

it happen5, you can bet it was planned that way. II

Another conspiracy writer, Sknusen (1971, 3) presents

the out-quoted statement of Engl end's Benjamin Di srael i ,

"The world is governed by very di~Herent personages ~Fram

what is i mag i ned by those who are NDT behind the scenes. II

Further to the right 94 Allen, Skousen provides a lengthy

review and commentary on Quigley (196é). Although Quigley

reveals the Eecret history and existing nature of the covert

power group (basically the internationally power-ful

bankers) , he approves of it, much as Moody did in his The

Truth about gag Trusts. But Skousen sees the activities can

the Roc&efe11ers, go go., as a 5uper~con5piracy which is

using the Communists and Socialists as fronts to enslave the

world in a totalitarian, socialist dictatorship under their

control.

The 5 brings us to the question of the evidence provided

in this dissertation. Nhat is the degree of CDl'lspil"acy in

relation to the control by the Ruling Cartel? It depends on

your de¥initiun of conspiracy and DFI how you view the

acts vi to c34 the Car tel.. In Webster ' 5 Third §9ll§Qi§~tE'



Q;-;§;Qu§~;x (1926) the de¥initiQn QUO conspiracy has several

-Facet-3: "a combination, usually secret, no persons for evil

nr unlawful ends;" another definition is merely "harmonious

action;" and a third is "to concur or to work to an end; to

agree I II

The activities Q~F the Car tel -Pal 1 into all three

categories. The ¥ir5t definition is the one to which perpie

generally heifer when the term "~::on*.=.~pir¢¢cy" iss used.

Certainly there is plotting of i 11~=8ga1 activity which is

carried nut in the boardrnams at elite social clubs and in

government, particu1¢rly in Grganizatians Euch as the CIA.

Example; of acts¢ity which can ¥a11 into the more sinister

definition o% the word cunspif act can be in-und in the

fTiEétif'IQs of the Bi l derbergers, the Counci 1 can Foreign

Rel ati csrus and other Cartel-controlled organizations

(including government agencies such as the National Security

Council and the CIA), where illegal activity is pl armed,

such $5 the 1954 over throw 04 the Arbenz government in

Guatemala, the destruction on* the Allende government in

Chile, the U-S. invasion o# Grenada and the American actions

against Nicaragua.

But, the activities of platters do not necessarily have

to be illegal to be considered cmnspiraturial. Because the

Cartel people are the individuals who develop, determine and
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carry out policy, who get -Favorable 1 ares passed and who

appcli nt people who administer the 1 ares in a 4 .aver ab1e

manner, they can get the label QUO "legal" attached to their

actions.

There always has been covert activity, as exemplified

by the framers of the existing U.3. Constitution, stately

sitting in sealed secrecy in Philadelphia. The press is not

allowed in boardroom discussions; media managers and

reporters are not permitted to participate ¥reely in the

exclusive Ruling Class social and political institutions;

there are many governmental secrets; there are executive

5e*8.~8.i or\5 u~F Congress; 1 awe protect certain secret

relationships; and cnrpnrations, particularly banks,

*Frequently do not cooperate with congressional

investigations. Qctually, secrecy is standard in ruling the

country, particularly in the corporate world. Quigley

(1966, O54) states that public exposure DO the existence 04°

the "insiders" and their control group is 04 great CDHCEFH

to the core members QUO the Establishment. Thus, great

e¥¥oFt5 are made to bring the Establishment media into the

con5en5u5. Therefore, the secrecy of the CFR, TLC and the

Eilderbergers is not unexpected. It is merely business as

usual our the powerful.

There is almost continuous acti vi to to dEVE1\'JP
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consensus and to work out agreements on specific matters as

well as general policies so that the desired action can be

taken harmoniously. Additionally, there are the 5ux:x:e"555'u1

efforts in having key decision makefe selected ¥rnm a paul

o~F people and who have been through the Cartel

ccmsen Sus-mak i fig process I

SD the basic question is not a matter cn-F conspiracy.

Conspiring goes on continuously. Some is covert, some $5

semi- :avert and some is overt.

The basic quest i ons in studying the American power

structure are not a matter of conspiracy, but the ¥n11nwing:

1. To what degree are key political, economic,

communications and cultural in5titution5, lawmaking and

administration, policy uformati on and decie-i can making

controlled and in¥1 fenced by the American Ruling Class via

the Ruling Cartel?

How tightly is this control held and how directly is it

exercised?

What are the varying degrees of C cJr\5er\su5 within the

Ruling Class which can result in differences of opinion and

di 5cnrd within the Car tel it5e1¥?

4. What are the nature and impact can struggl $5 of

non-Establishment, special interest groups and individuals?
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This chapter has provided a descripticm of the

institutions and some of the people constituting the

American Ruling Cartel. In spite $4 the many problems which

prevent the prime deci Si on makers from running the country

and its international relati crnships as smoothly as they

would like, the f act remains that they are still ¥irmly in

control, the in5tituti Dna1 ¥ramewnrk and operation remain

intact, and they derive most 94 the benefits in the sturm QUO

income and wealth. Struggle as the masses of the people

may, they can only USE what ever means they may have to

influence the cnntrnllers. Our rulers do respond

eventually, even when they do: not like to do 543, i -F

sufficient pressure is placed en them.

There are many significant problems which the American

ruling class has handled but which 5th 11 1 DDM large in their

memories: the violent 1 abor- movement in the nineteenth and

twentieth centuries; the Great Depression, which brought

near-revolutionary conditions; the civil rights. movement

with its large number of mass mnbilizatiuns, actions and

riots; and the Viet Nam War which was brought to an end by

public struggle two large to ignore (as well as other

¥actDrs 5uQh as the SUCCESS Q{ the enemy army , the u . S .
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armed forces' increasing ineffectiveness and even resistance

to might further, the economic dislocations at home, and the

alienation D45 U.S. allies.) Now it is the peace movement

which is lighting to produce a more dovish response from the

Cartel.

Perhaps in response to these phenomena and the

interrelated complexities of today' s society, the Ruling

Cartel ha; taken a new Q¥¥en5ivE which is unique in its

relative openness, pervasi veness and dyrxamiam. It has

captured the central, most power¥u1 ¥inam:ia1, industrial,

communications, agricultural and transpiration institutions

of American society, and thi 5 process up concentrating is

continuing at an accelerated rate. Through a combination of

legal and illegal payments to Congressmen and the inclusion

of key Congressmen in the CFR, TLC and Bi 1 derbergers, i t

generally obtains cooperation with the legislative branch.

(If it does not at ways get all it wants, at least nothing

deleterious to its major interests in enacted. ) It has.

captured the regulatory agencies. Through its domination of

the 4=isca1 institutions, including the Federal Reserve

System, it is controlling the economy--as much as it can be

ccintrcrl led. Through its cmntrnl CH: election purse strings,

it is generally able to cultivate and get elected its chosen

candidates, even to the extent 04 handpicking the men for
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the presidency and vi"a:e-presidency. It has brought about a

cooperative labor leadership by including selected men in

the CFR , TLC and Bi l derbergers and by their

pension funds. Through its control of the

controlling

FBICIA, and

armed ¥mrce5, it has a corner on the vi cal once market.

Meanwhile, it maintains an accommodation with the Crime

Syndicate (The Mafia), and even uses it cooperatively when

it desires (Hammer 1975; 8911189 8908 1976). Through it5

control of the elite, Establishment news media and a

combination of repression by the FBI and the Internal

Revenue Service and the economic difficulties of sustaining

alternative media, i t is able to contain the ma55

dissemination o41 in¥crrmation and opinions w h i c h could

threaten its hegemony.

15 there a prime center of power within the ru1 ing

c1 ass? This is difficult to answer with great clarity. The

f act of ruling class centers of power cooperating rather

than competing was noted in the early 19005. Moody, Brandeis

and the Pujo Committee observed that the Rocke¥e1 1 ers and

Horgans should be considered as one group despite occasional

¥inancia1 competitiveness because they were so intertwined

and cooperative in basic interests. Later , in the late

19105 and early 19405 one 04 the TNEC studies used the term

"the Rocke¥e11er-Morgan Group. II
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However, it seems that the Morgan group had the upper

hand politically until J.P. Morgan died, leaving no strong

family line to carry can (Plersshikov 1969) . Although his

partners continued, the Morgan power warned as they died,

with the Morgan institutions -Falling into the hands co-F a

coal i tion cl*F various upper class corporate, legal and

banking heads. Meanwhile, the Rocke{e11ers were gaining in

power as their control over financial institutions increased

and as their family and business alliances spread (Knowles

1973) . Having a succession of generations to assume the

Racke-~Fe11er mantle helped great ly in consolidating and

perpetuating their power. Although today the "Morgan" group

st i l l is significant, particularly in investment and control

over war i DU5 CDI"DDl"3tj. ons, individual 5 within the QFDLIP

generally do not ~Fi11 the key positions either in government

or' in 5Lu:h power-<FLx1 political organizations as the TLC and

CFR.

AS far as other groups are concerned, particularly

those which are regional , either they have become an

integral part of the system (such as the Mellorls or the

Boston Group) , have been beaten back when they have made a

significant challenge to Cartel dominance either as

individuals or as groups (such as the Kirby Group, the Hunt

brothers, DF Saul Steinberg) and recognize and accept their
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secondary pcusition in.. the system, or quietly try to build

themselves up to get a bigger share at the pie (such as the

Tex as financial institutions) irlenshikov 1969; Kncrwlees

1978) . But even the Texans have interlock; with the New York

banks and their major corporations, and the Texans seem to

recognize the Eaeterri hegemony (Lemann 1988; Grove 1978) .

Na one can predict what the outcome will be QUO the

situation of the Racks-Fel 1 ers, whose *Fermi 1 y dom nance may

ccxme to an end with the passing o-F David and his -Family peer

group. There seems to be no one in the family who i s

acti vol y working cm the economic side of the structure.

Only Jcihn D. " J a y II Ra¢:ke¥e1 let IV (a TLC member- and

Bi l derberger) has assumed a public role, but that i5 on the

political. side as governor cry Nest Virginia. No significant

power is presented there so ~Far.

But, whatever the 'fLltLll"E of the Rockefeller f amity as

individuals., their i nstituti ons will remain and will

continue to be controlled by members o-F the ruling class.
If, following the Morgan to "Mor g an " metamorphosis, the

Rockefel1or group becomes the "Rockefeller" group9 the
consequences will be much the same so -Far as the rest of us

are concerned. The powerful John J. FlcC1 oy was the top man

and per-Forming well while David Rockefeller was serving his

apprenticeship at Chase-Manhattan.
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Regardless of who the top decision makers are,

regardless of the range 0+ points of vi ew and approaches

within the Car tel, the bases 4:45 the capitalist system and

the people who benefit the must {Rom it remain intact. ,it
the macro level the intra-ruling class disputes are mo5tly

disagreements as to which group of powerful capitalists will

run things. Qt the micro level it can make a difference of

the degree of the economic benefits which will go to the

middle class, the extent o*F the social and economic floor or

safety net *.or" the poorer masses and the difference in the

degree cr-F direct repression and deprivation CH' civil

liberties and for which groups.

And, finally, it represents, as Dcnmhoff 5ay5, the range

of clpiniun difference wherein l ies our acceptable,

legitimate arena of democracy and for acceptable discourse

in the mass media. We will now look at the media in greater

detail .



Chapter 3

THE u. S. MASS MEDIA: CONCENTRATION AND LEGAL CONTROL

Now that we have seen the place and raj e QUO the mass

media in the American power structure, we need to look with
much greater detail at other aspects of the news industry .

D-F particular importance is the concentration QUO ownership

o-F the print and electronic media and the ef¥ect5 of this
concentration. We also 14111 evaluate the rc>1 e cn-F the

government in relationship to the ownership and operation of

these companies.

§3__Q3_NEE§l;*lE..QQ._NQ§7llIf88l'lQ._N._QEJll8§§_!"IED1**

It is obvious that the mass med a in the U.S. are

profit making businesses which are owned by capitalists for

the private enrichment of themselves and their shareholders,

i -F any. But more analysis needs to be made in order to
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ascertain the nature of these new5~producing companies.

What are the ownership patterns? IN there local, Estate or

regional concentration? Are broadcasting stations owned by

newspapers in the same town? Because each type cs-F

combination or aspect of ownership can have an e-F-Fact GFI

what we hear, see and read in the media, we must 1 ook at

each medium and the types of ownership combinations.

3. 1.1 r4EW3F-APER5

Concentration of newspaper ownership and control can be

considered from different aspects: the number of competing

newspapers in a city; the number of newspapers which control

the greatest amount of circulation; metropolitan, regional

and national concentration; cross-awnership with other

media; chain ownership; and~ 5Qci ul ogy of owners.

Fifit, a 1 ook at the whole industry. There are

slightly 1 E55 than 1D,OOG newspapers in the country, c94

which 1745 are dailies (Cnmpaine 1982, ac»). The dai 1 i's

receive more than of all revenues and employ the same

percentage of manpower (Bagdikian 1971, 116, 117). It is the

third largest u.s. manus acturing industry by employment

(8§§biQ9;9Q EQ§§ l8ZZ9) and the tenth largest in Val Lie o-F

shipments (Bagdikian 1971 . 116, 117) n According to the
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H88b_j_gg1:_Qg Egg; (19775) it is a "big and healthy business, II

receiving a return on 5a1 e5 twice the median for the Eggggng

5c>o.

In the daily newspaper business the ownership pattern

it similar to that of major U.S. industry: a new large ¥irm5

control a disproportionate share of the total market. In

1969, ex of the largest papers had over ha1¥ the circulation

and the top two percent QUO the dailies had 30: (Leroy and

Sterling 1973, 21,2;2:». In 1978 the top 1974. had 61.82 and the

largest IZ had 192 (Compaine 1979, 21). (This represents a

very 51 ight downward trend since 1923. ) That was -For

individual papers. More 5igni¥icantly, the -Four 1 largest

chains had 23.22 of the circulation in 1977 (Cnmpaine 1979,

22). This concentration was taking place in a shrinking pie:

circulation decreased 2.1 million from 1973 through 1976

(8§§b;0g;Qu EQ§; 1977b) , although there was an upward trend

which by 1989 had 1 e55ened the shrinkage to about 959 so coo

£Cmmpaine 1982, 30)

Another aspect cn-F concentration has been steadily

increasing. Since 1910 the percentage 04 U.S. cities with

competing dailies has diminished as follows (Lyle, 1967, 19;

Cirina 1974, é; Mints and Cohen 1971, 131; Gretta 1974, SOO;

Vrieghbaum 1972, 158):
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1910
1920
1930
1971
1981

572
337
21. 57_
2.so
2. ox (Compaine 1982, 37)}

As up November 1981 there were thirty :ties with competing

paper ownerships (Campaine 1982, 38) , down from sixty-four

in 1976 (Mintz and Cohen 1976, 1522. Twenty-seven states

have no cities with competitive daily ownerships and 04 the

fifteen largest cities only New York City now has more than

two daily newspaper ownerships (Lyle 1967, 19; Hriegbaum

1972, 132).

Concentration has been .made more severe, not just from

the increase in monopoly newspapers and the death Q-F other

papers, but also from the growth in the number and size of

chains. In 1971 more than half up the dailies were awned by

chains, with 63% QUO weekday and 65% o-F Sunday circulation

being under chain control (Kriegbaum 1972, 164). Seven years

later, chains published é»2'Z of dailies, a percentage which

rose to 72.91 in 1986 (Cczmpaine 1982, 39) . Groups owned 19

of the 25 largest newspapers in 1971 (Mints and Cohen 1976,

13:8). In 1978 the ten largest :hains received 38. ex cr-F

total revenue ~For all daily newspapers (Compaine 1979, 26),

up from 25X in 1971 (Cirincs 1974, 6). The -Four largest

chains had 22% QUO the daily circulation (Compaine 1979, 26).

The trend is further indicated by the 4'o11c»wir\g (Compaine
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1979, 211:

1923
1954
1978
1980

31 chains published 153 papers
95 chains published 485 papers
167 chains published 1,09Q papers
154 chains published 1,139 papers
1982, 39)

(Cumpairre

The 19795 and 19805 have seen acquisitions in the newspaper

business which parallel those cv-F large conglomerates in

other sectors of the economy: chains have been bought out by

even larger chains. (Thus, the above 5tati 5tic5 show a drop

Do thirteen chains from 1978 to 1989, even though the number

of chain-owned newspapers increased.) A Gannett executive

*8»aid that there is no limit to the number of: papers his

company would like to purchase, particularly in the monopoly

cities (ggsgiggggg Egg; 1977b) . The specific reason for this

is profits: a monopoly paper is three times more profitable

than one in a competitive situation (gggglggtgg Egg; 1977b).

As Otis Chandler of the £98 88g8188 11988 and Ti mes-Mi rrcrr

media conglomerate said, "You can engineer your pro-Fits"

(Business Week 1977bi_ 59). New York Ti mes col Omni st James

Reston agrees, remarking that owning a monopoly newspaper is

a "license to steal" (Yggg10ggg0 Egg; 1977b).

Newspapers are being bought up at the rate of fig Ty per

year, and no end is in sight. The Wash ggggg Egg; predicted

that by the 19905 fewer than twenty-¥our ¥irm5 will own all

daily papers, and market analyst John Morton said that there
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is nothing to stop the acquisitions QUO independent dailies

"until they're all gone" (Qgggiggggg Bragg 1977b).

3.1.2 TELEVISION AND RADIO

At first glance i t would seem that there could be no

concentration D41 ownership in broadcasting because CH:

Federal Communications Commission (FCC) regulations. ND DH

may own more than seven television stations (no more than

five of which may be VHF) , seven AM radio stations and seven

FM stations. The duopoly rule prevents ownership of more

than cane station D-F the same type in the same area of

reception (except -For public staticms, which are exempt).

There also are rules against cross-media ownership. (These

will be discussed in greater detail later.)

And yet there is concentration. It takes the form of

concentration of profits, viewers and listeners, in chain

ownership, in cross-media ownership, and local and regional

CDHCEDtF3ti DH. The f act that there are only three networks

constitutes another form of concentration.

There is a great difference in the profits received by

the companies which dominate the largest, richest

broadcasting markets compared with those of owners in the

smaller markets. Additionally, more than '?GO of the must
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profitable stations are network aiiiliates (Johnson 1970,

67).

The rise of chains in both radio and television has

been a significant f actor in the broadcasting industry.

Nearly 752 of the TV stations are chain-owned and "roughly

90 percent" DO all commercial stations are a¥¥i 1iated with

one of the three networks (Sandman et al 1972, 4El)). The

growth in group-owned commercial TV stations -from 1956

through 1982 is indicated by an increase in the number of

char ns #From 69 to 159; the total stations chain-owned

increasing gram 193 to 563; and the percent of such stations

growing from 39 to 72.7 (Compaine 1982, 324). There also had

been an increase in the number of stations per chain (Rucker

1968, 194, 195; Compaine 1982, 324). These stations

generally are in the richest markets. In the top ten Tv

markets, where 4oz of all TV households are located, 40 o~F

the 41 VHF stations are owned by chains. Ut the 160 VHF

stations in the top 4 i+ty markets, where 75% of all TV homes

are located, 144 (902) are licensed to chain brc»adca5ter5.

The networks have their ¥u11 legal allowance o45 {Ive VHF

licenses each and all but one of these is in the top ten

markets. In 1968 only 12 of the 149 VHF and UHF major

network affiliates were not held by chains, as:$ none of

the5e was in the top 28 markets (Ruc P.` 1969, 146, 197) .

r

k
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The ownership QUO the mast pnwer¥u1, SQ,O00-watt radio

stations is similar to hat D-F TV staticms. The chains

control must QUO them (Rucker 1968, 194, 195).

8 - 1.8 CRO9=;-MED I A DMNERSH I P

Une up the mast significant types 04 concentration is

that QUO cross-media ownership. It is from this type that

most local and regional monopolies are found. As up 1971

(Sandman, Rubin and Baseman 1972, 485 Sterling 1969, 235)

single owners controlled at least one To station and one

newspaper in thirty-{nur 0% the fig Ty largest cities. In

the top twenty-4=ive markets, cn~F the 97 television

etatiuns were Dined by newspapers. Every VHF statinru in

eleven states is owned by either a newspaper or a chain. In

1?79 cross-media owners cnntrulled 30.4Z 04 the TV stations,

7.<:»x n~F QM radio and 8.1Z QUO FM radio stations (Cnmpai ne

1982, 318)¢ I-F one includes all group DWI"\&l"5hiP

(crass-media, chains, cong omerates and other firms not

primarily related to mass media), the total cnntrcel of

non-independent firms rises to a total cn-F 53x cl-F daily

newspapers, 771 o-F TV stations, $7x Q-F an radio and 297. Q-f

FM r'adin_ In the top 158 markets where 81.52 <3-F the TV

homes were located in 1967, only eight stations ($.13Z) were

34
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owned singly by broadcasters who had HD other crbvi ous

special interests. The ownership was as 'f c3llc3ws (Rucker

1968! 195-197)2

broadcast chains
HEWSPBPEF chains
nan-chain newspapers
the TV networks
insurance companies

127
42
17
15
3

Information as QUO July 1974 indicated that 79 owners of

daily n ewsp aper s also owned TV stations in their DNA!

market. Twenty-seven of these also controlled both a To

station and a daily paper in other markets (Lichter 1976,

349). (However, cross~uwnership in the same market has been

decreasing as a percentage Q41 tcstal cross~ownership--¥rom

727 in 1968 to: 467 in 1974 (Ccrmpairxe 1979, 94)). In 1967

new5paper-owned stations dominated the NBC and CBS

a¥{i liation5, holding 47 (3-f the 103 total (Rucker 1968,

197).

3.1.4 CABLE TV

Cable television (CTV) has the promise of providing

true diversity of ownership and content, but like the other

mass media it has become concentrated in its ownership and

program distribution. In 1981 broadcasters owned 332 Q# the
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systems and newspapers and other pub i shiers had 21x,

although this cross-nwnership is generally nut in the same

market (Cumpaine 1982, 386).

Dwnership concentration has been increasing each year

as the leading multiple system operators (MSW) buy out more

franchises. The concentration of subscribers shows that the

top four companies have 27x and the largest eight have 40.9z

(Compaine 1982, 395) Although these percentages have not

increased greatly the past six years, the major M505 have

increased their share 0¥ the major markets 752 from 1969

through 1981 as the big money has driven out the oral 1 or

investors (Cumpaine 1982, 394).

The most significant f actor 04 CTV concentration is its

vertical nature, with the maj or M305 also generally being

the prime premium program providers. with no effective

governmental limits on ownership 04 systems or program

services (except for the telephone companies), concentration
1

is accelerating (Compaine 1979, 312-315; Compaine 1982).
Time, Inc., the largest MSD, also provides 8OZ of pay cable

program distribution, with over three million subscribers on

731 Eystems in 1981 carrying Home Box office (HBO) and

Cinemas. Time, Inc., also has purchased half interest in the

USA Network and had recently announced a joint venture with

CBS and Columbia pictures to form a movie studio (Pollack
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1982; Austin 8m§:i;§n=§§Q§§§m§n 1983a). The joint venture

and buy-out situation has been changing rapidly *From month

to month.

Viacom (a CBS spinoff, but still within the CBS orbit

(Network Project 1973, 7) ) and Teleprompter (purchased by

Westinghouse--known as Group N) , which are the sixth and

Showtime, which has 600,000largest vMSDs respectively, own

subscribers on 240 systems in ~Fcsrty three states. Other

large media conglomerates have heavy investments in CTV

systems (Compaine 1982, 312).

Until 1980 the FCC prohibited the TV networks iron

entering the field, although the Commission allowed CBS to

star t a program service, which since has fuldid. Now ABC

has purchased the controlling interest in Entertai foment and

Sports Network (ESPN) , is partners with Hearst in the ARTS

and Entertainment Channel, and is reported to be joining

Viacom in its ownership :M Showtime (Boyle 1984; Pollack

1982) , and ABC, Hearst and Viacom present the "Lifetime"

program channel . NBC has been involved in bringing Bluebird

program service to the U.S. H-om England. As mufti oned

above, CBS is getting into the business in a big way in its

film studio joint venture.

Either the political climate has changed or the power

of the electronic media corporations. is being demonstrated
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by the nature QUO these new conglomerate combinations. When

the top movie companies teamed up with Getty Oil in 1980 to

start a movie distribution channel, they were prohibited by

an antitrust injunction (Campfire 1982, 273) . However, the

more recent anrxcxun C amen t that Universal, Paramount and

Warner are joining with American Express in Narner's Movie

Channel has gone unchallenged, as has the CBS venture with

Columbia Pictures and Time, Inc.

It is ironic that the type of dominant structure which

has emerged in CTV program distribution--the vertical

integration of program distribution, of franchise ownership

and now Q# program production--is similar to that which

existed in the film industry which the Supreme Court and

Justice Department broke up in the 19305 and 19405 (Cumpaine

1982, 395, 435, 442). But as Congressman Henry Gonzalez of

the House Banking and Currency Committee said on an Austin,

Tex as :I public access TV program (Alternative Views), the

Antitrust 1 awe. are dead. They are nat being enforced F

leaving an almost carte blanche situation for al most any

kind of merger and joint venture.

We see the effect o# government deregulation in the CTU

-Field, It has resulted, nut only in concentration can

control of the franchises, but also in content, particularly

in the premium channels. But, perhaps even more
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significantly, it has brought together two o{ the mass media

which in the past were operatedly separately, although there

was a relationship in the showing of movies on Tv. Now ,

however, the two media are joining to cartelize the cable

program business. And so another new mass medium which held

promise for diversity QUO Dwnersh i p and program content is

rapidly going the way of the other media and the rest 0% the

economy: concentrated control.

3. 1 . S CQNGLQMERATE OWNERSHIP

The phenomenon of media conglomerates is one which must

be considered in order to develop a clearer picture o-F the

nature of media concentration in the U.S.. These

corporations are of three basic types. One is the true

media conglomerate which has its main focus in the media

business. Thi 5 would include companies such as Hearst and

Newhouse which have holdings in newspapers, cable, and

publishing of books and magazines. The other extreme is

Found in corporations such as Gu1 f+Western which is a huge

conglomerate with many diHerent types :VF unrelated

corporations performing a variety 04: *Functions and with the

media operations not providing a large percentage of

revenues to the parent company. The third type is CDITiPDSEd
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of c9ng1 omerate5 which f all in the middle o~F these two

extremes, companies such as RCA which has significant

interests other than the media, although its. coverall

emphasis is in electronics and communications.

Monaco (1978) has compiled in¥nrmatinn on the top

twelve media cong omerates and has concluded that these

companies have tremendous in41uence and control over what we

see, read and hear. More specifically:

1. Three TV networks receive more than 702 of all To

revenues, and, through their affiliates, control 952 D-F

commercial TV stations' programming.

Three companies have more than 70x o~F all recording

industry revenue5.

Seven cn-F the ten maj or mass-market paperback bunk

publishers are subsidiaries $4 one 04 the top twelve media

conglomerates.

4. The natinn'5 top three newspapers are owned be large

conglomerates (Nia X958 ILQQQ, EQQQLQQQQQ EQ§; and L_as

8098188 Iime§>-

5. Three of the top five film distributors garner more than

half Q-f total film revenues. The largest six conglomerates

dominate ii 1m distribution, and 4our giants have formed a

joint venture for overseas distribution.

3.

2.
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Monaco (1978, 24) concludes that "in any given year six

can these twelve companies--A8C, CBS , NBC , Warner

Communications and any two other film companies--account for

more than ha1~F :J-F the total nun-print media market in the

U.S." It is 04 considerable significance to remember that

these media giants are multinational in nature, spreading

their goods and 5ervi ce5~-hence, ideology and in¥1uence--in

other parts 04 the world.

It would be bene¥icia1 to lack at one conglomerate in

detai 1--CBS. It has the -Fcvl low rug holdings (Nunacm 19785

Compaine 1979; Network Project 1973):

1. the most 5ur:ce55-Fu1 TV broadcasting retour k (279

stations).

a radio network

3. give VHF stations in the largest markets

4. sixteen radio stations

5. a magazine empire which is ¥uurth largest in revenues

(in 1988) and its ten publications make i t third

largest producer in thi 5 medium

6. consumer and farm publicatinnsi is the leader in mass

market paperbacks: third in sales in 1977

7. give book companies; second to Time, Inc., in revenue

in 1978; third in revenues and market share in 1975

2.

for col legs books; 'Fi'Fth in u. S. in b o o k s for
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elementary through high school

B. joint venture with Time, Inc., (HBO) and Columbia

9.

pictures for film making

joint venture with Knight-Ridder ta produce women's

CTV programming on Daytime

10. has approval ~Frc»m FCC #or Direct Broadcast Satellite

(DBS) operations

11. CBS' spinoff, Viacom, is ninth in cable franchise

subscribers.

12. Vi accsm i5 joining ABI: and 20th Century Fox in

operation of Showtime premium CTV channel.

13. In 1972 Viacom was distributing programs from sixteen

locations to more than one hundred countries.

14. joint venture with ATT to. make viewdata system

15. largest producer, manufacturer and marketer o# records

in the world

16. produces and sells musical instruments

17. toys and Chi ldren's products

18. record and tape clubs

19. handicraft institute and tool making

KG. stereo stores

21. music publishing and related companies

22. communications technology labs

23. business machines
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24. film production

ZS. vocational-technical schools

26. video cassette and disc manus acturing, with joint

venture with MEM for distribution

27. started, then folded, culture network on CTV (Levine,

c-, 1982)

Just as CBS so main interest is broadcasting, other

conglomerates seem to have a primary focus (Compaine 1982).

Time, Inc., is the giant of the publishing business, yet has

huge interests in CTV franchises and program distribution.

Hearst is primari 1y a newspaper empire, but has large

publishing operations and has sizable investments in TV

programmi fig and franchises. Warner -Amex is primarily

invilved with making ~Fi 1m5, but also is the 414th largest

CTV operator, has a premium CTV programming channel and is

now the tenth largest publisher of mass market books.

ABC has become one of the world's largest multinational

media conglomerates (Network Project 1978 Cnmpaine 1982;

Monaco 1978) . It is moving aggressively into CTV programming

and into publishing. It has purchased a controlling

interest in ESPN, it runs the ARTS and Entertainment channel

with Hearst, is joining with Fo:-: and Viacom in the Showtime

premium CTV channel, and has joint ventures with Warner in

the video cassette and disc -Field and with Fox -For \'i 1m
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distribution. It sells records, publishes music, and now is

a 5ignificant book and magazine publisher. (Its large movie

theatre chain was 'sold in 1977. ) ABC ha5 over 1500

af¥i liate5 in its #our radio netwurk5. Finally, it is the

world's largest advertising medium, with ownership overseas

in TV and radio stations, advertising agencies and sales

5ervice5.

I-F the media giants have been mDvi fig into the

publishing bu5ine55 to become conglomerates, the 1arge5t

independent publishers have become conglomerates themselves,

acquiring companies in unrelated industries as well as in;

the communications media. Sometimes. these mDve5 were

attempts to fight of t takeovers be the giants who were

stalking cash-rich corporations. The acquisition never was

burning in the give years previous to 1982. Three hundred

publishing mergers took place during this time, the same

amount which occurred during the previous twenty years (Nest

1982, 298).

The merger movement has brought the control 94 the mass

media into fewer and fewer hands. Not only have the giants

become larger and have diver5i¥ied into related ¥ie1 do, they

have clasped hand5 in joint ventures. Thu5, the ma55 media

are becoming more and more car telized.
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8. 1 . 6 INSTITUTIONAL I NVESTORS

Earlier we assessed the ownership in the TV networks by

the Cartel institutional investors. Now we will look at

Cartel ownership positions and interlock; of other media

corporations, particularly the large conglomerates. There

is significant ownership cn-F broadcasting be financial

institutions, the extent cz-F which 15 not completely known.

It is di¥ficult, sometimes impossible, to obtain 5u4¥icient

in¥c>rmatic>n because much basic data regarding ownership in

protected by law. Additionally, many of these institutions

simply either refuse to CUDgEl"atE with congressional

investigations or they only provide incomplete in-Formation

(US Congress 1968; US Congress 1973; US Congress 1978a; US

Congress 197Bc).

There never has been a comprehensive investigation c14

total media ownership by these financial giants, although

the Network Project made a detailed study of institutional

ownership of the three networks in 1973. Congressman Pat ran

(US Congress 1988, 503) stated in 1988 that banks of ten have

significant holdings in the media. Hi 5 study indicated that

there were large blocks of stock held by banks in 18 leading

newspaper and magazine publishing companies which owned 31

newspapers, 17 magazines and 17 radio and TV stations. The
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investigation revealed director interlocks and stock

nwnershi p of the large institutionals in many media

companies.

There were other indications of institutional investor

interests in the media. A special audit of Merri 11 Lynch ,

Pierce, Ferrer and Smith showed that as o-F IG March 1967, it

14 broadcasting chains withowned one percent or more of

holdings in 51 QM, 39 FH and 56 TV stations. Nine mutual

funds had interests 0¥ one percent or more of two or more

publicly held chains (Rucker 1968, 194).

The information produced by the Corporate Data Exchange

(CDE) for the Hetca1¥ Committee hearings showed that several

institutiunals had stack, not only in the networks, but in

other multimedia corporations such as Ti mes-Mi rrcrr s Cox,

Gannett, Taft, Time, Inc., Metromedia, Capital Cities,

Storer and Teleprompter (US Congress 1978a) . The latest CDE

(1980a) information reveals Cartel institution hol dings in

selected media corporations'
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Gannett 14.242
Knight-Ridder 15.00Z
*Macmillan 10.50x
*Times-mirror 13.502
*McGraw-Hill 18.002
*Time, Inc. 13.092
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich 3. 192 (Warner-Amex

has an additional 8.6BZ. In 1968 Pat ran (US Congress
1968) reported stock positions plus interlocks by
J.P. Morgan and Citicorp.)

Warner Communications
*Washington Post
Field

7_5QZ
13.282

(Knowles (1973) says the
it via stock ownership.)Rockefellers control

* Director interlocks also

The large institutionals are also very heavily involved

with the major film companies. Gubac k (1979, 229) states

that there is an overlooked "narrow structure of ownership

behind the compani es that dominate the business." This

includes stock ownership, financing of spe¢:i4'il: movies, and

arranging for large loans. Examples are as follows:

#*Calumbia Pictures
+#*Fox

"Cade & Co. II

11.3z
10.SZ (plus 51Z by

See below for explanation.)
+*Cox 5.72
*Fuqua 7.4Z (Chase-Manhattan)
American Express 12.91 (Amex is Harner's

parent. Rayleigh Warner, Jr., is on the boards,
not only of AMEX, but also of Chemical Bank
and Mobil Dil--core Rockefeller companies.)

+#Narner Communications 7.5Z
Coca-Cola (parent of Columbia Pictures) : four

interlocks with Cartel financial institutions
* Holdings in broadcasting, also
+ CTV holdings, also
# CTV program services, al so
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One of the reasons that the extent can investments in

the media (car any company) is not completely known is the

widespread Ll5E by bank trust departments of nominees or

street names as fictitious companies as a devices to hide

the true investor or investors (Network Project; §xr.aQ*;liQJ;§

19793 5 US Congress 19783) . For instance, in the Network

Project study the top two investors were Kane & Co. and Cudd

& Cu. These are two nominees used by Chase-Manhattan Bank.

Various nominees were used by other institutionals.

It was not until Congressman Wright Pat ran purloined a

copy of the hitherto secret industry book which equated the

nominees to banks that it was possible to determine more

precisely the degree cn-F institutional stock ownership in a

company. But because new nominees can be started at any

time, and since more than one institutional use a nominee

occasionally, t h e r e is a continuous problem cv-F

identification. However, the underlying basic problem still

exists. That is, who are the real investors? Individuals?

FD!'Ei on governments? The Nadia? The bank itself ( e v e n

though this is illegal)? Corporations? How much is illegal

investment? Although the hidden investor behind the nominee

perhaps may have the right to exercise voting power over his

DI" her stock, usual 1 y the bank votes the stock, or i t

automatically is voted for the management.
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There is another-' device set up by the Securities and

Exchange Act o-F 1934 and governed by the Federal Reserve

which is used to ownership ,

1 '?79a) .

even

eliminating the mi dell emarx

comp etel y hi de sto: k

banker (§QQi¢.l;Q_..§ The

Depository T r us t Corporation (DTC) i s a limited t r us t

company into which any investor may deposit *stocks under the

nominee Cade 8¢ Co. l+ the investor wishes to have complete

secrecy, he may bypass the broker on the floor D45 the stock

exchange by establishing a brokerage of his own I He then

can utilize the entire nominee system of Cade & Co. in

complete ancmymity.

The extent of the use of the DTC is indicated by i ts

1977 annual report in which it was stated that the annual

value of securities delivered through the DTD increased by

almost $50 billion for a total of $357 billion. Fourteen

banks in ten states started the system that year 9

raising the number 04°

using

par ticipating banks to +i¥ty-three,
headquartered in twenty-three states. Many other banks a15c»

use the sys tem indirectly through the accounts of

correspondent bank s w h i c h also use the DTC system .

Broker-deal ere particularly have increased their use of the
system.

It has been frustrating to governmental i nvesti gatczrs

trying to ascertain the ownership a-F the media, particularly
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by the in5titutiDna15 (US Congress 197Ba, 6). For broadcast

stations the FCC Ownership Form 323 does not r e q u i r e a

listing :of owners co* one percent or less, or in the case QUO

institutionals, less than -Five percent. Thi 5 means that an

institutional can hold stock in the name of several nominees

which all totaled comes to a percentage greater than the

legally allowable. A1 so, no provision is made for

const derati on QUO 5uch investors which are themselves

intimately connected, 5uch as those cn-F the Rockefeller

Interest Group or the Ruling Cartel as a whole.

The FCC handling of the subject of the institutional

investor is very revealing (US Congress 197Ba ; Access

197623) . A 1953 order allowed one percent; in 1968 i t wa5

raised to three percent when it was found that there were

widespread violations o{ the one percent rule. Later, a+ter

it was ascertained that the three percent rule was being

ignored, the allowable was raised to give percent. In the

Metcalf hearings (US Congress 1978a , 17) in 1974 FCC

Chairman Wiley had to admit that the Commission in reality

did not know the extent of in5titutiona1 i nvestmerit in

broadcasting. In observing that the stockholding limit was

being raised, Senator Metca1¥ remarked that , in regard to

ownership o43 the networks, the banks "violated with 5Lu:h

impunity" the ownership laws that "you changed the rules for
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them and they are still in violation. II Wiley answer ed ,

"There have been violations. There is no question about

i t . II Wiley explained that the banks a r e merely passive

investors and are required to ~Fi 1e a disclaimer not tcm

inter~Fere in company bu-8iness. Metcal{ than remarked that
the banks a r e not passive and that the "same new banks are

dominant in competing companies in broadcasting. II

Metcalf ' 5 concern apparently had little a¥¥ect on the

FCC. In 1977 the Commission raised the allowable Qwnership

percentage of the institutionals ¥rc>m five to ten percent

(Quell §_§_r_ggt_ 9945n_8l 1977d) . It also dropped the requirement

'For the i rssti tuti oral to agree not to inter-'ere in

management cut the media companies 4&¢88§§ 197é»b) .

Another area QUO weakness 'n the FCC'5 regulation over

broadcasting regarding concentration of ownership and

control in the* the Commission does not require reporting of

interlocking directs-ates between 1 i censers and financial
institutions. A5 we have seen, there a r e many such

interlocks (US Congress, 1978c, ii Dreier 1982; Dreier and

Weinberg 1979; Network Project 1'3*73a) .

It was noted in Chapter Two regarding the the U.S.

power structure that the control of debt is very significant
in the control of( a corporation.: Yet the FCC: does not have

information as to the identification of debt holders on a
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regular basis. It also dues not have direct reporting From

-Financial institutions 04 their holdings in broadcast

corporations. The Commission does, however, require that it

be sent copies of mer tgage or loan agreements which a group

ii ling for a license has with a financial institution, i -F

the debt agreement might restrict the licensee' 5 ¥reednm 9%

operation. The Commission requires a copy 0-F the 1 Nan

agreement QF a 1 icensee only i f i t results in a change

either in stock ownership or of representation en the board

QUO directors. But there is little indication that the FCC

cl cxsely scrutinizes or takes aggressive action an licensee

loan agreements, although Commissioner Wiley said that the

FCC "generally closely" looks at "those which new app! cants

have with lending institutions" (US Congress 197Bc, 5).

There in a great deal we do not know about the extent

94 institutional investment in mass media corporations and

the degree of central over those curpnratinns which is

exercised by the ¥inancia1 giants. Thi 5 much we do know:

the collective accumulation G? stockholdings, i nterl mocking

directorates, debt holdings and financing D-F individual

projects (such as ii 1m5) indicates that the ¥inancia1 powers

are in a position to exercise significant influence and

cnntrnl over the American--indeed, the capital i st

world'5--cnmmunicatinns media. Considering that our
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information is limited, the institutional control is

probably much more vast than we realize at this time.

3. 1 . 7 STATE, REGIONAL Afro LOCAL CQNCENTRATIQN

The significance of crass-media, chain and conglomerate

ownership is very evident when studying the concentration of

ownership at the state, local and regional levels. It of ten

re5u1 to in monopoly, of i gopDl y, or at 1 east mar kat

dominance.

A case study CH* concentration in a state was made in

Dklahoma in 1968 by FCC Commissioners Cox and Johnson (Hint:

and Cohen 1976, 1345; Johnson 1970, :8-3>. There were 73

separate owners o 93 commercial bruadcaiting atatians, 83

QUO which were radio and 10 were TV. But four of the owners

had 58M of the total revenue and Bar of the media income of

the state. DM1 Thoma had fig to daily newspapers, but the

Oklahoma City papers had 35M of the daily cirlulation in the

state. Three other firms accounted for another 34K of the

paper circulation. The on-ener of the two Uklahcrma City
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papers also owned the large TV-AM broadcasting complex in

the state capital. 04 the other 49 turns with broadcasting

stations there were 12 with media monopolies, and all the

stations and daily papers, where there were any, were

jointly owned. In seven Oklahoma cities the newspapers were

owned by the Dunrey Media Group, which al 51: possessed the

papers and single TV station in the border city 0% Ft.

Smith, Arkansas, and the AM station in nearby Springdale (In

Fact book 1976). The FCC Commissioners mentioned other areas

9% regional concentration, but said that the one in Oklahoma

was typical.

An example 0% car tel-like regional dominance in

communications can be found in the situation in 1969 Cr? the

media holdings of the Mormon Church and its partners in Utah

(Mints and Cohen 1976, 148, 149). The Church it5e1¥ is a

canglumerate owner 0{ various unrelated companies in many

Fields QUO business.

After the Church merged its Q§§e£eg Meg; in Sal t Lake

City with the competing daily pub i Sher , Kearns-Tribune

Corporation, in a joint gpef acting agreement, competing

newspaper editions were dropped and the DpEl"3tit'lQ and

business ends of the papers were merged. The Church owned

and operated the local CBS outlets KSL-TU-AH-FMI Through

various electronic means, KSL-TV reached thirty-five of the
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thirty-nine towns in 0tah, one county in Colorado and three

counties each in Idaho, Nevada and Wyoming. The Church also

owned TV and FM stations at Brigham Young at

Provo. There were other media ownerships in other

University

parts ca#

the U.S..

But the story does not stop there. The Kearns-Tri bone

Corporation, the partner 0% the Church in the newspaper

business, also owned 3584 of the NBC affiliate in Salt Lake

Ci ty--KUTV-TV. This was in addition to other conglomerate

vent Lir es I The rest of the 65% o-F the stock in l~"'UTV-TV was

owned by GI assman-Hatch interests, owners of the only daily

newspaper in Ugden--the second largest city in the state and

1 ocated thin ty-¥ive miles #rom Salt Lake City. Other

communications holdings QUO Gl assman-Hatch were seven more TV

and radio stations in Utah, Idaho, Montana and Hawai i as

well as several cable TV systems.

The third television station in Salt Lake City was an

ABC a¥¥i1 rate which was owned by Columbia pictures. This

station joined with the other two licensees (the Church and

kiearns-Triburze/Blassman-Hatch) in a :able TV venture. The

Utah Attorney General termed the situation a communications

car tel.

It is in the cities where most concentration of

ownership of the media is focused. Former FCC Commissioner
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Nicholas Johnson is very concerned about this. An example

041 the absence QUO strong independent television voices in a

major metropolitan area is in New York city (Sandman, Rubin

and Sacheman 1972, 49) . There are six commercial VHF

stations. Each 434: the three networks owns one, two are

possessed by chains (Hetromedia and RFID General), and the

remaining one belongs to the New York Q3llhi Q888. There are

several independent UHF stations, but their viewership is no

challenge to the VHF giants (Sandman , Rubin and Sacheman

1972, 49) .

In other cities the concentration is more marked. For

example, in Atlanta the Cox media group has 1302 Q-fl the

advertising revenues in the print and electronic media

(Howard 1976, 27) . In Chicago two corporations have 707; and

in St. Louis two corporations have 902 Q47 media advertising

revenue (Niro 1974) . The Justice Department has made

unsuccessful attempts through the FCC to reduce media

concentration in ci t ies such as these (Bennett 1971;

§\:Q§Q9§§12;Q9 1'?7éb )

In many smaller towns, ownership o{ all the news media

has been in one pair of hands. In 1967 there were

seventy-three communities in the country in which one

company or' person owned or control 1 ed all newspaper s and

1 cecal broadcasting out its (Cirincr 1971, &3). By 1974 this
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number had dropped to 'less than twenty (Leuchter 1976, 340) .

Nicholas John5on'5 (1976, 52-55) concern stems from the

'$35.11 that we are an urban people. Because nearly half 04

the people live in six states, those people and their'

politics are heavily influenced, i -F not dominated, by the

large urban centers in their states, thus giving these

places significant potential national influence and power I

This means that media ownership or domination in even are of

these cities is very significant. When there are interests

of certain companies in more than one et these cities, it is

very significant. The potential influence "is start! ing , It

according to Johnson. He states that twelve companies own

mere than one~third of all the To 5tatiora5 in the major
markets.

8. 1 . 8 CDNCENTRQTIDN IN WIRE SERVICES

The Associated Press and United Press International

play an extremely Fey role in the determination of the

information which will be disseminated over t h e mass new-3

media- Qt the s tar  t cn-F t he 19705 AP was serving 8,500

newspapers and television and radio stations in the world,

and UPI claimed approximately 6,000 clients far news and

picture services. UPI operated in 114 countries; the AP in
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104. In the U.S., AP supplied services to 1750 publications

and 3, 100 broadcasting stations. Twenty-five percent cJ~F the

U.S. dailies subscribed to both services; 457 received only

AP; and :sox had only UPI (Cirino 1974, 173) I

Qbceut 1,600 cx4° all the daily newspapers and almost all

broadcasting stations depend entirely on the wire services

for Foreign news. (But where do the wire services get their

foreign news? Mostly from the government and press mf each

particular country (Cirino 1974, 173).) There are other news

services such as those belonging to the New York Times and

the ;Quo QQQQLQQ Iim8g-Mggnlagign EQ§t_, but they serve carly
scores or hundreds 04 outlets' and cannot come c l os e to

matching the huge output of the two giants £Schrarnm and

Alexander 1975, 535) .

Who owns and controls the two major wire services? AP

Isa cooperative venture by owner-subscri bets, but with
their representation on the board of directors and their
¥irxancia1 connection with s t ock and bond holdings, the

representatives of the big, Establishment newspapers and the

TV networks are in a position to dominate t'h e company

Ll3:Q§Q8.4§§i0Q 1976a; Armstrong 1979). (The participation at

the director level by the networks is a comparatively recent

phenomenon.)

UF' I was the result of a merger between Hearst'5
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International News Service (INS) and Scripps-HDward's United

Press , with the Scripps CDIDPBHY retaining control 1 i fig

interest (US Congress 1 '?67b , 264). Pdf ter operating with

large financial deficits for several years, UPI was recently

sold to an independent group (f-'austin 8@§ci§§n:§§§L§§@§n

19823).

Regardless 134: ownership the content produced by the

wire services reflect the interests and views CH' the U.S.

transnational, capitalist system, a fact which causes great

al arm and discontent in many Third World countries

(Qrm5trmng 1979; Ebert-Miner 1982).

3. 1.9 CQNCENTRATIDN IN NEWS H8682 INES

Although the main news magazines have increased their

circulation over the years, their impact on the country and

people it minimal when compared with that of the newspapers

and the electronic media (DClHlhCl'F'F 19.57, 82). The main

significance so f at as the mass news market and its economic

structure are concerned is that the corporate owners of the

two leading news magazines, Ti me and NEl45l4EEk', are

conglomerates which also possess substantial broadcast fig,

newspaper, cable TV and publishing businesses (Rucker 1968,

209; Compaine 1982). Perhaps Q# greater significance is that
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the own er5 and top executives 0% these two magazines

participate in the elite ruling organizations such as the

CFR and the Bi lderbergers.

3. 1 . 10 PUBLIC BROADCASTING

The subject of concentration on* ownership and control

o{ the public broadcasting media is rarely discussed. And

yet, in many ways the concentration is much greater than it

is %car the commercial station-8.. For instance, in 1976

thirty-one state governments operated 135 c14 the 266 public

TV stations. Because public licensees are ex emp t {rc>m

duopoly and multiple ownership rules, each state except

Hawaii and New Hampshire was reported to have networks of

three or more outlets. In 1982 there were 159 1 i censsees

operating EGG public Tv staticzns in the U.S. : colleges,

23 state governments, 15 municipal be>ards of= education and

69 ncm-prcwiit and civic groups (kioughan 1983, 24) .

Another significant 'Factor in the matter co control o~F

the public stations is that members of the boards of

trustees are over-represented by the business, legal and

~Fir\ancia1 sectors (Network Project 1971, FJ3 , 8; Cit-ing

1974, 216; Brown , L. 1 1971, 324). This is a reflection of

how the local elites are in a position to dominate

52

their
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public broadcasting affiliates. With the state and local

governments also under the control of business interests, it

could hardly be expected that the public stations could play

an independent, alternative role in their communities.

The history of the development Do the public TV system

in the U.3. (Network Project 1971) is similar to that of

higher education in the country, except that the former'5

development was master and was more closely and directly

controlled by ruling class organizations, particularly by

the big ¥uundatiuns. The Ford Foundation started the system

in 1951 , exp Dl"'Ed the medium'5 potential, constructed

stations, established the netwgr k and Closely determined

what the programming would beL It even ¥Llrlded groups to

guru:tion as lobbies in Washington, D.C. and to initiate

national publicity.

Meanwhile the Carnegie Commission DF! Educational

Television issued a report in 1963 which became the basis

for the Public Broadcasting Act 04 1987, at which time the

Ford Foundation turned its of¥5pring over to the

government. Every after the government's Corporation ¥clr

Public Broadcasting (CPB) took over in that year, the Ford

Foundation continued to provide ¥und5 to run the system.

Congressional action to adqeuately 4'und PTV did not occur

Letti 1 1970 , but our then contributions {rom CBS and the
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Carnegie Corporation helped keep the system going.

Additionally, the Ford Foundation continued to give millions

of dollars, par ticularly -For programming and to its favored

stations and production centers.

But the Ford Foundation did not simply turn the new

medium over to the control of -f a(-:el ess government

bureaucrats. Cartel control remained , as is shown by the

cczmpositicm of the f i r s t board of directors DO the

Corporation for Public Broadcasting (Network Project 1971,

17, 18). By law, the board must be composed of U.S. citizens

¥rQm fields such as education, cultural and civic affairs,
the arts, and radio and tel evi Si on , and i t must be

representative of various .regiunss of the country,
professions, occupations, and kinds of experience and talent

appropriate to the Corporation' 5 functions and

responsibilities.

D-F the -Fi'Fteen members on# the board, seven were

interlnckers with major corporations; six had interlock;
with major financial institutions; five were members of the

Council on Foreign Relations (Network Project 1971; Shoup

and Minter 1977); one belonged to the CFR' 5 Si eater

organization for domestic economic a¥4°air5,. the Committee

for Economic Development (CED) ; one had been with the Cartel

think tank Brookings Institution; five had connections with
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fnundationsi three haH participated in special Ro¢:ke¥e11er

organizations and three had been in positions which had

special relationships with the CIA; four' persons could be

identified as coming from the American upper class? and

seven members were interlocker's with Cartel corporations and

¥inancia1 institutions. Four members had held high federal

government pcxsi lions and there was one state legislator.

Four (at least) were lawyers. Four people had backgrounds

in broadcasting and journalism, with one of the if our al 54:1

being in education. There was one musician and one un DH

president. Finally, there was John D. Rockefeller III.

The three top men in the hierarchy were intimately

associated with Cartel institutions. Frank Pace, the

Chairman QUO the Board, was a CFR member l had extensive

governmental and corporate experience at the highest levels,

including an advisory position at Bankers Trust, one of the

core Morgan ¥inancia1 institutions. He had numerous other

Cartel irnterlocks, including two with Rockefeller

organizations as well as with the Brookings Institution.

The Vice-Chairman, James R. Killian, also had previous

governmental service, had held directorships in blue chip

corporations, had been president of the elite Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, and was a member of the CFR, also.

Both he and Pace were members co the sensitive Foreign
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Intelligence Control Board.

The man who was selected as the first president of the

CPB, John Macy, Jr. , had held many governmental posts in the

executive branch and had a previous, c1 use working

relationship with Frank Pace (as had the first CPB

Vice-President), and had served with one of the Ford

Foundation's 5pinu¥¥s which were involved in the development

Q% educati anal tel aviSion .

Finally, many of the people DFl the -First CPB board

belonged to organizations which were iruterlncked with the

Ford Foundation. To complete the circle, James Killian, the

CPB Vice-Chairman, had been Chairman D<F the Carnegie

Commission on Educational Television--the organization whose

report was used as the basis for the Public Broadcasting Act

which set up the CPB. Thus, all the bases were covered by

the Ruling Cartel. (Congressional hearings in 1975 showed

that the situation had not changed, despite a new

replacements 0% individuals on the board.)

The organization which is supposed to be the

counterpoise to the CPB is the Public Broadcasting Service

(PBS) s the Board of Governors of which is made up of

representatives of the local stations. But the list of

members from 1978 (In Factbooli 1978/775 US Congress 1975)

shows that these people are certainly not representative 04
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a bread range 04 American people and interests, but probably

du represent the interests of the local boards 04 trustees

CH' public stations and their related bu5i ness and

pro# E551 anal i netti tut cans..

Three members were from financial institutions, 'Five

were ~From business (¥uur drum big business), seven were

representati ve; 'From universities (only one from a 5ma1 1

one), give were 1 awyer s representing their cities, and one

was an educator ¥rDm a state government commission. Only

your seemed not to be from recognizably elite UF' pgweriful

SDLll"'CE5 I

When President Nixon tried to accomplish a combination

CH: weakening and taking over public broadcasting in the

LLS..
:I the attitudes ca# the local stations. and their

controllers were mixed iiiluughan 1988, 24, 28) a They

generally were more cnnaervative than the naticmal PBS

program providers and did not want the centralized hand in

Washington, D.C. sending them liberal programming with

which they did not agree. They* al so wanted mare money

directly, free 04 PBS constraints. However, they did want

to preserve public broadcasting.

14 Nixon was not success#u1 in 1973 in bankrupting PHE

or taking control over it, he was able to take the power out

of the centralized, elite hands and to give it to the local
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stations. A1 though Funds were reduced, the money which was

left was sent to the stations, not to PBS. The program

cuaperative came into being in 1974, whereby, from a pool of

two-hundred programs presented by producers, the stations

would bid on them, depending on the content and the cost.

The programs receiving the most bids would be the ones sent

an the network (Koughan 1983, 24) . This resulted in programs

with the lowest CDFIHHDH demoninator being shown. The shows

selected were the cheapest and least controversial, with new

programs or series rarely being purchased (Koughan 1983, 24,

2é).

PES no 1 crier has a voice in whats shows will be

produced. It is only a provider of program scheduling and

distribution. This is a 1 BG degree change from the

f ramewor k established by the Ford Foundation with National

Educatitnrnal Television (NET) --P8S' precursor--in which

programming decisions and distribution were centralized and

the stations were mere passive a#-Filiates. The i 1 1 will

sometimes -Felt toward NET by its more conservat i ve

a¥fi liate5 found triumph in the emasculation of FBS.

Even this did not please the Reagan administration,

which demanded further cut5 in funding (Aufderheide 1983, 95

Foughan 1983, 24). The already austere CPB budget was

reduced by EGG ($7G million) for 1983, down to $130
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million. More than 0ne-ha1¥ QUO the $180 million goes to the

local stations our operating expenses and progam purchases.

with a ccmparitively uncomplicated tal k show like the

E§§E§il=L§Q£§[ 829955 having an annual budget 01°

approximately $9 million (with AT&T providing a $16 million

grant), it is cxbvi OUT that the money to provide more

technically complex programming wcsuld have to be received

from other sources (Austin Prime Time 1983; Alvin 1984).

To place the funding in perspective, in 1983 all of

public broadcasting received 1 ess money than did military

bands, and the latter were given a nine percent increase for

1984. The CPU receives $22 million per year to produce

programs for national di attribution, whereas the Pentagon

public rel aticvns program recei yes $843 million annually

(Au-Fderheide 1983, 9) .

Far national programming the main sources CH*

supplemental #Funds are from large corporations and

¥QundatiQns, mQ5t QUO which are Ruling Cartel organizatilzvrvs.

Fer instance, QUO the 48 special pregrame or series -Finarxced

by these inetitutinne in 1976, at least 35 were underwritten

I:Y Cartel organizations, particularly by the nil companies

(§;Q§Q§§§L;Q9 1978c ; Access 1976). By 1978 more than

one-hal# QUO PBS J programming hours were underwritten by

these sources (Eoughan 1983; Weissman 1981).
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But these sourced are insufficient, particularly for

local stations. Consequently y, the public stations have been

going to great and varied lengths to bring in more money.

The Hnllowing are some of the methods being used

(Au4'derhei de 19B3,B) : leasing their staci 1 ities for

product can; set 1 i fig 1 i quot at public events; cooperative

production deals with private companies; teletext services;

pay TV joint ventures; and some are doing the previouysly

f arbi dden--sel 1 i fig commerci als. And, of course, the periods

FJ# seem ngl y interminable and embarrassing begging on

camera. The dearth 04 funds has had its deleterious e+¥ect
part cut all Y DF! local programming, which one writer

commented "has all but disappeared from public television"
(Kougharl 1*78"4, 26) .

Ironically, these ¥inancia1 problems are occurring when

public TV apparently is enjoying its greatest degree of
public acceptance and its largest audiences (Au¥derheide
1988, 8). The viewership has doubled the last three years .
Not only is the audience estimated at of the viewing
public each month, but also cable is helping to spread the
PTV audience. Polls indicate that c:Tv subscribers are more

sati 5~Fied with public programs. than those 4 fund on the three

commercial networks (kicnughan 1983, 27) .

PBS and various local stations have had a long history
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can program censorship, non-clearance Ni programs on the net

by a¥¥i liate5 and of avoidance of programming which would be

controversial or which would not be acceptable to the local

power structure and ¥inancia1 backers or, at the national

level, programs which would be upsetting to government

o-F-Ficials and especial 1y to corporate and fourudatian

underwriters (Netwark Project 1971; Koughan 1983, 265

Aufderheide 1983, Texas Journalism Review 1975a ;

Quaintance 1983; Time Out 1978).

This has been made worse by the necessity QUO the

stations having to seek more. corporate backing. Not on 1 y

must the program-producing entities please their

underwriters, they also become more ob5e55ed with ratings:

they seek a mass audience and the lowest common demcminator

in programming just like the commerical networks do. The

irony is that the programming deci 51on makers are heading

the opposite direction from what PT.'s audience is attracted

to. Even EDITIE QUO the original corporate underwriter; are

restive, ¥ee1 ing that the high cultural i mage with which

they want to be associated and the special audience which

they want to reach will be diminished or diluted by the

"ma5si¥ication program" by PTU executives (Qu¥derheide 198,

8, 9). Furthermore, this also has cau5ed a split between the

stations which are mare educational oriented and those which
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are not (Koughan 1983, 28).

Another irony amid all the financial crises is that the

castrated FBS has flourished -Financially and 'seems to have

the r4:>5ie5t -Future independent of* the rest o4¢ public

broadcasting (Kcuughan 1983, 23, 27, 29). Because o1° i ts

access to the Westar satellite, it can either broadcast

several channels as' programming or it can provide individual

services. By mi d-1994 i t is supposed to have twelve

channels. Not only can i t provide individualized

per-cxgramming to public stations, it can sublease channels and

can sell various services to corporate clients, and i t has

entered into joint ventures with big conglomerates such as

Columbia Pictures. It also has set up special channels. Har

college instruction which are being picked up by educational
c

institutions. Finally, there is a possible 1 ity that PBS

could enter the subscription TV (STV) f ield. A5 a result of

all these a¢:tivitie5, PBS finished 1982 with a surplus of $4
million while the rest of the PTV system was starving.

National Public Radio (NPR) i5 in the mcJ5t precarious

-Financial situation fglggizgnig ljedia 1'?83a). In addition to

s e v e r e budget cuts, there apparently was great
mismanagement, resulting in a $9 million deficit and with
the president cM NPR being f i red, Personnel have been cut s

programs have been cancelled; and a proposal was made Her'
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each radio affiliate to be assessed a certain amount to

transfer #1.6 million back to NPR (Loomis 1983). with NPR

being under attack by conservatives both in and outside c3-F

Congress, the future QUO NPR is in doubt without a ¥inancia1

bailout 94 some sort. The f act that the Cnrparatinn -For

Publ i C Broadcasting Finally provided funds to keep the

network going might have been at some cost to the relative

independence QUO NPR.

Nhat ii 1 1 happen to the public broadcasting system and

what i t will devil op into is not clear at this

time--mid-1984. PTV seems to ~be drifting mare and more into

commercialization. But one thing is clear, considering the

history of the initial development of the system by the Ford

Foundation; the Fact that the members 045 the controlling

structure 9% CFB came from the Ruling Cartel, and that the

governing boards of PBS and the local stations come from the

local elites; and given the necessity to please corporate

underwriters, public broadcasting in the U.3. will seldom

stray 'FFDM the narrow range o-F subjects which i t has

displayed in the past . Controversy, if not eschewed, will

be controlled.

3. 1.1 1 PUBLISHING CUNCENTRAT ION
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Because this dissertation is primarily about the mass

news media, the subject of concentration c1-F cvwnershi p of

publishing would seem not to be pertinent. Hut , as we have

seen previously when discussing conglomerate and Cable TV

(CTV) cawriershi p , the media giants have moved into

publishing. There¥c»re, we must 1 ook at this *Field of

communications.

Publishing consists basically QUO twcx major

categories--books and magazines, but there are sub-markets

within these major cl ass -Fi :at ons. Because relevant,

accurate data on the industry has been available only

comparatively recently, some of the information presented

below is not so comprehensive and is in nat SD great a

historical depth as is the material presented oN the other

mass media (Cnmpaine 1979, 134, 251).

8.1.11.1 Books

Ease co# entry has long been a hallmark cry book

publishing, making i t historically one of the most

competitive industries, although there were 5u€C&¢8,5-ful

attempts at forming monopolies in the late 18005 (Compaine

1979, 49, 254-256). Most significant Her our present day

structure are the two merger waves which occurred in the
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19695 and the 19?Q5 which have made great changes in the

industry.

The three main results 9¥ these merger periods are,

first, the entry of media giants into the publishing -Field

via acquisitions and, second :I the mergers 94 5o¥tcovEr and

hardcover houses (Powell, , 92,IALW. 93) . The large firms

such as ABC, CBS, Hearst, and the movie conglomerates such

as MCA (Universal) and 6u1++Nestern (Paramount) set up the

possibilities ¥Qr synergistic publication of books based on

film or TV (and vice versa) and even record releases related

to the movie and TV scores. The third trend in the entry

into the U.S. mar Kat by foreign publishing companies, a150

via the merger route (CQmpaine' 199, 46).

Writers who du not vi et the concentration with alarm

point to the fact that there is still ease QUO entry into the

market and that the giants compete among themselves. They

say that the mergers are a good thing because they provide

financial backing and pro¥e55iona1 management which oral 1 or

Firms lack, and that buying them out eeps the *oral 1 or

companies alive within the same walls u% the conglomerate.

They also point Gut that there has been an increase 9% the

number QUO publisher; ¥rQm 1959 through 1976 (CQmpaine 1979,

42; Robinson and Dl szewski 1980, 82).

Ether; say that such statistics are deceiving, in that
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the growth in the total number of publ i hers has been

accounted for by 5ma11 firms and that the large firms have

increased their market shares significantly but accounted

For only #our percent of the increase in the number of

publishers. Additionally, these gross figures provided be

the industry trade organizations in support of concentration

ignore the submarkets, some o{ which are highly concentrated

(Robinson and Dl szewski 1980, 82, 83).

For instance, in the mass market paperback industry the

top eight firms account For six of sales and the mf cur

1 arge5t have more than SON (Robinson and Dlszewski 1980, 82,

83) . There is not the ease of entry here as in some $4 the

other segments of the industry. In the significant
elementary-high school category the giants dominate

(Compaine 1979, 289). Similarly the college publishers are

concentrated, with the top four having 40.4Z and the leading

eight having 63.9Z. The main significance is that the

markets for education in the U.S. are highly concentrated,

with the same conglomerate names being at the tops of the

lists cn-F these submarkets as well as being among the overal l

leaders in publishing (CDmpaine 1979).

For smaller publishers the problem does not seem to be

so much the costs of printing or the availability o'F

material to publish as it is the lack of financial power to
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compete in the areas' of sales, promotion and di attribution,

including obtaining retail she1¥ space (Compaine 1979, 276).

Critics of the existing industry structure say that the

mergers have reduced the number' of independent companies,

have given tea much influence to the few huge corporations,

and that new authors have difficulty getting attention.

They say that the linking of the hardcover and so-Ftcaver

publishers with newspaper chains, movie conglomerates and TV

giants (including Cable TV) has created enormous vertical

media monopolies. These critics point to various studies

which show that concentration in other -Fields results in

reduction so product diversity and innovation (Powell, N.W.,

1980, 90, 91).

The Writers' Guild concurs, pointing to the threat of a

reduction of diverse and antagonistic sources and a rise 0%

corporate pressure, not j ult on editors but on production.

This pressure would be not only from the ideological paint

of view, but in favoring QUO authors and publications which

fit into the synergistic multimedia patterns desired by the

conglomerates (Robinson and Glszewski 1980, 82).

3.1.11.2 Magazines

The magazine industry has. undergone a revolutionary
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change, with the focus now on specialized publications with

5ma1 1 circulation rather than on the mass circulation,

general interest magazines. Historically, the field has

been considered easy to enter al making i t a highly

competitive field. However, concentration is somewhat more

pronounced than it is for newspaper and book publishing

(Compaine 1979, 141).

The group-owned companies predominate, with the chains

having an average circulation 89% greater than magazines of

independent publ i5her5. Although the top three consumer

magazines are *single publications owned by different

companies, most D# the top twenty-nine 8fE published by the

same media conglomerates we see in the other -Fields: Time,

Inc., Hearst, Asc, cos, 888b183398 EQuaL» Hsu X955 Ii@Q5, and

Times-Mirror. Furthermore, these giants are also the largest

publi5her5 by raven Lie I The same phennnmunun occurs when

locking at the leading publishers of the subgroups such as

business magazines or ccmsurner and -Farm pub i cations

(Cnmpaine 1979)

New magazines are generally started by independents;

the giants do not want to take the risks. After the new

magazines are 5ucce55{u1 , the cong omer ates move in and buy

out the independent publishers (Ccarnpaine 1979, 155, 156).

The publishing CHO ragas i new is more vulnerable to the
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capitalist market place than is that of books. Host

mag az i n es a r e directly reliant on advertising for their

¥inaru:ia1 ex stance. While advertisers will *support

conservative and mainstream publications, the pt-Qgl»'E55ive

and le-Ft wing magazines constantly carry on a struggle to

remain alive and ¥requent1 y have fund raising drives to

maintain publ cation. However, many do cease to exist

because of lack QUO revenue, no matter how informative or

wel 1 -wr-i then the publication might be. with the +1 nancial

support *.at books being the purchase price, i t al lows 'Far

greater range of information and opinion in that medium than

in the large circulation magazines.

Publishing--par ticularly -can books--is an industry where

it is possible to print a new publication ii thaut undue
expense, unlike the major investments required and great

risks incurred to start a daily newspaper or the liabilities
of starting a broadcasting station, with all the attendant
problems o-F being set acted and licensed by the Federal
Communications Commission. Although entry into publishing is

comparatively easy, survivability in an independent *status

i s difficult. Meanwhile, many of the same multimedia

conglomerates which dominate the other mass communication

¥ie1d5 also are at the top of publishing.
of par ticular concern should be the dominance as the
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school textbook market 'From el emerrtary through college by

many o*F the same top publishing companies. D-F course,

textbook selection is a complex process, particularly +or

the el-hi level, because selection can be a-Hfected by the

political processes in the local school boards and the state

legislatures. Nonetheless, this concentration of ownership

could 1 had to the conclusion that most of the books

Americans are using in all (or most) QUO their school years

are being published by the same small group of companies,

corporations which also are in control Do much of the other

mass media. Writers who are not al armed at thi 5

c9ncentratinn and that found in other sectors 0% publishing

either are not looking at the car tel izatinn up the industry

or are in approval o% it.

1
JI: 1.12 CQNCLUSIDN

Reading a listing in( broadcasting stations and cable

of¥ering5 in a city and looking at the number of newspapers

which abound, particularly in a large, metropolitan area,

one would think that there it a great variety of many media

voices competing furiously in the market place and which are

providing the public with a plethora :H diverse and

antagonistic view-3 and i is*Fc»rmatic»n . Some researchers
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present this as procn° that there is no alarming

concentration of media nwnerahip in the U.S.. They may that

there is an "umbrella" concept in which the large big city

newspaper competes with the newspapers in 'satellite cities
as well a5 local dailies, weeklies and even shoppers. The

many broadcasting voices are also under the umbrella.

Une such writer, Campaine (1979, 37 , 38) , our then'

states. that not only is the umbrella concept valid, but that

we should look at each media industry competing against the

other media industries, implying that determining ownership

concentration is really an outmoded way Q-F looking at the

media. He claims that actually there is too much

in-Formation which is swamping the Ameri on people with the

greatest diversity in history. Furthermore, he says that

there is no validity to the claim that increased diversity
will provide better quality and greater quantity.

while it it: true that people are bombarded every day

with messages and i niinrmati on -From their mnass media, when

the situation is cl cssely inspected, one can 5ee that the
iwformatinra CDUIE5 from concentrated sources within an

overall framework which n ar ro w s the possibilities bed* are

they are presented in print or on the air. First cr al l ,

the mass media are overwhelmingly capitalist, profit-making

enterprises. which compete for advertising and which must
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please the advertisers:in order to make those profits. Even

the public broadcasting media a r e generally controlled by

the necessity Cr# pleasing their local business elites, whose

representatives are on the stations' boards cut directors and

whose companies provide the bulk of the money donated for

the 1 i<Fe's blood of the stations. The other money comes

mainly from the government, yet another limiting f actor.

within this total framework we find that the newspaper

busir\e5s is very concentrated, with few competing voices.

In only a very few U.S. cities is there not a . newspaper

monopoly. At many state and regional levels we al so find

total media concentration of voices, readership and

prc¢*.its. With the great growth and dominance o~F chains and

group ownership in all the media (including publishing), the

number of independent voices is becomeing smaller and

smaller. Not only have huge conglomerates became the major

voices in the media, these corporate giants are now linking

with each other in various joint ventures, narrowing even

~Further the possible so u rces of information and opinions,

and raising the entry barriers to an almost impossible
height for all but the giants.

It may be true that there are many radio stations and

an umbrella of a <Few newspapers available, but they mainly

use only two wire services. There are many TV stations in
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the country, but there are only three major networks. There

are newspapers in all the large cities, but only the

N_§§h_;ngt_Q=; 1899; and the 824 XQLE limes have 5igni~Ficant

impact un the decision makers in Washington, D.C., and New

York City and on the producers of news at the three TV

networks.

Unfortunately, people like Campaine are prisoners CH:

their own assumptions. Just because there are many voices

does not mean that there is diversity. If all the symphony

orchestras pi aged only Bach, Beethoven and Elrahams, many

significant C amp user S and much great music wool d not be

heard.

The umbrella concept could be viewed from another

aspect. An umbrella is used to keep the rain D44 of us. In

this case the rain could represent the total possible range

of information and opinions to which the public could have

accessI The umbrella of the Establishment media is doing a

good job cl-F restricting what we shall read, see and hear,

while the rain cl*. alternatives is f ailing all around us but

set dum penetrates the umbrella. ¢3a~Fter looking at the

alternative press, listening to Pacifica Radio stations, and

viewing the presentations un some public access channels of

the cable, we can see what a narrow range of information is

made available to the general public on the American mass
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media.

The enormi ty cr-F this interlocking relationship 041

concentrated media industries lies in the 'Fact that i t is

the same few companies which to a significant extent select

what i5 entered into our textbooks from elementary school

through much c1-F college, while they simultaneously greatly

determine what we see on television, hear on records, listen

to cm radio, see in the cinema, read in the newspapers

(particularly about national and i nternati anal news) J and

read in our magazines.

And the ccmcentrati on continues to i ncrease.. The

control of in4clr'matic»n and the communicating CH* it i s

becoming mare and more cartelized.

§:3_EEQlL*...Q*!EE8§_.9.8Q_II:_4_L_QQ8_...EQEEB..§IE\JQI!3E

Because we have already assessed the position QUO the

media owners in t he national power structure, this section

will concern i t5el f only with the local power structure,

although , as we shal  1 see later, the local newspapers,

particularly in the 1 anger cities. and especially with

chains, are sign-Ficant in linking local elites with the
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national centers of power . First, however, i t wou.1 d be

revealing to look at who are the publishers and broadcasters

and their number one men--the editors and general managers.

The publisher is a businessman primarily and a man of*

wealth (with the exception of must of the owners of small,

struggling papers) :I and has similar attitudes as other

publishers (Sandman, Ruben and Sacheman 1972, 38). A

¥a3cinating study was made by Mnnohew (1965, 172, 173) in

which 1,15o publishers in three states were asked whose

can-pifiords they respected the mast. The results were as

follows: merchants 252, lawyers 14Z, public nf{icia15 121,

bankers 12x, educators as, and newsmen 67. Political

a¥¥i aviation made no difference in the response. The low

repute the publ infer has of his emp 1 DYEEE and the high

respect he has for ¥e11ow businessmen and prnfessinnals show

the class and economic 5o1 idarity of the publisher with his

capitalist peers and the disdain he has for the proletarian

prm¥e5siuna15 who work #at him.

The publisher QF the dominant daily is generally a very

Qignificant member D% the power structure 0% the community,

whereas the broadcaster it not nearly so prominent unless he

already had ties to power positions. The newspaper; have

historically been an integral par t of the founding and

growth QUO their cities and they still play a 5igni~Fif:ant
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rule in civic boosterism and city growth (Burd 19899 Donohew

19.55).

There also is a difference in the position and activity

of the number two med a managers in the broadcast

hierarchy--the newspaper editor and the broadcast general

manager. The editor is usually prominent in civic off airs

and is a journalist by trade, whereas the broadcast manager

is primarily a businessman and does not participate in civic

organizations to a 5igr\i~Ficant extent {QUO the»j.de 1976). In

the smaller towns the editors tend to be DemQcrat5, but the

electronic me-dia managers are predominantly Republicans

£Eohn and Clark 1972, 205).

The popular impression--fostered by the news media--is

that the press plays an adversary, we* chdog role, one in

which the press objectively tells the tr'Lnth wherever i t

-Finds it. If this 55 true, the news media would have to be

outside the power framework 04 the community and nation in

o"'aar to do their' job and fulfill their promise. We have

already seen that the mass media 94° rxati canal stature are

deeply involved in the Ruling Car tel. We now will look at

the local media and the power structure in their cities.

In this section we will look only at the place of the

press in the power structure; the effect of this on content

will be assessed in a later section. The role the media
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play in the power structure generally has not been studied

in great detail. Most Off; the books on local power

structures and decision making in cities either largely

ignore the media or do not give them a 5igni¥icant role in

the community. Un the other hand some writers (generally

not political scientists, but journalists and communications

experts) give the media a significant in41 uence in the

community, particularly in support Q-F the local power

*structure and the statue quo (Hvi sterxdahl 197431, 474 ;

Donahue, Tichemnr and Dlien 1'??3, 855).

At the local level the publisher ar broadcaster may or

may not use his or her PDl\4El"' within the community

structure. The option is theirs. There are *several

articles and books on thi 5 subject, but none o~F which

includes the broadcast medium. The one eruption to this is

the study of small towns which showed tangentially that the

braadcaet station general managers ccnrraider themselves as

Ecsmewhat important in the community, but , url i be the

newspaper publishers who consider themselves, "strong local

in¥1uentia15," the broadcasters do not taPe an active role

in the town'5 politic; or power structure (Bohn and Clark

1972, 24351. Naturally, in a city where there is

:ross-ownership, the publisher-licensee could Exercise even

greater community power. In Austin, Texas, a study DO the
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local power structure showed the publisher QUO the monopoly

newspaper to be involved in the core political organ o-F the

power el i te (Wright 1983) . His editor was an important

operative at the secondary level of power in the city. The

newspaper's editorials and political endorsement; reject

the pro-growth, pro-business attitudes on* the power

structure.

There are some studies which are worth noting on the

subject. One identi~Fied the publisher as one of the your

top members of the town power elite. Another author showed

that in Oberlin, Ohio, the publisher was sixth in the power

group (Hunter 1956, 473, 474). In Dah1'5 (1961) book on New

Haven, Connecticut, in the 19505 the publisher of the only

two rzewsp papers was a wealthy, aristocratic, very

conservative man who could have a strong negative effect on

public opinion, which made the politicians very cautious of

arousing tlwe publ isher's ire. In a study of a Mississippi
town of five thousand people there was a power structure

which was composed cry twenty top leaders. These men s

however, generally concerned themselves only with special
interests or problems areas which were important to them.

DO the group of top twenty leaders it was only the newspaper

editor whose par ticipation and influence cut horizontally
across special interest lines (Fanelli 1956) .
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In smaller towns Qand in smaller papers there can be

5QME variations. In studies in Minnesota and Iowe about

hal4 o-F the paper5 were deemed to be within the

structure. Those which were

power

part of the e5tab1 i5hment did

not carry much controversial news (Hvistendahl 1970) .

A 8ignikicant f actor which may allow a pub infer or

broadcaster to take a more aggressive, critical stand in the

community is economic security and strength. If the medium

i5 5trong financially, it can afford to be controversial.

However, this can become a circular matter with the clppcvsite

E4-Feat. In order to be economically secure, a paper and

station must please its advertisers. Many media owners have

been threatened with reprisals by irate advertisers, even to

the extent 04° being put out of business or pi aced in

'Financial jeopardy by withdrawal of advertising by

businesses whole owners disliked the editorial stance or

news reporting (Cirirm 1971, 6; Cirino 1974, 131-133) .

In this case a monopoly situation would be helpful to

the new; medium, in that it would be economically secure

from punishment by the advertisers. But this Paul d

presuppose that the publisher or broadcaster would be

outride the community power structure, which in a monopoly

situation, it is highly unlikely they would be. The paper

would be in a stranger position to punish or ignore those
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outside of the power structure. Not having the competitive

pressure from a rival newspaper would make it easier for a

monopoly paper to ignore or distort controversial news.

The relationship of chain ownership to the community

power etructore has not been comprehensively studied. Chain

management can operate within or outside of the local

establishment, depending on such variables as the corporate

policy, the amount of backing of the editor by headquarters,

and the degree of USE of the corporate "deep pocket " to

outlast irate advertiser retaliation. (It i s anticipated

that in the city where the corporate headquarters is located

the chain owners are significant local elites, particularly
1¥ they have a newspaper there, )

There are various reasons for support or non-support of

the local power relationships. A chain may want to increase

circulation y being controversial and muckrakirsg. Pi

prcami rent media analyst believes that a locally owned

newspaper is less likely than a chain to oppose the power

structure, IDECEKLIEE the local owner i s part of the

establ ishment himself (Washiggggg Egg; 1977b) . Une publisher

do sagrees, saying that some chains are more cautious,

because local managers will play it same because they do not

own the papers themselves (Brucker 1973, 274) . I t is also

likely that chains which are primarily interested in profits
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will not want to ipse the local n9tab1 es.

Not only are the publishers and their papers very

significant in the community power structures, the dominant

newspapers in the large, metropolitan cities are significant

in linking the local establ ishments wit the national power

structure. The directors are 043 particular significance,

because the inside directors locus on the city, whereas the

outside directors have their primary interests in other

parts of the country and the economy, and they participate

19 arganizatinns at the national and international power

1 e~ve~l5. The Exceptions to the inside directors being only

lc3-:ally oriented are the owners of some of the large and

mare 5igni¥i:ant newspapers or media empires, people such as

Sulzberger, Graham, Chandler, Hearst, and Cowles (Dreier

1979). These are people who belong to the CFR and attend

Bi l derberg meetings.

It is not just the f act that the publishers and editors

hold position; in local elite Qrganizations, their main

5igni¥icance is that, because they DWT and run ideological

institutions, they shape public opinion, both in presenting

in-Formation in a particular way and al so--perhaps even more

imper tartly--in preventing certain in¥Drmation and opinions

-From ever reaching the public eye , or, i -F they are

presented, they are dene SD in an un¥avnrab1 e or di-star Ted
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manner l Consequently, the people cannot know how their city

is really run, with the result that the people cannot ¥ocu5

in on the power relationships so that they could pxnssibly

change them in their 4 aver. Such press control alscz

prevent; (or at least renders it very di¥ficult) w°or local

groups to communicate with each other and with the public in

order to obtain popular support (Bachrach and Baratz 1970).

§;§_§§§'8Q8lQ_§EE§QI§_QE_§Q_N§EEI88IlQ_N

Many opinions, observations, speculations and studies

have been made over the years concerning the of-Facts o-F

various types of ownership situations of newspapers and the

electronic media. Because there are SD many variables,

because so much of the subject matter and evaluations are

qualitative and subjective, because much of the data is of a

comparative nature, because media situations di¥¥er so much

drum city to city, and because the electronic media are

ephemeral in nature, it has been very difficult to come to

any strung conclusions and general agreement. Ncmethel ess,

we should take a look at the situation. This section will

consider mainly the economics. See Chapter Three on content
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for further exposition;

There are three types cr~F owrxershi p situations

involved. Sometimes they overlap; but we will consider them

separately. The three are (1) the e¥¥ect QUO a change gram

independent ownership to chain or group control, a

change ¥rcrm a competitive newspaper eituatinn ta one on*

mQnQpQ1 y, and (3> :rose-ownership.

._ 'T
1.-*1 J' 1 CHR I N/EROUF' OWNERSH I F'

Que method of assessing the effects of chain ownership

is looking at camp any policy and general corporate

performance. The other method is to Goser ve local

performance after a transfer ¥rQm independent Qwnership CW'

when a small chain is purchased by a larger one. Group

cxwners have varying rEputati Qn5. 3QME look only at the

prcvtfit and cost picture, net always to the benefit QUO the

readers and community. Others build up the Qrganizations;

some milk them for profits (Lyle 1967, 20, 21; Business Week

1977b; Bagdikian 1972, 11, 12; Jones 19?6, 174). Some chain

owners give local managers a ~Free hand (59 long as pro¥it5

are high), while others force their papers and broadcasters

to hollow certain policies, ranging -From editorial

approaches to criteria Her personnel hiring, -Firing and
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prumntion (EQQDLQQEQQ EQQ; 1977b; Brucker 1973, 274; Cirino

19?4, 189, 190; Krieghbaum 1972, 943 Patrick and Howard

i974).

The most comprehensive study of monopoly and chain

ownership was made by Grotta (1971). Hi 5 conclusions were

that CDDEUMETS and advertisers receive no benefit £rom the

presumed economies Quo scale when the papers changed from

independent to chain control.

In an article on concentration in all communications

media, Powell (1980, 97) found studies which showed that

independent papers spent more. money on expensive types c»~F

news and that there were other studies which showed that

chains often raise the price at the newsstand and increase

advertising rates when they take over, but overall they do

little to improve the newspaper tgggglggggg Egg; 1977b).

Because the profits in monopoly papers are three times

those o~F competitive companies, the chains seek to purchase

papers in morxopcvly -situations. Ninety-seven percent at

chain papers are in cities with no economic competition

(ggggiggggg Egg; 1977b) . This includes the towns with agency

agreements, where the business aspects D-F the competing

newspapers are merged, but the editorial and news functions

are supposedly separate. Another aspect of group ownerships

is that at mQ5t all DO them are public corporations whose
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sto: k is *8.cr1 d on the exchanges. This provides added

pressure and incentive to squeeze the papers for the highest

pro-Fits. 14 they also have outstanding lcxarzs to banks,

there is additional pressure tor ever increasing pru¥its.

3. 3.2 NDNDPDLY NEWSPAPERS

A good case can always be made ire theory about the

dangers of monopoly in any -Field of capitalist endeavor.

The realities of such dangers have been well documented -For

industry in general (Blair 19?2 and 1978; Brandeis 1914;

Breen 1972 and 1978? Breen and Hassle 19805 Mueller, w-,

19241; UP C.¢;\ngr"e8-3 1913, 1941, Mae, 1977) But there are

also de¥ender5 QUO the desirability QUO a mcvnapoly which is

capable, responsive, of{icient and productive (Blair 1972,

199, 200).

Qnly recently has the subject been studied very

extensively, meetly with the print media. Very revealing

are the hearings before the House Subcommittee an Antitrust

and Monopoly when i t was considering the Failing Newspaper

Pact (us Congress 1%7b>. The hearings. revealed many

instances of predatory, abusive behavior by the media which

enjoyed a morscrpcvlistic position. In this sense it showed

that the newspaper business di-Facers little from other
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capitalist endeavors in the drive for profit and market

power. With monopoly pro-Fits 50 much higher, i t is

certainly worthwhile, from the owner'5 point of view, to

attempt to effect a local monopoly, either by agreement with

the competitor Ur by predation.

Many economists would say that i ~F the morsopcvl is tic

market structure et i its, the predatory, monopolistic

behavior will also exist. At the 1 east, the temptation and

means to use and abuse the monopoly position will be

available when needed and will be used either overtly or as

an implied threat. Other economists say that performance i5

the best test of the measure of the desirability of monopoly

or oligopoly. The Warren Supreme Court favored the market

structure test for determining moncnpolistic behavior (Green,

1972, 7)

Many Q-F the studies of media moncrpcxl y, particularly

regarding newspapers, and more recently involving

cro5s~ownership, shaw opposing resul is, particularly

concerning content . Grotto (1971) observed the e¥¥ects ca#

newspaper mnnapnly from several aspects: advertising space,

newsstand price, subscription price, change in editorial

personnel, size of the news hole, proportion of local news

to total news, change in editorial new5 hole, change co*

local to total editorial comment, circulation change and
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change in retail sales .ire the city. He found that there was

greater circulation under monopoly, but that there was a

correspondingly greater increase in the mil lire rate to the

advertisers, "contrary to indu5try practice" (Grcxtta 1971) .

The advertiser not only received no benefits -From

consolidation, but paid a signi¥icantly higher price after

newspaper consolidation took place. Although the monopol Y

paper increased its circulation, i t was much smaller than

the combination of it pi up the publication which had ceased

to exist.

Grcatta al so found that the number o~F editorial

employees. per one~thousand circulation decreased s even

though there was some absolute increase in staff. Overall,

the cQn5umers paid a higher Price, with no increase in

quality and perhaps even a decrease in quality. The large

scale economies were not pa5sed on to: the con sumer l In

another study , Langdon (Compaine 1979, 39) 44 ound 51 mi jar

increases in advertising rates in a switch to a monopoly

situation.. He also noted that wage rates are 1 cower where

there is no computing newspaper. Advertisers prefer' a

competitive situation. Pin 89285923139 899 (1979-F) writer

called a monopoly situation l l a take i t or 1 eave i t

prnpnsition. 11

An irmteresti fig difference on( opinion wrists between
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those who are concerned about newspaper concentration and

Campaine, who is not . Regarding the phenomenon DO the

combination rate of{ered by a single publisher o*F morning

and Evening newspapers in a city---either where there is a

single owner or where there exists a joint operating

agreement--Campai ne (1979, 415-48) states that advertisers

bene'Fit because they can receive a lower rate for both

papers than they could if each paper? were competing and both

were asking the {u11, traditional rate.

Barnett has a different view (1980, 72, 74) .

Traditionally there is a weaker and a stronger paper 5 with

the healthier usually being the morning publication. The

rate cDr the stronger paper--the DEE the advertisers really

want to u5e--is set at an inordinately high level, and the

rate wccsr tthe weaker newspaper i s only #Ur a oral 1 ,

additional amount. Because it is almost irresistible not to
advertise al so in the weak paper 5 the advertiser is
practically coerced into u5ing both pub icatiuns. Through

use D41 the combination rate, nut only can the weak paper

sur vi we--when i t perhaps foul d not :anti nue in

operation--but also i t i s a good way to drive out any

competitors, 14 they st i l l exist, or to keep them out, 1+

they are trying to gain a *Fclclthold.

Barnett points out that this is precisely the strategy
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which a leading national advertising representative has

advised his clients to use in order to -Force the advertisers

to use both the strong and weak papers and at the same time

to keep the competition out , particularly when those

competitors are after the weaker paper's business.

In cities where urnitized rates have been used from 1929

through 1950, the success rate of a competitor was only

eleven percent. In the 1'j__rn§_§8 _Eiggyggg case, which has been

rnurzdly critized by antitrust people and others concerned

with newspaper concentration, the Supreme Court upheld the

unit rate by a 5-4 deci 5ic»n in 1953. (TheIim§§=Ei§§xuQ§ in
New Orleans had used the combined rate to destroy i t s

competitor.)

In Salem, Oregon, Gannett bought the two newspapers,

precipitously raised the advert Si fig rates and made other

policy changes inimical to the interests crF the

advertisers. The lat ter rebelled and started their own

shopper paper. Through various predatory practices, Gannett

destroyed the shopper. Gannett did the same thing in Boise,

Idaho {Compaine 1982, 70) .
I

8.3 3 CROSS-OWNERSH1P

It is on the subject of cross-media ownership in a city
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where there seems to He the greatest degree QUO disparity of

opinions among researchers. There are studies which show

that there are no differences regardless QUO ownership type,

others which prove that the cross-media owners are superior,

and many which conclude that the CFD55*MEdi 3 owners serve

their audiences and advertisers 1 e55 we 1 than in a

situation $4 competition.

Part 04 the problem lies in the f act that complex media

are being studied where much of the material 15 subjective

and where much human behavior is intimately involved. A1 so,

there seem to be many problems in methodology, with many

writers revealing the i nadequaci es of methodology of

previous studies, particularly in the conclusions are at

Mari once. For instance, Owens' (1973) study showed that

where there was cross-ownership the advertising rates were

higher. Lago and Osborn (1973) , whose work was commissioned

by the National 955ociation Q? Broadcasters (and which

supported the broadcasters' position *favoring

cross-ownership) , criticized Owens' methods. Dwen5 returned

in Find (Wirth and Allen 1979).

In 1974 there was a survey of the literature made by

the Rand Corporation (a Ruling Cartel think tank) on chain

and cross-ownership in broadcasting. It, too, criticized

most of the 5tudie5' methodologie5. Its conclusion was that
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"the ¥nrm of media ownership generally seems to have a small

impact on economic or content performance" (Campaine 1979,

108).

Un the Cather' hand , al°ter reviewing many studies,

including those from the FCC heart HQ5 in 1971, Linda

Leuchter'5 (1976, 848) observation was that "no evidence has

shown that _joint operation ecnncami es arise -From

cross-awnership. II Because i t is a di¥¥icult subject to

handle quantitatively and bEC3Ll5E she could ~Find

methodological weaknesses in all approaches and studies,

Leu:hter'5 cDncl u5iDn wa5 that mD5t anecdotal evidence is

probably more reliable and 5igni§icant.

Did¢erent observation; were made by Wirth and Allen

(1999). (They were critical of both 0wen5 and Lags. )

Following their extensive study and much to their

5urpri se~~they found that :rD55~mwner5hip had a negative

i n-Fluence DF! br9adca5ting advertising raven L\E'3 I Their

conclusion was that, although they JFcsund ¥ault with Owens'

methodology in using time rate cards for stations, because

thi 5 could be di 5tDrted by bargaining and by the fact that

mast advertising is now in thirty-second spots, not by time

b1 clf:k5, they nenethelees tended tai agree with Owens 5

Jfindings. Wirth and A11en"s observation was that perhaps

the anti-cro55~Dwner5hip position of the FCC had been a
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pa¢:tcur, because Deers"' study had been made be-Fore the FCC' 5

pressure could have been felt, whereas their own findings

were reached afterward. Hence, it could be likely that in a

cross-ownership situation, the media managers might be

leading the price 04 the rates in their newspaper, where

there i5 no competition, and less in their TV station, where

there is competition and where the FCC might be watching.

They concluded that, with the impending deregulation QUO Tv

and the lessening 9% interest by the FCC and other agencies

in the executive branch, a rise in rates could be expected

Cr? the advertising time o~F the TV stations where

cross-ownership is present.

However, i t may be ITIDFE 1 i kel y that in a

cro35~owner5hip situation there would be no competition {or

the newspaper, but there waul d be -For the TV statiorh.

Therefore, it would be more pro4itab1e (and more damaging to

the competitors) to continue the cross-5ub5idization QUO the

TV station, particularly i# the ratings o+ the station were

less than those of its counterparts.

38.4 CONCLUSION

There is nothing which can guarantee a good newspaper

DY' broadcasting station. A blanket indictment cannot be
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made for monopol Y situations everywhere j u5t as 1 oox

approbation can automatically be given for media operating

under competition. Pdf ter being purchased by a chain same

bad newspapers can be improved; or the management can be

improved but content is not; or the paper is worsened in all

aspect; but for pro¥it- The prE5i dent for FI EIAIE of the

Gannett chain said that only top pro¥e55iona1 people can

make a good newspaper, and that f act "cannot be inflated by

campetitinn nor can it be di luted by mcJncxpc.\ly" (Cclmpaine

19l}'9, 26).

Thi 5 is only partly true. The problem is rust that

there are a lot of good professional people working in bad

new5paper5 and broadcasting stations and vice versa, but

that the media are bu5ine55e5 which are working within the

profit imperatives cn~F the capitalist -Framework. The

anecdotal information and many of the studies reveal what

can occur in places where competition is either meager DY'

non-existent. Thi 5 behavior doE5 not vary much from that 04

corporations and other type5 of bu5ine55e5 in other +ield5.

The media are bu5ine55e5 which are out to maximize profits.

They generally will USE whatever method; they can to achieve

this end. That some owners 04 individual 5tatinn5 or paper;

and of some chains are more ethical than others and are mare

ccxncerrxed to provide their primary and :secondary
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customers--the advertisers and readers/viewers,

respectively--with a better product than some of the other

Qwners dDE5 not necessarily mean that monopoly situations

under them are better than competitive situations with some

QUO the other Qwners l all 3.FE8S of capitalism it is

generally observed, particularly by antitrust economists,

that where there is competition, the public is better

served.

3. 4 ADVERT I S I NG 5 S CQNTR I BUT I Dn TD ECDNDM I c CUNCENTRAT I ON

Une aspect at the concentration CH* ownership of the

mass news media is rarely discussed in writings in media

journals but is hotly debated in the new of antitrust.

This is the question of whether advertising, particularly on

television, contributes to the development and maintenance

of economic concentration.

This is not a new phenomenon. There are case histories

which go back into the late 18005 and early 19GG5 which Ehaw

how a big company would invade a market, advertise heavily,

and drive out the competition. The subject 5ti11 very

much alive today (Mueller 1973: Greer 1971; Compaine 1979,

11(8) The lines are generally drawn between the

In

143

people who
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favor antitrust an one Eide against the con5ervative5 who

favor complete freedom for the media.

People when claim there is no connection between

adva-rti 8ing and concentration have made studies which -show

various concentrated industries in which advertising plays a

moderate- or inconsequential rule, such the sugar

industry. As in the case with the debate over the matter of

eccnamic and public service E4-Facts G-F media

concentration, many 04 these studies have been financed by

elements of the advertising media themselves.

People who try to shaw that there is a connection

between the two are men such as Donald Turner {former head

QP the Antitrust Division at? the Justice Department), Dr.

Millard l"lue1 lE-r acme CHF the wc>rld's 'F oremcast antitrust

authorities), Dr. John Blair (formerly head of the staff CH*

the Hausa Antitrust Committee), and the Federal T r a d e

Cmmmiasicn.

What is not rent i aned very mittEn is the concentration

of advertisers and advertising agencies. Some 5tudie~8. in

the late i 9805 and early i 9?05 indicated that there was a

concentration DO large national advertisers which dominated

the available time and space, and that national advertising

also dominated the available time on local broadcasting

stations (Schramm and Alexander 1 9 7 5 , 592; B l a i r 1 9 7 2 , 314).

the

85
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Since these studies. were made, a merger wave has hit the ad

agency business, making concentration even more marked

48g181g18189 998 197'?d and 19796) .

Much has been published and there has been considerable

teastimcrny before CDDQFE55i DD31 committees about the

rel at i crnshi p between advertising and concentration (US

Congress 19663 and 1971 ; 8Qx§£;1§;Qg 492 1979c) - This

i n f o r m a t i o n reveals that advertising can have its greatest

anti-competitive e-Ffect wh en a product is highly

di {'Ferenti ated , when there are hidden qualities, and when

there are emotional buying mot i vet which can trigger

consumer rE5pQn5E5 and action. HOWEVEF,'EVEH when these

product aspects are not readily apparent , adver-ti Si fig can

create some :of these <Factor-5 in the minds D-F consumers.

Thi 5 is particularly true QUO carusumer goods, where i t has

been shown that high advertising results in greater

pro~Fit5. Former head cn-F the Antitrust Division of the

Justice Department, Donald Turner stated that profits are

SUM higher in highly advertised industries, representing

monopoly profits (Greer 1973; Mueller 1973) .

A big company can move into a mar Kat and unleash a

massive campaign, Llsil'\Q some 0{ the 401 lowing tactics:

pr'cJdLu:t prol iteration, which can usurp Shel 4 space; an

advertising blitz; special premiums; and predatory pricing,
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which is easy ~For a conglomerate or a company with a

nationally marketed product to sustain through a combination

of its deep pocket and its ability to raise prices elsewhere

in the country or of other products within the company order

to subsidize the local 195595 in the target market. The

DWHEF o{ a smaller, local company carxntnt compete and is

usually either driven out of business, is ¥erced to sell his

company to the larger, invading corporation, or is driven to

reach an accnmmodatiQn which is favorable to the predator.

of ter competition is destroyed, the prices can be raised

back to even higher levels than beiere the war began. This

phenomenon can be observed at the national, regional and

local levels (Greer 1973; Mueller 19?3) _

Although the activity may occur at the local level, i t

has nationwide e¥¥ects as it sweeps across the country. The

:n¥¥ee business is a good example (Greer 1973) . Procter and

Gamble bought Folgers, a regional marketer. P86 then swept

the country, city be city, challenging the other major

brand, Marvel 1 HOUSE s which is owned by another giant,

General Funds. In the ensuing advertising and price war the

smaller £04422 companies were liquidated. The resulting

concentration can be seen by the fact that in 1963 there

were 261 ooH=¥ee producers; in 1972 there were 162; and in

1979 there were 40- There are predictions that *soon the two
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gi5-=.r*¢;-=.s will h a v e 70K of the business and in new years they

will e the only ones 1e¥t .

This is not to say that in every case as lai lure c u t a

Emaller company the reason was the above scenario, but m o s t

antitrust people believe that what we have described is the

major caLa*8.e I This type of Qperation has occurred i n e v e r y

i n d u s t r y w h e r e t h e commodities lend themsel vas to thi 5

approach. T h e s e indL15trie*5 1 out 12,638 JFirm5 -FFDm 1947

through 1972, with concentration steadily increasing.

Mat Qnly are small businesses driven out , con5umer5

§'=ave to pay as ti4icia11y higher pri CES in the *Form CHO

mnnapaly overcharges. Antitrust writers estimate that the

additional cost to the consumers far load is 4'rcrm $19-$15

billion annual Ly. For the whcnl e economy the mgngpgly

cwercharge is estimated at $180 billion each year .

Antitrust researchers claim that competition does have the

effect on" reducing these prices. W h e r e the top f CiLll"'

producers in an industry have 46? or 1955 of the market ,

these mnnopaly overcharged do not occur (Greer 19733 Mueller

1978a3 Green, M.J., 1973).

Nationally, it in vitally necessary for a business to

advertise on the TV networks. But network policy heavily

¥avc:rs the large, particularly the conglomerate,

adver tizser. Not only do the large advertisers get more
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favorable rate5 because o{ greater bargaining power and

greater advertising vol ume discounts, but al so the

conglomerates (and a large company with brand proliferation)

can always oil 1 the time with one 04 their many products. A

smaller or 'single product company cannot afford to do this;

indeed, it may not want to advertise its product so heavily

as the networks' volume discounts would permit i t t o do.

Conglomerates are allowed t o rotate their products

advertised, but smaller companies cannot subcontract their

time or rotate their time with another company as a package

deal in order to get the volume discounts or to increase

their bargaining power with the netwcfrks (US Congress 196633

égzeniiging 692 1979€)
I

Regional companies cannot usually advertise

economically on the networks because 04 the additional cost

04 deleting net wor k meters al scar the irxsertinn QUO the

regional announcement I Actually the oral  1 advertisers

complain that prime time is generally not even available to

them because i t is already pre-empted by the giant

advertisers with long-term contracts (Blair 1972, -<11-321;

Gordon , 1979; Business Week 1979) . Even 1 anger

companies which want to expand find they cannot use prime

time because incumbent adver timers are given first option

her renewal (E=Ll5ine5~.s Week 1979) . Thi 5 is par ticularly a



problem for businesses which want to place their commercials

on special types of programs, such as beer sponsors DFI

sports programs (Adver-ti si_r;g Qgg 197943 Gordon, R.L. 1979) .

Such are the hardships of smaller competitors. But

there is a big problem for any potential competitor, large

or small: entry barriers. When a product or industry is

heavily advertised, i t creates a considerably expensive

barrier for new companies to enter the market, because they

also must heavily advertise in order to attract attention.

Even when the level of advertising is only at a moderate

level, in the advertised industry is highly concentrated,

the al i go pol i *its can quickly turn cm the advertising faucet

in competition arises, thereby raising the entry barrier

(Greer 1973). The bit, established, nationally marketed

company and the conglomerate can then absorbed the 1 asses
unti l the potential competition is either destroyed or

withdrawn .

This results in the low-hi gh-l of advertising
phenomenon, where an industry or product is not heavily
advertised at first. Then as economic concentration

increases, advertising greatly a c c e l e r a t e s . As the

competition is destroyed, creating of igmpoly or monopoly,

the advertising 1 evil drops off. This is the behavior

Douglas Greer (1973) 8tresaes in answering people who say

232
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that there- in not a correlation between advertising and

concentration, because some CH the most concentrated

industries and products are nut the most heavily

advertised. Greer analyzes several industries historically

to show that the relationship of advertising to

cuncentrati on is "positive at law to moderate levels cl~F

concentration, but negative at higher levels. II

Greer'5 conclusion in that case histories alone cannot

prove or disprove an economic generalization, but they tend

to 5L\ppDl"t the conclusion that there is a causal

relationship between advertising irsten5ity (and other

prcxmotional activi tel* and Economic concentration. The

relationship is not linear, but parabolic. Furthermore, the

causal link is rarely simple.

Economist John Blair (1971, 312, 313) studied the

relationships between TV advertising and concentration. HE-

says that

Rivalry for display (shelf) space had induced
leading advertisers to promote not only different
products but different brands of the same
product. The result has been the preemption of
both the fired supply of TV advertising time and
the fixed supply of shelf space. . . . The
preemption by large firms of the medium whose
supply is fixed and which, in addition, has the
greatest (advertising) pulling power should make
higher concentration a certainty.
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Former Acting Assistant Attorney General QUO the Justice

Department Edwin Zimmerman agrees. He te5ti'Fied be'Fc>re the

Senate Antitrust Subcommittee in 1966 that the mere fact

that there are only three TV networks with 1 imi red prime

time is in itselF are entry barrier (US Curagr"E55 196é)a, 651).

The problem concerning TV advertising can affect even a

large corporation. The Heinz Company complained in court in

1976 that Campbel 1 NBS threatening to drive them out at a

portion of the canned soup business because of Campbell's

brand proliferation and i t5 advertising and promotional

blitzes (Wall Street Journal 197é»b).
Blair analyzed thirty-three industries which were heavy

advertisers to see i f t h ere had been increases in

concentration in the -tj_E1 do_ Cl-F the 3, recorded

significant increases in cancentrati on , while only B

registered declines. Seventeen can the had very large
i ncreaees. i re ccancerxtration . For the country as a whole, the

increased concentration in manus acturing was roughly matched

by corresponding decreases, but the heavi 1 y TV-adverti sed

fields increased concentration by mare than three to one.

Blair (1972, 833, 334) -Finds support from the study

made by Charles Ynew Yang on advertising and concentration

from 1948 to 1959. Yang (1974) {curd that in the twenty

industries where there was an increase in advertising (all
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media) by the leading ¢cDmpanie5, concentration increased.

Conversely, in those six industries where the concentration

ratio declined, there had been an improvement in the

advertising position of the smaller companies relative to

the larger ones. EK1air'5 -final ccrncl us on i5 that "there

can be little doubt about the continuation can the upward

trend in concentration among indL1*5trie5 with high TV

advertising intensities" (1971, 384).

The subject under discussion is a complex one. P45 with

many social phenomena it is difficult to determine precisely

the direct and i di rest relationships involved.

Concentration and advertising can be a two-way street.

Concentration give; greater power--actual and potential--tn

advertising. Conversely, advertising can be a pDwer¥u1 tool

in creating and maintaining concentration.

§dverti ring can be a *sign-Ficant -Factor , perhaps a

cause, of mergers (U5 Congress 1971, 648). When a company or

companies see that their advertising war is ton costly and

cannot destroy the campetiti on , a merger or cartelization

may be e¥4ected, with the competition either being taken out

of business at allowed to remain in business under the

control of the dominant company (Greer 1973, 319, 329).

Economic concentration is seldom caused by one factor.

Generally there is an interrelationship of many ¥actor5 at
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any particular time in each case. However, the most

reasonable tests--testimony before congress, regulatory

agency action, and court cases--seem to throw the balance in

favor D+ Blair's conclusion.

01" even greater significance on# this subject in

relationship to the concentration crf ownership of the

electronic news media is that the power to determine who

receives advertising time, particularly can the TV networks,

apparently can significantly determine the nature of

specific industries and the structure and direction Quo the

Americn economy as a whole.

It is well to remember that many of the men on the TV

networks' boards of directors-the men in whose hands this

power ultimately lies--are al 50 directors of and own stock

in, not only many of these giant corporations in

concentrated industries, which bone{it so greatly H-um TU

advertising, but also are an the boards of directors off

bank; which also have potentially controlling interests and
significant holdings in these giant corporations. It i s

well to keep these f acts ire mind when const der fig the

quest i an QUO who is helped and who in hurt by the situation

Blair and the others are analyzing.



":r.,_1 GDVERNMENTAL ACTIQN AND MEDIA CQNCENTRATIUN

87

There has been governmental interest in concentration

of ownership i 4: the media over the years, but very little

action has been taken either to prevent as reduce it. The

media have very pclwer*Fu1 1 czbbi ES and spokesperson; in the

pal itical world. The general studies on Econclmi C

concentration made by cormgresaional committees such as those

1:4 Pat ran and Metca1¥ have included the media. Alscx, former

ccrrxgressman Morris Udal 1 has been particularly outspoken

about newspaper ownership, but has not found any support in

Congress to remedy the situation. Former vice-president
Qgnew railed against the concentrated control of the elite
Eastern Establishment media, and the Nixon administration

made threats to certain disliked media organizations. The

Federal Trade Cammi 55i on had a symposium on media

concentration in 1978. But no substantive action has been

taken as a result 94° any CJ# the above revelations, threats

and complaints.

The three main sources chf activity on the subject have

been the Federal Communications Cammi s5i on (FCC) . the

Justice Department, and the c o u r t s . These actions have
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resulted in policy 'pronouncements and deciaiorns by the

Commission and a few antitrust cases. Some 04 the FCC cases

have ended up in court. The Justice Department has been an

actor in a new QUO the FCC cases; it has participated in some

04 the antitrust case-5 in CDLll"t ; and i t has initiated

actions QUO its own. Even thcrugh many of these actions are

interrelated, we will 1 cunk at each area cl-F activity

separately.

3.3. 1 FEDERAL c011mur=4IcQTIc1r45 COMMISSION

The FCC is governed basically by the Communications Act

94 1914. It gets into all areas D-F broadcasting, ranging

gram the technical areas and the selection o% 1 i cerrsees to:

the nature cl-F content. Historically, the Cammi ssi can has

been a pro-broadcaster organization (Brown, L., 1971; Cole

and Oettinger 1978; US Congress 1978b}.. The commissioners

have predominantly been either broadcasters or people who

are sympathetic to the licensees. Nicholas Johnson, wheal

bought for the public interest, was unique in his setecti on

as a commissioner.

The FCC is one of the many regulatory agencies with the

notorious "revolving door" of personnel with the industry it

i5 SLIPDDSEU to be regulating (U5 Congress 19'/'Bb ; Common
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Cause 1976) . Indeed , even though "public interest,

ccsnveni once and necessity" is the basic commandment co the

Com run i cat i cms Act which is to be 4:11 1 owed by the

Cammi sci on :\ the FCC di d not even recognize the general

public as having any r i gh t D-F standing to intervene or

appear as. a participant in deliberations until it was -Forced

to do so by the courts in 1966 (Citizen's Communication

Center V. FCC, 447 F.2nd 1202 (D.c.c.f8., 1971) . In its
decisions the Commission has been loathe to crack down on

licensee; unless they are Hamal 1 stations, are stations or

programs with 1 E~Ft wi ng perspectives (such as the Paci-fica

stations or as in the Eastern Education Radio case) , or are

of the oaF right wing variety (such $5 in the Ezé;éx&i0g
Mainline Eadie c a s e ) . The FCC has over 1 naked Si gni -F i carat

violations o-F the Communications Act or its own policy and

has given approval co the most minimal levels of service in
order to keep from coming down hard on licensees. Any

action to the contrary had taken many years to effect and

has sent sh oc k waves through the brcsadcastirlg community

( C a l e and Derringer 1978, 190-202; Johnson, 1970; Access

1982h; RM General, 44 FCC 2nd 123 (1973)).

So far as ownership concentration is concerned, an the

£ace of i  t there should be no problems because the

regulations can ownership restriction; are simple and clear:
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seven each of AM, FM and TV st at i ons are the maximum a

person can have , with no more than five of the TV 5tation5

being VHF. (The FCC recently recommended dropping these

restrictiun5.) The duopoly rule (not applicable to public

stations) prevents a PEI'5Dl'l from having more than one

statics 13-F a type in the Eame area of coverage. However,

the Commission has permitted exceptions to this rule. Also,

the FCC is supposed to consider ownership diversity 35 a

positive f actor in comparative license hearings (Emery 1971,

149-252).

AE. we have EEEU previously in the section under

institutional ownership, the FCC does have restrictions on

stuckhalder, co?-Ficer and director rel at cxnshi ps with

licensees., hut these have largely been ineffectual because

mf (1) the vagueness 04 the wording, (2) the 1 act DO

in1*ormaticxn about ownership as a result of non-conperation

enc the owners and holders of sto: k and the 1.act of a

computer Easter at the Commission which could handle the

in{ormation even in i t had it, and (3) because the FCC

evaluates each case separate! y in reference to size, class

of station, and extent of other competitive service in the

area I These f actors provide the Commission almost a blank

:heck for decision making with its pro-industry bias.

The C.lcxmmi E.5ic>r\ has conducted investigations on
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concentration over the years, has made same pronouncements

and has even announced some actions to remedy the situation,

but concentration still exists. The main, effective action

the FCC t oak occurred in 1940 which resul red in NBC

divesting itse1~F D45 one cs-F its-3 two radio networks (Barnouw

19458) .

There are Four scenarios which the FCC actions seem to

have taken since World War II.

1. The FCC announces that it will recommend certain steps

to reduce or el innate concentration. There I s a

great outcry H-om the industry. The FCC relents, goes

no our then with its action, and says that i t will
continue to consider each s i t u a t i o n on a case-by-case

basis. Pin ex ampl e i5 the fan dl i fig 04 regional

cnncentrat ion.

9. . . I The commission simply violates its own rules and makes

a rather weak justification in doing ED- Example:

breaking the duopoly rule and allowing a per son to

have more than one station in a market because the

city had other stations.
-14 . It announces a new policy and invites comments, there

is the usual broadcaster outcry, then the FCC retreats

to a position which affects only a small part DO the
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industry--the small broadcaster. Pm example is the

aruncluncemerrt of mandatory mass divestiture; can

cross-ownerahips and multiple ownerships. After the

industry presaur E was brought tcm bear' , only the

onwership combinations in sixteen small mar kat5 were

affected. However s all such combinations were

outlawed in the future.

4. It announces a policy, then; invites, waiver; for all

vi cal atoms and grant 5 each waiver. Example: the

restrictions on cross-ownership of broadcasters with

cable systems.

Fiegardleas of the expressed concern of the Commission

over the phenomenon of concedtratimn, in deciding specific

cases the FCC: *Frequently goes the other direction. It

repeatedly has refused to allow hearing5 to the Justice

Department's petitions to deny a license renewal, even when

statistics show that there is great media concentration in a

particular city. The Cammi 55ion changed its standard ~Frc.\m

that QUO "public interest" to that QUO the antitrust laws when

the Justice Department files a petition. The latter must

show that there has been a Sherman Act violation before the

FCC will permit a hearing for a 1 icerxae renewal (Bennett

1971). 8 {ru5trated Justice Department Q-f-ficial complained

that when they bring an antitrust suit against a broadcast
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owner, the court5 will tel 1 them to take the case to the

FCC; when they go the FCC , they are told to pursue the

matter in the courts (Antitrust egg Trade 8994192198 Eggggt

1974, 674).

Fleanwhi I E, u5i fig the ca5e-by-case method, the

Commission permits so many exceptions to a rul 'E' that the

rule almost becomes inoperative. And with the deregulation

fever running high in Nashingtan, D.C., it may be that mast

mr all ownership reatrictinna have become or will become

mont (QECESE 198333 Dallas Times Herald 1984).

3.5.2 JUST I CE DEP:=.F:Tr:ENT

The Justice Department has been very active ever the years.

in relationship to ownership 04 the media. ( Some of these

activities have resulted in antitrust suits. which will be

di 5cu55ed later.) It ha; many way; 04 trying to combat what

it considers concentration and owner shi p abLx5es. Same of

there methmda are a preliminary inquiry, intervening in an

FCC case, filing suit, dropping a case and reaching a

settlement, and an antitrust case brought to completion.

One very significant case which Justice brought was in

1936 against RCA, General Electric, Westinghouse and AT&T

(BarnDuw 1975, é8). There giants had cartelized broadcasting
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and had 5ti¥1ed competition and growth QUO radio through a

czcxmbinatiorx 04 patent 1 i cerci fig agreements and the

interlocking o-F directors and s t a c k awrxership. The

government suit was delayed until the cnrpmrations c o u l d

agree on a settlement, resulting in ECU becoming a separate,

i nszleperaderat cnmparuy and the others withdrawing -From

broadcasting, although they were given RED debentures.

The proposed merger QUO ITT and new in 1967, which had

been approved by the FCC s was Qppcssed to' the Justice

Department (Barnaul 1975, 428-4305 Johnson 1970). Faced with

a suit, ITT backed nut.

Anther typer of suit Jugtica will bring is the one in

1?5é against NBC, where the network had ¥nrced Mestinghouae

to t r a d e a¥¥i 1iates with NBC against We5ti nghQu5e' s will

'(Cl:lmpairae 1979, 91}. The Department also -File-5 *suits in:

individual cities where it thinks that media concentration

13 too marked (Emery 1971, 234-241; Compaine 1'-779, 87, 95).

It is mainly the threat DO a lang and costly suit which

cause a company to acquiesce Justice's, desires.

However, the recent activities QUO the Justice Department

which Have nut would up in court have nat ad much e¥¥Ect on

the structure or operation of the media. With the FCC

generally not being ¥averably diepoeed to Justice'5 point 0%

view; with the courts not being

will

very

to

responsive the past



several years; with tHe lang length of time it now takes to

prosecute 3. case; and -Finally, with the 4:1 image :HC

deregulation extant, the activity ' QUO the Justice Department

has percipitously diminished.

3. S. 3 THE COURTS

The judicial handling DO broadcasting is rather

unique. Because the FCC is in Washington, D.C., the C8595

which are appealed from the regulatory agency go directly to

the IMC. Circuit Court 0-F Qppeal 5, which the primary

arum our Judi-zial review :of broadcast regul as on. The

Eupreme Court has seldom became involved in: broadcasting

i 35ue5--Qnly the truly landmark cases n The r:a5e5 involving

the written media are handled di¥¥erently -From those c3-F

braadcaeting, in that they occur throughout the country and

¥o11ow the normal judicial paths.

The Washington, D.C., Circuit Court generally de-Fers to

the FEE in matters as technology, but on the public interest

aspects 9% regulation o% content and owner5hp, the court has

been very activist. Ever the years the- liberal court c:-F

appeal 5 has #Frequently been at odds. with the

industry-oriented, conservative FEC. But with the Burger

Supreme Court t:\~8'in3 very conservative, the

13

D.C. Circuit

245
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Court frequently has 'found itself as odd-man-nut, with the

Eupreme Court now supporting the Commission in reducing the

general puelic' s interests and more protective of those QUO

the industry.

The Supreme Court had been involved in very few cases,

invc:-lving pre-55 cvwruershi p. It mainly has accepted cases

concerning the First amendment, access 3 and matters

establishing the extent of FCC jurisdiction. However, there

have been two significant antitrust cases decided by the

Court which will be covered later.

The Burger Court has been very anti-free press the past

year; iHigdcJrz 1988). Although it supported the newspaper

industry in re{using to allow public access to newspapers in

the Tornilln case {Miami Herald v. Tarrzillcr, 418 US

(19?4}), and even though it ruled in -Favor ialthuugh not

strongly) for the Q88 925 I;m8§ in the E'89lt_89E9l Eggers

case, it has climirii-shed the First Amendment protections of

the press, has reduced access to news sources far the press,

if red source confidentiality restrictions, and has approved

governmental and police intrusions into the news process.

3.5.4 ANTITF-BUST AND THE MEDXA

IF concentration 04 ownership of the media i5 of such

241
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ownership with the only Tv station in town penalized anyone

advertising in a competitive medium, the antitrust laws were

succe5s{u11y applied (Kansas City Star v. us, 240 F. 2nd

643 (1957)).

However, in the seemingly anomal coup I;m§5=M;;5Q; case

the court struck down the sale o{ San Bernadirro morning,

Lee

8898188 Times as a violation of Section Seven o-F the Clayton

afternoon and Sunday newspapers to the owner of the

Act because the papers' reader-ships overlapped (US v.

Ti mes-Mi trot , 390 US 712 (196B)). The court's decision

indicates that it is all right to purchase existing monopoly

newspapers, it is legal for two local papers to join to

monopoly

planned.

create a monopoly, but it is not permissible to create a new

such
the

bY

r e c e n t l y ,rMare

means as Times-Mirror people

Justice Department stated that

the had

it would investigate Ruppert Murdoch's purchase of the §¢8w_

!QL_k EQ§;, L/illege Ygi§s, and the lieu !Q£_kQ;. but no -Further
action was taken (Wa5hi_Qg§gg Egg; 1077b).

The handling of antitrust in broadcasting is different
from that of newspapers (Bennett 1971) . Strange .. as i t may

seem, the FCC m~ay not apply Section Seven of the Clayton Act

(ccxmmcml y referred to: as the Cel 1 at-Mei aver Act) to

broads:ast mergers because o'F the last paragraph of the act.

This is a rather vaguely worded 5ecticm which seems to have
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been thrown into the act as somewhat of a quickly devised

a{terthuught. On the other hand the courts have ruled that

the regulatory agencies cannot "repeal" the antitrust laws.

In reality, however, Section Seven is difficult to apply to

broadcasting, even though in the &§§9§Le§§Q E\:e§8 case the
court said that the antitrust laws do apply.

The FCC does have a club which it can use: character

qualifications of a licensee. When a 1i censes has been

convicted of antitrust vi of at i ons (or any law) , the

Commission may revoke CIT deny a license. The FCC has had

ample opportunity to apply this power, but it has lai 1ed to
do so even in some of the most blatant cases This is

particularly noticeable where the 1 icensee is a large

corporation such as Westinghouse, General Electric, RED

(General Tire) and Paramount. The courts also may revoke the

broadcast license of an antitrust violator, but this has not

been done.

Despite the strong wording of the Communications Act

(sections 313 and 314) regarding antitrust, and even though

the FCC'5 1951 repcnrt concerning character qualifications in

regard ~to law violations was aimed mainly at antitrust

matters and anti-competitive activity, the FCC 's application

of* these* laws, which is done cm a case-by-case basis, is

FE\.*E1Y made to the detriment QUO the antitrust ~vicllatc~r.
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This occurs particul art y because the FCC does not consider

consent decrees and not o gggggggggg pleas as pertinent and

does not deem antitrust violations by a company as relevant

un1 ess were directly involved with the broadcasting

station

they

i tsel 'F u Furthermore, only repeated violations

within three years of the litigation with the FCC are looked

at. And , even at that , the Cammi ssi on may consider

extenuating circumstances. The Commission said in 1953 that

one or even a s e r i e s of a n t i t r u s t v i o l a t i o n s do not ia99

he s t i l l might be£8g89 disqualify an applicant, because

able to operate a station in the public interest (Emery

1971, 234-241>.

In spite :of the f act that the

generally been unable to use the antitrust laws effectively

in

Justice Department has

court in media cases, and despite being Lll"\5L\CCESS'fU.1 in

eliciting a favorable response from the FCC on 1 icense

denial petitions, i t has been achievi fig some periodic

successes in obtaining consent decrees and in threatening

antitrust suits in situations where it has felt that media

concentration i 5 too high or where an increase in

concentration is threatened (Emery 1971). With this power 5

plus the Newspaper Preservation Act provision that the

Justice Department must approve in advance all proposals -For

newspaper joint operating agreements, the Department can
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have great power i+ it wants to use it . It is entirely

conceivable that an abusive pres dent al admi ni strati an

'For i t s own ends. A threat o+ ancould use this power

expensive antitrust suit might make a medi a owner think

twice before being too vociferous in his criticism 4:l~F the

government.

When the antitrust laws and their application to the

press are looked at realistically, they have little, direct
effect on the mass media owner5hip except occasionally in

preventing the purchase of a position which would create a

new monopoly (Jones 1976, 169: Washi_.r1g;Qn E_q§t_ 1077b) . The

Justice not look into existing monopolies.

It also

Department will

will not touch chain and Dwnership

<QQ§n;ug;Qu
confessed it

Post 1?77/) _ The

conglomerate

Federal Trade Commission

will do nothing regarding concentration,

particularly in towns with only one The

combination QUO vagueness and complexity Cr?

newspaper.

the laws, the

great expense to both sides in litigation, the infrequent

application of the laws and even less frequent convictions,

the great number 0% consent decrees, the permissive aspects

up the Newspaper Preservation Act, and the re4=u5a1 co the

FCC to take a hard line against antitrust vi 01 atnrs, make

the antitrust laws an insignia-Ficant f actor in the world CH'

the ma55 media. Furthermore, being in a deregulation frame
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94 mind now, Congress i s turning i t s back on the whole

problem Q-F antitrust and concentration . The ex ecut i ve

branch, particularly the Justice Department, has followed

su i t .

3 . 6 CONCLUS I DN

Over the years mass media ownership has become highly

concentrated ¥rcam many aspect; at the local, regional and

national levels. This continuing trend is being pushed <Fr'c»m

two sources. First, the media giants are becoming larger;

second, the giants are joining hands in joint ventures. But

the industry is probably much more highly concentrated than

we are aware because 0% the abi l i ty to hide corporate

ownership (particularly by financial institutions) through

various mechanisms.

MDHDPDI Y ownership simpl ivies political and economic

central of individual communities, because the media owners,

particularly of newspapers, ar'e JFirm1y inti de the local

power Etructur e. Félthcsugh there are core-Flicting opinions,

most evidence shmwa that ccammunities usually receive less

eccmnmic or in-Formaticurxal benefit -from any -Form cz-F monopoly
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media damirxaticm than they do under a system where

competition is extant.
There is a reciprocal relationship between

television.

advertising

and concentrate ian, particularly on Locally,

advertising has been used by big :companies as a tool t o

destroy competi ti on. Natl anal ly, the wealthy corporate

giants in concentrated industries. preempt the limited

(concentrated) time available on the networks, thus not only

shutting out competition from access to a mass audience, but

also producing an almost insurmountable entry barrier for
prospective competitors.

There seems to be no end in sight to this trend in
media conczentraticm, which is parallel to (Ur a part of) the

continuation 0% total ecgngmj C cancentrati cm in the U.S..

The news media are not informing the public about the

situation, and at the present time the government does not

provide a counterpoise. Indeed, the government activity

ranges from tacit approval to active encouragement.



Chapter 4

THE CONTENT DF MASS MEDIA: ELEMENTS FDR BIAS

£*.=l_l..NIBQQQQI.lQ_Ni___§E8§E8_L_EB8_"E.IQB$_QE_0§§§!!QI;l1A

In studying the mass media, the "bgttgm line" i s

content. l+ there are freely and widely disseminated

opinions and information representing the entire range of

inquiry that is possible and i + a mass medium and audience

are readily available and accessible for people who desire

to speak out, then there is nu need to make such a thorough

i t Ltd y of the mass media as is contained in thi 5

dissertation.

But, as we shall see, this is hardly the case in the

U.5.. There are many ¥actor5 which contribute to the ccxntrczl

34 information and media accessibility. This chapter will

address there. The <Fir"*8.t f actor is the general framework

254
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within which the mass media operate and the role they play

within it.. Next, we assess the cgtpgf ate aspects which

contribute directly to content 5e1 ecti on , distortion and

bias. Then we look at the nature of the top media managers

and owners to see who they are and how they exercise their

in-fluence on content, particularly as it results in the

social CDHtfD1 of the newsroom I Following is a more

detai led analysis of the ways bias and censorship are

effected--and by whom: the agenda setters, the gatekeepers,

etc. We also take a close look at the making DO news at the

TV networks. Finally, we shall see $4 all these structures

and processes result in an opinion spectrum being presented

on the pages and airwaves which corresponds generally to the

range of opinions which are found within the American ruling

class. We al so will analyze the role QF the media in

attempting to insure that all these realities, plus the true

nature of the U.S. power system, are not disseminated to the

citizens.

The nature cs-F the content which we experience with the

mass media is not j ust a simple matter of decisions of

vari of; people to permit certain information to be

disseminated in a certain manner, although this is ¥ina1the

material in entered into the news system. This 5tratLim

DO new; production exists within a larger framework o-F the
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political-economic system which has its particular values.

The sy5tem's ruling class works hard to insure that these

values predominate.

There are varying approaches to how this is

accomplished--and the role of the mass media in the process

(Sallach 1974) ;--but there are two which seem to be the most

adequate. Schatt5chneider ' s concept is called the

"mobilization of bias," which i5 inherent in the social,

political and economic based of the system. It is reflected

in a IIset of predominant Val ues, beliefs, rituals and

institutional procedures ('rule5 of the game' ) that operate

systematically and consistently to the benefit of certain

persons and groups at the expense o-F others" (Bachrach and

Baratz 1970, 43, 44).

The concept of hegemony seems to be the most

comprehensive explanation o-F this phenomenon. Marx provided

the seminal idea with his f amu us statement that "the ideas

QUO the ruling class are in every epoch the ruling ideas:

i .e.. the9 class which is the rul ing material force 01°

society is at the same time its ruling intellectual force"

(Sallach 1974, 1485). This analysis was elaborated by Gran sci

to describe the way in which "a her rain way oac ii-Fe and

thought it dominant, in which DUE' concept of real i ty 15

diffused throughout society in all its institutional and
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private manifestations" (Sal 1 ach 1974 , 165) . Because the

dominant c1 a55 controls the prime economic and pol itical

organizations DO society, as well as the idea-producing and

disseminating institutions, the ruling class will use these

media to inculcate its values in the masses and to reinforce

sting societal structures and relationships in order to

maintain the ruling class' privileged position within the

soc i qty. A1 ong with this i s the prevention QUO the

dissemination D+ alternative views of reality, hi 5tory,

ethics, and social, political and economic organization.

The next hegemcmic step is the 591 -F -acceptance or

internalization DO these rul ing class values by the lower,

dominated classes (Sallach 1974 , 1665 Veblen 1948). Or,

f ailing complete acceptance, at least the underclasses must

not be able to perceive any viable alternatives, and so will

remain with confused, fragmentary and contradictory

orientations which will present no threat to ruling class

hegemony.

In countries with more dictatorial and authoritarian

governments, direct, comprehensive censor sh i p or media

monopoly can be used to accomplished the above. But in more

Dperi societies, par ii cut orly where there is a range o~F

opinions, within the ruling class it5e1¥--such B5 in the

U.S. -the press can operate more freely, so long as it does
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not venture outside QUO the hegemonic limits. Indeed , in

such a situation the system can be strengthened i 4 the

class control is not publicly heavy-handed, becaugeruling

givesi t the impression mf the press as being "free" and

"objective," and the "watchdog QUO the system. II The people,

thinking they are getting "al 1 the news that's *fit to

print," are less likely to look elsewhere for information.

Societal stability i s thus maintained and the power

relationships are not seriously challenged, or, i -F

challenged, are controlled and contained.

8.:.Z_[L18QBQ=L_§\_{EL_l!.EL_QEN_Q§.§._Q0_QQ0I§t;*I

4 a 2. 1 CORPORATE C1WNERSH1 P 1 NFLUENCES

As the previous chapter has shown, there can be no

doubt that ownership of the media is -Firmly in the hands o41

the capitalists and that the three commercial networks and

the leading newspaper companies are securely controlled by

the cure, monopoly power sector of the U.3. 50421 ety and

operated for the Ruling Car tel's beret i t. But there are

varieties QUO press ownership which at the local 1 evil have

significant effect on content, even though the total range
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of material printed and broadcast will remain within the

constraints of the capital i5t corporate system.

The effects on content 04 cross-ownership, chain

ownership, and monopol y midi a situations have long been

debated (Compaine 1979; Bagdikian 1971 , 1977 and 19805 US

Congress 1967b) . There are studies regarding each category

which indicate that a particular arrangement is beneficial,

and there is some research which shows the opposite. For

examples some group owners seem to allow more editorial

independence than others. Some milk a newspaper for profits

at the expense Q49 content, while others occasionally build

up a paper. Of course, thi 5 partly depends on how bad a

paper was before it was purchased.

However, when all studies are considered, the majority

concl usion seems to be that i ndependent newspapers in

competitive situations and without cross-ownership provide

*For better media. We should look at the deleterious effects

DD content in different Si tuat ions o~F media owner ship

concentration (Barnett 1973 and 19803 Howard 1974; Lichter

19763 Gwen 1973; Hvistendahl 1970; Ardoin 1973; Rarick and

Hartman 1966; Wirth and Allen 19795 Sterling 1969; Wirth and

Woalert 19763 Thrift 1977; Wackman 1975; Powell, N., 1979;

Was! Street Journal 1978).
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4.2. 1. 1 Chain/Group Ownership

1. News coverage and feature articles are fewer than with

a competitive situation. Stories a r e shorter and

there are fewer of them. There is less national news

written by the 5ta¥¥ and more {rom outside sourced,

particularly news services.

2. The newspapers in the chain tend to be homogeneous in

content as well as in political endorsements.

3. The papers will be less likely to oppose the local

power structure, because because they want to be good

citizens and particularly do not wish to offend either

the advertisers or the local power rel ati unships,

mainly because the distant corporate headquarters is

too f at away to have intense interest in local

events--only the profits. However, there a r e strong

opinions to the contrary, that the independent is less

likely to go against the local Establ infment because

the publisher/owner is a par t of it and has to live

among his peers in town. The key f actor may be local

monopoly. If the paper' has it, the company can

withstand retribution by the advertisers' threats 04

withdrawal QUO business. However, the chain also could

conceivably ride out the i re of the advertisers
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because its deep pocket of= other corporate interests

could subsidize the intrepid paper until all was well

again.

4.2.1.2 Newspaper Monopoly and Papers with Joint Operating

Contracts

1. The editor is less likely to be aggressive and

controversial.

2. when a joint operation is effected , the coverage

appears to become much the same and the loss of two

voices 589mg, to occur.

3. There is less local news, 'fewer pictures and fewer

opinion columns.

4. The most ccamprehensi ve empirical study of such a

situation was made by Grotto (1971) who observed the

e<F41ec:ts 0: a change to a monopoly Si tuaticm from

several aspects. His conclusion was that the peep 1 e

as consumers, employees, advertisers and news seekers

all were losers. The only gainer was the owner 1 who

raised the rate; and prices., cut the number cs-F

editcsri al employees and kept the e x t r a pro-Fits.

Britta' S conclusion was that moncrpblists will be
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monopolists regardless of what

field they are in.

economic or business

4.2.1.8 Cross-media ownership

The effects of this type of ownership seem to f all into

the range 64 -From no benefit to serious problems, such as

the following (Lichter 19765 Ccompaine 1979, 40; Access

1976e; Sandman 1977):

1. There is a threat to objective reporting and

editorializing because 04 the conflict between news

events and the owners' economic interests.

2. Writers who are TV critics for newspapers indicated

that in' their publication also owned a TV station,

their paper' 5 pol ici es prevented them ~From doing

investigative or and

3.

reporting editorializing

disallowed their commenting on public policy matters.

inNews content is Simi 1 ar' the paper and DTI the

newscasts, because the reporters share f facilities and

5ource5 -

4. The TV st at i GFI carried 1 E55 locally originated

programming.

5. The Tv station more -Frequently tran5gre5se5 the
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objectivity standard than a non~cross~owned station

dCIES¢

4.2.1.4 Total Media Monopoly

Two studies were made in situations of total med a

monopoly (Stempel 1973; American Institute for Political
Communication 1973) . It was Found that the media content was

wereless comprehensive in the monopoly city and the people

less informed than the inhabitants in the towns with media

Additionally, the citizens of the city withcompetition.

single ownership 9{ all the media took considerably longer

their minds about candidates runningto be able to make up

for state and local office than people did who were living

in a place where there were more media voices..

Another observed phenomenon was that the inhabitants of

the monopoly towns had a higher opinion DO their media than
did the people living in places with competition. And

Campaine (1979) and the hJ§§l.1i_1g3=_Qu

yet s

Eeeé (1977b) expressed
the view that press concentration must not be so bad because

people have not complained about it.
However, a different conclusion could be drawn: in

people are deprived of a variety on( inhzirmation from a
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diversity of sources, they not only will not be ink:-rmed,

but they will have no (or little) information with which to

compare to what they are being exposed. Perhaps their

bl amel ess ignorance and civic pride would cause them to:

regard their media so highly. Ur maybe we can see the

results of the hegemonic process in a more pure bDrm.

Concerning the lack of concern by the populace

regarding media cuncentratiuon, the press itself aimast

never talks about it. How is the public supposed to know

what they are missing? It is a circular argument to say

that the monopoly press is beneficial because the people do

not complain.

4.2.1.5 Conclusion

The EDI'ltfDVEl"5Y over effects of media ownership an d

concentration will continue as researchers find examples of

one category or other which di 4fer in some way with results

from studies of another category. Corporations, individual

managers and cities are all di ¥¥erer\t.. Nothing will

guarantee a "good" newspaper or broadcasting station. But

regardless of the awrzershi p situation, the advantages and

disadvantages wor' |»: within the narrow range of capitalist

political and economic exigencies, and their employees are
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similarly social ized, have similar news attitudes and

traditions, work within similar corporate structures, and

gather information in similar ways from similar sources l

Therefore, the content and editorial pal i cy still will

general ly stay within "acceptable" limits as determined by

local and national ruling elites.

4 . 2 . 2 CORPORATE ECDNDM IC I NFLUENCES

There are ¥actor5 CH* corporate operations which have

irvfluences on media content.. The supreme target--high

pro-Fits--can greatly in-fluence the amount of money spent on

personnel and operations. Budgets may or may not correspond

to the profit picture; but this is another area -F Qr

corporate decision making which will have an effect DFI

output. For the print and electronic media the rating and

circulation systems are extremely important, particularly

+or broadcasting, and if the numbers and demographics are

not what the managers want , the content DO production

frequently is changed. Advertisers can have significant

in{1 uence5 on media content either by their economic support

or non-suppar t DO firm; or of individual programs or by

thr-ea'c 5 Cr? reprisals iF the advertisers are disp1ea5ed with

the behavior or performance of the company.
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4.2.2.1 profits.

Owning a newspaper or broadcasting station is generally

a pro¥itable venture; owning a media conglomerate is almost

invariably very profitable; owning a TV network is extremely

profitable. Of course the making of profits is the "bottom

line" under capitalism. Because the media are businesses

run by businessmen, profits are the prime consideration.

Although English media magnate Lord Robert Thomson

called the ownership of a commercial TV station l a 1 incense

to print money" (_*4§§l;;0g;.Qn E922 1977b) , not all midi a

operations are equally profitable. The independents make

less money than their network a-F-Filiate rivals; the stations

in the top twenty markets are considerably more profitable

than those in the smaller markets; the UHF stations

historically have had a rough time financially compared with

the VHF stations; and the three networks' owned-and-operated

stations are extremely profitable (Sandman , Rubin and

Sachsmars 19725 Johnson 1970; Malone 1977). Furthermore, the
rxetwarks, themselves, are three o? the most pro*titab1 e

companies in America (For-tune 1977 Nall Street Journal

1977b and 197775 Pearce 19765 JDhn son 1970) .

Newspaper ownership also is lucrative, particularly in
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the monopoly situation in which most Cr? the pre55 -find;

itself today. New York Times columnist James Reston called

ownership cn* such a paper a "license to steal" <Ll§§l;;ug;QQ

Post 1977b). Monopoly newspaper s make profits which are

three times those of the papers in a competitive market.

"You can engineer your profits," remarked Otis Chandler,

head of the Times-Mirror, Inc., med a conglomerate

<Eé§niQg§QQ EQ8; 1977b).

Nhat are the ways in which the pursuit of profits can

a¥¥ect content? Ne have already noted that content can

change for the worse with did~Ferer¢t types o-F owner ship

situations. It depends on the company l l+ it wants to

maintain high profits and decrease the quality and quantity,

i t can _ However, in an owner is not making what he

consider-5 substantial pro-Fits, there will be i nsu¥~Fi ci ent

funds {or superior content.

Halberstam (1976) shows that the TV networks, CBS in

particular, have become primarily profit conscious the past

decades. The two basic historical drives are for prn¥it and

broadcasting excellence, with the latter clearly diminishing

over the years. CBS chairman Paley, with his huge stock

holdings, progressively became more interested in the bottom

line than in broadcasting excellence as time passed and as

he was accepted into some of the upper strata $4 the power'
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e l i t e . (-Fn) Hal berstam charts the pro-Fits :M the

corporation, showing that for each of the -First twenty-five

YEBFE the cmmpany'5 pru¥it6 (ending in 1952) were generally
around $4 to $5 million. But by 1965, as the corporation

devil oped into a multinational conglomerate, needed

financial 'support from Car tel banks, and became an

attractive commodity on the stock exchange, the news and

public a~F¥airs programming became not just less important,

but troublesome. Paley demanded a 15% profit increase each

year . He complained to stockholders that in 1965 the profit

would have been higher had it not been for news and coverage

of special events.

Another aspect co the economic and profit nature of the

networks is their post iion and performance within the

conglomerate corporate structure. Because the broadcasting

sector within such a structure is of ten such a

disprnpur titanate pro-fit producer (Dingell 1973; Pearce

1976), it is possible that these profits could be siphoned

off from producing higher quality programming and could be

used instead 45 as other, nun-broadcasting purposes. This has
happened at NBC (Epstein 1973) At ABC the network had its

public off air; budget reduced because of the poor profit

picture in Qther 3l"EB.S of the conglomerate operation. The

netwcar k i te l  4 had been prcriitable (Brown, - L., 1975;
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Friendly 1967, 170) . The Justice Department has been

concerned that "given their combined market share and

current levels of profitability, network control over owned

and operated stations may well contribute importantly to the

networks' ability to preempt program acquisition and,

consequent y, to distribute a disproportionate share of=

programming and to obtain a dispropor titanate share of

broadcast revenues" (Wall Street Journal 1976d).

4.2.2.2 News Budgets

14 profits are SD healthy, what is the nature of the

funding for new; and public affairs? The network news

departments operate under strict budgets. An example of a
1

budget was presented in Ep5tein'e (1973) study. Un a weekly

budget of $7,000, exclusive 04 salaries, CBS was charging up

to $28,000 a minute for commercials, producing $36 million

in revenue and profits of approximately $13 million.

If the pro{it5 are so large, why is the news and public

affairs budget 50 5mal 1 '? Une obvious answer- is pure,

capitalist profit maximization. But another reason is that

the networks' management; believe that spending more money

an gathering and presenting NEW; H111 not result in as:

increase in audience size. They think that the size of
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network news audiences is a product primarily of the

carry-over a{ viewership from local news or entertainment

programs and of the personal i t i as of the network

newspersons. The network executives also believe that the

audience for' news progdrms is older, l e s s sophisticated,

less educated, and not so affluent as the average audience.

Une of the results of the budgetary shackles is a limit
on where news stories are gathered--mainly in the major

cities where the networks have their owned~and-operated

a¥¥i1 iate5 and perhaps two or three major cities elsewhere.

Otherwise, additional costs Her crews and telephone cables

are incurred. Another' result is that producers plan 4¢Dr'

only one-hal-F of the news program to be hard news, with the

remaining time being taken up with "features," i . e . ,

entertaining news -from film strips from their libraries.

Because special events and documentaries usually have

*smaller audiences and cannot command high advertising rates,

they generally are looked upon with distf avclr by executives.

But this is not always the case. Si race the conunercials

missed during special events can be made up later, the net

can show a comparatively inexpensive program (compared with

enter tainment programs) and still collect the money -For the

commercials. Documentaries come in handy when a network

does nat want to compete with a blockbuster show on another
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network. One can be shown -For one-third the cost of an

enter tainment program. Another desirable time to show a

documentary is where a rival network also i s showing one.

But as a general rule, because the networks are in the

business of attracting the largest possible audience, there

simply will not be many documentaries. Another reason for

avoiding such programming is that i -F they a r e too hard

hitting or about subjects which are too sensitive, they can

upset the advertisers, the h i g h ex ecut i vas and the

government.

An anomaly seems to be the CBS program L3;0_u§9§,

which has been at the top DO the ratings for many months in

the early and mid-19805. This may show that people are

real ly interested in expose, muckraking programming.

However, CBS had to survive many long years of low ratings

while the audience developed. The f act remains, though,

that normal documentaries shown on an apericadic, special
basis still have low ratings.

At the local level the same general economic setting

dominates the news and public asH*airs if-ntheine 1976, 6) I

Unti l recent y, stations had been operating under the

pr-e8 sure of FCC requirements QUO a minimum level QUO new; and

public off airs. When these requirements were relayed, many

stations cut back; cm such programming 4892288 1981a5 69.98888
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1981125 QCCES5 19813; Access 198213) . Now that all FCE

requirements and restrictions have been if red, it is highly

likely that there will be even less reeve and public affairs
programming, part cut at! y by those stations of marginal

profitability ig§1lgg Times-Herald 1984).

Unlike the net wok situation the local stations spend a

dispropor titanate amount of' their budgets on news.. Generally

it is the greatest single expense (Rltheide 1976, 15) . For*

many stations, especially in the smaller markets, the local

news e~F~Fort either operates in the red or barely breaks even

(A1 theide 1976; Author'*5 conversation with Austi run , Tex as ,

station manager). But in the larger and marry medium-sized

markets the news operation can be very lucrative (Epstein

1973, 865 Kreighbaum 1972, 7; Kellner 1976, 23). However, it
also can be very competitive, which explains why 5 0 many

stations hire consul tants to perform audience research

(par ii cularl y on personal i to attractiveness of newspersons)

and to make proposals for increasing ruewsczasters' audience

appeal, hence greater' viewership size and larger profits.
45 a result, we see light news, happy talk and pretty young

people (Mall Straw-at Journal 197éa)-

SEC FUSE local news p r o g r a m s Qpe-rate undet- budgetary

constraints jL\5t a=8, the netwfzfrks do., they must be car-ew°u}1y

planned in regard to time and materials expended. Tlwere
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to cover the

least one-half of the

16) .

generally is sufficient time for personnel

press releases, public relations announcements and other

staged news which comprise at

material, and also to cover some of the routine news

(Altheide 1976,

local

Having small Sta*Ffs makes it very

stations to perform much in-depth

reporting, particularly on those subjects which would make

for fine journalism but which have not been assigned by the

(Author's talks

difficult for

1 ocal news directors -For various reasons

These limitationswith Austin, Texas, TV news personnel).

also keep any incipient muckrakers out of trouble with the

station management and the local power structure.

It is frequently stated--even by TV personnel--that

television news could be much better, but time and money are

limited. But the f act remains that the sizes of the budgets

and time make available are set by businessmen making

There is no doubt that bothrational bus ness deci Si cms.

budgets and time could be expanded, particularly at the

network level, if the decision makers so desired.

4.'2.2.'9 Ratings and Circulation

Because the mass media are in the business to make a

profit from selling advertising, they must provide some
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bast 5 upon which to establ i sh advertising rates and t o

differentiate themselves from their competitors. This i s

east or -For the print media than -Fur broadcasting.

Newspapers and magazines at least can point to subscriptions

and to sales from newsstands and route deliveries. What i s

1 eat, basically, is how to select and measure the audience,

the number of readers per unit said, and the various
demographics involved. But even thi 5 can 1 ead to

ccxntrcxversy (Mall §t_r;\8; J_Qu_r;n§L 1976c and 1977j ) .

For some newspapers, particularly in UICJITDPDIy

situations, audience quantity is not so important as the

desired demographic make-up of that audience. Otis

Chandler, publisher cr-F the l=_Q.5 .@09g1§§ Illllgg. and head of the

Times-Mirror empire, candidly remarked that "Amer i can

newspaper publishing is based on advertising not a

circulation base" (_Vg§§I;;Qgt_Qg Post 1977b) . Therefore, the

newspaper must week the a1°¥1uent reader, not just the poor

masses I

However, the broadcasting industry, working with an

ephemeral medium, has an immeasurably more dif%icu1t task:

than its print counterpart. Viewers must be counted so that

advertising rates can be established and 'SD that the

advertisers now t o whom their mesnsages are being

transmitted.
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Enter the rating services.2 The industry uses the

results of the rating system as the o44'icially defined

market. At both the local and national levels, profits and

careers rise and f all Nhat and whom wewith the ratings.

are permitted to see and hear are greatly influenced by the

ratings. There are various f actors involved in producing

ratings of the most desirable kind. The most basic aspect

is the lineup of affiliates. The more you have, the more

ABC was handicapped

second sign+icant

clear the network

19-935 Friendly

as by the

must reliably

(Epstein 1973,

Advertisers

viewers you potentially will reach.

many years by this as well

f actyor: these affiliates

programs for broadcasting

1967, 271, 272).

Next, the demographics must be right.

primarily want to reach urban women having access to high

incomes and being from 25 to 49 years of age (ggggiggggg

Egg; 1977b; Kellner 1976) . Even programs with high ratings

can be cancelled by the networks if the audience does not

have the desired demographic composition.

Finally, of course, the ratings must be high

quantitatively. As a president of NBC said, "First place in

the ratings is where you maximize profits" (Qsilx

1977b) . The vice-president of program research of NBC was

even more blunt about it when he said that TV is in the

T§§_3l'l
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business of selling people to advertisers, making program

content largely irrelevant (Pursch 1975).

The preoccupation with ratings has resulted in a

program philosophy called the Theory of the Least

Dbjectionable Program (LDP) 5 a description appt red by a

former programming and research executive at NBC, Paul Klein

(Kellner 1976; Network Project 1973). The bani 5 of LDP is

that the TV audience seems to be D-F constant size during

prime time regardless of programmi fig , although the

composition o# the audience varies. People watch the tube

regardl es5 of what is on it. Klein said,

LDP explains why some interesting programs
die and some stupid programs seem to thrive.
Place a weak show against weaker competition, LDP
teaches us, and it inevitably looks good; it may
even look like a hit~-get huge ratings and a
quality audience in the time period it fills has
that audience. Place a strong show against a
stronger show and, never mind whether it is war
superior to a dozen other shows on the air in
other time slots, it will look like a bomb. ...
The best network programmers understand this.
They are not stupid. They like most of the Stu{¥
they put on about as much as you do. But they
also know that a program doesn't have to be
'good.' It only has to be less objectionable than
whatever the hell the other guys throw against it.

(Kellner 1973, 26) .

The influence o% the ratings extends beyond the

immediate uses by the networks and ad agencies. Nall Street

3158 keeps a watch¥u1 eye on them. Low ratings can cause
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a¥fi 1iates to switch to another network or to non-clearance

D{ programs. In smaller markets where one station will have

more than one network, the programs with the highest ratings

will be *shown to the exclusion cn-F the offerings of the other

network (5) . Finally, low ratings not only can cau*5e a

decrease in ad revenue -For the network, it also can cause

the network to spend more money on programming and perhaps

audience research.

There many critics QUO the rating systems, including

people in the industry (Skornia 1968; Adverti_§j8g 8g8 1'?78a,

1979a and 197995 Altheide 19765 Kellner 1976; Austin

1977). The main criticisms are as *F0110w5:

1. TV/radio sets are counted, not people.

2. Total preferences or general likes and dislikes are

not ascertained.

People are considered as economic units, not a5

i ndi vi dual human beings.

4. When Lessing audimeters, the only measurement is whether

the TV set is on, not whether it is being watched or

i-F the material is under-staod.
1::'\.J: People who submit to being used 4 or ratings are of a

certain type.

3.

6. The people are subject to the Hawthorne Et{ect' their



would be counted which were on

shortcomings

whose stations benefited from the ratings (Austin §!& 1977).

Neilson audimeters) frequently malfunction

doubts u1 Q-F the validity cv~F the ratings (Althiede

Texas, revealed that all station managers had serious doubts

highly critical, mainly because the samples are so small and

about the accuracy of the

security purposes.

But, nonetheless,

composition (Kellner 1976) . Even broadcasting

study

top three

the

ratings are.

the

in their statistics.

"at best rough approximations" of the TV

7.

others change {format

non-resp on SE

The major rating companies themselves admit

Government inquiries

behavior is changed by the -Fact that

The diaries can

recall problems.

used for testing.

co* Arbitron

stations (according

at e

What

s

that

rate

the advertisers put their money where the

ratings

thi=.8»

Arbitron

be

measuring

and

is

into the ratings systems have been

subject to hearsay, estimates and
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particularly for news.

Perhaps the most basic criticism of the rating system

is that it generalizes, averages and homogenizes human

beings. But people are distinctive in their individuality,

their uniqueness, their changing needs and moods, their

growth, and their diverse cultural backgrounds. But the

rating system herds people into "markets, " and then sells

them like cattle to advertisers. In the ensuring cultural

slaughter we al l are net losers--except for the broadcasters

and advertisers.

4.2.2.4 Advertising

Advertising is intertwined with the two subjects

already discussed--ratings and profits. The mass news media

must please advertisers or there will be no revenues, hence

profits, hence company existence. Therefore, even though

advertisers will disagree occasionally with content,

normally the nature of content will remain within a range of

acceptability of advertisers.

Publications from the alternative press--par ticularly

left--have frequently disappeared because of

to attract advertising support.

as the national level

from the

inability

the local as well

This happens at

(Trinkle 1931;
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Guardian 1982b). It was this eccvncunic Achilles tendon which

the FBI so successfully severed with its CDINTELPRD program

against the alternative press! seeing that advertisers,

particularly record companies, ceased purchasing space in

the underground papers (Mackenzie 1981).

There are many incidents of advertisers taking offense

at media content and either making threats against the

newspaper or TV Ur radio station or actually withdrawing

advertising -from the can£fender (Cirino 1971 and 1974) .

Additionally, there is always pressure on programs and

editorial personnel from sales personnel within the media

corporation it5e14.

In the electronic media, par ii c:u1 all y at the network

1 evel , there has been a long history of advertiser

involvement in the active determination of content.

Sometimes advertisers have been at the in i t i a l stages of

decision making regarding subject, content and treatment of

programs, and the talent personnel involved (Network Project

1973b; Brown, L., 1971).

Advertisers try to create a universe--an

ambience--around their preograms to enhance not only the

acceptability of their advertised products, but also to

create a desired corporate image. Such relationships soon

result in: writers and producers either internalizing the
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standards of the advert isers and the high media executives

whose -Focus i s on profits, or they learn what will be

accepted and what will not and tailor their performances

accordingly. Thi 5 results in self'-censorship (Cheek 1976;

Epstein 1973, 57) .

Another aspect of advertising, particularly at the

network level, is that the high cost 0% commercial time on

the networks has resulted in only the corporate giants being

able to afford to advertise, thus marrowing the number o-F

companies which can bring us their advertising and

propaganda messages. The social and economic cost of this

preemption Q45 the scarce air time is inestimable-

4 . 2. 3 MEDIA OWNER I NFLUENCE AND CONTROL I N LUCAL AREA

Is the media owner (pub i sher/1 icensee) mere y an

objective capital i it who is only interested in profits and

doe; nat involve him5e1¥ in content s or does he set policy

&or his stay{ to {allow? I~F he does o¥¥icia11y set policy,
how is his control established and how does it affect the

treatment of news' I t  is i important to remember that it is

the owner'5 option as to how his power is to be used in the

newsroom and in the community. He may be active or

passive. It is the owrlev"s prerogative as to whom to hire,
fire and promote. The owner may be influenced by members of
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the local power structure,

advertisers and his peer group;

making which is crucial .

Most

financial institutions, local

but it is his decision

newspapers,

the author in working in radio stations and in conversations

and the

research on the subject has been focused

not local broadcasters. But the experience

on

of

with TV and radio news people in Austin, Texas,

material presented in Altheide' s (1976) book indicate that

the owner-staff-content relationship of the print media and

the electronic media are generally comparable.

4.2.3.1 Dwner"s Personal Influences

There are many reported cases of a publisher's personal

intervention in matters of content (Johnson 1970; Kreighbaum

1972; Cirino 1974; Brucker 1973; Barnett 1973; Gerbner 1972;

E85g1ggtgg Egg; 1977b) . Studies show that the closer

geographically the subject matter is to the paper, the

greater is the tendency for the publisher to take a

stronger, more direct hand. In the larger papers there is

less predisposition for the publisher to super vice the

editor closely. The publishers, par ticularly o~F small

papers, are highly sensitive to news which might affect the

Financial status of the paper; hence, they would tend to
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intervene more readily in this area than with general social

issues. The next most sensitive area which would elicit

direct publisher par ticipation would be if he, his friends,

his organizations or political party were directly affected

(Bowers 1967; Lyle 1967; Bagdikian 1972; Bohn and Clark

1972).

14 the publisher's control and influence were only

restricted to the editorial page, the matter of publisher

interventiuon would not be of such prime importance. But

nearly every scholarly publication and journalism review

indicate that in a large percentage of newspapers the

editors give preferential news treatment to the politician

or viewpoints endorsed on the editorial page (Cirino 1974,

188).

Most writers agree that the owner generally does not

specifically set policy in writing and usually does not

interfere with the day-to-day operation, particularly in

large newspapers and local TV operations. However, his

power and influence are such that

work which result in his ideas and policy being disseminated

and generally adhered to (Madden 1971, 662; Silk and Silk

$98Q>.

a number o-F -Factors are at

The publisher' s relationship with his editor

significant. The editor is the owner's right-hand man

is
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(Johnston 1976; Bowers 1967, Wilhoit and Drew 1973) .. He i5

the transmitter and enforcer of policy. It in not just that
the editor can be fired by the publisher, but that he had

reached hi5 post ii on by adhering to the wishes of the

publisher. The other personnel naturally see this, and, if

they are ambitious and wi 5h to advance within the

organization, Dr if they want to get a good recommendation

i 4' they seek employment at another paper, they will adjust
their work performances accordingly (Nixon and Ha n 1971;

Friendly 1967; Metz 1976) .

4.2.3.2 Social Control in the Newsroom

In any study of this subject the work of Warren Breed

(1955) is always quoted.. Even though it was written many

years ago, it still seems to be the mast comprehensive and

accurate analysis of the subject of social control in the

HEWET Dom I

Breed says that each publisher has a policy and that it
is ¥o11owed. However, this is not automatic because QUO ( 1 )

the ethical norms of journalism which iradi Cate that the

publisher shall not force hi 5 ideas and ideology on hi 5

staff, and (2) the usual liberal bias 0% reporters.

The publ i5her"5 policy can be ascertained from reading

91
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the editorial page and in observing which news stories are

selected and how they are treated in the paper . New

reporters are not told directly what the pol icy i s , but

instead are automatically placed in a learning process on

the job itself. The reporter reads the paper and it's

editorial page; he has hi 5 stories blue-penciledi he talks

with other reporters; he attends meetings of the Sta-F-F; he

observes the publisher and editor in public; he is
encouraged to cover cer rain stories and not others; he

notices that star reporters will cover certain events and

not others; he receives praise selectively; he sees what

type of orientation the veteran reporter has; occasionally
he is gently reprimanded; and he notices M1€3 is fired, hired

and promoted.

'So he goes along with the organization and adheres to

its policy for the ¥o11clwing reasons: he feels gratitude for
being hired; he is concerned with his awn pro4essinna1

aspirations; he wants to 'share the norms Q44 his re41 or-ence

group ; he wants apprnbati on ; and the newspaper i s an

exciting, pleasant place to work where there in a great deal

of in¥orma1 camaraderie and psychic income. 04 course,

there is the possibility that the reporter agrees with the

policy, although this is generally not the case.
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4.2.3.3 Media Owner and the Local Power Structure

Must researchers, i 'F they consider the local power

structure at all in the relationship with the media, mainly

make determinations as to the publ isher'5 or 1 icensee'5

place in the local Establishment. It is generally assumed

that the content of the media will support the local power

relationships (Nixon and Hahn 1971; Friendly 19675 Johnson

1970; Krieghbaum 1972; Cirino 1974; Barnett 1973). But there

have been some studies on newspaper content in relationship

to the position and degree of participation by the top media

men in the local power structure. These showed that where

the owner nr- publisher was prominent in the Establishment,

the newspaper was less controversial (Bohn and Clark 1972) ,

and did not play an adversarial role (Donahue, Tichenor and

Cllien 1973; Hvistendahl 1970). Additionally, even i 4 a

newspaper did become a watchdog, it would not be aggressive

in reporting and commenting on matters which were sensitive

to: the strong I influential men and institutions in the

community (Hvisterndahl 1970) . The key 4=a¢:to" of course is

that i t the pub1i~'5,her'5 option as tm what kind at'

journalistic role he and his paper will play in the city

(Dahl 1961; Fannelli 1956; F're<8,thus 1961).

Presthus (1961) writes about two cities, their power
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structures and the performances of their newspapers in

relationship to local politics. In "Riverview" there was

not a strong, dominant power structure of economic

notables. The paper was owned and edited by a wealthy

member of the Establishment. He was a dynamic leader who

took part in the pluralistic, lively politics of the town.

The newspaper reflected this with a great amount of local

news and editorials.

The other city, "Edgewood, " was the opposite: a tightly

controlling, conservative economic elite dominated the

town. There was no two-party activity. The conservative

newspaper publisher kept the lid on his editor, resulting in

no editorials and very little local news--which was buried

will

not embarrass or oppose the local power structure, not only

because the publishers are almost always a part of the power

structure (particularly the large, dominant papers), but

also because the bulk of the advertising expenditures

usually come from the businesses owned by local economic

notables (Cirino 1971 and 1974).

Little has been written about

in the middle pages.

Research shows that even controversial newspapers

and the community power structure. But George Hal 1

National Association o4 I Educationa1 Broadcasters said that

the local broadcasters

of the
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because the people who constitute the power structure 04 the

cities also control the dominant economic, political and

cultural re5Durce5 in the communi ty--im:1 udi fig the news

media--"the power structure viewe broadcasting as an

instrument -For community good . There is no blunt

cen5or'5hip, but, since the broadcaster himself is closely

allied with the power structure, he ha*8. the same attitudes"

(Hall 1967, 26)

4 . 2 . 4 MEDI A DPERAT I UNAL I NFLUENCES

4.2.4.1 Agenda Setting

Agenda setting i s the process by which ( 1 ) either

certain subjects and not others are brought be-Fore the

public by the media or political bodies, or (2) the subjects

which are brought to public ncrtice and scrutiny are limited
in scope (McAnany 1981, 107, 108) • This is a process which

the mass media and political entities routinely do. l+ a

*subject is not on the agenda, the public either in not aware

0: it, or, i-F aware D-F it, cannot 'FDCL15 attent i Elf: to gain

public support in Cly"dEl" to take effective action (Bachrach

and Barat: 1979) . However, even i f an item i5 on the media

agenda but i5 not allowed on the political agenda, the same
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result occurs--no effective action.

The process 04 agenda setting occurs from different

directions. The prime news s o u r c e s in pol i t i cal

institutions try only to provide information on those

subjects or aspects of subjects which they want the media to

cover  I Reporters, being dependent on these governmental

s o u r c e s 4 nr news (and ~Frequent1 y sympathizing and agreeing

with the sources), will not expand the inquiry beyond the

bounds set by the sources (McAnany 1981, 220, 221). In the

oppa5ite direction, the media place be~Fore the public only

that with which they want the public to be concerned .

Pos5i bl y even more important is that the core Establishment

media also have are agenda setting effect on the congress and

other federal government agencies, because governmental

officials place great credence on what is presented in the

New York Times. Nash ggggg Eggs, and the Wall Street Journal

and a r e guided by these newspapers' agenda; and subject

treatment (Epstein 1973, 37, 150; l"lcAnany 1981, 225). (Ne

already have mentioned that these same publications play the

'same role with the three TV networks. )

When the agenda5etting of the media is added to that

which is originated purely by political bodies, i t c an be
x._.t9t"1/; di\'-Ficult to get pub ic hearing; b y people with

nun-Establishment views D Y ' about subjects; which are not
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desired to be discussed by the power structure (Bachrach and

Baratz 1970) . People- with agendas which i ncl ude a basic

analysis of the U.S. capitalist system and the

interconnectedness 04 prob! em8 with the ecmnomi C and

political structures cannot freely get any plat¥orm~-medi a
or political. (Zinc of the reasons why people take to the

streets and demonstrate it to expand the agenda to include

their areas DO concern and their opinions, about them. To

see what subjects are not on the Establishment media agenda,

one can read the alternative press. More will be said about

this later.
The process of agenda setting can be very spec fic or

very broad in nature, embracing all o-F the aspects which

affect media content. Th e concepts o~F hegemony and

mobilization of bias show agenda setting at a macro level .

Other aspects have been discussed previously and some will

be analyzed in the Hnllowirug pages as we see various people

in di 1°ferer\t media positions at work in the -Filtering and

molding of media content.

The hollowing are some on* the subjects which are either

not can the media agenda or, in* they are MEDtiDUEd a t  a l l ,

are not given sign=i¥ic:ant in-depth analyst

1. The big, traninatimnal financial institution;
and their

u.5.

power in national and international
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a¥¥airs.
2. The mass media themselves. (The networks admit that

they do not cover this subject because they do not

want the Fairness Doctrine requirements to force them

to discuss the subject, resulting in them having to

present self~criti ca1 material or gpgkggpegple

(Epstein 1973).)

3. The U.S. power structure and ruling class.

4. The total framework and effects of multinational

companies, both abroad and in the U.S..

5. Economic concentration in the U.S..

6. The Bi 1 derbergers, Tri 1 lateral Cammi s5i on, Counci 1 on

Foreign Relations, and other el i te ruling c1 ass

organic zat i ons.

7. Corporate and U.S. ruling class penetration o-F and

cooperation with government, and the C on se quenches Cr?

this in laws, policy and administration.

8. A comprehensive analysis o-F regulatory agencies'

rel at on shi ps with business. (Occasionally the media

mention a specific instance or agency, but never in

the total {framework.)

9. The root CEiLl5E'5 cc irntlatiorx, recession and

5tag¥1ation and the r'(j1 ET CJ-F the giant corporations

and *Financial institutions within the monopoly capital
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framework which are the bases of them.

10. The manipulation and rigging of the stuck market.

11. Positive aspects. of alternative
political-economic-social arrangements.

12. The framework of connections of organized crime with

big business and high--level politicians.

13. Any Marxist perspective.

14. The distribution chf wealth and income in the U.'.3..

15. The true nature 04 the International Monetary Fund and

World Ban k in supporting the multinational

exploitation of countries, and the interconnectedness

01 these two instr tuticrns with the U_5_ power

structure.

16. The history and control of the Federal Reserve System.

17. The full, comprehensive nature 01° the CIA, and even

most of the details cr~F its activity, such a s i t s

covert support for right wing death squads and its
teaching of torture methods to foreign army and police

per5onne1

IB. Interlocking directorates.

Certain aspects o3c some cu# the above tcnpics may rare y

be discussed o r merci orbed in a piecemeal and do 5torted

¥a5hic>r\, but never in a comprehensive way. I-Elsa, even i 4

any QUO the above were discussed in a satisfactory way on one
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uccasi on, the information would nut be entered into the

permanent media perspective of the operation a-F U.S. society

in relation to current events.

4.2.4.2 Gatekeeper;

A great deal has been written about gatekeepers in the

determination and dissemination of mass news (Krieghbaum

1972, 91). Gatekeeping had elements of agenda setting and

cent-sorship. The gatekeepers are the individuals who make

decisions either on broad policy or on specie-Fic choices as

to what information is to appear in print or on the air and

how it is to be treated.

A good display of the quantity Q# in¥c»rmation filtered
by a series of gatekeepers is shown in the study by Cutup

(1953) containing the total amount of Associated Press news

copy which was available daily compared with that which

finally was printed in a Wi5can5i n daily newspaper . The

100,006-125,000 words which originally entered the ssystem

(plus 6,000 of state news) were cut by national and state AP

&ureau5 and the local editor until only 12,848 words wool d

be presented to the consumer, who would read about 1,688.

Figure 1 shown general model cut the gatekeepers in a

newspaper . It could

8

also be valid #or a local TV news
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operation by substituting the appropriate television

personnel and media inputs for those DO the newspaper.

Figure 2 displays the personnel positions involved in a TV

network newscast and the associated sources cr-F influence and
3

iieedback.. P15 these figures show, the in¥ormati4:ln is highly
filtered by the time it reaches the ultimate consumer.

Like any model, these are overs implications. Leroy and
Sterling (1973, 150-167) try to provide more complexity into

the presentation in their "cybernetic" made] of gatekeeping,

one which does not emphasize the individual or position SD

much as the social and organizational context o-F individual

behavior. They see a newspaper or a TV newscast as an

output of formal and i n¥nr°ma1 organ zat oral processes

centered in the newer room--a comp ex common i cat i cm-dec: iSion

making rletwor k populated by members of a trained and

socialized subculture whose individual acts are governed by

power¥u1 norms.

Because there are more things happening in the world

than could ever be placed in a newspaper or on the airwaves,

gateixeeping i 5 unavoidable. The key quest ion is what and

whole values and norms predominate.
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4.2.4.3 Kingmakers

The subject of the i n41 uence cs# the mass media in

winning and losing pol i t ica l campaigns i s very complex.

Trying to determine the fairness and bias of the media and

their impact on the public i s a Di-ffigult, i 'F not

impossible, task. It seems that at most anyone can make an

analysis to show that his or her candidate or party received

urvf avnrabl e and un~Fair treatment at the hands of the

networks and major newspapers.

It is made even more di-Hiicult by the great complexity

of the television medium with its visual and aural impacts,

by the self-proclaimed objectivity of the netwcrrks, by the

government requirements of equal time and fairness, and by

the packaging of candidates by advertising agencies which

results in an image campaign far media mani put at on rather

than one of i ensues and real personalities. A 'Further

complication is that the ephemeral nature of the broadcast

med a makes them more difficult than their print

counterparts in studying in detail the et~Fects o# Thai Y'

e¥¥Drli5.
If the transmitting end of the problem is complex, the

receiving end is even more SU. There are many apirxion-3 and

schools of thought as to what happens when Messages reach or
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lai 1 to reach the receiver. There is disagreement as to the

significance of the various media in the total Framework of

the existence o~F other sources of influence on people.

There also seem to be di¥~Ferer\ce5 cuff media impact on

elections depending on whether they are local , state or

national and whether the vote is on a non-candidate matter

such as a referendum, where vcnter knowledge D47 the subject

is low. Most research shows that the local news media,

par ticularly the newspapers, have a great impact DTI the

outcome of local elections, but progressively less influence

as the el ecti on i s Her o~F¥ice5 Further away #rom the city
(Robinson, , 1974) .J. A #study QUO public opinion concluded

that "relative avai lab 1 i to cuff news items about two

candidates has a clear effect on the exposure preferences by

individuals with no pre-existing opinions," but ~For people

who are already partisan, the availability and treatment QUO

news makes little did-Ference except Her reinforcing opinions

or her' motivating people to participate (Atkins 1971). This

means that in local nan-par titan campaigns or in elections

where little in known about the i 55ue5 or Candi dates, the

mass; media may haven a significant impact.

However, other research may show more impact co' the

media than the above would indicate. Q comprehensive r'e\fie~w

was made Q-F pre-¢8~,¢8~, coverage and endorsements of elections in
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seven Tex as cit ies from 1960 through 1971 in which it was

muted that the candidate which was endorsed won nearly

ninety percent 03 the time (McC1 enghan 1973). Thi 5 may 9 cr

course, 'show that the people are simply following the 1 had

and line which the media have been presenting all along, not

merely just at the time of the campaigrvs. This would

indicate media hegemony at work.

But , regardless of what the academi C researchers
indicate, the huge amDLmt5 D+ money spent by the pol i ii cal

par ties (and the continuously eH¢ecti ve results to

advertisers on TV) indicate that political campaign decision

makers believe that the mass media, particularly TU, have a

tremendous impact on people and election results.

Probably the most significant aspect of money and the

media in relation to elections and society i s not in

king raking but king prevention. There are three main

¥actor5. The 'First is money. Even a rich person cannot

1°i Nance a complete national campaign (and most statewide

campaigns) without the help from other wealthy people and

i re-Eti tut Ana. A poor verse-,n must 5e11 him5el'F or her"5e14 to

the rich and pnwer¥u1. Without money a candidate cannot buy

EX pcze-3L\r-E n

Etui" E:-:p(35Ln'E 18 nut 3 Ll=8,4; a matter 04 money. There must

be access t o t he media. The media frequently t"elFu5e a c c e 5 5
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to candidates with the funds to pay for space or time

(M<:Nee1y 1982; authcsr' 5 :onver5atian5 with third party

candidates) . Furthermore, the media will not give equal

c o v e r a g e to the activities and ideas of the non~cartel

car\dida&=95, and the coverage which is given usually i504 a
negative nature. Even though there are FCC requirements; ¥c»r
equal time, thecae are al ways either suspended for a

presidential election or the requirements, ¢3l"'E' ii rcumvernted

by such methods as having debates presented a5 "news events"

sponsored by "independent" QFDUPE. And -Frequently the

"major" (Car tel) candidates merely refuse to participate i+
the alternative candidates are to be given equal access in: a

planned debate.

Probably the most basic aspect of king raking in one

which gcnees or all the time. With voters constant! y being

bcnmbardad by the standard, limited perspective; co the

media, a candidate who is non-standard (meaning if he or she

f alls outside the Car tel range of approval) Cara sound very

dissonant, e v e n threatening nr subversive, to the public

which is conditioned to hear the usual rul ing C1353 line..

HEQCE 5 the hegemcmia: pr"oce8-*5-3 and agenda setting 8!"E

significant basic -Factors in the matter enc kirngmaking.
so
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4.3 NICRO-LEVEL I NFLUENCES ON CONTENT

4_3. 1 DECISION MAKING AND BIAS AND CENSORSHI P

In all the facets of= media content; discussed SD 4'ar ,

bias and censorship are at work. They could be considered

at the micro level DO content control, with hegemony being

the macro stratum. Bias and censorship a r e the tool s of

kingmakers, gatekeepers and agenda setters. Some bias and

censorship are unconscious, being hegemcmically irl5ti Ned,
whereas some are conscious decisions.

Bias and censorship are interconnected and mutual 1 y

supporting. There are various -fgfmfg of each: cultural,
institutional ized, socially induced, and technical. They

Cone from many s o u r c e s and influences, directly and

indirectly: individual, governmental , advertiser, pressure

group, carpczrate, the media per'sc»nr\e1'5 perception of the

nature can the audience, the pro1°es5ic»na1 "news perspective, II

peer group pressure, affiliated stations, competing media,

E*1 ite8 newspaper; such B5 the New York Times. budgetary

ex igencies, and the ratings race.

Even though these 'Factors form a constantly changing 5

kaleidoscopic relationship, they exhibit a de-Finite
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framework by which one can notice the major sources (34

dominant influence and the pl aces where the primary power

lies in determining what we see on the tube and in the print

media. One can also observe the e4-Fect of dissidence on

this framework and how the output from this dissidence is

handled by the media in the attempt to control or co-opt it

in order to make it conform to the desires and needs 04 the

ccvrpcxrate Elite power system. One can also see the

contradictions in the system where the media are forced to

deal with subjects in their role as news and entertainment

Dl"DdLlCEl"5 when they perhaps soul d rather ignore such

events.

The next new pages should shaw clearly that there is no

such thing as "objectivity" on TV; nor is i t technically

possible, no matter in what country the ma55 communications

set-up is 1 ucated DF under what economic, cultural or

ideological system there may be in existence. In the U.S.

there is a definite, continuous attempt to censor, limit and

distort as much information and opinion as possible on TV

which run counter to the needs and ideological underpinnings

of the American MDUDPD1 Y capitalist system as perceived by

the c;Drp¢3rate FHDQLK1 E and their subordinates. But thi;

control is not always one-hundred percent complete and

effective because there are contradictions in many of the
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corporate goals and in the ideas QUO what constitutes news

and good programming on the par t D'f the PFDfES5i DD81 5

producing them. Also, there occasionally are events o+ such

great public: importance that they cannot be ea5i 1 y

controlled, distorted or covered up (Molotch and Le5ter

1974). It i5 these -Factors which help U5 to see the nature

of the censorship and bias and the various SDLIFCBS D-fi them.

Reading the alternative press makes it considerably easier

to spot distortions, omissions, lies and disinformation.

To show the many sources and levels cl~F bias and

censorship we will look extensively at the operations o{ the

TV networks. Actually, bias and censorship in broadcasting

have been with us since the early days a-F radio ( Barnouw

1966 and 1968; Hicks 1971). Prior to World War I I

broadcasters were loathe to permit labor news, any material

they could label "red II 5 and any re-ferenge to sexual

matters. Engineers were given authorization to switch of-F

anyone who deviated from the owner~approved list of subjects

and words. Scripts were mandatory except for describing

public events. (Thi 5 practi ce continued into the 19505.)

Sponsors had a large hand in contr411ing content. B1 a¢:k5

were rarely on the air and then only in stereotypical roles

where they had to sound like "regrow. as CBS Chairman Paley

care{u11y censored a broadcast on the 194 riot of Blacks in
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sponsor

The networks were

Detroit and permitted the southern stations not to carry the

program. After World War II there was the McCarthy Period

during which the more liberal commentators, writers and

actors were fired, gagged or blacklisted.

A news tradition was slow to develop in the electronic

media, because very little news was broadcast until the

advent of World War II. Advertisers were not interested in

such programming, and the few who did such shows

wanted to control content. particularly

concerned with their staffs doing any opinion peddling and

brought pressure on them to be "analysts" rather than

"commentators, " to show no emotion in their voices,

use simple, short sentences.

and to

We will now look at the various strata of the corporate

structure which are involved in the making of a newscast,

and we will assess the types of influence and control they

have in the bias and distortion of content.

4.3.1.1 Owners, Directory. and Executives

Under the hegemonic umbrella of capitalism and the U.S.

ruling class, the first level QUO bias is on the board 04;
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directors. These people are interested not only in the

profitability of their corporation, but also in its place in

the overall power structure, regardless whether

company is a national network or at the local, licensee

level. This is the key level of power, particularly at the

networks, because it is here where basic decisions are

of the

various biases

and censorship in the form of company policy, but also where

the most influential and basic critique takes place on what

is telecast. (Indeed, Les Brown (1971, 1B2) claimed that

the directors give approval to each new program. ) This does

not mean that the boards of directors and the highest

executives (who are also on the boards) get their way

one~hundred percent of the time, but those personnel who go

against their wishes very of ten or who "win" too many small

battles will find themselves without jobs, not promoted, or

transferred to less desirable positions. Even the sainted

Ed Murrow of CBS was not immune to this treatment (Kendrick

1969; Friendly l967).

made

on programming, budgeting, personnel policy, investments and

corporate expansion (Kendrick 1969; Brown, L. , 1971; Network

Project 1973) . It also is here where primary inter4=ace

occurs with the non-broadcasting powers o*F the corporate and

government elite. I t  is at this level, not only where

measures are initiated to institutionalize
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There is another source of pressure which has not been

studied in any systematic way, and probably never will be so

long as the existing power structure remains in the u.s..

This is the peer group pressure which is found in the social

circles within which the high executives and members o-F the

boards of' directors travel . No outsider knows what changes

made

high executives--the presidents and

vice-presidents of the various functions and departments.

Here the basic policies are transmitted and the more

specific critiques of what is aired are carried out.

Pressure is applied through written policy and verbal

directives as well as in<Formal contacts while passing in the

hallways during the workday.4

or non-changes in content and personnel have been

within the social clubs and watering holes of the various

directors, and in the many elite political, civic and

cultural activities of the upper class in which the media

moguls participate. The Silks (1980) report that publisher

Sulzburger of the Ne! X958 11495 is frequently under

pressure from his social peers. The same observations could

be made regarding local stations.

The stratum just below that of the owners and directors

is that o{ the
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4.3.1.2 Government, Qdver risers and Affiliates

Before moving to the production strata of network news,

we should mention three other sources of influence on the

news process I Advertisers and ad agencies have bEen

discussed previously in their affect DFI content. They in

turn are influenced by governmental sources and by pressure

groups desi ii fig to eliminate sponsor support 0% specific

programs car program types or to object to specific types D-F

advertising campaigns.

The government i5 another source cry influence on the

broadcaster, particularly the networks. There are many

4=actc>rs in the government-broadcasting rel ati on ship,

stemming from various sources: the FCC holds life and death

grip on licensees, although i t rare! y uses the death

sentence the Fairness Doctrine and various aspects o-F the

Communications Act are c o n t i n u o u s thorns pricking the

corporate skin; in a "national emergency, " as determined and

declared by the President of the u.s., the government may

take over the broadcasting f facilities 0-f- the country

(Executive Order 11490, October 1969) ; broadcasters,

par ticularly the networks, are highly dependent on the

government for in¥ormatiDn, par ii cut art y regarding mi 1 i tary

and diplomatic matters; various congressional cum mi trees

which are involved with

28

oversight on broadcasting observe
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what is telecast and are sensitive to the de5ire5 of

well-organizeed and vocal pressure groups; network personnel

are -Frequently called to testify before these committees (So

are the FCC CDmmi 5si oners.); the Justice Department puts

pressure on the government agencies which have direct

relationships with broadcasting; network advertising is

scrutinized by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC); some

rates -For cable and satellite usage are determined by the

FCC; and the President and his White House Sta{-F can

initiate letter writing campaigns to the networks if they

are displeased with what they see on the tube.

Less bureaucratic relationships between government and

the networks can be found in the f act that many high network

c14=4¢icia1s and news personnel have held important

governmental positions; some network executives have had

personal 9 friendly relationships with the President of the

u.s.; and for many years there has been a continuous

relationship with the CIA among journalists and med a

executives. Maybe more important are the personal, informal

contacts and communications at high governmental of-Finials

with network executives at the highest level 5 (Brown, L.,

1971; Hal berstam 1976).

A significant source of pressure on the network; it the

a1°fi 1iate5. The licensees and managers, being primarily
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businessmen and basically conservative (Epstein 1973,

Sandman, Ruben and Sacheman 1972, 38 ; Dcmohew 1965), a r e

vociferous in their denunciation of various news and public

af¥air5 programs as wel1 as enter tainment shows. The

networks are sensitive to this because the stations can, and

of ten do, re<Fuse to carry certain programs, thereby

diminishing the audience and depressing the ratings and

revenues. The stations will even change affil iation to

another network. There is a growing tendency, which has

been used only selectively in the past (backed by approval

of Congress, the courts and the Justice Department), to

permit the affiliates to preview programs before they are

transmitted. This allows the stations either to re-Fuse to
carry them or to censor portions of them. With this in

mind, there is a lot of self-censorship on the par t c>~F the

program-producing sector of the network operation so that

problems with the affiliates will be either avoi ded or at

1 east minimized (Epstein 19733 Friendly 19673 Br own , L .  7

1971) .
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4 I 3 I 2 PROGRAM PRODUCT I ON AND I NCDRPDRAT I ON DF B IAs

4.3.2.1 Structural Factors

The above sources of influence on content all flow

eventually toward the program-producing elements of

broadcasting. The structure of the system and the

technical, social, psychological and fiscal interactions

result in the impossibility of having objective, unbiased

news. Network executives have written and testified before

Congress and elsewhere that television does no more than

hold a mirror up to society (Epstein 1973, 13-16).

The truth is that the "mirror" is a complex,

subjective, human and technical construction. Decision

making and gatekeeping proceed every step of the way from

the real world to the tube world, modifying and distorting

at every step. Leaving aside for a moment the question of

decisions involved in what events to cover, let's look at

how they are covered technically. Assuming there is a live

broadcast, the decision must be made as to how many crews

with what equipment will be used. Next, it must be

determined where the cameras will be located. Then, with

several cameras in place, it must be decided what the

cameras will be focused on at any particular time. Fourth,
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with several cameras showing

determined which camera or

and in what sequence.

several

various pictures, it must be

cameras will be put on the air

reality.

Q-f the

Already layers of human subjectivity have

intervened between reality and the viewing audience without

a ward being spoken on the air. All this is exclusive of

the subjective decision to cover this particular event and

not another one.

If the event is covered by a filmed or taped report,

reality suffers even more, because, even after the human

decides when and at what it will press the button to start

the camera rolling and shooting what the eye sees through

the lens, the editing process follows. It is this which

gives the film and tape media their feeling of

Because only a tiny percentage (about five percent)

footage taken of an event actually winds up in the edited,

telecast version, even the NBC Vice-President for News said

that "film is not reality, but an illusion" (Epstein 1973,

18). The same could be said for edited tape as well as

film.

The next built in cause of bias is the time

constraint. Because o-F the limited number 04 minutes in a

ha1¥-hour newscast or public affairs program--about nineteen

minutes in a newscast--some material must be left out. Nhat
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as the

bureaucratic

effect.

you see is the result of one or more person's decisions.

The order in which each story is presented as well

length of the story are also subjective decisions.

But the images you see on news and entertainment shows

are subject to further distortion, censorship and bias which

are attributable to the complex, group

production of the programs. This results not just from

individual decision making on specific matters, but also

from the adherence to policy set from above.

At the executive level there are several types of

activity which result in the desired news and program

General policy is established in writing.5 Examples

are as §o11ows:

1. News; stories must be in narrative story form, i.e. ,

(even if the

2.

have a beginning, a climax and an ending

reality DO the event does not re*Flect this) .

News will not be presented which will be upsetting or

create alarm in the audience.

3.

4.

Each story will be of as wide an interest as possible

to please the mass audience.

Controversy will be presented in a binary fashion with

"both sides" being presented and without showing a

result or solution (More than two views would be

"confusing" to the audience).
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5. A general rat io will be determined as to the mix 13+

"hard" news (the immediate, timely reported events )

and "of t" news (the material which is filmed in

advance and which can be inserted almost anytime) .

6. The transmission DO inifurmaticsn is not so important as

"experience," i .e. s emmtioni.

7. The producers should not wait for news to happen and

merely Y react to it, but should anticipate what i s

important and guide the news resources to develop

material for these preconceived, significant events car

themes .

8_ The handling of a news story must be care-Fully planned

in advance, not only by the sta41¥, but also on the

'scene by the crew.

9. Every attempt must be made not to be controversial or

to give "extreme" viewpoints (As CBS F Paley said,

"Play it down the middle" (Epstein 1973, 1693).

1G. Select and accent stories which have action and are

visually exciting.

Thus, the news in Hnrced into a preconceived straight

jacket. Epateirx (i97"5,, 41) believes, a ter making his long

and detailed study a~F network news, that "the total n e w ;

output enc an organization is largely determined by germerafx

rules, routine; and pcllicies. II
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To: understand more -clearly the total degree :VF bias and

censorship in TV news and special events, it is necessary to

look at the structure of the news operation and haw it

"Functions within all the previously stated policies and

pressures. The structure is set up to provide the utmost in
control, as Figure 2 shows. The newscast is a complex, team

efhsr t in which the "rules D44 the game" are well known and

internalized by subordinate personnel .

The players are as H3llnw5:

1. Top executives determine the time and money allocation

{Dr news; they also select the leading news personnel

to be hired and 4'ired.

2. The budget o4'4'icer is also Tutsi de o-F the news

department. He plays an important role in monitoring

et-: pen-8.e5 l

The vice-president Mar' news, i s the inter-Face man in

the Dperatican, bEC3LlEE he 15 the one who must

implement corporate policy, but at the same time

mai ntai n pro¥e55iona1 standards and develop good

DF-DQVEFHS. (Fred Friendly at DB5 found thi=8. to be an

impossible job and resigned.) The VF' ¥Qr news mu8t

SEE that his programs stay within the assigned
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budgets. He apprcwes long-term assignments and

develops plans -for CDVETBQE c3-F special events. HE

decides what themes and aspects a-F Dngoi fig stories are

to be emphasized and which are to be dowrxplayed o r

deleted. He conducts continuous critiques and holds

daily briefings with the executive producers and their

deputies. He also maintains close contact with the

high executives above him in the corporate heirarchy.

4. The executive producer CH: the news programs makes the

{ i r ra l decision as to which stories at what length will

go into the program. From the in i t i a l selection can

wFrc:m SG to 100 possible stories, he selects 8 from the

- f ina l 1G to: 12 presented to: h im. His deputy

eliminates "stray" stories wh ich do not fit in with

the established news themes.

5. The producer is the key man in all news operations.

He is the person with the most direct, continuous

control over each program, not only from the aspect of:

new; content, but also social control . He is the man

can the spot who ensures that the individual programs

conf arm to ailcucated budgets and policy gui del i new.

The prnduc-8r determine; wh ich 5ti3riE*5 are to be

cmvefwé, Eubject to -Final BDD?-DV81 by the E8-:€8'£Ll'i;ivE

of" Etories will beprcrducef I He decides what type
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Tommi sci oned s which ccrrre8pcmdentfa a r e to be used ,

which cities; are to; be *FeatL¢red, the visual treatment

desired s and the preferred new-smakers to be

interviewed or spotlighted.

is. The assistant producer' previews all the available ii 1m

in the morning and evaluates, it ¥cJr visual impact.

7. The assignment editor selects the original Elate of

events to be covered and the crewia which will CDVEF

them. He may hawse assistants in New York, Chicago and

Los Angeles. This i s an around-the-clock post ii :In

through which al l i n Formati c:~n is *Funrxel ed. The

assignment editor makes the agenda from which the

*Final approval Cr? news stories and treatment is made

by superiors.

8_ The -Field producer it the site eupervi 8or Cl-F the news

c r e w . He determirxee which aspect; c14 the event are to

be ii med.

9. Fin editor can alsca line assigned at each site whck work;

with the "field producer UF correspondent and who

write; the rough narration.

1422. 4 wr-i t£8'?"` prepare; the lead-in -Far the stcury.

ii. M93-;*; are the camerapaapie arudl§cJLmd technician-3 I

IQ. Last 13 Qorrespandentfnewape esc who wfit9§ to

smcvcsth raarratiorn and delivers, it curl the air* DI" cm
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film/tape.

13. A chie1° film editor at network operations headquarters

supervises the 'Film editors in the field.

Hence, the network news. it t ruly an intricate, team

e¥4¢0r"t . But t h i ; deres not mean that each newscast is the

real t 04 -Free and equal prnfesaiorzals working tcsward a

col 1 ecti vol y evil red error t. AS 1 performances must stay

within the pre=8,cribed policy. This i s maintained by

¥requerut, 5C)HiEtifHES continuous, coordination and

communication among the war i out production personnel and

operation levels to insure that standards are met.

But more than social and content control are the gDa15

enc this framework and operation. In such a compl ex med i um

requiring extensive cucsrdinaticm, the establishing c14 policy

and maintaining of ccsntrcrl simplify y production. Utherwi -se

chaos would reign. But the key aspects D45 it  all are these:

who sets the goals and policy, who ultimately controls the

operation, and what are the end re8u.1 t8 presented on the

tube?

4."9.2.E' F49w5peF§Qn 3' Rc»19»8: F:<8:»nf'ter--3 and Correspondents

Fe great deal cM attentiara hae been paid in the past t Io

the alleged bias enc To news reporters, berth individually and
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collectively. Epstein ( 1973) believes this has been

cxveremphasized because the Drgarzizaticnnal and *social aspects

are the primary in41uence5, resulting in the cm-camera

personnel not having much room in which to operate. Walter*

Cronkite agrees SD -Far as news in concerned and Hike Wallace

ccnncurs, in the area of the program QQ _M10g8g8 (Anton 1978;

Levin 1977a) l

Epstein (1975, 201)c1aim5 that a very basic 4:cJrm c341

CDDtFD1 of newscasts is through personnel pal ices,

particularly in regard to newspersurxs. He says,

It is usually not necessary to control
newsmen through tight editorial and writing
supervision: the networks' policies of recruitment
and advancement assure that only newsmen that give
precedence to organizational over personal values
will succeed in network news. . . . Indeed, all
three networks act to filter out correspondents
who have a high degree of personal commitment on
issues or appear to the audience to have a bias,
and to advance correspondents who hold or adopt a
style of presenting the news that bits the
networks' requirements.

This is supplemented by a harm of blacklisting which

occurs at the producer level. Cer tai n currespcnndents are

rarely, i 4 ever , given a *story to do; or -~m(3r e

imper tartly--¥inal 1y allowed to\ be aired, in the producer

ha; prejudices against them' too controversial, not "es6xv"

enough, or his at her work does. not bit the desired image er-
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conform closely enough to corporate policy. This not only

leads to a star system 043 cor-re8pnndent8, but also lets all
newspersons know what they have to be in order to be seen on

the tube and to be advanced in their careers.

Ancether method used to keep correspondents "neutral" is

to rotate them in _jobs and assignments, not only SD that

they will not become emotionally involved or become too

closely tied with the source or target, but also SD that

they will not become expert in a particular Held. This

ensures that they will not be very knowledgeable and perhaps

be tempted into the proscribed land of "advocacy, " and that

they will not be apt to become emotionally involved with

their subjects. The networks want generalist; who know

either no more car only slightly ITIDFE about the subject than

the a v e r a g e person watching. According to the NBC

vice-president ¥crr news, the news should be II seen by an

outsider on beha1¥ Q41 outsiders" (Epstein 1973, 137). Also

an "American perspective" must be given, not that o~F the

local people or government, unless, 04 : n u r s e the local

government supports U.5. policy. There are few examples of

specializatinn- -such as the blhite House r'epor her--but the-se

stand out as the exceptions.

This dares nat mean that the newspe-r-san cannot make 5orru8

wrinkle in the mythical straight jacket in* objectivity
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through vol ce inflection, raised EYEbfDW nr the spczkera

word- It doe-5 mean that this area for manipulation is quite

ci rcumscri bed , general 1 y, un1 ess one has the stature of

Walter Cronkite, and even he says he did not have much

*Freedom to be deviant (Anton 1978).

Cronkite may be understating his DDNEF'. It was

considered a crucial event when, after returning ~Frl0m a trip

to Viet Nam during the war, Cronkite openly came out against

the cc3n¥1 jct--a significant departure from hi; past

treatment of the war I Even President Jcshnscm wa-5 appalled

(Halber¢:-stain 1976) . (However, Frank Reynolds. was removed from

the ABC evening news when he became too dcavish, even though

the network sai d that it was a case of low ratings (Brown,

L_, 1971, 222).)

However s i f the newspersmn continues to exhibit

individual, subjective behavior or presents information or

points 045 view which contravene corporate policy or which

bring too much adverse attention to hi mselat or* herself, the

per EDU Either will be- fired, tran5¥erred or b18Ck1 j5t&d_

Thi 5 can al EQ occur' with principals in enter tainment

programs 5L(Ch 83 Ed ¢5'l*88r\Er° (Guardi an 19823) . Even the

rerltauned Ed Flurrow, al thQLigh made a member as the COS board

04 directory, W€\E8 eased out and given a government job in

order' to eliminate his muckraking- Thereafter, at CBS all
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documentary production was done by committees and under'

heavy corporate 5upervisic»n (Kendrik 1969; Friendly 1967) .

4.3.2.3 Program Formats: News Interview Programs, Talk Shows

and Enter tainment Shows

News Interview Shows

A11 the network programs such as L\ee§ *Lbs E5g88 operate

in the same manner so -Far as guest selection and treatment

of guests are concerned (Nix 1974) . Interviewees general 1 y

-f al 1 into one cry three categories: Administration

spokespersons, prominent politicians, and heads Q# state $4

-friendly nations. They are invited for their prominence and

For the likelihood of their name drawing a good audience.

Nix concludes that these programs are basic al 1y

conduits our any Administration to disseminate its point QUO

view, even to the extent of permitting the Oval Office to

supply hostile questions to anti-Administration guests. The

politicians who are selected to appear' are those with what

the networks consider- to be large- constituencies (mainly

senators) and who are cmneaidered 35 poesibilitiei for

running -For presidential nomination. (The same criteria are

used for selection of people for news interviews (Epstein
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1973). ) Controversial people are seldom a5ked to appear, and

when they do, they are not treated with the same deferential

respect and easy que5tion5 with which the Establ ishment

figures are (MacNei 1 1968, 156). Additionally, the types of

people selected to be on the questioning panel are quite

circumscribed, being a combination QUO reporters from the

network and representatives {rom the safe, Establishment

newspapers.

Perhaps some quotes from some of the network

participants of these shows would be more revealing o-F the

attitudes behind the nature of the programs, the content

exhibited during these program, and the people who

participate on them (Nix 1974, 70, 71):

CBS panelist: "If you had (Establishment people) one

week and (non~E5tab1 infment people) the next week, I think

that would be a distortion. To overemphasize the extremes

would be mistake"a

CBS co~producer: "We'd love to get into the world 04

ideas but there's always some screaming news story that we

care more about. And there are only so many Sundays. II

ABC producer' "With just a ha1¥ an hour' a week you

real ly cannot bring people on {rum' the £911 ggggg£gg

(emphasis mine). They may nat be interesting, as ticulate or

repreaentative- II
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Talk Shows

Much the same type 04 filtering goes on for guests on

talk shows (Tuchman 1974, 119-135). Guests are generally

celebrities whom the producers hope will being in large

audiences. Pre-interviewi fig is carried out to decrease the

probability of the guest introducing political topics. If

political or other controversial discussions take place,

guests are advised as to what subjects are to be avoided and

even words they cannot use. Occasionally, the invitation to

appear is rescinded i# the network so advertisers or local

affiliates raise too strenuous objections. This even occurs

on programs such as QQQ9QQ85 where the emphasis is not on

celebrity guests. Where programs are taped , such as with

Qgh_8I1u_§_, creative editing can sonnet i mes accomplish what

pre-interviewing f ailed to do (author' s conversati on with

Madalyn Murray D'Hair).

Prime Time §n§§£.§§iQm§£».§ E5Q952m§

We have been talking about bias and censorship mainly

in the news and documentary productions. For public off airs

prugrame the networks would never admit that there was a

censoring process, only an "editorial H functi an. But for"

entertainment program; there are acknowledged censors (Levin

1'?i77b and 1977c; Diemer and Waz 19815 Cheek 1976? Tuchrnan
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1974, 19-31; Talbot 1977; Grossberger 1976).

There is a continuous battle between program writers

and producers on one side and the network censors on the

other. The latter rarely lose because they have the power;

however, they do grudgingly change or give-in over a period

of months or years on cer tai n i issues , subjects or

terminology. The pressure comes not only <From the

originators of the programs (mainly from Hollywood) , but

also from various special interest pressure groups, from the

government (particularly Congress, the FTC: and FCC), from

advertisers and ad agencies, from program rating information

sources and public opinion polls, and from a general "~Fee1 II

of the audience as perceived by the network stay~Fs. A11

this is 'Filtered through the censors' middle and

upper-middle class attitudes (Levin 1977b).

With what do the censors preoccupy themselves? From

the general to the specific--irom program ambience to

specific trends and specific words and sentences in specific

programs. There are certain words and behavior which will

be deleted. Some controversial subjects will not be allowed

to: be dealt with in enter tainment programs. Actually, any

cQntrover5y is avoided by the netwarka, i{ at all possible

(IQ Guide 1977b).

The Fairness Doctrine is usually given as an excuse for
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this; but the main reason in apparent when studying the

rating system and its effect on programming and profits.

The networks simply do not want to offend anyone if possible

SD that the viewership, hence pru¥its, will not §u'f<Fer.

Additionally, must advertisers a5 we 1 as the networks do

not want anything in their programs which will have a

deleterious as~Fect on the deli red euphori C , credulous

attitude of the audience when commercials are shown. Last

of all, and most ba5ica11y important, is the need to try to

keep the E5tab1 ishment "1 in " intact, or at 1east to

maintain control over content to ensure subjects, plots and

characters are within acceptable, 5a¥e limits.

Except Har news and documentaries the cen5Dr5 are

responsible for everything which appears on the tube, even

commercials (Levin 1977b; Diemer and Waz 1981). There is a

heavy filtering process QUO scripts, with daily battles D-F

censcsrs with program production personnel, particularly

writers. The censors are mcastl y middle class, ranging in

age 'f"Dm twenty to -Fief to, with the average being in their

thin ties. They are hired because they are intelligent, they

are not involved, they are nat crusaders, and because they

supposedly have that prime requisite <34 being "Dbjective. It

The CEVIEDFS 0861 that the "Hoi 1ywocad creative

community, II as they superciliously label the writers, and
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producers, is only a small segment of the population, and

"if we didn't object, they would always. be pushing their

philosophies on TV" (Talbot 1977) . The chief censor at CBS

said that he solicits a wide range of opinions. II I : m an

advocate of everybody. II He indicated that everyone gets his

say . But, of the total population, "I ignore the 10-152 on

each side and shoot for the 701 in the middle"(Talbot 1977).

The NBC chief censor says, "I'm a dir ty old man. I've got

to think dirty" (Grossberger 1976). (He is a church elder.)

On extreme y important facet of the censorship

phenomenon is the attitude D-F the censor 5 toward the

audience and how they perceive the vi ewers' attitudes,

tastes and reactions. The NBC chief censor stated that the

audience is still very puritanical Grossberger 1976. Another

censor believes that you must be careful in entertainment

programs as to how characters are treated, because people

"take TV dramatic characters as authorities" (Talbot 1977).

Censors do not think that people want relevance, but

escape.

What are the types of things which are censored? They

$911 into certain categories (Talbot 1977; Grossberger 1976;

Levin 1977/i Ciriruo 1971 and 1974; Deeb 19765 Mcneil 19682

1. "Dirty" words or swear words. Some words can be used
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on some programs, but not on others. A1 in, there

cannot be very many in one program or i n a ser i es . A

scorecard is kept by the c e n s o r to s e e what the

program's quota is and how many cr what words have

been used.

2. Controversial relevance. There could be no dramas

about the Viet Nam War- while it was going on.

3. Peopl e censoring. Smother; Brothers w ere dropped.

Pediatrician and peace activist Dr. Benjamin Spock and

actor Robert Montgomery w e r e not allowed to speak

freely about the Viet Nam War.

4. Irrtenaity. A writer was told his script was "tan

intimate" and "intense," causing people to experience

the same feelings.

5. Unstereotypi cal behavi or . A hero was not permitted to

cry after' he f ailed.

6. Reality. A program about contemporary young people in

the 194505 could not show any hippies or anyone who was

out Cr# work or struggling to make ends meet.

7. Taboo behavior. A son could not say that he loved his

father because there might be homosexual over tones-

8_ F'l"E55L\I"E g r  o u t in4:1uer\ce. A p ro g ram had to be

re-written to please the Gun Lobby.

9. Bender double standards. FM ex-husband could tel l
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about his sexual off airs, but his ex-wi-Fe was rat

allowed to do the same thing.

NBC censorship policy states that "speech should be

ccmsiatent with standards that prevail throughout a

substantial portion of the television audience" (Grossberger

1976). Because this is so vague, the censors must decide for

themselves, usi fig "good taste, written pol icy and the

thinking Q-f NBC 's top executives" (Brnssberger 1976). The

latter is very significant, because many controversial

matters are kicked upstairs for resolution.

There is another phenomenon which makes the program

production and censorship situation even more complex. That

i5 testing. Many scripts and pilot programs are rejected or

highly modified as a result of the testing process. This

consists of independent companies showing the pilot programs

to groups which are composed DO care¥u11y selected people

whom the company thinks are representative of the average

viewers, par titularly the prime target' women from eighteen

to forty-nine years of age.

The vagueness of official guidelines, the pressure from

the creative community and outside groups, the personalities

of the censors 5 the oh5e§5imn with the ine¥¥ective testing

ping ams, and the corporate rel ati onehi pa and decision; all

re5uL1 t in a strange hodgepodge DO 491156 relevance,
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blandness, pseudo-hyper-violence (placed in scripts

gratuitously at the demands o{ network executives in order

to give the programs "excitement" (Deeb 1'-?7é»)), and little

reality or relevance.

The censors claim they are just {ollowing the tastes of

the mass audience and protecting us from the "Hollywood

creative community. They also believe that they are making

progress in presenting more sophisticated material and real

language all the time, a little at a time. They also say

that they are constantly testing and pushing the allowable

1 imits.

The writers and producers say that great i 55ue<5 and

events DO the day are avoided; reality i5 avoided; relevance

is avoided. The great tragedy they see is their

se1¥-cenaorship (Pursch 1975). They either become hacks who

do the networks' bidding, even though they may struggle

against the system, or they quit the medium (Talbot 1977).

4.3.3 COVERAGE GF THE POWER STRUCTURE: BIAS AND CENSDRSHIP

4.3.3.1 Coverage of the Trilateral -Commission, Bi l derbergers

and Council an Foreign Relations

In a Pl"EviDLl5 chapter w e mentioned Thai: the
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Bi lderbergers, the Tri lateral Commission (TLC) and the

Council on Foreign Rel at ons (CFR) are at the core of the

U.S. Ruling Cartel political power institutions and that

members of the Establishment mass media participate in these

organizations. If this be the case, cer tai fly these groups

would ¥a11 into the category of "all the news that's bit to

print. II However, there has been an almost complete blackout

of the Bi lderbergers, with only the smallest coverage of the

other two organizations in the mainstream press. The three

QTOUPE simply do not exist for the TV networks. SD of at as

is known, no documentary has been produced on them, and only

the Trilateral Commission has been mentioned in

n ewscast5--on e time each by CBS and ABC (Vanderbilt

University Library 1981).

The member selection process is vital to this result.

Not only are the participants highly screened be¥nre being

admitted to membership or even to occasional attendance, but

it is made very clear that the meetings are secret and that

any violation as the secrecy pledge will result in the

person either not being asked to attend any 4 further meetings

mr in being expelled
6

[1975]). So f at there ave been ne major de¥ectien5.

-from the organization (Liberty Lobby

B;lQ§;QQEg§;§
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The most significant phenomenon o-F the Bi lderbergers

from the mass media aspect is that there has been a definite

and generally successful attempt at effecting a news

blackout of the meetings. Although many reporters, editar5,

publishers and heads of the TV networks have attended 'he

Eli l derber-g meetings ever' the years, only a tiny amount of

information ha5 been published. The -former front man for

the Bi l derbergers once remarked that the reason they asked

publishers and the top men <From the networks to attend was

to insure that their employees did not print or broadcast

anything about the organization.

It has been mainly through the i ntel 1 i gence-1 i ke

operations 0{ the right wing organization Liberty Lobby and

its active publicity and pressure on Congress and the news

media that the BVilderbergers have relented slightly, but

only to the extent of having a perfunctory press ccJn4'erern';e

a f t e r the meeting is over. The only mainstream publications

to have occasional at ii t:1 e5 on the Bi lderbergers have been

the 88198819 3908812 (Lydon 1977; Novak 1977) and the "men's

M3gElEinE'3" such as QQ (Karpel 19773) FeQ;bQs1§§ (Karpel

1977b) and §911§£! 'Hféemple 1977> which occasionally do some

populist muckraking. Except f car Nemple'5 Etory t ele new

article; ¥ocu5 primarily on the- Trilateral Cammi 59ion and

mention the Bi lderberger5 only in passing. (So car as is
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known, no representative from any of these publications has

ever been to a Bi lderbereg meeting.)

Censor5hi p has been a continuous, :on5ciou5 ef4nr t drum

the very beginning o the organization. The 388 York Time;

Index shows only two entries, and a computer search

indicates that the I;m§§ has had only 4our stories. O

similar search shows three other at ticle; in E5tabl i shmeri*

papers and magazines since 1972. One was a tiny notice that

the meeting in 1976 was cancelled; another was an answer TD

a Liberty Lobby write-in and ad campaign in the vas hi_;lgt_Qu

Egg; against a CDHQ*ES5M3H who had attended a Bi 1 derberg

meeting; and the third was an at ticle by the maverick,

Libertarian columnist Ni chol as von HcH'4 mar\ (1975), the

1 after' 5 article being the only one with substantial

information in it.

There has not been a complete news bloc out in the

entire U.S.. A trickle DO information has been available,

mainly from right wing sources (See Endnote 6; Chester ton

[1'-7721; Sutton and Wood 1978

and

1967; Schla¥ $y 19é4; Skousen
7

1966).1981 ; Quigley A significant breathr5ugh

Qccurred in 1974, mainly as a result of the UFH"E1ET\ti l"iQ

efforts bf.thE Liberty Lobby in putting pressure on the wire

services and various newspapers in the country. As titles in

the Chicago T§Q4Qg the first mention in the

k

(3»»85ociatE~u`
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Press, and stories in the Scripps-Howard chain (two months

after the meeting) occurred in 1974. Both the UPI and up

covered the 1975 meeting along with representatives UHF

Reuters and Agence France Precise. (The AF' also provided

secret news service to the 1975 meeting.) The Liberty Lobby

was the only other U.6. representative.

This, as course, was all on the outside. Inside the

meeting were two columnists--Sulzberger from the N94 X958

Times and William Buckley from the Natignal Bg!ieu- Nothing

about the meeting appeared in either of those two

publications.

Still, the al most complete blackout remains in the

Establ ishment press, with the Egg York Times saying in 1976

in response to a Liberty Lobby letter that the meetings are

"cl used to the press" (Liberty Lobby [1975]). CBS also

responded by saying that there was no news value in the

organ zati on. So, the Bi l derbergers go unreported and the

general public does not know about them. Such is the power

QUO the media.

Trilateral Commission

Because TLC is only semi-secret and [DEC use i t

publishes books and papers, the media cannot igmnr8 i t to
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prominently.

Another curl DU5 phenomenon occurred during the

short-lived period in the 1980 Republican ncnminaticen

campaign when Reagan accused his Dpponents, including

Carter , QUO being Trilateral Commission members. The N_§_

X958 11498 mentioned this, but according the E93 _IQQg8. the

Washington, D.C- , paper nut.di d Interestingly, whereas the

EQ88 provided a great deal of information and data and only

poked run at the conspiracy theorists, the Times, in

at ticles as well as on the editorial page, cur tly and rather

irascibly dismissed the people who raised the i SSLIE as

radical kooks, even though one 4:4 these people who discussed

the TU: in a let ter to the editor was Nobel laureate and

peace act vi st George wall ( N_§w_ X958 Times 19801: ;

Rockefeller 1980) . It was this situation which finally

prompted two of* the three networks to mention the TLC iicnr

the first (and last) t ime-

Ihg QQ_UQ;;l QQ EQ*;§_90 B§1§;;_Qn§»

Because the *4-3shi_;_9§90 Poet Index doe-8; not have

category entry ¥c¢r' the EFF: , one must 41118 article

indirectly, such as in looking under the name on" David

Flockefeiler.. Thi 5 methcid carly provided one ar'ti¢=1e~~Fr'om 1976>

8
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through 1982--a 'story prompted by Henry Ki stinger' 5

non-reelection for the CFR board (Wash1_Qg;QQ Post 1981) .

I-*al though referring to the CFR as the "leadership eli te" <34

America'5 "-Foreign policy establishment, II the at title did

nat gm into the total 5igr\i¥ican¢:e of this statement and the
terms used . However, the writer did provide interesting

insights into the internal political and personality

conflicts within the Council.

The 895 X958 IL=§§ articles are eighty-<FDur in number

since 1962, but only two are extensive in showing the nature

and power' 94 the organization and i ts members. the large

number of' members in various governmental administrations;

the irrterlocks o<F the CFR DETSDUDE1 in social clubs,

multinational corporations and the huge transnational banks;

and some of the great decisions which originated in the

organization (Lukas 1971; Ben' York Times 1966) . Although

saying that the Counci 1 signi¥icantly in4'1uer\ced <fof"Ej_gl"\

policy the past thin ty years, the writers 5cof~Fed at the

left and right wing "conspiracy theories. It Hence, the

coverage is much like that about the Trilateral Commission.

The articles a r e interesting 1"rc>m another' aspect . they

reveal the great number 03 T_1r388 writers who are members QUO

the CFR, name 04 which wrote the at ticles which appeared in

their newspaper.
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Conclusion

Coverage of these three elite Ruling Car tel

organizations p1aces the Establishment newspapers in a

bind. 14 they report the information straight and provide

historical background, the concl unions are obvious: the

controllers of the large mul tiruati anal corporations, the

largest banks and the elite Wall Street law firms Harm a

small, cohesive group which places its member; in the key

ruling positions of government and which largely determines

foreign policy. But this must not be allowed. So, two

actions are taken. The 'f 1f"st is to try to minimize the

significance of the groups by cal 1 ing the organizations

"establishment booster clubs" (WaSh Qg;QQ Post 1977a ) and

saying that the organizations are merely places where

innocuous, informal discussions by concerned citizens take

place. The second action i5 to resort to name calling: the

people who see the reality are labeled paranoid kooks from

the radical fringes of the opinion spectrum.

The TV networks have the ea5ie5t solution. They simply

dn nut report an the organizations.

The 5igni¥icant 4 actor in that the key E5tab1 infment

media have not shown the Ruling Car tel in its whole f arm or
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even in most of its partial aspects. By not revealing the

existence QUO a system 04 economic, social and poli t ical

interlcrcks in which the mass media play a signiiiicant,

though secondary role, the media are hiding and obituscating

the existence of the Car tel. Thus, they are playing their'

expected role as par t of the 5y5tem.

4.3.3.2 The Beet Censored Stories

In 1976 Car 1 Jensen, Associate Pro¥e~8.5or co= Media

Studies at Sonoma State University in Cali-Fornia, started

"Project Censored." Its aim was to "explore and publicize

the extent of censorship in our society by locating stories
about Si grub scant i EEUE3 of which the public should be

aware, but it not, -For one reason or another" (Jensen 1983) .

The goal 04 the project was to stimulate more media fzcrverage

CHC these issues and to alert citizens co the existence o-¥
these phenomena so that the people could demand better*

coverage micron the media they use.

Although the panel which choose; the Top Ten *stories

(plus about ¥i¥teen which are considered under-repor Ted?

varies -From year to year, there are an few who have appeared

several times. With mi nar ez-:¢:e8ptiora<8. the- pecfple come of"om

the 1 liberal educated Etratum QUO Eociety and from the
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H§§N;0=3t_QI; Star . Ht least one has attended a Bi lderber-g

meeting, and others have written mLu:I4raPir:g banks abcxut the

media. Included are such well known names as Ben Bagdikian,

media author and pro¥essclr frcxm the Journalism School at the

University of California at Berkeley (and an ardent 'Foe c34

public access); Mike Wallace, of CBS' QQ Minutes; Nicholas

Jghnggn g media author and harmer activist FCC Commissioner

(and originator of public access requirements on cable) ;

Rcxbert Cirinc), med a author and teacher ; a consumer

advocate; a president of the liberal lobby Common Cause ;

Hadding Carter, whcr was Harmer State Department spcxkesperscm

in the Carter admi ni strati an and who now has a program an

PBS analyzing press coverage; and Ed Asher, the TV actor and

star 04 the 1 iberal program l.=QE §:'..§.\'1i;, whose political

activism in the actors' u n i o n and in support of the rebels

i n  E 1 Salvador resulted in his show being cancelled by CBS

(§u_§£gl_j_§g 1'?82a) . The only person who might be considered a

true radical is Noam Chomsky, Pl"C)'FE5SDI"` at MIT. It is ¥r'om
this group that the Tern Tcxp Stories emerge.

The result is  a compilation co the more g r o s s and

comprehensive, systematic corporate and governmental

scandals which have been covered up by the tradi ticrnal

media. The 5torie5 range f rom s e v e r e violations a% civil
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fiber ties and ecological disasters to the dangers of nuclear

war I The civil fiber ties selections include the corporate

war against unions, the conditions in Ll.S. prisons, and the

5LllJpDI"t of repress-:si ve regimes abroad. Many stories resul t

from t he c o r p o r a t e drive for profits regardless 04 the

consequences to the health cut the people or the ecology of

the earth. Some of the events, noted particularly the

"Ether Censored Stories $4 the Year, " mention the raj e of

the big banks and David Rocke¥e1 1er. The panel does not

merely look at isolated events, but puts some G+ them

together to make a broader picture, such aes the role 0%

multinational monopoly capitalism and militarism as the main

reason for the Western world'5 economic troubles and the

cause of the destruction 04 competitive free-enterpri EE.

The panel even listed the Trilateral Commission one year as

a top censored story.

It is ironic that, with a very £944 mi nor exceptions,

the SUUFCE8 of these stories were from the alternative

press- -5uch publications a5 the Ecggceégixg, ICQ&*lI"¥s _In

These Tim8§, The Nation, Mother Juarez and even the I l m e n 7  § I I

magazine; such Penthouse. So, it is not ass i 4 the

information were hidden and not available to the

Establishment media. Even a-¥ter' the repreaentative-3 of: the

traditional P"EES

BE

par ticipate in Dr. Jenf.-5en'*8. panel; and
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become -Fully aware cv-F these stories, their employers (and

they, them5e1 ve5??) continue to ignore the censored and

under-reported material.

Yet , there is even more information which could be

available to the panels in they had the desire to use it.

They could 1 ook' at magazines and newspapers which a r e

-Further to the left o~F the liberal, Democratic Socialist and

New Le# t publications. They could consider the the Marxist

Guardggru and the Socialist Nor' ker*8»' Par ty'5 Mi 1 it ant..

Additionally, they could nevi et the right wing populist

newspaper §QQ;l;gDt_- Each of these publ i cations cool d

provide more Tap Ten Stories.

However, the lists show that one cannot be in~Formed

without reading the alternative press. Project Censored is

a damning indictment on American mainstream journalism and

the smug attitude implied in the stat emernt "HI 1 the News

that'5 Fit to Print. II

Perhaps the supreme irony is that Professor Jensen has

written a bock based on Pr tJjE~ct Censored, but all thin ty

publish-ere, who have been approached have rejected it. AS

Jensen says, "The U.3- prees simply is not excited about

providing coverage to research that is so critical 04 it. H
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4.3.3.3 The Permitted Opinion and Information Range

A1 1 the various a5pe(:t 5 of media content control

mentioned in this chapter `re5u1 t in the narrowi fig of the

range of iniformatian and opinions presented or 4 avorabl y

reported an in the traditional media. There are several

revealing studies at various 1eve15 in the media

bureaucracies, research which deals with diwciierernt aspects

of the media and which substantiates the information range

restriction and which indicates why this occurs. First,

studies of the media owners, par ticularly at the local level

of individual publishers, show that they are affluent,

prominent, conservative businessmen with similar attitudes

(Sandman , Rubin and Sacheman 1972, 385 Donohew 1965) .

Political affiliation makes no difference. At a lower level

it was shown that newspaper editors and TV DEWY editors have

attitudes that are much alike (Clyde and Buckalew 1969).

When it comes to hiring news personnel in TV, it has

been observed that the people employed have middle class

values and adhere to the Protestant war k ethic (Fang and

Gerval 1971). Ep5tein'5 (1973, 189, 205-215) study showed

that rretw(:n"k correspondents had similar pr'G¥i 1e5 D-F

trackgrcsurnd and attitudes. There were activist; or

advclcates g and they had few CDllH°lEctiDl'l5 with political

organizations or causes. Their viewpoints

no

were moderately
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liberal or moderately conservative. Many took a detached,

socialization of TV personnel

are much the same, if the news sources are basically the

nun-ideological stance.

If these attitudes and

same, and if the same corporate and news values exist in al 1

three networks, it stands to reason that the newscasts would

be similar in content. A study using 1971

material showed that 7oz of the stories in weekday newscasts

(Lemer t 1974)

was duplicated by another network and 58%. was duplicated on

all three networks. A very similar study two years later

(Fowler and Showalter 1974) revealed that 412 o-F the stories

was carried on al 1

duplicated by two newscasts,

were exclusive. The correlation of appearance order o-F the

stories in the newscasts also was signifficant.

In the print media, research into the nature of content

of columnists reveals the *Following evaluation of 1,861

columns (Cirino 1971, 180, 181)2

three networks,

and one-third of the stories

three-fifths were

29Z very conservative
201 conservative
42x middle-of-the-road/mildly liberal/mildly

conservative
BZ liberal
ix very liberal

Cirinc»'5 167-218) research

relevant .

(1971, is par ticularly

He established a categorization c1~F opinions,
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placed them in a spectrum, then observed haw much newspaper

space and air time each 0-F thecae categories; Wat.; permitted on

the media. His spectrum was as -Follows:

1. Radical Right (John Birch Society, Carl Mclntire [The

Liberty Lobby would al so: be in this categclr'y..])

2. 89114 Conservatives (William Buckley and most southern

politicians [Ronald Reagan and hi 5 Reaganomics

'5>uPDDrters l ike Congressman Jack Kemp could be

irrcludedl

3. Moderate Conservati yes (Nelson Rockefeller, Time,

§4488&, L_Qf-8 8QQ<8l°8§ 19!22 and the three broadcast

networks)

4. Moderate Liberals (Hubert Humphrey 5 most Washington

and foreign correspondents and newspapers such as the

¥;1§§b1ug2QL\ EQ8§, the 52 ;Q41§ EQ§§=Q;§Q§§§N and the

New York Times

5. Scilid Liberals (I.F. Stone, Dick Gregory and Dr'.

Eeurge Wald)

6. Radical Left (Students -for a Democratic Society CSDSJ,

Communist Party US(-'=, and the Black Panthers) .

Cirino notes that the only real competition among ideas

allowed in the mass media is between Moderate Conservati yes.

and Moderate Liberals. Since the Radical Right and Solid
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Conservative vi ewpcsi nts have much in common with that o+' the

Haderate Conservatives, some cn-F their opinions are heard.

However q the Radical Right i s generally ~Frc3zerr o u t of

did-ect, cczntinucaus a§cce55 to: the rzaticrrzal mass media.

But :I since the Radical Right has great -Financial

guppg"t from corporations, -Foundations and wealthy

individuals, and since many local broadcasting *station

crowners and newspaper editors and publishers sympathize with

the Radical Right point of view (and perhaps need their

advertising revenue) , spcskesperscsns ¥cJr the Far Right are

able--and allowed (a very sigrri-Ficarlt -Fact ) ~-to purchase

time on local radio and TV outlets. A 1971 comparison at*

major' radical groups cm the #far ends :HF the opinion spectrum

*showed that the top ten Radical Right groups had 1,908 radio

and ISQ TV outlet; compared with 44 radio stations and one

television outlet for the tap Radical Le-Ft groups. Cl"iricx

also notes a 1967 survey which showed that the Radical Right

elements made ever 19,900 TV and radio broadcasts each week

across the country.

(45 a result, Cirinca 5ay*8 that the rsaticnn "is awash" in

the Moderate Liberal Ccmservative and Radical Right paints;

U-F view, Tiwcsse people and gr"1;\up~8 iii; 5»;81 id Liberal and

Radical L4-8~¥t opinicnns a r e almost frtxzen but by cc-m§;=ari for» 5

Still, the Radical Right and Solid Copnaaervatives *seem to
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have a valid complaint when i t comes to the major mass

media, par ticularly TV. Cirino documents many cases where

people were denied access to newspapers and broadcast media

even when they were willing to pay for time and space.

But the right has advantages the left does not: money

and access. Yet, when the Solid Liberal groups t ry to

purchase broadcast time or newspaper space, they are

frequent! y turned dmwrr . Even when the TV r»etwc.»rk~3 present a

documentary which is controversi al and critical CH: some o

the opinions at institutions highly regarded by the right,

the conservative cxwrrers of the as~Fi 1iated network stations

occasionally refuse to carry the programs. This occurs on

public TV as well as with commercial television. The result

is that most Americans have access to only a narrow range 134

opinions and in-Formation, a range which is supportive far the

status quo.

4.4 CEINCLUSIQN

What we *see and hear' on the mags media is a r-95414; at

an extremely complex pFoc65§ 43% decision malling B There are

marry strata (343 inputer, *ii 1te?r"5 and control-8 at the macro and
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micro levels. They range from the highest level Cr? the

:app tal i *st societal umbrella--wfaich is the mc1~5t ba*5ic par t

of the total hegemonic system which supports the existing

i8cn-cial, ecorxumic, political and power system--to the lowest

level of the individual employee who makes a decision 35 to
which piece DO information will be included in: the day'5 nr
week'5 output . In between is a dense, interactive
rel at orashi p Cr? many f actors: the type of corporate
4:1-wnershi p and management; the personality cr-F the med a

owner ; bast C capitalist requi rementes ~Fcnr pro-Fit; the

socialized newsroom and various "rules CH the game It in

producing programming and printed content; and the outside
influences such as the government, advertisers and people

and institutions which can exercise *some power and influence

over the media corporation.

The whcnl e framework and Pf'QCE5§ comes to ¥ocu3

particularly during the *Funfztiunez of agenda setting and

gaiekeeping. Scnmfetimea it is a matter cut socialization,
scxmetimes a-f corporate policy, and occasionally of direct

censorship. But the end result is the same: ira¥ormatic1r1;~1

c1u'CpLet 15 restricted. The m05t blatant censorship ur;cur'5 #am

matter; which Felate to the basic nature :mf the L5..E». pejwe-r'

*ayiatem i t=_s=814 or* e»8;8E~4=i al 3 y to-IE' 3y j §tQQQ§ and activities

the basic Cai"'-.91 Qr-gar"=4 zfati ¢3r*=<8=» ELiCh 8.5 Use CFFI 4
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Bi l derberge-rs am: TLC.

DomIwcncf (1971) and hleinatein (1968) have noted that the

spectrum of legitimately recognized opinicrrx within the

American ruling class ranges, from conservative to moderately

liberal, and it is within this spectrum that our democratic
process takes place. iMolcztch and Lester (19745 57) assert

that an "i 55ue8" i8 an area of diaagreemerr t within the ruling

class. ) Anything can either side U-F these baurwdari ET i s

"radical" and thus proscribed. Domhof¥ (1979) shows how the

policy formation process in the U.'5. narrows the range of

acceptable option-8, and Dpiruicsrm-5 by the interaction Di: the

Car te-1'<5 elite organizations and be the inter-Face a-F them

and their members, and Follower; in the government.

The Establishment media legitimate this by responding

favorably OH the results. Alternatives are eliminated

either by not repair ting on them or by several Y cri t ic izing

them DF' brushing them aside. This interlocking

pDf itica1~media relationship 5Er"VE'5 to exile to the

al ternate ve pre-55 the kind of inf carnation and per5pecti vE5

which are out of the Car tE1~cx3r\tr'c>l led spectrum. WE Wave

598m this with the Borzoi State material and with C:irirm'5

studies. El»Ecau5\8 the ITl8.'£»EE*5 of -the people and

government personnel do not read the alternative press they

rama n urxkrx-:Ja-,il edgeabl E Q-F , sceptical of?, or hostile to the
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material which is not erxdor-sed by the Establ inherent media.

Thus, alternatives are not considered, reality in hidden or
Db¥u~;=.c:a'*;ed, ruling class hegemony is reirncorced, and Ruling

Cartel control je.=, maintained.



Chapter 5

ACCESS TO THE MASS MEDIA: AN ALTERNATIVE TD THE

ESTABLISHMENT MEDIA

5 . 1 I NTRDDUCT I DN

There ex i its one medium which, if i t becomes fully

developed and used , can present an alternative to the

Establishment press: public access cable television . Une

measure of the Si gni ¥icant potential of this new

communications experiment is the hostility to it on the par t
o-F the national and local power structures in may parts of

the country. The more effectively public access is used, the

greater will be the attempt to CD-OPt it, weaken it, DF

destroy it.

Public access television in a recently developed medium

and is only one of the many means the people have used to

try to obtain a large, may f.-5 audience for what they have to

say, both at the local and national levels. The subject enc

acl=E»E-5 to tImE mass common i cat  i  cms midi a ha-8, received

350
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increasing attention in the U.S. the last two decades.

Individuals, government regulatory agencies, various citizen

groups, organizations representing the owners 04 the mass

media, students am* law and journal i am, and particularly

member S 04 the bar have expressed great interest. The

subject $5 creating increasingly expanded attention and

controversy.

There are different types of access which are discussed

in relation to the mas; media, only one of which is the type

which will mainly be considered in this disuser station.

1. Access to the common ications service--people having

radio, television and newspapers made available to

them in sufficient quantity to provide for certain

information and enter tainment needs.

PI
.rJ.: Access to information--the problem of DENSIHEFI being

able to obtain information they need in order to do

their job.

3. Access to an audience--the means by which people other

than those when own and operate the communications

¥a<:iliti&5 may be provided time or Epact in these

¥eci 1itiee to present their views.

This third form 0% access i5 the on e which is the



subject 94 this chapter and can also be cDn5i dered from ¥Qur

aspects.

1. Direct access--where space and time from the media are

given to individuals or groups to make use of as they

desire in communicating directly to the audience.

2. Indirect access--where the media provide news coverage

for people or events; which the media consider

newsworthy.

3. Combination QUO direct and indirect--where there is an

agreement made by a broadcaster with local citizen

groups in which the broadcaster provides for increased

direct and indirect acce55 to subjects, opinions and

speakers cr the local groups. This also includes the

hiring of personnel from the groups, people who in

turn might be more likely to provide further access

for their organizations.

There is another category of access which is found when

individuals take direct action in some communications form,

circumventing the established media in order to create

greater dissemination her their ideas than can be provided

merely by direct convereatinn as In this category would be

such methndaa 3.8 bumper stickers, pczsters, gra¥fiii

352
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telephone campaigns, sky writing, pamphleteering and the use

QUO bulletin boards.

This chapter will mainly consider direct access to the

mass media and will concern jtggl-F primarily with the

electronic media--broadcasting and cable television.

However, other forms of access will be mentioned because all

¥orm5 are tied together in various ways, particularly in the

legal sense.

...1. 2 N E W S P A P E R- - _ - _ _ _ _ iAND BRQADCAST ACCESS: THE LEGAL HISTORY

5.2. 1 HISTORY DF ACCESS THROUGH 1967

When the ¥ramer5 of the Constitution and the First

Amendment considered the matter QUO free speech and a 4=ree

pre55, they basically had in mind protection against prior

restraint rather than breeder QUO expression as is generally

the prime concern today. They believed in the common law at

the time which N35 that the printers should be held

criminally liable 43 or' what they produced, including being

prcnssecuted for libel for statements against the government

(§§Q§g§§Q8Q L98 4945491 197, But 5 over' the year;

this, changed to a concept of freedom of expression. Thi 5
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hae developed in the courts to such an extent that generally

a newspaper now may be- convicted -For libel only i-F there i5

malicious intent, meaning that the material is published

with reckless disregard 'for' the truth (._Ng.L\ !.Q:_k 1;m.18§ QQ

§4lL;ya-Q, 376 US 254 (1'?é»4)). Hence, the press today is

considerably freer to print without penalty than it was when

the Constitution and the First Amendment w ere developed,

although recent l ibe l cases have been decided against the

press, narrowing i t s 'Freedom Cr? expression Llléilx 128.9
1982133 Higdon 1980; Columbia Journalism Review 1983a) .

The press itself a15o was very different in the late

17005 from that which we find today. There were many more

newspapers per city and per capita than there a r e now I

Advertising was a negligible f actor. Public debates were

carried on in newspapers via letters to the editor and by a

multiplicity of partisan papers. It was not very expernaive

to 5tar't a newspaper then, unlike today, and therefore i t

at; not ton di-F¥icult -For' someone with something to say to

fired a printed outlet (Commission on Freedom of the Press;

1947, 14: §§Q¢;98;QH_Q L_84=;# Jwrfial 1973, 3-10)

Moderns technological and economic ¥actor5 have made
1

a

revolutionary change- in the press. The reeve media have not

only become truly mags in nature, but a1=.a~:3 bi 9 business.

Because co? government restrictions on the number of TV and
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radio outlets, nat everycme who wants to be a broadcaster

may become one. Because of the considerable capital
requirements to star t a rxewapaper- and the g r e a t risk

involved in trying to compete with established papers in

monopolistic situaticms which are #Found in most American

cities, i t is extremely di-Hicult to successfully star t a

daily newspaper (US Congress 1'?é»7b). Cable TV provides many

channels 'For diversity, but requires great initial EX pence

as well.

A1 most all commentators on the nature DO the PI"E5S

today v iew wi th concern, not only the concentration QUO

ownership 64 the mass news media, but al so the 1 invited

sources of basic information: the government, two main press

services, three major TV networks, and monopoly newspaper

pnsiti ons; in most cities. This is mat a recent

development. The Hutchins Ccammi sci cm on Freedom Q-F the

Press in 1947 (104) indicated that concentrati on 0%

ownership N35 the "greatest danger" to freedom 04 the PI"E'58

and communications.

Whereas the newspaper editors and publisher; can

generally print whatever they wish, modified only by laws

e,Lu:h as obscenity and libel, the broadcast industry operates

Linder re5triction5 o~F 'Federal law and the Federal

Communications Commiesicxrx. Because there are not sufficient
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#requencies available on the broadcast band Her all persons

who wish to own stations, the Communications Act c3-f 1934

places respcrnsi bi1 i ty in the FCC to determine whD will

receive licenses. The main, basic requirement D-F a licensee

is to operate in "the public interest, c o n v e n i e n c e and

necessity. II The vagueness of these terms has been the

center of many court battles, and the application QUO it has

led to changing interpretations over the years. Just as the

Supreme Ccsurt has greatly changed its thinking in other

areas of law--such as what constitutes i n t e rs ta te
2

commerce

and the relation of manus acturing to commerce --so also has

the court changed i ts interpretation as to what the

relationship shout d be between broadcasters and the

consuming public.

For many years the broadcaster was considered basically

a custodian or fiduciary for his frequency. The only acce55

requi rement was the equal time provision -For political
candidates which was par t of the Communications Act of 1934.

However, in 1947 the Hutchins Commission (organized and

partially funded by publisher and Ruling Car tel member Henry

Luce) took a view which called #or mod fications cl-F this

broadcaster power. {>=1 th<;~L1gh it took: great pains to say that

there we; no right of access to the media -For every citizen,

i t  d id say that a framework should be devised so that each
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"idea shall have its chance". It
broadcasters to be common carriers of public discussion, but

not to be available -For free access. Despite the disclaimer

of not being open for access, the commission made several

statements throughout its report which urged access for

cal led for the

1979 there was a slow but steady

journey in the courts and the FCC toward greater access. It
mainly has been lurking in the shadows cast by the Fairness

Doctrine. The latter was created by the FCC 's change in

Prior to 1949 the Commission had

minorities, the right of reply or retraction, and in general

for the media to be "free to all who have something to say

to the public" (Commission on Freedom of the Press 1947, 8,

23, 101, 103, 129).

From then until

(Mayflower

this was

policy toward editorials.

prohibited broadcasters *From being advocates

Broadcasting Co. , B FCC 333 (1940) ) . However,

changed from a prohibition to an encouragement.

stated in 1949 that there should be editorialization with

The FCC

"reasonable limits" and "subject to the general requirements

o\' -Fairness" (Report 04 the Commission in the Matter of

Editorializing by Broadcast Licensees, 13 FCC 1246 (1949)).

The Commission said that there is a right of the public to

be in{ormE-d rather than just a narrow right o'F an individual

his or her own views. This was in keepinglicensee to air
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with the Supreme Court decision in the 1944 828958922 Es8§§

case that people have a First Amendment right to receive

information from the wi debt possible diverse and

antagonistic 5ource5. The FCC required that stations not

merely re-frain from denying time to speakers with opposing

viewpoints., but to: actively seek them out. Although the

broadcaster also has the obligation to provide fair and

balanced information, the Fairness Doctrine mainly comes

into clay when the station staci litie5 are used ¥cxr'

discussion of a controversial issue of public importance.

The Fairness Doctrine glee even further. And, once

again, the subject of access in interwoven with the

doctrine. When a person comes under attack on a *8»tatic>n'*8.

{act litie5, the person must be notified of the f act and be

given a chance to reply

When the Fairness Doctrine and personal attack

provisions were contested in 1967 in the f amour Red Ling

case, a unanimous Supreme court not only attested to the

constitutionality in the FCC rule, but went 4=ur'ther in

expounding overall rights 04 citizens and relationships of

consumers to broadcasters.

Red Lim:\r\ is 'such a landmark: case and Justice White was

so wide-ranging in his opinion that many people are able to

read many things into it depending on which paint of view
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they wish to support. Some broadcasters and lawyers viewed

i t a5 an abridgement enc constitutional rights :of the

broadcasters and as a big foot in the door for governmental

regulation of programming (Robinson, G.0., 19675 Schenkkan

1974; Blake 1969) . It was viewed by the Supreme Court as a

confirmation of the primary rate o# the broadcaster as

fiduciary and controller of his airwaves, even though he

must be socially responsive and objectively pa;ir in his

presentation 04 controversy (Columbia Broadcasting System ,

Inc. v. Democratic National Committee 412 US O4 (1973)).

Proponents of access saw Egg gigs as a significant step

forward for their cause (Nord, 1970; Barron 1969c) . The

Court (396) said that "it is the right of the public to

receive suitable access to social, political , esthetic ,

¢'lllClFa1 and other ideas and experience which is crucial

here". Even more directly, Justice White (401) said that

Congress would not abridge the freedom of speech or press if

i t passed legislation giving "time sharing" or "other

devices which dissipate the power of those who sit astride

the channels of communication with the general public. II The

Court (40C)) stated that there 5hcJu1 d be sensitivity to "the

legitimate claims o~F those unable without government

assistance to gain access those -Frequencies for

expression 94 their views. I I

to
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In June 1967, before the 88g Linn case was decided ,

there appeared in the 13952959 L_§w_ R*8v._i_E\;# an article by

Jerome Barron law professor at George Washington University.

The at ticle, which was entitled "Access to the press--a New

First Amendment Right, II 'started a discussion and debate on

the subject 04 access which has continued to the present

among journalists, judges, broadcasters and 1 awyer'5.

Because Barron was the mast outspoken proponent of access at

that time, we will review more fully his point of
3

view and

then present the arguments o-F his opponents.

Barron said that the free market place for i deal via

the ma55 communications media does not exist. It is only a

romantic tradition just like the idea of a -Free market

existing in economics. Because of the antipathy cz-F the

people who control the mass media to ideas other than the

bland, innocuous ones which enhance the medium for

advertising, governmental intervention it necessary in novel

and unpopular or unorthodox ideas are to be assured a

~Forum. The law now only protects people who have control

over the mass media. Barron quotes various Supreme Court

justices who state that ¥u11 and free di 5cu55ion of ideas in

the ma55 media in fundamental in our Constitution and to our

form QUO government. Because this it not p"acti cad by the

mass media, we have access by riot and demonstration and the
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phenomenon of the underground press.

Barron found hope in Justice Black'5 statement in the

Associated Press case that {rsednm of the press frcnm the

government is "no sanction for repression of that freedom by

private interests" (Barron 1967, 1654). Even with the slight

access; {fund in the U.S.--the right to repl Y to personal

attack which DCCUF5 over the air, and equal time ~Far

politicians--this does no good for groups and ideas which

are ignored. Barron sees hope in vari DU5 court cases in

which the judges or justices stated that there is a need to

protect the rights D-F the public, particularly where there

in a ccnmmuruicaticms mcmcapoly or where the media will not

perform in the public interest because it would be bad for

business. In such cases the government could intervene on

behalf of the public. (Barron (1967, 1659) noted that the

right to reply is ccammonly used in Europe and South

America. )

Barron called 4 Dr an expanded interpretation of the

First Amendment to provide for an affirmation of the rights

of the public in the communications process, not j ult for

the DWDEY' S on* the mass media. There 5hDu1 d be an

interpretation that there is a First Amendment right enc the

people to speak, to have an audience, and to be heard. ThE-

second interpretation erpan5in9 needed be the court= (nr a
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quasi-public in nature. Not only are they in mgngpgl y or

oligopoly situations in most parts 04 the country, but also

the functioning 04 the government and the basic information

the pub ic needs in order to carry out it5 duties

citizens in a democracy require the greatest degree of

information iron the media. Furthermore, the news media

benefit from favorable legislation and from administration

by government agencies. Hence, the media shout d not be

considered as purely private enterprises but BS agenci E5

which should be more responsive t o the people and to

government intervention on behal 4 Do the people- This can

best be accomplished by providing access to the media by
citizens.

The critics QUO Barron focused on two basic questions:

how would access be implemented and operated, and how would

th i s be done without considerable government control Ben

Elagdikian (1969, 11) press critic and journalist, said that
access would be bad because it would bypass the traditional
pro¥e55iona1 expertise of the editor, it would be chaotic to

implement, and it would result carly i n CQ;-;-fLI5j on to the

audience. Furthermore, the Fairne55 Ducizrine in

bruadca§ting was 5u¥¥icient to provide the information the

citizen; need. Clip ton Daniel (19703 enc the NE-w Ycfr-k To mE=-8

as
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said that the need for access 15 exaggerated and that the

media can take 5tep5 to cure any ills at imbalances which

DCCLIT I He also indicated that implementing access would be

an impracticality. Almost all critics of access c1atmed

that it would lead to too much governmental intervention.

Justice William U. Duugl as particularly severe in his

judgement an this point (Schenkkan 1974, 76, 78, 79). CHS :\

Walter Cronkite thought that access not only is a ¥oo1 ish
and dangerous proposal 5 but that broadcasting should be

de-regulated altogether and complete freedom should be given

to the press (§§Q§9.§.7£.Q\!Q Law Journal 1973, 131-135) n

Cronkite'5 boss agreed, saying that the press "if, doing a

5u¥ficient and responsible job now" (Barron 1978, 311, 312).

The editor DO Editor and Publisher (1967) claimed that there

is no need for access because minority views are in f act

being expressed. Two journal i sm p"g-fessors at the

University of Missouri stated that the main problem with

access was that government intervention would be required to

determine who would speak for which groups. The problem

would be just ton complex because of the extremely

pluralistic nature and great size of this country (Gill nor

and Barren 1969, 14S-150).

Hut Barron ha; not been al DME in his per"cJ-acces;

Qrientation HE had many supper term.

was

the most prominent of



whom 15 Nicholas Johnson (19708 John-son and Wester; 1971) a

4 former FCC commit-ssioner who was instrumental in initiating
the ¥ir"5t access requirements.. Johnson also is a crit ic of

the Fairness Doctrine.

The subject of access to the mass media in par t G-F a

general 5trugg1e by citizens -For access to other media cr

communications, par ticularly the "public forum. II Une of the

results hae been to produce court cases of significance, not

only -from the point of view of their pcxssible application to

the press, but al so -from the aspect of noting the varying

yardsticks used by the courts for diffifererrt media.

There have been several cases in which people have

attempted to USE public f acilities as a forum for

di semi natlan of i of cur ration . The federal court G+ appea15

ruled in Wolin Egg; Qi _Riga X955 8889951434 E83 E 2nd 83
(2r\d Cir._.L 1968) that a group had the right to distribute
leaflets and talk with people in a bus terminal . Thi 5 judge

cited a previous case which was decided by the Supreme Cdu"t

in which i t was stated that a pamphleteer had the right to)

enter the streets of a company-owned town because, where a n

on-mer nperus up his proper to \¢c>r use by the general public

his; r:£_;I1"£:»8 §3 E»£~r;»m¢_8-

vs

circum£?ib&d by the rigt5 mf those

el

864

if
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use it (Marsh v. State of Alabama, 3245 US 501 (1946))

In a C359 in California (Barr Tm 1973, 100) , tlwe State

Supreme Court ruled that railroad station officials could

not prevent people from using the stat i on for poli t ical

communicat'on just as they could not prevent people from

using parks and streets. (The only proviso in this case and

the terminal case was that there Gaul d be no

inter'¥er'er\ce with the ¥1ow of tr'a\°¥il:.) However, in 1988

the CC1»L\r't held in a 5-4 decision that jai l hcxuse gf-(jL1l~\d5

could not be used *For political protest (Adderl y v. Florida
385 US 39 (196é>)).

In the sign-Ficant _Lgggg 28118y case, which reached the

'3L\P!"E'flllE' Court, pi 1;ket5 w ere given approval to enter a

pri vat el y owned shcxppi rag center because that was where the

audience wa5. Justice Marshall said that there are some

circumstances where privately owned property may be treated

as public property -For First Amendment purposes Mimalgamated

Food Empl oyee§ v. Log an Valley Plaza, Inc. US 3438

(1959) ) .

In 1967 the Supreme Court ruled in the 889109§5 case

that the New York Transit Authority could not !"E'F USE a

Eubway ad merely bEcau5E~ i t was cantrclversi al and because

the #lutliority cry*Fi<:i 3l5 did nat agree with it. They could

not _re"§ use the ad par ticulazfly Eince
of

they i ié id

891

accepted
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A somewhat Simi jar case to L_Qg§Q L/§lL8x i nvol vi fig

handbill di 5tributiQn occurred in Por tl and, Oregon (Lloyd

Corp. V. Tanner 92 S. Ct. 2219 (1972)). In 1968 the trial

judge ruled (consistent with L_Qg_8n_ \_{§}_;_gy) , and the appeals

court agreed, that there was a right of access. However, by

the time the case reached the Supreme Court in 1972, the

Nixon appointees had changed the 45 1 aver of the Court. In a

5-4 decision it ruled in favor of the owner 5 of the shopping

center, saying that there had to be a definite relationship

between the object cn-F the protest and the site of the

protest.

Proponents of the right of access to.» the Ma55 med a

would argue that these court decisions upholding the right

of the public to have communications access; to public and

private property which 15 open to the publ ic *should be

extended to the mass media. They contend that the

broadcasting industry is publicly sanctioned and supervised,

and it is operated under the banner of public interest,

convenience and necessity. The newspapers are public in

nature because of their receipt of governmental legislative

favors and because cM their intimate r-elaticlnehip with the

in\'or'maticm FIEEd5 of the citizens in a democracy.

AdditiQna1 1y, the press opens its pages and air time to the

866
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public, and it provides the public with ire=clrmation and

entertainment to everyone who wishes to see and hear- Cable

TV (CTV) operates with a governmental {ranch se and Ll5E5

public streets and rights 04 way to string its cable. They

all open their f acilities up for commercial speech by

advertisers. Hence, they all are public in the same sense

as in 99994 MQLLQ¥ (§§Q£g§;QuQ L45 Qgucnal 1973, 83)

Opponents 04 acce55 waul d counter this by saying that

the above cases are irrelevant because the press is

5peci¥ica11y exempt by its special constitutional status.

The First Amendment clearly states that the government shall

enact no law abri dgirng the right of freedom QUO the press.

Additionally, there is the Fifth Amendment prohibiting the

government from taking private property for public USE

without just compensation.

Advocates QUO access have had a rough time in the courts

in their attempts to gain access to newspapers. In ca5e5

where people have sought QUElI"8l'!tEEd access; to the

letter5~to-editor column, the courts have ruled in favor of
4

the newspaper (Pierce 1 9 7 2 , 60; Barron 1 9 7 3 , 45, 46) .

The main argument surrounding the newspaper cases in

the question of whether the publication in of a Etate or

private nature- In the case; where the nswapaper is clearly

pfiv&te&y cu-4996, E1CCEt3'_": 11.32 been denied (Q §QQQ Joint
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838593 38819888 E§§§3§;Q§§;QQ Q+_ _12§=3v_8£)- However gr where

there has been a determination that the paper' is cr*F a public

nature, the
'8

deci-8ic~r\~8 have generally game against the press

l These cases have been with new5paper'<5 in a *state

un ver5i to (Log VL Board CHO 8988299 in a public high

schcunl (Zucker Parity; Tinker; X; DES Haines Luéeaauégai

School Di*5trict), and in a bar journal CH: a state university

(Radical 11942253 CaUCL15 Pool 1 The only e>:ceptior» E

¥Dund in a case where the judge ruled that acf:e5s was rent

mandatory if the editor exercised fairness and r'ea5c>nab1 y

good judgment (P¢vin*5 v . _8_L\_.g§:§)-

The preoccupation of the cQur to in these ca5e5 with the

matter of the public or private nature and the media to which

access is being sought is based on the Fourteenth Amendment

which says that states must give equal protecticm to

citizens, but does not mention that private individuals must

al 50 give such protection. Because a corporation in

considered at a private person, there is the need to prove

that the privately owned f acilitiee were performing public

functions and that the school and bar publicatinna were

agency; o-F the state. The attempt to jump the gap -Fr'c>m

private to public na*;L§r"E- £3-8 ~privately <:u.4ned new*§8pal8=8r-*3 as

at been 5ucc 83s¥ul in court 5:3 -Far.
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5.2.2 HISTORY UF ACCESS FROM 1968 THROUGH 1972

The years from 1968 through 1972 saw a great increase,

not j u5t in the discussion of the subject of access

(par ticularly in the legal pro¥e55ion), but also in the

activity QUO citizens groups trying to obtain special ¥avor5,

including access, from the broadcasters whose licenses were

coming up far renewal. The subject of access was discussed

in must law journals and other* legal publications during

this time as well as in some popul at publications. The

merits and demerits CH* access were argued as public unrest

became acute; the potential of cable television was being

discussed; the FCC was grappling with the subject of access

and its first cousin, the Fairness Doctrine; and significant

court cases were decided at were winding their way up toward

the Supreme Court. Jerome Barron continued to pub i sh

defenses of the idea, and Commissioner Nicholas Johnson made

his opinions publicly known, frequently through dissents to

FCC decisions. Their opponents were qui co to answer I

Meanwhile, the medium with the greatest potential fur'

3559835 CTV, was developing quickly and creating a great

stir in the br<3<8xd(:.3'3ti fig indLl§tr'y and in: t'rae legal

prcnf8ssicrn.

The Egg egg case opened the gates Apr individuals and
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groups to appeal to individual stations, to the FCC and to

the courts to provide services which they thought the

Fairness Doctrine and the ¢:Qur t'5 decision authorized. This

led to two types cr-F struggles: the -F federal level of the

courts and the FCC, and at the local level with individual

broadcasters.

The seminal case was Elanzhav v. FCC (405 F.2nd 1 O88

(D.C. Cir. ( 1969) ) in which the D.C. Circui t Court of

Appeal; ruled that cigarette advertising in tel avi Si an

required counter adver ii sing---Free. The three reasons given

were, ¥i"5t, that the broadcasters' public interest

requirements necessitated reply time against a public health

hazard. Second, the issue was controversial, a criterion :of

the Fairne55 Doctrine. Third, the First Amendment contained

a requirement -For communicating i deal and equalizing

appear tunity co-F aCCE'55 to the media.

Although the FCC and the court insisted that this was a

special case and was not to used as a precedent, subsequent

cases have in f act relied or: Banzhaf as a precedent. In two

fsituaticarus, one decided by the FCC (_In £82 Wi 1derr\e*8~,5

899§_2) and one by the court of appeals 4E112898 :of the

Earth FCC) environmental groups. were allowed access to

an 5wer adder rising because t he ccmmerci al 5 had r'ai red

controversial i 55UE5.
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Anti-war' groups, however, did not ¥ar'e so well. In two

cases the FCC and the court 03 appeals declared that because
there as c:c»r»=8-iderable news coverage can the Viet Nam War, the

Fai THESE Dcnct"i ne requirements had been met . There was no

right of access for those groups to explain the alternatives

to military service (13e1id Q54-Q-Q Egg; 6.1. éssociatinn

8299929 E 81829 FCC; Barron 1973, 182; HaruWs and Lazar

1972) n

There was {urther p r e s s u r e on the FCC and the TV

networks rom groups and individual members of Congress to

counteract the easy access which President Nixon was able to

obtain to announce and explain his policies (Barron 1978,

180-172; Pierce 1972, 47-55) Under such pressure the FCC

negotiated with the networks to provide *5-,came time Mar the

groups, emphasizing that it was a matter under the Fai rrzess

Doctrine, nat the right to access. A11 this was complicated

by request-3 for time to answer some of the people who had

been giver: time to answer the Preeidernt. Ir: the case of one

group--the Congressional Black Caucus--the FCC FE'fL\5»Ed the

request ¥clr° access, saying that ZH: CCIFsQTESE needed a law

requiring acc:e55, i t could pa5-8 one (8?th Annual

8§Q9;§4E;§§§8 X995 ;8z§, 41).
Twc- cases were of mare significance ti"zar1 Qthers because

'tYIIE§,:' struck at the hear t a+' to"zQ aCCE=5f5, pFQ§l em9 a d wEr'e
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eventually decided by the Supreme Ccxur t. The Efusineas

Executive's' Mczve 491'- Vietnam Peace (BED) challenged a

braadca5ter'=.5 re¥usa1 to sell time to a sspcxkessman to oppose

President Nixc>n"s address an 3 June 1976. The FCC supported

the broadcaster; the BED appealed the decision. The court

DO appeals heard not only the BEN case, but alia a similar

appeal cn* the Democratic National Committee (DNC) which also

wanted to buy time for' presentation as political and social

commentary, but was refused by the TV networks and the FCC.

The DNC had asked the FCC to create a general right 04

ac¢:e55. In a 2-1 dec:i 5ictr\ the D.C. Circuit Court decided in

¥avc»r QUO the DNC and against the FCC . Judge Wright lai d

there was a First Amendment right of limited access to the

mass communications media.

The decision was; appealed to the Supreme Ccvur t, but the

can-se wool d not be decided for two mare y e a r s . In the

interim, at ticles on accede were published in great number,

and the FCC announced it planned a comprehensive inquiry

into the Fairness Doctrine and access (8944 of 10Q__u152 y 39

FCC 2nd 26 (1971)).

Meanwhile citizerxe were applying pressure Gr acce55

and other ccnrxcessi DAS or"clm local broadcasters. In 1967

there w3~8 a CC¥LH"t decision which radical Ly changed the

r'el atiora*5hip between citizen; and broadca*5ter5. FE citiata-r
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group in Jackson, Mississippi, had petitioned the FCC to

grant a hearing permitting a challenge -For renewal of the

1 iceruse of a local TV station (IAILBT) because of the

statiorfs continuously segregationist viewpoint and the

exclusion QUO opposing opinions. The FCC ruled that the

petitioners were merely members of the public; hence, they

had no standing with the Ccnmmissicm because they had no

economic interest in the operation 0% the station . In

disagreeing with the FCC the D.C. Court of Appeal's said that

individuals and groups of citizens had such 8ufiiicierxt

i ntereat in the performance of the broadcasting stations

that they w e r e entitled to challenge license renewal S

(Office of Communication QUO the United Church QUO Christ v-

FCC, 359 F.2nd 994 (D.C. Cir. 1966) .

Consequently, during the next 4'ew years citizen groups

and i ndi vi dual 5 all over the country exacted consessi  ons

DO¥r'om their local brcnadcasters, marry of whom were ¥ear¥ul
6

791) .challenges to their 1 censes (Jan-Fe 1972, The

agreements covered many subjects including access in direct

and i ndi rect ways (Johnson 1976, 194-2638 Barron 1993,

194 98: Q8i3,X 123533 19743) . Frequently there WEFE

concessions to minorities about hiring practices and giving

or-camera job; to representatives QUO the minority group 2

Qddj ignélly there frequently were demands that the station
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pp'-Egent more PF'ClQl"E\lTiE whith reflected minority groups and

interests. The pasitinras of minority groups vis-a-vis the

broadcasters were strengthened by placing their members on

advisory boards -For the stations and by assisting the

stations with their FCC requirement of fl¥8*€i¥llQ a s tu d y to

ascertain the problems and needs of the community (Primer go

8§.¢;§5;§i.0@§Q; Qi QQMQQLLX Esglalemg .lax Broadcast QQQLLEQQE,

27 FCC 2nd 650 41"-?71)).

There were some agreements which provided far direct
access (Jclhnsorn and Western 1971, 623, 624). A Sandersville,

Georgia, station provided access to "sigrliaficant" community

groups (Schwartz and Wood 1972, 1-19). Public 'station WGBH

in: Boston started to: give thin to minutes, -Five times a week

to groups and individuals (J8-F-f6 1972, 7 9 0 ) . In Pittssburgh

and a few cities in the San Francisco Bay a r e a scums

agreements were reached f car providing access for periodic
59-second spot announcements, resulting in an a v e r age of

-seven me55age5 per week (Hanks and Longini 1974) . Same

stati C}IliS provided a 31 ight degree 04 access by reading
1 i steiners' l e t t e r ; Q ver the air' (Jo-fl-f€ 1972, 7993 g

New8pereczsns nr; public TV station KERQ in Dallas read the

phcnrxed-in comment; of their viewer'-8 in re5pnn5e to *atcfr-ies

_;L\=8t pre8er\ted in the nei45ca*5t*3.

T119 bro8dca8t i rxdugtry general 1 y attained the;
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activity. Robert Jerncks, president of CBS broadcast gr'clL\p

in 1978, criticized the citizen QFDUD5, saying that they

only represented themselves, not the entire community which

the broadcaster must serve. He cl aimed that the American

population is t o o plural isstic to] allow such programming

4ractiona1 ization, thus undermining the mass audience appeal

of broadcasting, which is the basis of commercial television

(Barron 1973, 236, 2'€'}7} .

Although the FCC made same PtlCiCEdUl"81 decisions

\Facil itating the work c>% the citizen groups by extending the

time har- iiiling the license renewal and be requiring the

broadcaster to announce when his license is up Mar renewal

the Cummisainn has generally not been hospitable to citizen
groups, par ticularly in providing evidentiary hearings. It

has been claimed that the FCC does not have the personnel to

have such hearings <For each petition to deny which is Filed

by the citizen groups (Barron 1973, 246, 248) .

HISTORY GF ACCESS FRDM 1973 TO 1978

The YE'13l""8 i 973 and 19274 were cones 0: setback -For the

*5L1pp1:»!"ter 5 c14 3CCE'E*E.- The Supreme Court Filed is Fevefse

Use c:c:L\r°t <34 appeal; and to; support the FCC in the 84819885

Eecutive~3 Move/Democratic National Committee C .358

go
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(BEM/DNC). The high court alscx determined in the IQ§U;;lQ
case that the Florida law o? right cn-F reply in newspapers

was unconstitutional, thereby dashing the hcnpes for a foot

in the deer* -for access to the newspaper medium (Miami Herald

v . Tnrnilla 418 US 241 (1974) J . The FCC announced the

results of its review a-F the Fairness Doctrine and access, a

report which c lea r ly we; in *support cr-F the -Former against
the latter. And, -Finally, the FCC began to take a -Firmer

stand against citizen groups and their agreements with local

broadcasters, part :ul at 1 y those agreements which permitted

access (§;Q§§;§§;;0g 1 '?75b s 30 ; §:Q§Q;§§£;uQ 1975c J 24;

EQQLELX 1975, 43)-

In the BEM/DNC case the decision was n o t SD c l e a r c u t

as the 7-2 vote would indicate, because -Five o-f the seven

majority justices wl"Dt9 opinions.. chief Justice Burger

reasoned that, since the 1934 Communications Act (paragraph

153 (h)) states that broadcasters are not common carriers,

and Eince it always says that the FCC c a n n o t czensaor' GF

interfere with free speech, the-Fe was no right of a

government-imposed system of access 7 a system which would

abridge broadcasters' First Amendment rights and 1 ead to

day-tn-day government control of broadcasting. Burger'

stated 5-came c;\'F the standard argument; against acc€-59,

argument; we"zici's warm in agre-8m9ni ii to tzs8 FCC pa*8,it;l_Qn I
*
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acce55 would dilute the rights and e{¥ectivene55 o? control

and responsibility o-F editors; political spot advertising is

not a suitable medium -For intelligent treatment cm-F comp e-'~:

i 55ue5 5 because the activity of the broadcaster i s not

"state action\," hi-3 production i s completely as a private
enterprise; an access system based on the purchase of air

time "might allow the wealthy tcm maruopolize or at
7

least mold
public di*8cLx<5<5ion;" the Fairness Doctrine insures balance,

retain-3 traditional editorial responsibility, maintain;

public accountability when licenses are renewed, and screens

out irresponsible speakers since the audience 15 a captive

one 8 i t must be protected from the risk Cd: harmful

prnpagaruda.

The two di 55erxtir\g justices made the following

arguments: the banning of ar:¢:e55 makes a rnackery of the GH;

stated gcxal of free and uninhibited discussion; mere Y

relying an the Fairrze55 Doctrine i5 inadequate because the

broadcasters lack' the desire if car the e>'pre551 on on their

*stations c147 Ul'\Dl"thDdDX and varying vieu-458 the First

Qmendment rights of potential speakers to have a forum and

to be heard are violated; the editorial judgment o t h E

l3F¢;'»adf;a3t';3F is n o t irnvcfl red with pc:=1 itical adder ii E.-i no

because, since the inroad castor 8 already tut-rl cvvfself their at

to NOH!& member; 431: the public *i*I;hE adder to 5Er5}
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political advertising is merely providing air time -For other

c:itizer15; the broadcasters are private cerzsore.; i t in a

vi cnl aticrn 434: the First Amendment for the brnadaster not to

give time to some people when other citizens with apposing

view8 receive time; there is no compelling reason why there

Ehcauld be governmental ccmntr-ol i-f a system of a¢:c:e=8,'=. w ere

e3tabli5 ed.
Eine of the key issues was to determine i<F broadcasting

constituted estate action . It i d cud, then: the

non-broadcasting cases in which courts had granted public

access might apply to broadcasting. chief Ju'-stir; Burger

ruled that broadcasting was not a public ~Fun:tic>rx, saying

that the FCC in merely an "overseer" and that broadcasters

are Free agents" (BEM/DNC. 116. 117) The broadcasters have

primary respcrnsibi 1 ity, with the Commission having only

review authority.

The court did not completely extinguish the hopes Q-F

people who ¥avDred access. At the end 04 hi 5 opinion Chief

Justice Burger, noting that the FCC was taking another 1 oak

at the Fairness Doctrine and ac:c:e8*8.,, said that COUQVEEE Qr

the FCC tt"1:3t in bath practi call E and deal table" (EIEVI/DNC

1971 17(3-294 } I

The reaction in *;h 3 legal pro~F<85-s5ian to the C 359 , 3-cr:

re-Flected in law journals and reviews, was generally c-me 5:ri
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difaapprcxval al But most writers. thought that the subject wa-5

st i l l at: opera matter because of the diverse court apiruicnns

and the fact that the court indicated swat oGrE\ say t

3CCES'E5 could be developed be Congress or the

enc
El

FCC.

(Interestingly, moet legal commentators seemed to f aver' 5c)me-

~For'm co? acce-35; he-wever, mast journalism writers were highly

Cr-itical QUO the scheme.)

Most commentator' S thought that the court ignored too

much evidence enc government ccnrntrcll co? brnadcaating, and

that there in no doubt that broadcasting is s ta te action.

They believe that there is her tai fly more state action than

in the many non-braadcasting cases where there is no

gczverrxrnent action at all except that the area is open to the

public. The second wcacztor the court ignored HIS the many

non-broadcast cases (with private as wel 1 as public

deferxderute) in which the your to ruled that where advertising

once exists, a prohibition of controversial adver rising is a

Fi rest Amendment vi D1 at on . Anther precedent ignored in the

decision was that non-commercial speech is more protected by

the First Amendment than commercial speech. There are al 50

many cames which could be precedents ¥c»r" governmental

a~F£ir'mativE action HIV i%CCE§,'8 for paid 1351 iticeal

adder rising. The court ski:-te-88 the Matter Cr? eqLaa}_ rigI"i*;~8~

im~";f"iE:t:L=:3n ...... I*
'T the C=:m5titutiQm because tis 8rDadc&5t9r 1738 if
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be discriminatory in accepting 5UME1 'spot announcements

(mainly commercial) and rejecting 48-dituri al spots. The

court QUO appeals des 5iun which was over turned noted thr-ee

such cames.

General 1 y, the commentators were of the mpinimn that

the des 5iun confused the situaticm more than clarified it.

Canby (1974) particularly was concerned about the status of

public broadcasting in light (34 the cc1Llr't'5 decision. Since

PBS and the Corporation for Public Broadcasting are heavily

and directly i rnvulved with the government, is access

mandatory for non~QgmmErci al state suppcxr red br~oadca5ti fig?

determination that
9

the public stations are appropriate forums for access.

14 so, the only question remaining is a

Cornish (1977} said that there is a First Amendment

internal conflict between the rights. of the broadcasters and

the public. In the Associated Press C 359 the Cuur t said

that freedom 04 the pres; or~um gcuverrxrnerst inter°¥er'en<:e was

no sanction for repr-685i on 04 rights by private interests.

The Cnur t in Rad Li on indicated that to-re right; of the

bx*o8dca5ter 5 are secondary to# these of the public, and i t

attempted to provide more public debate and ex DU8UFE to

1 d58C4."~9- The; attempt 9189. "been stymied byas life 3284984

:-
L...8.59 r

T?l£ 394881 €Q 9 883 4481 Cs diaapp ave mf 855998 9188 E
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a'8»*5i§tance Qt the government to the new.-spaper

indu5try-~ceriain exemptions from antitrust tar: breaks,

special mai] rate; and limited protection #Poem libel--these

are devised carly to enhance the press' ¥urac:tiorx 04 providing

in¥c:~r-mation to the public. To the cases Barron

pre5ented~~where the courts had approved public access to

private -Face litie=8, which were open to the public--the Court

replied that in these cases the pr'c:~per-ty involved still was

private proper ty despite the intact that the "public is

generally invited to use it #or designated pur'po5e<8." (_l=3~_QxQ

TannerH 2229 ) Justice Powell clarified these case 's

*Further and interpreted them very narrowly where the public

aspect was concerned. Burger' said that deciding what was to

be in print and DU the air is the editor's=, job. That

editors "cars and do abuse the i r power' is beyond doubt, but

that i s not reason to deny the di screti on Congress

provided. II The newspapers w e r e given a ~Fr-ee hand. AS

JLx*5ti 1:E- Blackman said, "be have opted *For* a -Free pFe*.§5, not

~¥r-E-E9 debate' (§»;Q§Q;§§;;Q9 1974* 56) I Replying to the claim

that 5uch 81'i interpretation could have a chilling e-F-Feet can

public: debate, Ju5ticE= Rehnquist remarked, "The Miami Herald

car: chill anyone i~F it s»4ant= to ' (§§9§§§§§§;Q9 19744 :

9-l1 thou'39 the subject of the di~FT'9renf.:e in: handling 1:4

the broadcast indu8tr- campared with r¢¢8w*5paper'5 we; braughi
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up ! the cxzurt clearly decided to mai ii tain the doLlbl e

standard. Far the newspaper industry there will be n o

Fairness Doctrine, equal time or right cnf reply to attacks.

95 the Chief Justice wrote in a PFE8/iOL\'5 case abcxut the

did£erersce between the two media, " p , n ew sp ap er can b e

operated at the whim of the awnersi a broadcast station

cannot" (Chc¥ice 03 Communication enc the Church c14 Christ V..

FCC 359 F 2nd 944 (D.c. Cir. (1'?é>é»)). However, Justice White

seemed to have same misgivings about this vote to support

the newspaper. A-Fter noting the result of the I9g0i119 case

and the Supreme Court'5 decisions in the major l i be l ca-se-3,

he- remarked that the people are "let t at the mercy 0{ the

pre8e" (lglmlllflu 323).

It is no surprise that, in 1974, when the FCC ¥ina11y
published the findings of i t s two-year review 04 the

Fairness Doctrine and the subject $4 access, the cnnclusiorus

were similar to i t s statements in the previously maratiorued

cases which had been appealed to the Supreme Court (39 Qggg

Qi EQQQLQL B.E:g4La_L;Qn_§, 25372-26382 (1*}'74)). The Ccxmmiasiora

strongly rea-'Ffirmed the Dfzctrirae and _just EXE strongly

f:.::"3.*:.1£:i8-'.8.=d tl"'sE concept QUO accede. TtiE repar-t generaualy

quited the acavcratkle court decisioni;-3.

To-were l-'\}E'l"E <8.~'3m(-8 IL=;fa'y prDvi 5ion§ cnf the r&pQr t who CIT
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mari t mentioning. Si nce Each station has the ¥u1 1

responsibility Q the Fairness Doctrine, it must "encourage"

pre8entatisn o opposing vi ewpcai nts. Time if.; t 4;\ be giver:

free to: a g ro u p i f in; Eanrmt pay for i t . Editorial

adver timing in subject to the Fairness Doctrine, but

irustituticsnal adder rising is not. The Cammi ssicnn cri sci zed

the D.C.`. Court enc Appeals Mar spreading the E§u_1§i cancer

to the Friends Qi the Earth case. In the future the FCC

would apply the Fairness Doctrine to commercials only for

thcxese which obviously and meaningfully di 5c:u55 a public

i SEU.E3..

The Commission specifically rejected the Federal Trade

Commi55ion'5 recommerxdat i on to provide access for spot

announcements to rebut ccnmmercials which explicitly or

implicity are :cvntrDver'5ial, which make claims which are in

5cierrti 4=ic dispute, car which are Eilerzt on the negative

aspects of a product. The FCC said that the FTC s.=,h¢3u1 d use

its awn powers, to police adder rising.

Getting to the heart 0% the access i QUEUE, true FCC

acknowledged that the Supreme Court said in the §§l;l[_Q_.Q case

that the CQHQFQES and the Commission "can experiment with

new i;ea83" including accc-55. However, the Cammi 55ion said

it  could not conceive of any "scheme co government-dictated

433" de8'8,it"3t\lf88 I xac§983 WiQ we czar sider bcvth praczticabl £3x-.
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The best i s the F`8i Frxe5*8, Doctrine, which 1 eaves

_;cv.Llr*ria1 is tic discretion in the hands of the broadcaster.

However, station; may provide access a s they SEE Ht in

order to meet their Fairness Doctrine responsibilities. The

public does have- a right o~F acce55--the right to hear ideas

which are given access via spnkespersmns 591 acted by the

broadcasters, who are the "trustees 04 the public. in

The whole situation seemed to have place the pro-access

Court of Appeals in Washi ngtcm, D.C. ,
IO

into an anti-access

vice enc the FCC and the Supreme Court. Now that the FCC

knew it had the backing on( the Supreme Court , i t seemed

likely that the Commission would take a stronger' and mare

decisive r'c»1 e in its administration oac the Fairness Doctrine

and particularly access.

And this is what appeared to happen. In mi d-1975 the

FCC DflOPC!5Ed that broadcasters be insulated from citizen

groups and their agreements with these groups (Y§glgt¥ 1975,
"4). The Commission said i t wcnul d reject there agreement;

when they "cur tail a licensee _1 E fundamental responsibility
and discretion is (§§Q8d_f;_a_§t_j_n_g. 197555 24). Fiore specixcically,

in pt*c»pv35E'*d Rulemaking the FCC say d that citizen

agreements. cannot cur tail broadcaster responsibility to

system

the
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larger community. It in not good for a station to set a
ii>:ed amount Q41 time ~For", or a spec-Fic program directed to,

a par ticular segment of the community. Ncrr' is  i t advi sable

¥clr a stat i Dru to broadcast a par ticular number enc

citizen-initiated DF issue-or iented messages at stated

periods of time. The broadcaster dc1e'8. not need to ¥ee1 he
has to make these typer of agreements. The activity of the
citizen groups has resulted in too many petitions to deny,

bringing a large backlcnad 43% cases for the Commission.

However, the Commission encourages "dialogues with c i t i z e n

groups" (Brc>adca5ti_Qg 1 '?75b , 3o>

Meanwhile the Congress was buzzing with proposals and

statements which concerned the pf€s5 and acce55 to it .

Various members of Congress were pressing for more access 0%

their own to counteract the easy a c c e s s c14 the President

(Broadcast Qg 19743, 23) . Senator MCCIEI 1 an proposed a

Fairness Doctrine #car newspapers, because the concentration
of ownership out the news media had re5u1 red in an absence can

dis5eminatiun of d i verge views. Other congr'e55men w ere

agitating for free BCCEE5 to the media war politicians
during elections (§£Q§Q§§§§;ng 1974b , 29) The networks

countered with a proposal {c:/r" greater TV acce55 to Cnngresfs.

Her live coverage 4§5Q9Q;§_8t_1Qg 1974-c, 48) . 9 Hou5E gFGup 9%

°5i>:tee\r\ corlgreismera claimed that, 3; par t of the FaiFne55
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Doctrine respcsrnsibilities, broadcasters should run spcnts to

ccxuruter' the car l company i misti tuti canal scammer-ci al 5

(§;Q§QQ§§;;8g 1974d, 60-63) * A bill was introduced to give

equal time to an oppcrsing spokesperson every time the

President went or the air and di*8~.cu55ed a controversial

subject (_3§g§gg§ggigg 19749, 7) .

Individual opinions varied greatly among congressmen 5

academi C5 and influential members co the executive branch,

ranging -From eliminating all restrictions can brcaadcasters to

making them equal with the newspaper industry (Clettiriger

1974; Moss 1975) ; eliminating the Fairness Doctrine and

instituting access (Johnson and Western 1971; §£Q§Q;Q§§iQg
19?1, 11); keeping the Fairness Doctrine and also creating

access (Barron 1973) ; and keeping the Doctrine and

eliminating access--the FCC position..

Meanwhile the Fairness Doctrine itssel-F seemed to be in

trouble i-F it were tested again in the existing Supreme

Court. 95 Schenkkan ( 1974) painted cut, the composition of

the Court had changed from that whisk: provid9~ the unanjmgug

Red Lian decision. Only -Four' member; of that ccxur t WEFE

left.. Cine Ju9€"*§=7& de-¥initQly was against the Fair'rue*5-3

~D<:»Etrine; arlathar- had almcnat arrived at t& same cQnzlu§i 59;
tic c=i;FzE-r"»8 were rrncvfe included to-:ar"d ""|""*-

i8\.._..._ go; 396 vi feweaj 'IZ¥llE*

Fai rne-;=,~8. Dcnztreine 83 a poor 5QlutiQn; two clt§*»E-F 5 WEFE-
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question marks, but could be leaning away 'From the Doctrine;

and three continued to roar the vir tue5 of Red Lion.

A11 the above circumstances plus the f acts of continued

citizen group action and the statement of the Supreme Court

in 8884989 that it would not look unfavorably if Congress or

the FCC came up with a reasonable, limited a c c e s s scheme or

seemed to i ndi Cate that the subject N35 s t i l l alive,

although i t suffered 5eriou5 setbacks in 1973 and 1974.

However, only the matter of access to the broadcast industry

seemed to be alive. 19591119 appeared to have ended the

attempt to obtain access to the print media.

§;§_QB§l=E_IELE!l§lQHi_8QQ§§§_lil§IQBX..EBQM..l'2Zé,IQ_Ili§

PRESENT

5. 3. 1 INTRUDUCTIUN

By the end CH' 1975 cable television (CTV) was seen both by

-friends and does clip access to the press as the proper place

for public access. with its, large, multichannel capacity,

CTV can have the ability to Pl"D'4'idE for all standard TV

broadcasting channels, local programming and many other

services of D319-3{'\d two-wav common i cat i ons which could

revolutionize much o<F the mass and private informational and
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ccnmmurnicatinn process (Bagdikian 1971) g

Q rather surprising phenomenon is the apprnbaticm given

to CTV access by some :of the wfnes of broadcast access.

Qf ter a thorough and balanced review of pres s access, and

Hzxllnwirug his criticisms of it, Lange (1973, 91) ccnncludes

that cable access is good. II For al l those who want the

ability to *speak with a f air' chance to be heard by anyone

who may be interested, cable television can truly prove to

be the *television cn-F abundance' II Even the Chie-F Justice

Burger, who led the Court's -Fight against access, expressed

his approval -For' the FCC regulaticms 04 c:Tv (BEM/DNC. 93

5.Ct., 2100). And yet, many of the same, basic questions and

i issues which aroused 5-D much controversy and objection

regarding the subject D-F access; to the mass media alston apply

to CTV.

The end D-F 1975 -Found the stat us CX-F pub in access

clarified by the ccnur to: ~FDr newspapers--none; for

br-czadc:a5ting~-onl y for candidates -For' federal cn'lFice and

victims of attack; for cable--a QFEETI l ight . The courts

oh 1:JwE-d 'F ULU" dif ferent standards which are used of car the

various media categcaries ca? CTV, broadcasting, newspapers,

and general HG¥l!"Ha*8 E media communi Cati on m Qn argument u5E8

to de¥Eai acceaa i FE DFWE medium we; used to promote it it

another* medium. Per-ecectents in one ¥csrrfz Q? communication
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were nat transferred to another. The demciniticm 434 state cir-

public action ownership nr interest widely varied from

medium to medium. Or me court DO appeal 5 and SDHYE 'state

SLlPl"ElTiE c¢:lur*ts ¥requent1 y seemed to be more pro:-access, than

the Supreme Court.

The LLS. executive branch had its divisions. The FCC

was cDn5i 5tently against broadcasting access, but the FT4:

was *For i t . (Dry a cl cvsely related subject the Justice

Department w a s very concerned about the concentration of

ownership of but the
i i

irltereist (Schenkkan 1974, '}".8G). )

the media, FCC showed much less

Congress, although having occasional cries for access 5

was mainly either for congressional access to counteract the

easy availability c14 the media to the president or for

obtaining more access to the media for i t s member S during

elections..

Meanwhile, in the 19705 the py"e55u1""- -FDr° a c c e 5 5 w a s

growing at the loca l level where citizen groups were making

m or e and more demands on broadcasters and exacting many

concessions, including provisions for access. The FCC w e ;

to-ying to di=.coL¢rage these <;r'cJup5 and we; encouraging the

txt-c¢adx:a*8te8r5 to; r&8i it to=em.

Du:- Fe *;I= i.i"§
'_:4

time 0% agitation and ccvr\-?L1*8i€:m moat per pal I:1L...

5El8mE»d to approve c34 the idea CH accE55 on CTV. It was to be



the major arena -Fcxr :cm-Hict regarding access during the

newt period :of access hi 5t1;\ry,

5.3.2 CABLE TV ACCESQ: LE3P,L HISTORY

The period 19745 to the present is a rather' curious one,

in that access went in di-F-Ferent directilsnsa.. With access; to

broadcasting no longer an issue, the Fairness Doctrine came

under string attack, 5-D 'strong that it seemed to be almost a

dead letter as the proponents of deregul ati on held *sway .,

Indeed, the FCC it5el-¥ is now recommending the abolition cr

the Doctrine (Access 1984) . As the backers of access turned

more to cable TV, they so-F-Fered a major de-Feat at the hands

cs-F the Supreme flour' t which ruled against the FCC' 5

requirements for access (Midwest Video v. FCC, 440 us 689

(1'-??'-?)). They' also had to -Fight G-F-F continuous attempts in

Congress to: either outlaw access or' to severe y cripple i *ii

{Qcce55 1982i). Meanwhile, radio became deregulate-d by the

FCC, with backing by the courts (Access 198Ia3.

Despite these problems, accede, began proliferating and

breaming all EVE!" the £¢:=L1r=tr'y as more and more cable system;

began to GHYEV access channels to their communities and the

people started to DV'Z5£jLlCE ;3rrJg:"am8 (Her-ri SDH 1981). The

cable indu§tr'y it3e1¥ was Ehcvwing twcr ¥ace5i one lobbied

891

in
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Congress against acce5¢5; but the other m°¥ered magni¥i<:ant

access prove 5i on5 and 'Fa4:i litie5 when t rying to get

franchisee awarded to them at when attempting to have their

¥Fanchi se5 renewed had ccxrnmunitie5 (Cabl evi Si on 1982d1 .

However, Dccaeionally, after receiving the lucrative awarded,

they dragged their #feet or re¥u5ed to fulfill soma 13% the
agreements, par titularly if the provisions were not spelled

out in detail in writing, or they t r ied to dimir\i oh the

extent of access after they got the -Franchise and operated

it -fgf a while (Access 1983b; Letter to author' from James

Bond; Recess 1984; Feinstein 1984).

In addition, a new medium was on the horizon which had

the potential for pravi di fig additional , diverse voices in

broadcast rug--1 of power TV. Direct broadcast satellites,

although further' down the read as a practical reality -For

mass use , nonetheless was another method of: potential

competition for' cable and broadcasting and a further'

possibility for public access in the future.

Eut, regar-dl<=8-8-5 4:4 the Qetbactiz for aF:r:e55, one thing

is clear: the access movement is starting to accelerate and

i t may be very di-§¥iF;Lz1 t ¥cxr U19 Fiulirzg Car tel and lac.-31

power' 5*;rLactur"e§, to cclntairl it.



In the latest court cases regarding access the Supreme

Court ceased emphasizing the relevance oN' "public Mora"

cases which were discussed previously. As we have seen, in

the public forum situation citizens have a right Q41 -BCCE55

-Fur public speech arid discussion to state-controlled $1 acer

such as a street or par g. in public libraries and 5¢:hc~018,,
in the 5tr'eet5 of a company-owned town, and even on private

property if the owner cJpEn5 his space Her public entrance

and USE. If CTV could be interpreted as £:un5tituting "state

action," it would be *subject to regulations which place same

limits on the operators' First and Fifth Amendment rights.

Because the Supreme Court ruled that neither the print nor

broadcast media constitute state action, they cannot qualm-¥y

for being a public forum.

The Court made thi 5 determination despite the 4=ac:t that

there are limits on the -Freedom of broadcasters in the

per"<;~vi 5ior15 o-F the Fairness Doctrine, equal time ¥c>r'

candidates, and in the r i g h t 04 re5pcmz-':»e trev per5or»a1

attack*8,. However d i s t r i c t c o u r t r u l e ds 8. in: 198€) that a

url iversi Ty' '3 pub in TV static was required to Ehow the

documentary Death 94 a Princess aq c 5ntr t;xvE»r~;=,i al program

which the University cnf Hcnustcsrx station would not clear- F<:~r'

l°Jr=3ad§_5v.=5i iF! city W1'§t'! ;:»cJz4er*¥ul inh8re8t and

1'ir=anl:ial connects curse, with the oil producing Qrab cQuwtri e5
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decisions that Ij;Q3g§t_ V_;Qgg L; represents.

regulatory authority aver CTV in

the subject cl cable TV was first raised, the FCC re-Fused to

Supreme

3,3393

subject co? public access.

challenge yet.

from

Commission preferred for Cerngreee, to make a statement or

than rE4errE»d to ans CATV--Community Antenna Television. lAthE»ra

review

discuss it in detail because of its great

step iii, because cable

action regarding PBS

interpretations arose ir: the

in i t i a l

thi 5 peri f3d--Mi dwelt Vi dE*o
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broadca3t Er5 to clip the wings 345 CTV be¥c»re it became

true competitor, the FCC entered the vacuum, setting minimum

Etarrdards requiring the franchisees to carry the local

brnadca8ti fig stat i ons an the i r crnartnels (Stern 19815 189,

194)

In 1968 Southwestern Cable company challenged this

limited action by the Commission, claiming that not only did

the FCC not have jurisdiction over cable, hut that the

regulations. requiring the operators to carry the local

br-czadcaat Si goal 5 ccJrx5ti outed mailing aperatcars a limited
common carrier, something which we; not allowed by 'the

Cummunicetinns Act 04 1934. The Supreme Court ruled far the

Commission, saying that the FCC rules w ere "reascarxably

ancillary" to its regulation 0+ broadcasting.
Accordingly, in 1989 the Commission issued regulation;

(Schwartz 1982, 1014) 'FDF the cable industry, among which

w ere requirements ~FQr" the 5y5tem5 with mare than 3, 50(3
subscribers to: have local origination -Facilities. In 1?71

Midwest VidE==8 Cczmparsy challenged there rul EE . ThE Eigt1*;I1

Circuit: Court of »'i`4:'pea15 agreed with the cfperatnr-5, but the

Supreme Cclur t reversed and ruled in ¥avnr-cs-F the FCC, saying

that the CQmmi 55i Qn ccuid "regulate EQTV wish a '~,fi E'&,=,i Nat

merely is prates twat to promote tl°l-8 Qbjec€iv&5 ¥=3t- L'€ill3.2Ii':

the ~CQmmi§5iQn had been aesigneci jurisdiction DYE?"

a



broadcasting" (US v . Midwest Video Corporation, 4Gé> UP 649

<1972), commonly known as __M;_g_Lv§-gg. _Vlggg _I).

Consequently, the FCC issued more regulations (Schwartz

1982, 1015), t h i s time increasing the number 0{ local

origination channel; to one each for public, Education,

government and leased use. This wool d be applicable for

5y5tem'5 in the top one-hundred cable markets. (However , t he

Commission'5 support was weakening. The Midwest Video

decision was 5-4, with Chief Justice Burger supper ting the

FCC, but with great doubts.) In 1976 the FCC modified these

requirements, making them applicable far systems with over

3, 5121421 5ub5¢:ribers and demanding a 24-channel capacity by
June 1988, with the old systems being grands athered until

the franchises elapsed (59 FCC 2nd 294 (197é>)).

The acce5*5 requirements were made more ~F1e>{ib1 e, in

that if the channels were nat active, the operator could use
them (Harri son 1981 ; Schwartz 1982) Additionally, the

franchisee could combine the Ch8Fll"IE*1'5 into general a=:l:e=.5s

instead o-F having them dedicated ~FClF the .above Epecified
tour USES. It we; further required that the operator must

provide equip re-nt -8 Qr access LVSEF' S -_ .Ld \- reasonable cost and

tHe*»; there wc»Lllid be PID charge 'Far' tfle ~Fir'8*!" -Five minutE»~8, r
C31

tim§-5 with -Lzbsequ.-rvt time br.-8>ing ...Lgee Ii f-E»8=_»3§118t.j§l§» In

T t i é channel E mL¢5t be mad-8 a\*.-'é,;.*. 1. abl E

EL

Chi a -air-:t-come,
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¥ir8t-served, norf-discs-irr»'n¢8»tcn'y b35i 5 and the operator WEE

not to have Editorial control over the channels, al thcsugh he

could prescribe rule-5 to pre;-vent cvbscerzi ty, indecency and

lotteries. (The Washington, D.c., Court a% Appeal; stayed

the pravisinns can indecency arid obscenity upon challenge by

the American Civil Libel ties Urfiorf (9mEicam Civil Liberties
Union * FCC, HU- 76-1695 (DCEJ33, 1977) Ur

3 Schwartz 198133 st

1013) . J

Midwest Video again challenged the FCC'5 authority and

atticms. Nat surprisingly, the Eighth Circuit CQLH-t :of

#appeals o n c e mor E agreed with the DPE!"lat{3!" 5 in a

wide-ranging cspinicfn which has been highly criticized in law

journals and review; (Midwest Video V. FCC 571 F. End

(Eighth Cir., 1978)). The a':our*t ignored the previous Supreme

Court decisions by saying that cable was outside the FCC'=.s

jurisdiction because CTV was; rcpt broadcasting. It al ac=

stated that the Ccxmmi'-35ic.rn'5 rule; had plated an illegal
carman carr ier ' Fequi"ement 124' 1-'orcing operatc:r5 to: have

access channels but mtiw no content coratrcvl and b Y being

¥QF£Ed to c a r r y pFc:grl3m5 i n 3 £i1"-=t-z:c=m»8, ¥ir5t-served
nm9~8i;ti irater bai- Thi*=- deprived thE opetatars up

't̀ §E8l F Fi F 48 §m989nt in to 896 <3 a.°=,=9 the government contf&l

£3 -LE _ l J.. ..--.L and Asia; T89 ¥ a9§i3998 Fi nth #sine-ndm§~9

rigt5 were also violated because the government was taking
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away' the operatcn-'5' property (channels) for public LoSE

without just cczmpenaatinn. The appellate court reached the

conclusion that cable TV and newspapers were t h e '-'_38ME 8

there-fore. the _T2821119 case was applicable, making access

unconstitutional. Finally, the court claimed that there was;

no state acticsrw irzvcflved; hence, the government could Nat

intrude.
The FCC appealed. Elul despite the two previous

¥avorab1 E r'ul ings by the Supreme Court, the Cammi55ion'5

chances were not SD rosy as it might have seemed, The

8;Q4§§£ v_;Q~;.9 ;_ deck Si on W85 by a 5-4 vote, with doubts

harbored by same of the majority. Also, two subsequent

cases had whittled away at the Cnmmi 55ion' s authority and

its regulations over' CTV (Stern 1981; Nernelmarz 1982). Un top

0% this, the winds QUO deregulation were blowing in the

executive and legislative branches (Simon 19EL'2b).

ThE' Commission claimed that i ts access requirements

helped to create diversity DO opinions and voices to be

heard, and they hold increased the outlets 451' pub! in

E:-ipreia-8ion a~8 was upheld in: Hi dx4E»~8t Videos _I. Furthermore,

the access prcrvi§icm-8, had replaced U19 CoLor t-approved local

or go rzati curl requi rE~mer=t~3 which were WUFE* cut fit] ECGUDFH3.42.1

bur'd~3rl DVD to"=E Qp§t3 Qq than th-8 ance?--5, }""£§{3L§j ax1 169.

Additionally, the FCC Fused in 1978 that the Qperators did
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not have to provide live a c c e s s programming i + tape

staci litie5 isled.

In 1979 the Supreme Court upheld the Eighth Circuit in

the Midwest Video I I decision in which it agreed that the

FCC over-stepped its ¢:c\rngr'es<5iDna1 mandate. The 5- decision

was written, ironically, by the Eame Just ice Byrcnn White

who, in writing the Egg _Legg decision, championed the cau se

of the listener* and vi ewer . The court claimed that

broadcasting and CTV w ere the same , thus making i ts

br~c:adca5t deci Si ons appt i cabl E. White placed great emphasis

on the Court'5 action with CBS in the BEM/DNC in which it

upheld the network's right to reject the request wcor time to
be made available ¥crr political di 5l:u55icm by the purchase

of Lime, either in 'spat announcements or in -Fu1 1 programs.

In the §l§_M___{QN__Q case the court stressed the need to preserve

the j journal i sti C editorial control o{ content by the

network. This is exactly what the FCC deprived the cable

operators from exercising, White claimed.

Another significant factor was the matter of common

carrier status, the court say fig that the ac:ce5*5

requirement; made- the operator; common carrier; iI'l

contravention up paragraph 3(h) up the Cnmmunicatians Qct.

8w8'cicf8 white r& _33c€'_9d tnruskly U15- *=tatemelTf; b y

Justice Burger in the CBS case that cTv, with its diversity,
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would be the appropriate medium had' public access and that

it could be that a limited form CHO it could be worked out by

the FCC or .Cangre55.

White relied heavily cm his, perception o-F congressional

intent during the -Farmaticxrx o% the Cnmmunicatinns Pict in;

1984 which indicated that the public was not to be given

direct access tcm the airwaves. Finally, the Court ccsncluded

that the FCC regulations were a prohibitive ecclrmmic burden

on the operator . ThE* Court reached no constitutional
considerations nor discussed the problems o1° monopoly.

The Midwest Video I I decision has been great y

criticized Wy legal scholars writing in law reviewed and

journals (Hair-isorn 1981; Schwartz 1988 Nemelman 19818; Stern

1981; Kreiss 1981; Christensen 1980; Hiller and Beams 1981).

They said that the court f`EVEfl5Ed it5e1'F -from the two

previous cable c a s e s ; i t made strained UF spurs USE

interpretations co? previous callee to jL\5ti\*y itsel-F8 and it
ignored provisions Cr? previous decieicma which would have

beer; favorable to the FCC.

The critics had a tibold day concerning the ¥c111cu-aing

¥acet§- Q17 the deciiicfni

i, LO W carrier. The Ccaur t had .apps-caved limited iammazm

carrier" pr~cJvi~;=,ic~n5 in the two pt9vi Qu3 ca394 ; wiiicii

the cmperatmrs were requir-58d to carry her thin specific
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broadcast signals and cQul d nat control content. The

public access channels would merely be additional

channels of the same type. The Court mentioned two

previcnu5 C3595 i ruvol vi fig the de~Fir\itiDn QUO common

carrier' statues and the range Q-F acceptability cry

allowing businesses to be used as such. But the Court

ignored or misread the provisions Cr# the cases which

clearly would permit the cable industry to f all within

the ECCJDE of 1 if rited c o m m a carrier . There are

limited common carrier requirements of broadcasting

which the Court has approved: the E-qual time f car

candidates and the provisions far answering personal

attacks. The broadcaster has no content control

here. But even more bas i c is the matter c14 the

wording 94 the 1934 Act itself. AS the writers and

even Justice Stevens in his dissent point out, section

3(h) i5 only definitional in nature; hence, it is only

administrative in function, not a prohibition.

Economic burden. ThE Court had previously approved

the FCC 5 1 c~cal origination provisions which w e r e

rzcsrnsiderably more expensive to the Qperatore than the

acce-55 requirements. The cnperatcwrs, themeaelv8s,

acknmwiedaed t i l l i E . Furthermore, the Comma 5*8.°i or had

2.

gone to great lengths to 1 e55erx the éirmancial impact
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on the <Jper'ator*5 and to provide them with grea t

¥1Exibility in the management of the charrrzels, even

permitting them to carry commercial material cm E\CCEE»E»

channels if the latter were not Fully used.
Cable is l ike broadcasting. C To; has great capacity

compared with orly a single channel ¥<:»r' broadl:a'5ting 5

therefore, there is room -For access charine-15 without

harming the operator. Because CTV derives, its. revenue

mainly ~Fr'Qm sL\b'8»4:riptiQn 4965, nat advertising, the
additional t ime -For 3c:c:e55 does rxclt result in either'
loss g~f¥ revenue Df viewership. The Cx3urt ' s clbjectiorx

in BEM/DNC that time cannot be made available ¥clr all

viewpoints in not applicable to cable because of the
latter"s multichannel capacity. Final ly, the Court
ignored its awn previous decisions where i t stated
that CTV was, indeed, di 4-Parent -Friar broadcasting.
Justice Stevens alscz mentioned thi 5. The critics'
COFHli1 LlSi O¥llE were that the cab le C$PEI"latDF5 are not

broadcaster but Mei-rely mainly retransmitteds 04

broadcast material, thereby exempting them $rc»m the

cxtfmmcn-Q car"r'iEr- prohihitiorze (3-:P the 19"€£1 QCT which only

mEntions brmadcaiterz.

u FCC =;we:"'84;~<8pped it; authority _ The Carr t i*c'8.E~l1t had

as or" on/Ed lcf cal Uri QUO rxati GV! Fequi remerxt 8 which w e r e



mcxre burderrsnme to the operator than the 3CCE'S5

prczviaisns. The Court Alan had approved mandatory

channel use -For local broadcast signals. The access

channels wclul d be more of the same I Finally, the

Court ignored the previous 839 decision which stated

that the FEW shcrul d be given latitude in the

regulation cn-F new techrucal ogy (Hcame Box Dffice, Inc.

v . FCC, 587 F. End 9 (1977)) I

5. State action. In the BEM,/'DNC case Burger stated that

broadcasting was not s ta te action despite all the
activities of the Ff:f: which indicate otherwise. l:Tv

also was -Found not to be *state action despite the 4*act

that the state awards the -Franchise to the operator,

and the latter uses public streets and rights 0% way

to install his cable system . Because the state may

either set up a mcmopoly situation or have competitive

Eyatems, it determines who will be "heard," i .e. , the

operator' . It al so determines the length of the

Franchise. The CQLU- t deemed irrelevant the case~8

where ii has ruled that when the owners of a bu5ine55

crper\5 hi; property for use by the general publ ic his

ii gets became ii r'cLxm§,cr i bed b Y tone who use it. It

£3419 be argw/5-d not cm! that &MY bF9&d§a8ier makes

hi; air" time available ¥c3r commercial speecke, but that

408
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he opens his property to the public by transmitting

his messages on the open :I publicly-owned airwaves.

The same could be said for the cable operators.

Indeed, he places his cable into the homes cs-F the

c o n s u m e r ; Jarid only of ter their approval ) ,

constituting an intrusion rather than just an opening

up o{ abilities to the public.

5 n 8 . 3 CABLE TV ACCESS . PUT 1 T I CAL HI STORY I N CONGRESS :AND

THE STPQTES

The court system was. not the only place in which access

WEE being attacked. In Congress there have been almost

continuous assaults by a 'Few people, abetted be the lobby

for the cable indu5try"the National Cable Television

Association (NCT8} (Brown, , 1982; 8:42255L. 1981z). Some 9%

them came during the LltllSU.CCE55'F ul attempt to re-write the

CommLmit;atiDr\E Qct o1° 1984. Clther'5 were in the -Form o-F bills

intr-¢3dut;E~d by member-5 cn-F Congress Dr' a s riders to other'

txills

The DFEESUVE hae been heavy, and di¥+'erent angles have
8999 cried. Bree L-=¢a~8 to prevent the local i:D»*nmLmitiE=8 *From

requiring access channel; o~F their -Franchise-es; another was
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to cripple access by requiring that only a smal 1 percentage

co? channel; be set aside 'Had the public; and a third was to

permit governmental and educational access, but to provide

for public access only as the people wish to purchase time

or a lcacal origination channel (@:_c_§_§§ 1981e).

The lobbying has been so intense and the deception SD

great that Ralph Nader label ed the situation as an attempt

at a "coup so II with "the most outrageous procedural

i rregul ari ii es Congress has ever seen , " because some D-f

these bills have been passed in committee without the usual ,

required hearings (éfucceee 19811: Access 1982d}.

Meanwhile, the FCC: Chairman, a Reagan appointee, ha5

been energetically lobbying for" compl eta deregulation DO

both broadcasting as wel 1 as cable television. Thi-3

includes eliminating public access, the Fai tnggg Doctrine,

equal time fur candidates, and the right cl-F reply to a

personal attack (Simon $982b).

So f as, cit izen g r o u p s and lobbies for* local

ginvernments have been monitoring there efforts- and have been

549:95-1.5-Ful in warding 044 the attacks on access; (1-'acce55

1°?l31t1. However", Congress has, yet tc- act on thE= Goldwater

bi 1 1 hmm originally written wnul G have seven-el Y

limited thes- avai labi l i ty Q-F public ECCEES channels

Ewcifectively crippling a

EXE.

~Ful1, -Fr-'Ee developmerai CMF 3CCEE'E ,̀.
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(An amendment to the bill by a prcr-access; senator inserted

adequate access provisions. ) The bi 1 1 also would provide

xccrr automat i C franchise renewal if the operator had not

de\°au1 Ted cm the xcranchifae agreement (ACCESS 19828 ;

BFD3dC85t QQ 1982h).

Meanwhile, a vice president and lawyer' Mar the NCTA is

confident that all public acx:e55 will soon be held it legal

by the courts even i-F no action is taker: by Congress (8CC§55

1981j; Stones 1981). He pcrinta to the M__iQ§§'_'8;_ 229489 II case

as well 85 the antitrust ca-39 brcxught against the city o-F

Boulder, Colorado (Community Communications CCI. v. City of

Boulder, 102 3. Ct. 835 (1'?82)). This involved a \'rarlchi see

which had not wired the whale city. The city government 3

wanting to study its options before permitting the operator

to wi re the rest DO town, ordered the company to desist .

The Supreme Court ruled that the city was nut exempt ¥r'csm
antitrust law-8 and then-e¥c»re could not set up a morxcrpcfly

un E55 5p=e':i¥i<:811y authorized by the state. (Again, thi 5

Carr t action was severely criticized, par titularly bECEiLl'5E

the city had, in: war;*.;, been authcnriaed by the state

'843\¢'E~rnm9mi; (Dr"iker- and Shafer' 1982) . )

T119 Fami4i<:a*!;:iorv§, as' thi; Gaze could be great 45r the

+'L£tu"9 c? 113583 c:<3r=tr9l enc cable ¥Fanchi§E Eelectiom 898 *.»:or

the levying QUO requi y-Emént'g, on the c»p<»8r-atcn'=8» (3her"¥marz and
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Rose 1982). With the addition ac another suit (6§§§§§ 19823)

in which the Court let *stand an appellate court decision

backing the -FCC in its dropping CPF previczu-3 rules requi ring

the operators to carry certain distant 5iQna15 and in

eliminating *syndicated e:-zclusivity "ule5, the Supreme Court

has almost were-gulated CTV by its actions alone. (The FCC

requirements to carry local stations and the franchise <Fee

restrictions remain in effect (View 1'?82c).) This assumes cn-t

course that subsequent cases are decided in a way which is

ccxnsistarlt with they past decisions--a rather problematical

assumption. Bali cal ly, there is a vacuum and great

uncertainty regarding the legal 'status and regulation QUO

cable TV (Mueller, M., 1982 Access 19819) .

The state gcxvernmente have net been quick to step into

thi 8 void. AS chf 1991 only thirteen states had

cable~regu1 acting agencies, and cn-F these only three

(Connecticut, Minnesota and Rhode Island) have a c c e s s

requirements (Schwartz 1982; Harrison 1981). Ca1 i4'<3r°rsia has

a voluntary access provision, but it contains incentives ~For

the operators to provide E.Lu:h channels. Rhode Island is  the

only state to levy equipment requirements.

T!-if-889 taipei avg tried in variQu4 44898 to dE~ve*l-318

9L;i¢;:.¥9 i  i r i f i l i , r-r
I 5 ;~" i t,'i i 3 §i-1\..x*..,. ì ;1;:=3;""'3*Li no 896 can&Emt u}&3 or 3=1';;"Q+8

of these either have been subsequently changed or have: runs
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been implemented, par ticularly those regulaticzrxs regarding

Qbscenity mr indecency. Each state has a15o grappled with

the _problem of trying to in-sulate the operators from program

content liability such 83 de¥amatian and obscenity, but

without making them common carriers.

Law journal authors arid p ro -acces s writers point out

the advi5a&i 1ity to have some federal requirements, however

minimal to prevent certain abuses 5 part cular"1 y in the

awarding cv-F -Franchises (Buckley, T. , 1973; Bell 1983, Witten

1973; Access 19753 ; Schwartz 19823 Harri son 19815 Stied

19825 New York Times 1971). Some abuse; which have occurred

are as follows:

1. City council 1 members can be bought 044 by the

¥ranchi see.
2. The operator can place key members o-F the local ci ty

government Dt' power structure DFI hi 5 board 04

directors and can permit them to have smal 1 st enc k

positions in the companies.
"7"..:-. The city, not being iii&rested in access 21 doe; raczt

require it.
0... Th-8 ~:it8; not; being ¥=:n¢==@»41 E~dgeable,, can be talked into

a minimal GF T30 EHICEE3 error t Q the par t GO the

¥t'areclli 5EE>..

I::Lin The c i t y might make a contract not 8 F: ordinance,
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thereby making it impcresible to change requirements if

later' it becomes desirable to do SD.

6. The city might rust get prfJmi 5e*5 in writing ~Frc>rn the

4'raruchi-8ee.

7. The local unregulated rates 'For local originaticarl

access could be placed tock high by the operator SD

that there would be no demand <Fc.\r such a channel .

8_ Charges -For' access time and a c c e 5 5 equipment can be

required which 5ti¥1e development of access or result

in only certain, mcxre a<F<Fluerxt member 5 of the

citizenry being able to use the system.

There also can be adverse local requirements which can

be unfair and l'sarm<Fu1 to the operator. Far instance, the

city might levy a 4'raru:hi be \*EE which is i nappropri ate y

hi oh in: order' to: subsidize other activities 4:-¥ city

government. Although the FCC regulations addressing this

are still valid, they are rarely enforced.

Even inf cities are canacientioua in: requiring a good

BCCEEE package, their ability to do: so in the 'Future might

become very di<F-¥ic:u1t. Une writer expressed the ccxrnce-FF:

'cfiai , ii Up carlcerztr-ati cm rO? <:=4-m»ar*5l*=:L p increasing 543 ria,»;*.idly

it migIlt 55439 be *t¥3*I; *;IiE~ citie-»8 poz=4Er"8 will be -_.- ..-. I -
8 i * 4 r 53 b y

thcx88 co? a h.8r\d\*u1 in" 11  9 9 3 £31° cnligaivclistic giants; which own

not c ly m'=»§.t 04 the programming §.E'r"vicE~8,, but also mn5t of
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the franchises and the most viewers (Schwartz 1982, 1029) »

The cities could be 1 eat in a take-it-or~1 eave-it situation

if the giants cooperated with each other in a 'car tel *style

QUO operation. Indeed, there are indications that this is in

fact Etarting to happen (Dobbs 1983)

It also is possible that a coalition CH cable

operators, their lobbying organization and their affiliated

bu5ine55 organizations, par ticularly bankers, can overwhelm

the power of local access activists and their supporters in

the state legislatures. Thi 5 already had happened in

California (Schwartz 1982; Harrison 1981)}.

5.3.4 THE PQTENTIAL DF ACCESS TO CABLE TV

5.3.4.1 General Trend in the 19805

The court; and Congress are -Facing a pa§,5ib1e ac:¢:e5*8

wait accompl i by the people, leaving themsel VE5 iF! a

position DO eliciting great public outcry i f any

governmental in9titutiQn were to e§§ectively cripple pub ic

access to cable. The reason 15 that c3819 is pro! i aerating

and acres; 13 blooming (Simi 1981; Jacobs 1981; Jacob; 1982:

Taylor 19813 The my E that 4 i:i.lj;=1;Q1 cable by 5t€m§ in i962

reached 26 million homes, with 250,909 new subscribers being

El
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'fig"0m 1977 which stated that of the 9,668 c i t i es with

¥ranchi yes, 885 had accE-5-3 channels of some kind (Harrison

1981). There was no information 3.5 to the use of there

channel 5_ That estimate is much higher than those -From

other sources. I! Q;g§§; reported in 1978 that DO 3, 997

systems 205 had BCCESS- A survey for the years 1979 and

1980 showed tha t , c>*F the 4,075 systems which responded F

1,167 had access channels. The Ly Fact book data micron 1979

through 1983 indicated the access growth as -Follows:

1. Clctclber 1979: 4, 189 systems providing 28-9 public

access channels.

2. June 19812 485 channels.

*Ur
sl*- 1982! 1,560 cable systems carrying 752 public BCCEES

channels (with 730 and 5355 channels set a'8.i de wcczr

educational and governmental access, respectively) .

The National Federation cry Local Cable Programmer;

(NFLCP) M429 182922;§1 xcor 1988 l i s ts "more than 7043"

f facilities where operators provide access channels.
12

The proii¥eration 34 access continL1E~5. T win the

franchise bidding war 5 QV w!"ae8r-E a Ferne-gcvtiation t 44:95 pl

Lzpan th(-8 ¢8rp1r'at1 f:arx Q 'f a franchise, DFIE Q-F th-8 prime

er i t i cE-me:-r\*:~8 Chi£iw th»8 Qperaters pr-l85er»t is the g@mmu91 19q

(and which the canmmunitia-5 .demand) it an attractive public

E

412



3CCE55 package (Q§Ql§!;§;Q0 1982; Feinstein 1984, Access

19824) -

Community groups supporting access are ¥Drming all over

the cc»L\ntr'y (Sima 1981). Other groups are a15cJ actively

promoti fig Thai r par ii cut as special intere5t5 on the access

Ch8l'NiE'15 (ACCESS 198114 Acf:e_is 1981 q; Zimmerman 1984) .

Networks have been started and there have been attempts to

establish more u-t them, ranging from individuals promoting

their own programs to organizations being started to set
18

UP

networks. Some use 'simple bicycling methods, while others

are trying to employ satellites (Greenly 1982). It is an

impressive f act that right rncaw i t is pcxssibl e w*or any

citizen to reach a mass., nationwide audience via public

acce5<5 tel evisicm.. It is no wonder that the courts,

Congress and local governments are trying to co~opt,
14

cripple

or eliminate access.

5.34.2 A PUBLIC 41343533 3u¢:cE55: ALTERNATWE v1Ew9

.4 gxrmd exampl QUO9
lu- the ind QUOl~rI programming t o £9531 <:aFld

n..-'a*!-8 Qr1a1 DDWEF etrmcturea wQulé not w.39t 5 ; r.-
I-" it 1.. m*9»,Fle=*;ed

19- "Ue w&&k 1 pull i C aacwf airs. 352 if: Quentin TE'H-3.8

cal" .J fx-
.,-- 'r...

I 1; -_
v L E'4*e*:»

_: - L
1:49 1 1 r 9 'r-. 13 ClJ t \..; ._r 44 59§5€ul l y or Q 'L

,
uni;=.~..,.l

..z

alternative to L Q regular media §Qr Qver div& year= ¢ Th€=8r"E
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Stczkely Carmichael; and Dr. Benjamin Spock..

Utter guests are at "?amcxu=_a but have vital inwcclrrnaiicm

to relate, such as -fljrmgf' political prisoners from Chile,

Iran and Qrgerztina who were arrested and tortured; a man who

was a mile €r'orn the hypocenter the0% Magaeahi explosion; a

man who, while an E-xcharzge -8tLlderHc in Iran, we; hired by NBC

to be liaison between the r\E-tw¢:.»r'¥=: and the *students heldirng

the hostages in the American embassy; people who talked with

§L\y-vj_vQf§ co? m3§55;€y"E85 in Guatemala; a reporter who spent

three weeks with the guerrillas in El Salvador; a Chicano

who relates his brutal experience; iF a Ter: as prison; the

'f':DFiTI'E'¥" Minister Cr? Mining in the Allende government in

Chile; and the man who made the des init ve, award-winning

Film an the CIR..

Many documentaries are presented 5 same DO which have

made their American TV debut on AS terrzati ve Vi et; be4:au5e

the Establishment media either wil l not air them or will nut

pre 8erut them in uruzensxzwed -Farm.. Ciccasi aral 1 y documentari as

are abcrut local i SSUES . Esme material

bF9at!'ztaki nil y--even brutal 1 y- -real I Scams; D+` the *Fc>DtagE- i8

31 mcrsi; 4:4343 Di Eturbi in; r but wane it cengared. QUO 9 3mpl8 C...r

the videotape 64 the l81_8t"Fi*:le ¢:f;~n5¢8quen£:e=8 to tlwe civilian

Qpmla€iQn 9% t o L-43 r" in L88 a999 par ii i cnll afl gz i;lr»E aier§s 3 134

the 83,-3¢E.*8,; §?"E8 by the Fhalangists in the twin Palestinian

i

1158
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camps.

Another un we aspect 04 6l;§£Q§;;z§ ¥;§§§ 15 that it
provides a public forum for individuals and groups which

otherwise do not have direct access to a nedi a audience.

Over' 1 OF local organizations at local representatives cl-F

national groups have been provided é\F1 opportunity to speak
out . Many third party candidates have been provided a

platform to present their views.

The program (repeated weekly) reaches an estimated

weekly audience cs# 4'rom 10, OOC) to 20, coo, based on a

csmbination of f actors: a study commissioned by the cable

company in 1979 and a survey in 1983 indicating that 77 of

the audience is watching access; the system has 1e.;<,ooo home

units with cable; the greatly increased programming on the

access channel the past 18 months ha~8. attracted more

viewers; and the conti nuQu5 and ir\crea5ir\g r e s p o n s e to

Qlggggggiyg Views it5e14.

The response to the program has been almost ur\i¥ormly
pceeiti ve. Frcfm the JFeedbac the program' 5 par ticipante
receive- 4 r-om vis-wE~r'5, such $5 ¥r'cam phone cal 15, l e t t ers ,

people stopping them QF: the streets, etc., the program if.;

watched by people £4 all ages, all race; and all income and
Educational 1 E-vel 8. I n t e r e a t i n g i y , ViEWEV3 L -

FEL* Di 5E\QVE'E .̀-'

wit the material presented nonethel e55 watch the program
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because they get in-Formation and per5pective5 they cannot

r-ecei ve elsewhere. Are exception is William F. Eluckl by

(19833 and 19B3b), who saw an Alternative Views shaw in:

Austin and wrote a column on it, stating that the program

was an example of the "moral rot" in the U.S..

When Alternative View; was Etan red, the ACTV 5taf¥ had

fears cuff censorship from the cable company because i t

pre vi Dust y had prevented the showing up anti-nuclear

material and had stated in writing that it would allow only

"suitable" programs about local subjects which were not

"disturbing" to the viewers. Yet, although each tape had to

be reviewed by the company prior to being cab! ecast , there

were run probl ems- Later, after the access programming

quantity had become so large as to require an inordinate

amount D'f time for company personnel to look at each

program, the company permitted ACTV to perform the preview

function .

However, this changed when some high company official;

-From corporate headquarters saw a program to which they

objected. Irorzically, i t wa5 an Qlternative Views show

abc»Llt public ENICEEE and how the citizens could became

involved in rnxking programming and in; the {rare:hi ring

D? 515989..I T;-l8
1,189

E* v
in: L

=-191-|-t

18 the Emmpany a9§ the pt9viEw

o-F t3l3E'E by company personnel was l"E5LlfTIEd . Tf"xE CDWIDBFSY
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became very hard-nosed about pr"c»gr'am5, not permitting any

show to he repeated if there N85 as much DUE complaint

about it when it was ¥ir*5t cablecast Ra Cine Alternative View;

program abcvut the CIA was the victim -::»~F this criterion-
Ne:-4 t , FIG! material which 491 I under tullE Fair' U59

Doctrine 0% the copyright law would be used . TWL15 , an

Qiternative View; program could not be cablecast which

showed $1 ip5 047 what the TV rsetwof' 5 had said about the

situation at;clut the Russian troops in Cuba in comparison

with what was being said by alternative sources 5

particularly Gun guest John Stock well, the former high CIA
official . It was a study QUO how the networks, the

government and the CIA handle an event (or in this c a s e a

nor:-event), pointing out the complexities on* the Si that i on

and the inaccuracies in the handling QUO it by the networks.

Anclther program was censored by then' company, using the *same

criterion. Thi-3 show was an interview with Nobel F'ri 8e

ii rmi fig 3: i end i st George Wald in which some commercials I;*y

chemical conxpaniea were played and Wald commented UF! "x1§'iE

trut¥ulne55 94 the cQmm9f cial5 and cm U'n=8 CSHEEQUEHCEE cl-F

§9mical3 in IE EP"iFQNM9 i .z

T919 6;»1£L8.89 €#;li :(3m.Qar2y PEVSDWWEI qavi8 §€8t' 5u(=€1

eat -a4d9dH!I treatment w83 a 43181 the 1€t-arzr;i5e ccfming

up -594' :-enegcstiaticm, it did nut want trouble Cami fig -from
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viewers who were upset by such "unimportant things as access

programming. II But the company changed it*5 approach ass

negotiations neared. Not wanting to appear to be a censer

in the eyes of the city government, which would make the

decision on the {ranchise, the company again relinquished

control over previewing of programs. There have been FIB

censorship problems since that time.

eliéz0eiix8 Views has gained considerable attention,

considering that i t 15 "only" a public access program.

Articles about it have appeared in all local newspapers

(Col lum 1978, Hilton 1983) except *For the main one--the

monopol 'y paper' Austin-American Statesman- -which is hostile

to public access (Marriotti 1982) The E£Qg£8§§;z§ magazine

(Davi 5, R., 1982) had a 5tary about Alternative Views,

Qeeeee newspaper had three small at ticles on it, and USP:

Igggy (Brown, Bern, 1983) included the program in a story

about access ir: the U.S.. Recently, representatives from I_'U

QQLQQ and QQQQQQLLM Iel22iéign Review expressed interest in

presenting information abc»Llt Qlgernative Vi EWS in their

publications.

The programs have been seen over other access systems,

in New YOU k , Karisa, Fhimtana, 111198155 PEnn5yl vami a

Mi scorssi in and We Chi Para I They h 3Vt8' bee-m 5hQwp TD three

conventions of the National Federation a% Local C a b l e
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Programmers (NFLCP) a national labor convention and one is

presently being bicycled around the country on the cable

company's local origination channé'-15. Certain programs have

been sold to three colleges. People from Germany, Sweden

and Holland have expressed irltere5t in showing 6L';§£0a_'5;x8

!lew_§ in their countries and tapes have in 'Fact been sent to

some people in Germany. Are international Iy known Syrian

ii 1mmaker Expressed a desire to distribute the programs in

the Arab world. Most promising is that the new Channel Four'

in England has indicated it wants to buy some shows and is

planning to send a crew to Austin to do a documentary about

access and Alternative Views. Alternative Views recently

started being shown in San Antonio, Dallas, Pittsburgh and

Champaign-Urbana, Illinois. Additionally, there are plans-to
begin sending tapes to Atlanta, Georgia, St . Louis, Kansas

city, Fayetteville, Arkarxsae, and For t Worth, Texas. These

are the -First steps in the e4=¥cJr t to establish a nationwide

rletwar k -

Funding is a problem in keeping the program al ive. The

purchase of tapes i<= the main ex-sperxditure. Song a55i 5tance
-. 'n - r ..-93635 re-:El fgzfd To:'t marry months -From the University of Texas in

thE- -'§(j"m Cr? 4 Fe-9 tapes in ewchanae -For the completed

IZZY"DQTBIHS being p_1 a¢:e; in a Lmiva-r'5i 1;y library -For LLSE b Y

4acu1 Ty and Etudents.

so

However, with a change cut Lu1iveF»8;ity
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policy, tapes became unavailable and i t N35 ne4:e5§ar-y to

cannibalirae- tapes and record over program5 in DI'°dEl" to

continue operation.

The program has received very modest cantributicmes from

individuals and small foundations and small amounts of moruev

from local fund raisers. A netwcxr- k could easi ly be set up

to cablecast Al terlati ve Vi awe. around the country to an

audience of millicins if sufficient funds were available; but

there have been only negative responses from the 1 anger*

Hnundatiarns to which applications have been made.

The main expense in making the program i s time.. The

producer, who also is editor and on -c amer a newsper son and

interviewer, spends between 40 and 60 hours a week on the

each program, depending on the complexity of it. The show

is usually taped in a small studio at the University of'

T e x a s campus, using only a single camera I Occasionally

programs are taped with three cameras and a switcher at the

cable company studios. which are shared with Austin Community

Television (ACTV}. When necessary, equipment in checked out

Her free) from ¢>.F:Tv to u¢8.e in shooting events. ThE program

is edited can ACTU equipment--again, without charge.

ThE- Et gni§i@'.3rxt 1 eescrrvf, to be 1 earns-8-d 4 rclm the

experience of Alternative Views are as fellows'

1. It 15 easy to mai-'E a news. program using alternative



sources I

"_3.\...II Peep 1 e hL!TlQEF her information 4:14 this type and

appreciate people who present it to them.

3. The audience can be attracted wi thout 51 ice=:

prDdLu:ticlr\§ which ar°E- made with the highest quality video

equipment.

4. The attention span 04 the audience, even younger

people, is not short. The viewers will remain attentive to

a complex subject for" an hour i 4' the material is presented

in an interesting way by ar t iculate people, even if,
visually, it is only "talking heads. II

5. The ~Feedback from people regarding 8_1_;95881:_1v_e_ V__;gw_§

indicates that the information presented has had two very

=8.igni~Ficant effects! it changes people's minds about world

events and it dimini5hE5 a sense $4 isolation which people

seem to have when they hold progressive, non-Establiahment

views but never, or rarely, see them on TV or read them in

the print media.

6. Perhaps most impcnrtantly, public access TV is a mass

med Lim which 15 available NOW for Dl"C)QYIE'55iVE people to

£'"9'3;§t'l millions QUO U.'8=. citizen; with their me5=5age§.

Through networking, par ii cut are b "1" sending tapes to many

::itie'5-£=.- mass dissemination o*. information and opinions, I - t""l1.. Ce; s i

be e4¥ectEd at mi no mal cas t . For in5tar»ce-, ~Famou~3 l3¢thE-iet

422
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Madalyn Murray U'Hair sends her' program trev approximately 343

cities nationwide.

The puhlie access; operation and community par ticipation

in Qustiri, Texas, seem to be, i 4 not the bE-st in thE»

country, at least is among the leaders. But Austin is a

D?"C)QF9545iVE city with a very politically active cit izenry.

Whether the s u c c e s s Q-I7 a p r o g r a m 1 IVe 81;§l:;0§!.1.;x§ -V8.§_.w§

could be achieved in other cities, one cars Qnly specula ate.

Such programming cer mainly could elicit negative reactions

in other parts 0% Texas which a r e very conservative and

where fundamental i it rel i go an permeates the culture, and

hostility would be aroused in a city '8,Lu:h as Miami, Florida,

wtiere there 15 a concentration of right wing emigres -of-gm

over thrown , repregsi ve regimes such as Bati5ta'5 Cuba and

3omc3za'5 Nicaragua.

But 5 with the accent on real i to, the program in

automatically provocative, di°5.turbir1g, and sometimes even

upsetting. Yet, as Texas Congressman from San Qntnrsin Henry

Gonzalez said, a-$tE*r being irater-view&=d, "Harry Truman L1-89d

to '8a',f* that people accused him o~F giving' am hel l ' when he

was:.=, carsl y telling the truth. 1 .-
.L .....r wfzai yum are dosing cm

élternaive Views, H

P&?8p9 €98E a"& .LL E' E38i£ rE8oQ9 4 c-r' thE program , _

8Lx.':ce55. The ~Fa.ct that there- have been face

That

8

many requégts to



show Alternative Vi us in other parte; c14 thE- country

indicates that there it considerable, widespread interest in

Hwis type of programming.

5.4 PUBLIC ACCESS: A POWEF( AND RULING CLASS ANALYSIS

The previous review of the court cases regarding access

shows the lengths to which the Supreme Court and same 9+ the

lower courts will go in applying the law selectively and in

distorting i t when they wish to justify an opinion or to

accclmpl i sh a par ticul at' goal. Some writers in law

publications impugn the intelligence of the justices and

judges, while others accuse the ccxurts of "in5uf¥icient

analysis" or "mi 5ana1y5i5. II

But the matter bEcomes clear i ~F viewed ~From the

perspective cl-F power" rel as on shi ps and the maintenance of

r-uling C 1 8 5 5 hegemony. Then WE' can EEE E\ consistency

throughout time legislative and judicial history 0% the maas

media, par titularly -.1 the commencement of radii;

broa9ca3ting I

Ir» the- vE-ry Early days radio American Telephoner
L!T cU-l

Telegraph had the best, most pQwsFfu1 *stations (Tcxwngend
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1981). Although company personnel controlled content and

exercized censorship, they first experimented with access to

their airwaves #I-For a fee) on a ii rat~ccxmE~, ¥ir5t~served
basis--like using a phone booth, AT&T said. Time was made

available three *.or charitable, pol i t ical and re igiou5

groups. . When the plan did not e l i c i t much FESPOUSE, the

company turned to adver rising and networking to make i t

economically viable (Ef arnnuw 1975, 43, 44). Later, when AT&T

withdrew from broadcasting and sold its {act litie5 in 1926,

the grumman carrier nature of broadcasting came to an end and

direct access to the airwaves by other than the owners and

their representatives ceased. This was a¥¥irmed in 1925 by

the National Radio Conference when the public interest was

equated to the "right to receive," with the right to

transmit being placed only with those who owned and operated

a transmitter.
But the champions of access (at 1 east {Ur their own

groups) fought this interpretation. For a while, there were

prom ring expectations. The cnrigi na draft DO the 1927

Radio #jct had a common Carri ee- 5ecticn in it with the

pravi Si DFL that Amy radio station could be "used -Ff:rr° hire or
€QF political candidates as nr Di 5cu55ing public quéitiona"
€I99mE»1 mEn 5t"""I>1 /4i{..;5 _

There was 8 great outcry Frclm tt 'IE bruadcagters and
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CDHQFESEMEH. They said that "radical I! thinkers and

"Bo1 5hevi5t5" would be given access to the airways to "4111

the air with their of{or to to poison the minds of those

without formed opinions" (Nemel man 1982, 170). Broadcasters

feared that too much profitable air time would be preempted

by public di 5cus5i Dn5 o-F significant issues. As a result,

the equal time prQvi5i Dn5 with no censorship for candidates

for -Federal oitfice became law, and the common carrier'

requirements were dropped.

But the struggle continued. Marry bills to establish

public access were introduced in Congress in the 19205 and

1930s. Une passed the House in 1933, but President Hoover-

f`E'fLlEEd to sign it. Even the American Bar Association

criticized the 1927 Radio Act be-cause it did not contain a

requirement for the stati ons to be operated as "pub i C

utilities. H

When the 1934 Communications Act was being debated, the

E8tFL\QQ1 E heated up. Non-prou*it, labor and educational

group '3 lmbbi ed l'¢3Fd 5 requesting 25X o available Fadici

char\r\e15, because th EY had been ~FrDzen out wcrom the

.4ira4a8/5. The proposals were all denied, and the equal time

ieaure QUO the 1927 Act was carried over into the new a

ME of up comtl mm9§ 1:8 rT U £3""CE'3'=» "L
Lt%... tae lilfar-1 d bias- I I F

never with any EMCCEEE.



But the law was not the only way 0% trying to prevent

dissident views from reaching a ma°5.5 audience via radio.

When the populist priest Father' Coughlin developed an ad hoc

network enc his own to criticize the big bank big business3 5'

and big government (1 aler maligning the JE-ws and praising

Fa5ci 5th) the National Asioci ati on CH: Broadcasters--with

urging scram the ¥edera1 government--adfzmpted a rule against

the sale CH* time had discussicaru of con t rove rs i  a l is5ue-3,

including labor news. The Chairman of the FCC publicly

endorsed this action. P¢¥ter originally having a nationwide

audience o millions, the Coughlin network cc3llapsed..

In an early radio C859 the Washington, D.C. :I Circuit

Cour t approved the if ting 4.3% a license in 1932, warning of

the- danger o-F people using the ether to "inspire pol i ti cal

distrust and civic discord" (Emory 1971, 49). Although the

language 0% the courts has become more -subtle cover the

yeaf5, there sti l l E'xi 5th the s a m e patarnal i5tic,

authoritarian attitude and the continuously careful eye to

maintain the existing power system intact. In the Red Lion

case, which pointed to 85 the high-water mar it for

pF=81-Fasting II an Lmirxhibited marketplace e~F ideas whictq

tFutlr» will ultimately pre ail H (§5=ociatEd Pre89 v. US.. -74--

UP 1 (19453) th=81 Ki E* gr' 59nt99£& in Ju8tic& ?Iii ' . . .'-. decieiam
.
1 1: II It i '3 the

1 E

Fight c:-+` the public tQreceiv2 suitable
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(emphasis mine) access to social, political, esthetic, moral

and other ideas and experiences which is crucial here" (Red

Lion Broadcasting Ccr. Inc. v. FCC, 895 US 367 (1969),

390). Once again we see- only the right to receive, not to

spec . Furthermore, that i n-Fcxrmati on must be- "5uitab1e. II

Sui table a-5 determined by whom? Et t he  cTr operator 5

nEwspaper' pub i Sher and the bl"D3dC3.EtEF through their

editorial judgements.

This -Fear of the people expressing and hearing ideas

which the ruling class deems destructive to its position CH:

hegemony ¥ind5 \¢urther expression in the other cases

discussed in this chapter. Chief Justice Burger stated in

BELMQNQ (1973, 124, 125) that Congress wanted to give the

broadcaster "broad journalistic discretion. II HE> said that

i~F access, were allowed, the idea of public interest would be

subject to "private whim" and that broadca5ter5 would have

to accept editorials and pol iii cal adder ii Si fig regarding

"trivial" or* "in¢8,igrli~Ficarlt" matters. from someone whose only

qualification is E-ithe-r aburudan €ur:d'8" orH a "paint

view." Nernelmam (1932) Db5EFVE'd that this in the 5.3929

opinion as was e2<pre*8,~3ed in the 'Congress in 1927 FE-garalirxg

T_.tli=?° C;'8'=-1¥"a' to: ~&.=-iiude deviant 4

"J 1 E'£*£ :_-. -From izhea- airway; but

Qaying it Fi 8 more 5uEtle, a<;i_»8;»t8l8liE5 @gd9V 9 m&nnEr.

In the Midwest Video _1_1 case the appellate court stated

5
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oriented" pro*.e55clr"5, and a populace which in actively

involved in pc:i 1i:ic5 and is demanding a ~Fair chaFE QUO the

for-uit; Q15 the 5Y5t EIT: (Crazier , Huntington and WataruUki

1975) . Public ac:c:e85 cm cable to-levissicsn at the level QUO

thcau-8,arld-8 cut cite-_~8 ha; the potential to bring all t h r ee of

these de5tabi1 izing 5C)L\!"CE'.5 'CQ ~Facu*5 in: DFIE medium, causing

people to become more politically active, permitting them to

communicate ¥ree1 y and directly with ¥e11ow citizens, and

providing a Crum fur, not must "value oriented" pro¥e55or5,
but Her all people and all values. With the passibilitiea
ex ietirug for nationwide n9twc)rking co cable P!"DQ¥"3ME>"IEVEl'\

international networking--the danger to the rul ing C1855

control could cczrf ceivably be great.

Such a threat, when recognized by the Car tel , carrot QD

unchallenged. If the rulers do not continue to attack

ECCEES overtly, or i-F the over t attacks -Fail, they prcxbabl y

will do SD cover tly with agencies 'much as the FBI, c14, 1F<s,

INS 3rd BATF as wel 1 'v'El!"` 1 DU."-9 pol ice agencies at all

levels 54 gQveFnmEnt.

It probably will be an attack from vari out 1E-v&15 co*.

au+hcn"ity and using marry politic al arid &chromic 1,-reap cm E as

Cm99i§4 imp i& rE8"E3§ QDVEfWWEWtdl r°E>8pQn'8»€8 to; 188-

at €;9=;-ri.-8.i;1 VE' fgr-e: 59 do 83i8@m§E in Q9WEV& 1
.L i t & 1'9'é{?E8,

ad Early 19795 (Cel Lxmbi 3

35

JQ4rnali=m Review 198384 Elaybak



1'?79a; Mackenzie 1981; No1~Fe 1973), it may now respond in

kind or with Every greater energy, because access producers

will be reaching, nat j ult considerably larger audiences,

but make audiences composed of people 0% all eccmnomi C and

social strata. And what is ironic i5 that it will be

DCCUffi rug over channel 5 which are capitalist owned and

government sanctioned.

Hut this in only a potential at this time. Access; must

be allowed to develop and people must use i t on a massive

scale and in a progressive way before it can start to become

a 5igni~Ficaret al ternati ve and 5EFiDU5 challenge to the

Establishment media.



Chapter 6

INTERPRETATIONS

We have presented considerable empirical evidence and

extensive evaluation on the subject of the U.S. power

structure and the mass media. It perhaps now would be

advisable to re-evaluate the subject from the empirical and

theoretical standpoints in light o{ material which has been

presented.

é.=l_.EL4.BlBl.Q.6L

A significant question remains: i# the Ruling Cartel is

in a position to dominate or control the basics of economic

and political li'Fe, why does there seem to be so much

ineffectiveness, strife, f allure, indecisiora, unful'Fillment

o{ goals, and even occasional impotence in the management o*F

the system? The answer is complex and lengthy. There are

433
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many reasons. First, there is the nature c3-F capitalism

i t s e l f . There are the built-in contradictions and

weaknesses which provide 4 or' inherent instability. Bath the

Marxist; and the defenders of the system recognize this,

even though bath sides may cal I certain phenomena by

different names. Basic to the nature of capitalism in
competition. This causes instabi 1 ity and unpredictable 1i ty.

Capitalists have t r ied her centuries to el i urinate

competi ii on whenever poesibl e. On of the reasons for the

merger movements was not just to eliminate competition and

to make super profits, but to center economic power in fewer-

hands (theirs) , thereby making the system more manageable.

But in doing SD they accomplish several undesirable

hinge- AS car tel izatinn of national and i nternati oral

capitalism grows, as -Fewer and fewer corporations and banks

control more of the economic activity of the world, and as

government more frequently intervenes directly and

indirectly to serve the Car tel interests, a -fragmented,

competitive, 'Flexible international economy becomes one

interrelated system. When this occurs, the instabi1i ties
and contradiction; are magnified, and severe economic and

busine¢5s shocks can bring down the whole system, because the

system's ability to ad_;ult, bend, compensate and recover 15

guns.
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It also produces the situation which has ba¥4led

mainstream economists for years: stagflation. Recession and

inflation can occur simultaneously when the economy is

cartelized rather than competitive. Even though a recession

occurs, prices can be maintained or increased, because the

market power of the corporations allows them to administer

prices almost as they wish rather than to adjust them

downward to either meet decreased demand or to try to

stimulate demand. They simply lay o¥4 workers and perhaps

also take their money and invest it overseas where the

profits are greater.

This creates popular discontent as the middle class is

slowly impoverished and the poor become more desperate.

Yet, as the centralization of power becomes more apparent

and as the dominators of the economic system move more

openly into direct control of the state apparatus use it

to their benefit, it becomes possible for the people to get

a clearer picture of how the system operates and for whose

bene{it. The contradiction is that, although the public can

seldom touch the corporate world, it can sometimes influence

the Thus, with the more deeply

more

and

government.

involved in the total system,

direct leverage on the system,

instability and civil strike.

government

it gives the people

which can result in more

This in turn requires heavier
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indoctrination of the public and control over the press.

As these f ail to do the job and as people continue to

struggle to improve their situation, heightened repression

is resorted to in the form of pitting class against class,

group against group, and race against race; by raw police

repression such as the FBI's COINTELPRD program; continued

repression of minorities; coordinating and manipulating

activities of right wing terrorist groups such as the Klan,

Nazis and Cuban exile groups such as Omega 7; continuing to

permit foreign intelligence organizations to operate in the

U.S., particularly in their terrorist activities against

progressive members of their emigre communities; and by

lowering of the economic standard of living so that people

will have little time left over for anything but making a

living and living in fear of losing their jobs (Singletary

1984; Taylor, J.F., 1981; Wolfe 1973). Students also become

preoccupied with obtaining an education, mainly to enable

them to get a good job. If the Cartel can also keep the

country out of the war, the students should remain

quiescent. (The resistance to draft registration shows the

folly and arrogance of the decision makers.)

A second basic instability of the system is that,

because it is based on the extraction of wealth from its

workers, it must continuously expand. This necessity to
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most large corporations,

on their business activities overseas.

of these Third World peoples and

resources is of prime concern to the Cartel leaders. Their

attempts to stabilize the situation in these countries by a

combination of co-opting the local elites into the system,

the production of a docile, cooperative middle class, and

the maintenance o*F a hard hand to deal with the masses,

World by

institutions.

profits depend

Continued exploitation

expand is a point on which Marxists, mainstream economists

and businessmen agree. (Indeed, any economic system today

must extract a surplus of wealth from its workers to pay for

the costs of government, national defense, loan repayment,

and imports, if there is a balance of payments deficit.)

Otherwise, people would not have the purchasing power to buy

the goods being produced, corporations could not meet their

debt payments, and there would be more recessions.

A third problem results from the treatment of the Third

the Tri lateral ists and their

For

corporate

their large

cause severe economic deprivation,

The Trilateral support of

the

mass

repression.

dictatorships only

hegemony of the

uncompromising, disruptive

people choose to organize

increases

global

danger

corporate

stance against

themselves in

unrest and

unpopular, bloody

to long-range

system. The

countries whose

ways which either
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are inimical to the ideology at the Tri lateralists (such as

in Cuba), or who try to stay within the system but control

i t and modify i t enough to create greater wealth nd

well-being for their people (such as Manley' s Jamaica,

A1lender' s Bi°shop'5 Grenada and the Sandinistas

Nicaragua),

Chile,

only leads to greater uncovering 04 the

multinational capitalist system and how it works. This also

makes i t necessary f o r the Amer i can government and

Establishment press to go 4'urther and §urthar in Dbfuscating
ofthe what is happening in the wort d and inreality

justifying what the U.S. is doing overseas and at home .

Additionally, it makes it necessary ~For the U.S. government

to resort more frequent y to cover t activity by increasing

CIA operations and by using surrogates in various regions of

the world, proxies such as the Shah's Iran, Morocco, South

Africa, Israel, Argentina and Honduras.

Fourth, the Tri lateral ists are very aware UF t he

competitive challenge countries,

Soviet Union. This threat has been blunted

at the socialist

particularly the

to a significant degree in many c\*F the Eastern European

countries, particularly these which have turrled` to the Nest

to get the funds, the technology, and the investment for

developing their countries and for loosening their

dependence on the USSR. However, this has caused further

a
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instability in these countries, as attested by the unrest in

Poland and by the economic problems of inflation and debt to

Western banks which countries such as Romania and Hungary

have f aced.

A fig th source of instability is competition, stress

and disagreement within international capitalism itself:

Japanese i report tariff; and sales in U.S. markets;

Rockefeller banks destabilizing the dollar (!4l;;n§;;QueL

Mg01295 1982) ; competition -For arms sales, nuclear plants

and technology; the new economic muscle o{ Europe; former

President Nixon's "national" approach to economics; Davyd

Rockefeller's control over and handling ( some

the huge amount of

say

petrodollars (Karpelmishandling) QUO

197Ba and 1'?7Bb) ; the maintenance o-F high interest rates in

the U.S. which creates havoc in European financial circles

and exacerbates the problems of Third warm debtor

countries; the instigation DO the oil crisis by Davi d

Rockefeller via Henry Ki ssi roger and the Shah D'f Iran,

causing severe economic dislocation and hardship; the use o{

the U.S.-controlled International Monetary Fund (IMF) to

destabilize and discipline European and Third World

ascountries; differing outlooks among Trilateral countries

to relationships with the Soviet Union; and the huge loans

which the transnational banks have made to Third World
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countries, non-repayment of which threatens to bring down

the whole international banking system.

These are just a few of the sources of strain an the

system . The §xaQ§l8_gbL (Ni chol as 1'?7Ba) reported that in a

Bi lderberg meeting a severe tongue lashing was administered

to tight-jawed

because o-F the megabanker' s activities.

a David Ra¢:ke¥e11er by European lnemb er5

In short, there still seems to be a combination o-F

mi management, duplicity and a low-keyed, occasional power

levels of international capitalism.struggle at the highest

Although the U . S . 9 via the TLC , pays homage to

interdependence and cooperation, and although it states that

the totally

dominating forge it once was in the world, it seems that the

America is not so power-ful a5 to be the

American particularly the Rockefellers,

when

cannotrulers,

resist occasionally taking as much as they

can, and improving their ¥inancia1 power

can,

position at

they

the

expense of their Trilateral friends.

The sixth source cu-F instability, which the

Tri latral ists and other capitalists have made

clear, is the basic incompatibility of monopoly

surprisingly

capitalism

and democracy. The former can {1ouri5h only in the 1 attest'

is ineffective, with the populace refnai nifig passive and

apathetic, or at least compliant. I-F the people do not do
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this, the only solution is repression and economic

hardship.

within the American power

structure

Seventh, there is conflict

itself. This i s using the

Domhcrf 4 i an axis of between thesimple

moderates and conservati yes

more complex than

disagreemtent

within the Ruling Class or

between new and old wealth . There i s some of this, of
inparticularly when it comes to foreign policy

to the USSR the treatment o*F laborand in and

course,

reagard

welfare matters. One one side there are anti-communist

on theher-dliners who press for huge defense spending, and

other are less hawkish, more accomodati fig people who are

desirous of detente with the Soviets and their allies. Even

here the distinctions can be blurred where we find

Russophobic men eH'ecting lucrative business and financial

deals with the USSR.

Ne must be careful to differentiate between genui ne

anti-Russian feeling and

anti-Russian or anti~Communist

the tactic of* whipping up popular

in the Americansentiment

people so that the populace will more

wil l allow greater freedom of act ion

willingly follow or

to the leaders to:

pursue the lucrative arms race and to dea l more freely
overseas against Third World

Red Scare tactics is to

countri ES. Another reason for

keep peaple'5 minds off hard times
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at home and to accept the "sacri 41ices" which must be made to

meet these "threats. H Finally, the " R e d  I I label can be

attached to any domestic challengers of the system, although

in more recent times the "terrorist" is being usedterm

instead of "red." Another tactic is to point to any activity

at home and particularly abroad as "Marxist," "let list," or

Cuban or Russi an inspired. This is used then for

just-Fication for any repressive measures in those

countries, including invasion using the U.S.. armed forces as

in Grenada, or employing the CIA in cover t armed aggression

as in Nicaragua.

A dichotomy among the Car tel Rulers also seems to exist

among the hardliners who wish to e4=~Fect their desires into

policy regardless of the opposition of the peopl e--those who

pre{er to let the police state take care of them--and the

more enlightened members DO the ruling class who see

themselves as the stewards of the system which must be

maintained through a combination o-F consensus, co-optat i on

and su-9-Ficient concessions to the poeple to keep them +from

becoming so festive and desperate as to overthrow the

5ygtgm_ Repression shout d be used more sparingly and

selectively--par ticularly against those who pose a perceived

potential threat to the system itself, not those who merely

want to e*H5ect some degree of change within the system.
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Another source of differing opinion within the power

structrure--although not a clear one--is the conflict

between U.S. corporations which are multinational , hence

export and free-trade oriented, and those which are

basically national in markets and business scope, hence

desirous of import protections. The Tri lateral ists are the

former. The auto industry is an example of the latter. The

U.S. steel industry is also used as an example of the

latter, but this is deceptive because, although the steel

companies complain about unfair foreign competition, they

iunvest in building steel plants overseas. Additionally,

the banks which are big stockholders in U.S. Steel and which

have interlocking directors with the company also invest in

overseas steel plants.

There is another division which should be mentioned,

particularly because it has not been carefully studied.

This is the dichotomy between the non-upper class, high

corporate executives and the blue-blooded men of the

powerful financial and legal institutions. Menshikov (1969)

recognizes this, showing that the corporate managers,

although living in high style and having considerable power

do not wield the final measure of

power and they must bow to or struggle against the

domination of the men who have ultimate control: the

within their institutions,
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¥ir\ancia1 institutions, law +'irm'.-3 and the outside directors

:of their companies from the Eastern Establishment. Mer shi kov

there is considerable turnovershows that :M these high

managers and that there is a

them about their status vi s-a-vi 5 the

hope that someday they will be

ultimate social level .

great deal of grumbling among

outsiders, and they

andadmitted to the next

This anal ysi 5 is buttressed the Q41

which it was found

by study

interlocking directors by Sored (1976), noted previously, in

that outside directors who hadthe

interelocks with other corporations were mostly of upper

class origin, whereas the management personnel on the boards

generally were not of the upper class.

Another re-Flectian of this can be seen in the bunk

and Vogel 1976 ) in which top

the status of the

relations between business and

the
government,

nature of the economy, and

Ethics 98g Profits (Silk.

corporate heads were interviewed about

U.S. ,

relationships with workers,

U.S. society and institutions general I

mostly the manager-directors and chief executive officers of

in These men were

the major corporations rather than the elite of the upper

C1355- (These are the people,

who Galbraith (1976) claims actually have the

along with the lower-level

technocrats,

power'--the managerial elite. ) While the men interviewed
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generally followed the Trilateral line on the need to more

tightly control and discipline the American worker, they

complained bitterly about the government interference in

business. Although one could see this as the standard

conservative complaints about getting the government off the

back of business, particularly such requirements as safety,

health and envi ronmental and antitrust measures, it could be

further interpreted as criticisms of the upper class

"moderate" ruling of the country, especially since it is

from this group where most of the leaders and policy makers

have come since the 1930s. The interviewees also were

dissatisfied because their high-pressure jobs at the top of

the corporate world would last only for about six years,

then they would be replaced or retired. You do not hear

such complaints from the stratum of the real rulers from the

upper class law firms and banks. Ethics egg Eggfitg

written by two men from the Council on Foreign Relations who

look upon the top executives as another special group with

which the Ruling Cartel must deal, rather than as people at

the apex of the ruling heirarchy.

There are tensions created in the economy as a result

of the varying effects which policy can have on different

sectors of the economy. For instance, the oil crisis has

been a bonanza for the petroleum industry, the megabanks

was
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which try to recycle the petrodollars, and the multinational

corporations which reap the big contracts with the OPEC

countries; but it is bad for other businesses (particularly

small businesses) which have to pay such high prices for

energy. This burden is lessened in many of these

corporations because, since they are in monopoly-oligopoly

industries, they can merely pass on the costs to the

consumer. But other sectors of the economy can be severely

crippled or even destroyed.

Such situations can cause unrest among high corporate

managers, some of whose own wealth and the future of their

careers can be largely determined by the performance of

their companies, not only in profits but in stock price. If

the outside directors and financial institutions

representing the Establishment are satisfied with lessened

company performance-- if this fits into the overall

interests o# their other institutions--it can be a source of

friction with the inside company directors.

Further hostility of managers occurs when larger

corporations go merger hunting and pick the managers'

businesses as game. Particularly incensing is a hostile

takeover attempt, especially when the target company's

banker is cooperating with the predator.

Instability is maintained in the system by the
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continuation of the Cold War and the arms race. The high

cost of defense results in economic instability and

rates,

great

hardship, huge governmental de~Ficits, high -interest

balance of payment problems, increased unempl oyment, a brain

drain of research and creative personnel -From the more

productive areas o-F the economy, and continued in-F1 at on.

The maintaining of economic hard times and a warlike Hareign

policy results in a fearful, restive, demonstrati fig populace

and worried allies.

with an

As people struggle, more repression is necessary along

increased need for the mass media to help keep the

prop 1e pacified with a combination o~F censorship and

disinformation and with the constant attempt to detect

discontent from the real causes and toward the "communists,

Marx i 5t5, subversi vas and terror-i sts. " But the media are

caught in a bind. They are firmly in the Establ ishment web

of Financial and directorate control as are the other maj or

theU.S. industries. But the medi a cal1 themselves

They have to news; theywatchdogs o{ the system. present

little muckraking; they have to present somehave to do a

degree of real ity SD that they can retain their

credibility. They must permit some innocuous diversity of

opinion and news. But this. can be difficult of control

because of over zeal DUE reporters, pressures from the
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from

a

alternative press, overt and covert revelations

governmental and private investigations, information coming

from outside the country which must be deal with, and

because of occurrences which are of such great magnitude

that they cannot be ignored or effectively distorted

immediately. Sometimes reality looms too large (Molotch and

Lester 1974).

This infuriates the corporate world, including the

Tri lateral ists. It accuses the press of being anti-corporate

and as being one of the main disruptive forces in society.

Coming from a world which is extremely authoritarian and

heirarchical, the business moguls want a press that is

handmaiden (Silk and Vogel 19765 Silk and Silk 1980). This,

of course, would destroy the media's credibility.

Key Trilateral ist Samuel Huntington (Crozier,

Huntington and Natanuki 1975) deals with these problems and

the role the mass media play in creating and sustaining

uncertainty. He feels that if the media f an the democratic

flames too much; if they criticize the established authority

to such an extent that the populace loses confidence in its

leaders, its institutions and its system; or if too many

voices are heard giving too much information and too many

opinions, the whole system could be undermined. Huntington

that the media have gone too far and . have acquiredsays
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'l

dangerous power, enough to stop the Viet Nam War and to

topple President Nixon. Therefore, media access to

information must be curtailed and the freedom to present

irn'c:rmaticm and opinions must be limited. The media must be

cooperative with the power structure.

The Tri l atral ists have said that Americans must learn

to expect a lowered standard Q41 living and limited

opp or tunities for improvement. So, the people must be kept

pacified as their economic situation deteriorates

su¥{iciently to meet the international plans of the Ruling

Cartel and the i mmedi ate profit plans of the transnational

institutions, and as the populace so{fers the con sequences

of the recession; which periodically rack the capitalist

system. On the other hand the people must be made to keep

buying to continue to stimulate the economy.

The people must be eve in the illusion of democracy.

They must be acquiescent to and have respect for their
leaders. They mu5t be properly socialized so that they will

accept whatever happens and still believe that this is the
best of all possible systems. But they also must be i eve
that it is possible to make changes, that progress can be

made, and that their leaders are working on it. However 5

the citizens must not be allowed to make a per vavf-,i ve Df'

truly meaning¥u1 attempt to participate in the democratic
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process and to extract a positive TESPDHSE to their own

needs or to e4-Fact bast C change . The peopl E must be

apathetic and, above all, credulous.

The populace must not know how their economic,

political and social system is truly organized, and they

mLI5t not become aware of the power structure through which

the Car tel maintains it5e145; hence, the dearth QUO

in-Harmation on phenomena such as the CFR , TLC,

Bi lderbergers, David Rockefeller, and the concentration of

ownership as= the wealth and business in the u.s..

The pre55 must attempt to accomplish all this while

maintaining the illusion that it is providing "a11 the news

that's fit to print," thereby keeping the confidence of the

people and making them think that anyone with information

and opinions outside of the controlled range of subjects and

opinions is either a kcecnk or a dangerous subversive. This

is the biggest -Function o-F the M355 media. Up to now, they

have done their job well.

So long as there is no eH'ective, mass alternative to

the Establishment media, the problem is not very severe.

But the potential exists in the pub'ic access system o<F

cable TU to present a Si grwi *F i carat alternative to the

established media, par ticulafly i-F people use the system on

a mass and especially i .f national networking 04
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prcgrammi fig i 5 devil oped . This is a danger DO which the

authorities are well aware. Public a c c e s s to mass media

has been denied by the Supreme Court on each occasion a case

has reached the Court. Additionally, the cable owners and

their sympathizers in Congress and in various communities

have been trying to clip the wings of access, or at least to

severely minimize it.

At the more cover t level , the FBI COINTELPRD program to

destroy the alternative press during the 1960s and 1'?7Gs is

a chilling reminder Q42 how 'Far the U.S. power system will go

in preventing legitimate alternatives to the existing

media. And n o n e of them had the potential to reach a mass

audience as do the programs on public access Tv.

But this exciting experiment in democratic 01855

communications is at a very critical and vulnerable stage.

It can easily be destroyed, weakened or taken over by the

Establishment. Both sides must act quickly to protect their
interests.

é>;8_Ib*§Qt8'§Il§8&

The problem with theory making is that, 0c1r the theory
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to be cogent enough to work with, it must oversimpl icy or

exclude many aspects 04 the real wclr'l d Q45 individual and

institutional complexities. To argue that one approach is

THE answer as compared with another seems to be related more

to de£en5e of intellectual or academic territoriality than

DO truth-Ful scientific, and objective scholarship.

Elements DO most 0% the various approaches can be found when

studying the American power structure and the mass media.

Curiously, it has only been very recently that scholars have

started studying the two fields together.

The traditional media resecrchers merely accepted the

pluralist paradigm as given, carried out experiments, and

theorized. Parallel to this was the Marxists, who with

mi nor exceptions, wrapped themselves in their particular

brand o+ Marxian theory, and expounded. In the 'field of

power studies the mass media were not extensively analyzed.

Now that the two ¥ields are beginning to be considered

together, the added multidisciplinary complexities may be a

considerable burden ~For* scholars. But i t is a necessary

burden to shoulder if we are going to be able to understand

the total situation.

6.2. 1 POWER THEORY
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Let us review the theoretical positions on power which

were presented in an earlier chapter and see how they 1 cAc\k

in light of the informatiornpresented in this disuser tatinrn..

Marx was correct concerning the capitalist class owning and

controlling and running the economic system For its; own

berxe-F i t . Everything starts with the economic system. In

the U.S., people only have political power i f they either

have economic power or have been placed in a position up

power by someone who is economically power"ful, Marx 7

statement that the capitalists' ideology is the dominant one

in 5DCi Ety seems a-F-Firmed; but this is not accompl i shed

without a combination of much of-For t and no l ittle -Force.

Finally, Marx' observations about the increasingly power-ful

role which banks would play have also been proven valid.

Lenin was correct in his evaluation that true democracy

cannot be attained within capitalism. (lrcmical ly, the
capitalists, themselves, agree with him. ) His observat ion

that democratic political forms are a marripulatable 'Facade

shielding a repressive c o r e controlled by the ruling class

has been demonstrated time and again. However, it i5 mainly

within the 8fEU3 0{ these- political st ructures that

sigrni-ficarzt =8.trLxgg1 e»s QUO the~people take place.

VI-blerl described a system o-F social cclhessiarx based on

the lower classes trying to imitate the 1 i'te styles Cr? the
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wealthy. Today we do not see the wealthy so conspicuously

we did then. The super rich perhaps have learned to be

more discreet. But the basic mechanism is still there at

work: we see predominantly upper middle class, affluent

families, houses and mores in TV commercials, all designed

to make the great middle class and below dissatisfied with

their lot and work toward the higher life style through

consumption. But this is only one aspect of social control

and cohesion. The later, Marxian concept of hegemony is

more conprehensi ve and applicable to society today.

The Italian theorists Pareto and Mosca glorified the

ruling elites as providing a barrier between the control of

the state and the faceless, ignorant, crude masses or a

rogue demagogue. Ironically, they endorsed Mussolini. Rule

by elites is not a guarantee that the state will be run by

people of wisdom and capability and for the good of the

people. The U.S. presidency is a good example. Rule by the

elites is a guarantee that the state will be run for the

elites.

Some of the American followers of the elite theory

tried to inject a small amount of democratic influence into

the process. Ortega y Gasset advised against democratic

par ticipation, but called for the elites to be influenced by

the needs of the masses. What we have in the U.S. is more

as
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o# a combination of this and what Schumpeter called for:

elections to be held between competing sets co* elites which

would govern with a The

elites would

minimum degree of accountability.

be insulated from the masses, which shnul d

willingly accept their leaders- This is the type cry system

which the Ruling Car tel would like to have.

In our system we have the Facade of accountability.

The pre55 makes a big game of calling the pol iticians to

heel , and it places them in -Front DO cameras and on the

printed pages in a supposed adversary Si tuati on. In

reality, however, there is little real accountability to the

populace but the constant attempt to keep di scourge and

political activity within the bounds of the ruling limits.

Most of the U.S. system--parti cut all y the economic

sector--is not reached by the political sphere. Even though

individual politicians get elected and defeated, the key

leaders of the executive branch come from the same Ruling

Cartel put. Presidents are di sposabl e. Presidents and

their advi 5or5, cabinet members and heads 04 the CIA and FBI

can commit the must egregious, illegal acts, even violence

and murder, and rarely are called to account individually.

Weber hit upon core aspect of e l i t e political and

economy C control when he made his observation about the

dominant groups farming "collegial bodies"

a

where consensus
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is developed and where institutions are developed to

supervise the political economy. His ideas fit perfectly

the development and function of organizations such as the

Council on Foreign Relations, Bi lderbergers and the

Trilateral Commission.

The congressional economic studies which provided

considerable data on the U.S. power structure were not used

by anyone to make a comprehensive picture of the American

power system until Mills came along with the Egggg Elite in

1956. Still, his critique was based more on sociology than

on economics. Domhoff followed in the same pattern, except

he did introduce more economic data. The writers who

analyzed corporations to see how many were under managerial

control instead of family or director control simply looked

at one aspect of many means of effecting corporate control.

This type of research still is being made, the latest in

1981 by Herman. But interest group studies such as by

Knowles and Phelps show clearly the inadequacies of the

managerial revolution writers.

The information of the latter is used to show support

for the pluralists, but the pluralists were describing a

world which exists mainly in the myths. Even the

goes on in the U.S. at the

national, state and local levels is nothing like that

pluralistic activity which
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espoused by the pluralist writers. There is a stacked deck

against ordinary people and public interest groups. The

the Cartelreal pluralism exists at the ruling level where

people compete, jostle and compromise where n e c e s s a r y on

what will happen and who will bene'F i t. The plural ist ic

activity observed in Congress and at state legislatures is

mainly a shark like feeding frenzy 04 special interest groups

of capitists attacking the ripe body of the fiscal

appropriations, contracts and special interest laws. The

other central activity is ensuring their continuing control

of the political process and keeping it out of the hands of

the masses. It takes a supreme effort <For public interest

groups to achieve their goals, and even then these victories

can be lost at the budgetary and regulatory levels of

government or can be over turned in court or at the next

legislative seas inn. The system is set up by and #or the

power'Ful capitalists, and they benefit the most -From it.

Mills, and later Domhof 4 , started the power

elite/ruling class school. Domhof¥ had continuously resined
his arguments and has made some great contributions.

However he has not given a sign~Ficant place yet to the

Tri laterial Commission and n o n e to the Bi lderbergera.

Aaditinnally, he has not looked closely as comprehensively

enough at the economi c side to show the myriads of
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interconnections in the system. Domho{f could bone-Fit {rom

a session with Knowles. Domho-H also might consider blending

his material with that of some 01° the Marxists, particularly
those who study hegemony. He also might benefit $rnm a new

hours spent with his Marxist cousin, the instrumental it

Mi 1 iband.

The l'larxi it approaches all have something to

contribute. They could be combined and blended into a

comprehend ve picture which would be much more relevant and

revealing than each school of thought steadfastly

maintaining its own territory. Today the studies of the

legitimation crisis an d hegemony seem to be crucial in

understand the twin aspects of the prob 1 ems with the

capitalism and how the system sustains itself. But is

not just the Hegelian-Marxist position o-f hegemony which is

crucial . The instrumentalist analysis of the structure and

functioning o<F the state is needed to see hegemony at work.

AS we have shown, the range of approved subjects and

opinions appearing on the media generally coincides with

that found within the Ruling Cartel itself. This could be

termed the hegemonic range. A similar span of limitations

can also be of curd in the activities of the Car tel think

tarlk5 and f cuundat i cm. Every in the elite universities,
pr of ESSDI" 5 who stray from the hegemonic ranges co

i t

their
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disciplines--particularly if they are publicly outspoken and

wr i to i n "unapproved " (non-Establ i segment )

publications--¥requently find themselves f ailing to receive

tenure, or i f tenured , they suffer various ~Forms of

penal t i es and harassment .

But the

i s static or

maintenance of hegemony is not something which

automatically built into the system, although

the power is stacked on the side of the rulers. It is

something at which the power structures at all levels must

constantly work. Shielding the people from reality and

fending off the counter hegemonies of the struggling masses

is a difficult job which requires full-time effort.

The media are particularly crucial here because of the

high acceptability and credibility by the public (especially

for TV) , and because of their pervasi veness. The airwaves

are saturated with hegemonic ideology in both entertaifoment

Deviant employees fired;

rampant; are

authoritarian, corporate

news and events are

are total

of

and news programming.

and distortion are

socialized; the

used everywhere;

.dismembered

and

are

newsrooms

#rom their

dissemination

censorship

hegemonically

structure is

trivialized and

i interconnected

disinformation

Pervading all

{rom

this

{framework;

the CIA

is the

is more

almost

and more

constant

common.

message of
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acceptance of authority (Gerbner 1972 and 1977; Gerbner and

Gross 1976).

in

The significance of comprehending

understanding importantan aspect

hegemony is not just

classo~F ruling

control . hegemonic process

instrumentally, it i5 easier to develop strategies to combat

Knowing how the works

the system dominance and to provide countering in~Fclrmatic\n

to the people through both Establishment and alternative

media. The Structuralist i deas on the capitalist state's
need to maintain legitimation and to promote accumulation

are very instructive in understanding why the state and

media function the way they do. However, the Structuralist

position that the state -Functions relatively

of and not just as a simple tool 434

independently

thecapitalist class

seems to be true in appearance more than in substance. AS

we have seen, it is the Cartel personnel who hold the key

decision making positions in the government. Most of the

1 aw; and {unct i ons of government acivi ty support the

interests of the institutions and individuals 0-F the Cartel

and its capitalist brethren.
The state may seem to be acting independently for

several r e a s o n s - The -First is ideological . AS Schi 1 let'

says (1973, 11,12), the people must believe that their
political institutions are independent and are objectively
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run for the benefit Do everyone. 14 the government does not

give

democratic myths are exposed and f all apart.

continually the aPPE'arance QUO doing this, the

Secondly, because within the Ruling C1ass there is a

range of opinions and because there are other non-Cartel

capitalists to contend with (such as the Hunts of= Texas) ,

the state must deal with these interests,

particularly as they vary

varying

from one part 04 the country to

another.

Third, the state is the focus

people through elections and special

of the struggles o-F the

interest QDLIPS-

Because the state must contend with these problems in

addition to the contradictions within the system itself, it

may seem that the state is i ndependent cn' the capitalist

economic system. But this is not the case. The use of the

terms "public" and "private" sectors is a

illusion. The state is where the political

propagandistic

and economic

together, and the government

certain problems for the benefit of the dominating forces of

systems come must NDT' k out

the system al including measures which are developed to

contain the struggles $4 the people through a combination of

consessinns and repression.

Wolfe had a key insight in his anal ysi5 c»¥ American

politics as an alienating system which extracts surplus
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political energy tram the people during their struggles.

Because politics is an inside game Di* the capitalist class,

must exert tremendous e4y\°c»r-ts and resources evenopponents

to obtain small victories, much less to maintain the status

quo to retain gains previously 4¢ought for. Sn much e-Hort

goes into fighting the system, u5j fig the system's stacked

rules and in the system's institutions, there is very little

time, energy or money 1 eat over to establish true

alternative institutions so that a serious destabl ization
and challenge to the ruling class can be made. This i s

particularly true because politics does not touch the

centers DO power . It is next to impossible to develop a

strong alternative third party, and access to mass media to

direct1_y disseminate alternative ideas is generally closed.

And yet 5 even with all these disadvantages which the

challengers of the system face, the Car tel leaders are very

much concerned with these efforts 04 the people and with the

predilection of the Pl"E55 to occasi oral 1 y present some

information on dissident activities and opinions.

The Marxian analysis o-F the legitimation crisis is
crucial to understanding the twin necessities 04 the Ruling

Cl ass to c l o s e l y c o n t r o l t he key pol i tical and economic

institutions, and to maintain exclusive dominance of the
ideological institutions of society, particularly the mass
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media. Because the economic system operates to the

detriment of most o*F the people and because the poli t ical

system is run by key capitalists for the

themselves and their ilk, i s a

constant

primary benefit mf

the legitimaticm crisis

problem, particularly in hard economic times when

the real i t ies of the system can be seen with greater clarity

by the people. As the legitimation c r i s i s continues to

spread and becomes more acute, the governmental rulers must

resort to a combination cM repression, increased propaganda

arid false to manipulate public

opinion so that the people

crises in their attempts

bewi l l 5uPDGf five of Cartel

policies (or at

des= 1 ect domestic C di ssati sf act on .

least to be apathetic o r cowed) and to

AS can be seen, there are many ideas and theories which

are relevant and useful in developing a total picture of the

U.S. power system and how i t operates. I t appears that at

many points in the analyses of war i ous writers the mays

media play an important role. We will now a s s e s s media

research and s e e how relevant it has been over the years,

how it has been developing recently, and what needs to be

accomplish.
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6.2.2 MEDIA THEORY

As McAnar\y (1981, 4-15) states, although there has been

considerable theorizing the past -Few decades regarding mass

communications, it has been done in a vacuum u The state,

the soci o-econDmi c system, and the i r relationships to the

media and society have not been real i stoical ly and

comprehend vol y descr i bed . Beware this research is carried
nut and general societal theories are developed, no relevant

communications theory can be provided.

After the first stage $4 constructing a macro view D-F

society and the media are complete, McAnar\y believes the

next step is one in which development of a micro view of the

media and society is undertaken. This "process and

relationships" stage looks at interrelationships and links

in mass media institutions and at media systems . This

dissertation is an attempt to take us through these f irst

two stages.

Most media research has been done in response either' to

the requirements of the capitalist 5Y5tElY: DV' has

uncritically taken for granted capitalism and i t s

relationships in society. Research which looks critical ly,

not just at mass, communications, but the entire scici etcl
system, can result in  a challenge to the 5y5tem it5e..-4.
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This type o<F more objective approach v»'11 undoubtedly bring
down upon the writers the hD5L'1ity of= the defenders of the

myths o-F both the exbating political-economic system and the

M355 media.

The history of the development of ma55 communi Cati ons

theory shows dif¥erer\t stages (Curran 1 Gurevi tch and

Noollacott 1982)- Following World War I the media were seen

as pervasive and all-powerful, as evidenced by the SLICCESSES

of British pro-war propaganda in the U.S.. From the la te

19405 through the 19695 a reverse evaluat ion was made.

Based upon empirical studies it was indicated that the

audience was not merely a mass of passive receptors 04 the

media, but it actively interacted with them and brought

different i ndi vi dual and group experiences, needs and

information processing actions to the media experience. It
was claimed that the media did not have so great an impact

except to reinforce the opinions which audiences already

held.

In the 1 ate 19605 and early 19705 this vi ew was

challenged from two sources I One H85 from researchers who

looked at the old empirical data and same up with different
conclusions, mainly that the media did have 5igni¥icarlt
influence in a number F34 C8593 and situaticvrxss.

Additionally, these researchers stated that in view of the
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great impact :of the comparatively new medium of TV, the

whole question o~F media effects chould be reevaluated.

The other new source of criticism Cr# the old paradigm

was the Marxissts. They said that the previous, research was

f atal 1 y 4 1 awed because i t was uncritically based on

capitalist pluralism--a false perception and understanding

QUO the real world. They 'said that the media are powerful ,

pervasive transmitters cr ideology which is central to the

m a i n t e n a n c e of ruling class domination. However J as the

years passed 5 the Marxists became more interested in

empirical studies and in the complexities of ideology 4=our\d

at the level cM the audience. As a result there was a shift

away from the media as dominantly powerful, as was evident

in the earlier Marxist critiques. But, in more recent years

the shift of Hof:us 04 Fredi a study has been made from the

audience to the transmitters, i.e.. , the messages and how

they were made and by whom. As Curran (1982, 17> stated,

there were 'Four "strands of interest!"

1. Institutional structures and role relationships

The political economy as media institutions

3. F'r131°e55itJr\a1 ideologies and work practices

4. Interaction of med a institutions with their

*socio-pol i ii cal environment .
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These studies show that the ultimate power to shape media

messages comes from the top of the corporate power system 5

and, there{ore, the media ultimately serve the economic and

power interests of the corporate elite.

The pluralists have stated that the media praFessionals

are autonomous and work freely within a system which

objectively reports the news. Marxists claim that the

journalists are part of the system, subservient to the

dominant ideology and that their work reflects this. Later

trends seem to indicate that there a r e intermediate
positions now being taken between these opposing views.

The fourth {ocus mentioned above shows that the media

do not exist in a vacuum 5 but are par t of the

socicz--political environment and interact with i t . The news

producers are therefore not just limited by the

institutional and individual perimeters of possibil i t ies

within this 4: ramewcnr k , but also have a symbiotic
relationship with these institutions. The pluralists see

the media professionals and the power' institutions as being

in an equal position Q41 mutual dependence. Marxists base

their theory on the thesis that the economic base determines

the nature QUO the other institutions in the superstructure.

The-re<Fcnre, they see the media as an integral par t mf the

power system. By acting their role within the system, the
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media reproduce the viewpoints QUO the dominant

i misti tut ons.

A school 01° thought within Marxism began questioning

for evaluating thethis approach as being too rigid a basis

media. In the 1ate 19705 and 19805 some of the

structuralists began looking at the media as part of a

comprehensive system of inculcation and maintenance DO*

ideology rather than as just actors within the

pol i ii cal -economi c power {ramework . Some writers reject the

base-superstructure model and indicate that ideology is the

main aspect 041 social cohesion, because it is i deal ogy

through which all people experience the world.

The structuralists w ere criticized by the

political-eccsnomy oriented Marxists who said that ideology

had no autonomous effectiveness. They claimed that ideology

is the means through which the media are able to conceal and

distort the real nature of society, thereby producing a

combination 03 f al se consciousness in the people and

legitimizing the system at the same time. The

structuralists in turn criticized that position, saying that

tcm much was assumed to -Follow naturally after showing that

the economic base ex i steel and that there was concentration

cuff ownership and control 04 the media. A particular

de{iciency was that the poli t ical economy approach simply
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1 Eat us with the simple view DO the media as distorters DO

reality rather than actcrrs in a complex ideological

interactive {ramework.

Another Marxist approach has recently arisen--the

cultural ist. Thi*5 school of thought places the prime media

focus on the audience, par tri cularly the cultural setting
and the individual experiences which people bring to the
communi Cati ons' interaction . The media and other phenomena

o~F society are part of a "complex , ex press ve totality"

(Curran, Gurevitch and Wocnllacatt 1982 , 27) . To the

cultural ist the study o{ how and by whom the messages are

produced in not enough; the receivers at e the ones who

authenticate expel i once. The cultural ists spend a great

deal 04 time analyzing content, looking at semi cnl ogi cal and

linguistic aspects of the mass communications, assessing the

hegemonic: compos ii on 134 the messages, and looking for

contradictions.

The cultural its seem to have more in common with the

pluralists such as Lazarsfeld than they do with Marxist

thought. In f act, by completely deemphasizing

political-economy the culturalists have almost squeezed Marx

out of it. A5 a result, Hal 1 had tried to combine the
=8»tructura1 it and cultural ist approaches (Curran, Gurevitch
and Wool l acott 1982).
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The divergent opinicms about the nature D*F the media

and their place and ¥unctior: in society result greatly from

Thethe dual nature of* the media: economic and ideological .

tomed a are adver ii Si fig i nst i tut i ons designed create

desires in the receivers ox* the messages and to motivate

them to buy the products and services advert i sed . But

ideology also permeates the press, overtly and covertly, in

news as well as in entertainment. Both the economic and

ideological aspects are mutually reinforcing.

But primary to both natures 04 the media is cgntrgl .

With control you can maintain dominance over both these

¥unction5. Because capitalists, particularly the Cartel ,

have control of the media, we get mainly capitalist

i deal ogy. Change the basic nature of the ecoonomic system

and the media would present a different ideology. However,

because the dominant ideology is so comprehensi vol y

hegemonic, it does take on a life and intertie o# its own

which make i t difficult #For people to accept either

counter-i deal ogi es or i n¥4:\rmati on cm the real i t ies  up the

system. Thi; is reinforced by the dominant ideology being

supported at all levels and phases of society: the

workplace, educational institutions, f amity, churches,

research organizations, government, and 04 course the

media.
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An yet, as the writer; who discuss the legitimation

crisis say, the people are increasingly quest Oni fig the

system because Cr? the contradi :ii ons in the system itself

and the gap between reality and the myths and propaganda.

It i s possible that the dominant ideology could be

significantly challenged if the masses of the people had easy

access to alternative information from respected,

authoritative sources, particularly if advances were also

made on a broad range 04 subjects by individuals and groups

challenging the system. The top Cartel people al sn

recognize this.

Thus, it appears that the most realistic view of the

media and society is compiled from certain aspects of most

of these approaches, just as most :of the power theori sts.

have somethi fig relevant to add in developing the total

picture of power' structures. Even the writings 045

pluralists can be of value in showing various micro ways the

system supposedly works. Even though these pl Ural ist

studies are handicapped by their -False analyses (or lack of

analysis) of the pol i ii cal -econczmi C system5 one can use

these studies effectively after placing them in their proper

i deal ogi cal perspective. They can be used as small pieces

in the great power structure-media puzzle.

Now that a comprehensive, empirical picture of the U.S.
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power structure and mass media has been presented, theory

building can begin with a more realistic analysis of what

society is like, at least -From the top

much to do in the way u~F reasearch, particularly in the area

down . There remains

04 the effect of the media DU the people, especially in

relationship t o ideological hegemony. Same particularly

interesting experiments could be made about the et{ect of

counter-hegemonic information on people. A third fruitful

area could be the success up usage and effect o-F public

access in the presentation of alternative i n-Formati on.

Fourth, the battle over public access at the national and

local levels should be comprehensively chronicled so that

the power structure responses to the new medium can be

ascertained. It would be important to know the response of

the people to viewing access. 15 it different ¥rclm regular

TV? Are audience expectations di ¥~Ferent'? Is  i t as credible

as the regular media?
at a more macro scale there are many pressing questions

regarding the media, power J society and the individual.

Hal lcaran (Mcénany 1981) lists many subjects for inquiry,

many dealing with the impending cnmmuni Cati ons revolution.

There i s a terribly pressing urgency to accelerate the

analysis of communications-, and society and to take immediate

steps to intervene in the impending revolution before most
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med a and their relationships have been ~Formed and

solidified. If academics merely wai t and see, then chart

and analyze what has happened, it will be too late.

We are at an extremely sign-Ficant juncture. The

combination of computer technology and new communications

capable litie5 is about to take off in a quantum jump which

could very well trar\s¥orm society. Even now, the control of

such technology is highly concentrated. The multi natl oral

corporate system would be impossible without instantaneous,

widespread global communications, not only within their own

organizations but with others. The international banking

system is coordinated world wide, and nation states are

almost helpless against it. (However so recently there are

signs of the debtor nations' joining together to #arm a

cartel in order to present a united front to the debt

ho1 di fig natl cm's--especi al 1 y the U. S. --and to exact some

concessions, par ti cu] art y to obvi ate the harsh terms of the

INF.) Labor unions are sever-el Y handicapped in combatting

international capital because they do not have the

organization or communication system to mat ch then'

mul ii national corporate adversaries.

But this is minor- compared with what cars happen in the
next ten to thirty years.. Twin revolutions are occurring in

communications delivery and in computers. Cable To and
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direct broadcast Satellites (DBS) can saturate individual

and societal need and desire for informational channels and

services. o~F "megacomputers"

promises to give an enormously accelerated advantage to the

The impending development

possessors, perhaps more than England had in the early years

up the Industrial Revolution. When the day of the "smart"

and "teaching" computers arrives, the people,

and countries without them can be left f ar behind.

institution

Thus, the question of control becomes absolutely

critical. Who decides who is to have access to the super

systems? Who will decide the so4tware/content? Who will

decide the use of the systems? Who will have access? Who

will benefit?

The answers to these questions, and doubtless many

more, cannot wait. CommunicationsAction must begin non.

developedbe to counter theand political strategies must

development, control and use DO

concentrated in new hands.

the new technology being
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Chapter 7

CDNCLUS I DN

Z=.l_II;IE_8UEBlQ8D___EQ*_'!§B_§IB4JQIQ8§

As Chapter Two indicates, the American power structure

is a complex H-amework o-F pol iti cal , social and economic

interlocks in the fields co bushiness, government,

i ntel 1 i gence, philanthropy, education, idea ~Formation, and

the mass media.. People, ideas and money move -From one 0%

these sectors to another with smoothness. New organizations

frequently are f armed to fill a perceived need, and old ones

are either laid to rest or are modified whan their

usefulness has become outdated. The national power

structure has its tentacles in the state and local levels in

order to maintain dominance, to keep informed, to establish

consensus, to effect coordination, and to bring in fresh,

new people who can be beneficially used at the national

level .. The prime political decision making positions have

been filled from the same oral 1 group of Rul ing Car tel

anu 475
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institutions for decades, regardless of administration. The

Cartel control over the economy has been increased over the

years as a result cry the merger movements. This also has

concentrated the control of wealth into f ewer and 'Fewer

hands, so that a small

law firms and key industries (such as the oil industry) have

number of decision makers in banks,

f at-reaching effects on the rest of the world. This drive

*For concentrati on of economic and political power i s 50

great and continuous that there seems to be no evidence at

this time DO a countervailing power to slow it down, much

less to reverse it.

The structure of the mass media in the U.S. is the same

as the rest Q41 the American economy--concentrated. There

are only three TV networks, two sign*Ficant wire services,

two major news magazines, and only two newspapers with

significant national political importance and impact. There

is that

5Dme use

an interrelationship among these organizations, in

the others' material, and some provide information

functions -Far' the others, par ticularly

Because the 1 leaders

and agenda setting
the print media for the TV networks.
and significant employees from these media organizations
also play roles in key Car tel organizations and the

government, the prime U.5. mass media are closely tied in
with the Ruling Car tel .
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Two basic features of the American power structure are

control and limitation. A5 DCIMhC!*F't (1967) and M1115 (1956)

have shown, the entry into upper class status carefully

managed' the powerful Cartel people closely screen and limit

is

participants in key organizations; employees are suitably

socialized and closely scrutinized to ensure that they bit

into the organization and 4ul{i11 its goals. Even rich

capitalists cannot breeak into the Cartel's ruling circles

on the basis of wealth alone, even though they might be very

powerful within their own corporate empire.

Control and limitation are not just used to insure the

i deal ogical purity and e#ficiency of the ruling circles;

they also are required in the attempt to keep control D+

people and o~ ~ganizations outside the chosen group. AS we

saw in the <Fir5t two chapters, there are many means to do

this. Control of the key economic institutions is a barrier

to an outsider becoming too powerful . The political process

is limited through the use of money and access to the mass

media and through the inside game found in the relationship

of the government with the prime Car tel organizations.

Groups such as the Trilateral Commission and the Council on

Foreion Rel at ons limit policy formation; foundations

nurture only those cultural and intellectual quests which

Fit their needs; and the favored think ta'r\k5 and
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most cities:

1. Public access TV on cable systems. We have already

discussed this at length in previous chapters. Local

groups can present their material either by producing

their own programs or by appearing on established

shows . In addition to the local experts being on the

programs, the groups' out-of-town guests can appear as

well. Furthermore, any video tapes, slides or -ii 1m5

to which the groups have access can be used. Programs

can be made on location where the activity is taking

place, or arrangements can be made to tape in a

studio.

2. Radio and TV call-in programs. Because most larger

cities have these, it is very simple to have immediate

BCCESS to 1 arge audiences. It would by highly

advisable for progressive groups to have a "duty 1 ist"
an

Q-f people in their memberships to devote specific

times and days to phone-in their opinions on these

programs . Additionally, because the people who

produce these programs are continuously 1 looking -For

guest 5 and subjects, change-oriented groups; should

contact the producers in order to provide people to be

on these programs, either {Rom their own memberships,

or 'From the flow co* experts who are brought into town
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universities perform the major wark in the development of

these Cartel requirements. Lower and higher education is

always under close scrutiny in order to ensure that i t s

production fits the needs Q{ the system. The f act that the

major organizations in these instituti oral categories are

themselves interlocked provides a -Framework -Fur control and

coordination.

It is not just in the corporate sector where a watchful

eye is kept DD ideological purity. Universities also

try to weed out the outspoken dissidents.

care4'u11y control their staffs and faculties, and sedulously

The public school

systems and state boards of education also closely

scrutinize textbooks and employees to E*r15ure ideological

dependability. People and organizations which f all outside

QUO this range of acceptability of ten find themselves targets

for overt and cover t activity by the police organizations of

the country, including, occasionally, the military.

Z=3_ItlE_6L4:Bl§9&LL16§§_8EQl6

F45 Chapter Three shows., concentration of media

ownership and control is found not just nationally, but also
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at the local and regional levels. It is not merely the fact

that the electronic and print media are mainly in the hands

aof capitalists and are used primarily for making profit,

but the ownership is concentrated, particularly injtgel-f

the areas of distribution, audience and pray' iis. And, as

with the economy as a whole, the concentration is continuing

unabated, particularly in the 'field c14 cable television

where there HB5 such pram se of variety from it;

multichannel capacity. Even public TV provides no exception

to control by corporate and power structure interest, both

at the the national and local levels.

Finally, as the chapter on media content shows, the end

result of control of the press is a range of opinion and

in4ormaticnn which generally ~Fa11s within the range o<F

acceptability within the ruling class itself. Anything

outside o-F this range generally either is ignored, distorted

or derided. Meanwhile, the alternative press struggles to

survive the twin threats 04° economic starvation and

predatory governmental activity, leaving many people and

groups mostly dependent on the vagaries and distortions 0%

the Establishment media for dissemination of their opinicrns-3

and ideas.

This pervasive cantranl D45 ide8 -Formation, education,

and par ticularly the mass media i5 vital ly nece<55ary to
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maintain societal hegemony- It is vitally important to the

rulers that the people do not have easy and continuous

access to unapproved views. But even more important in that

the people internalize the hegemonic values so that they are

immune to dissident information and opinions. It is much

easier to control society in the people place themselves

within the desired ideological prison of which the Ruling

Carte] is the warden. That is why the control DO the press

is so crucial, because the people spend so much time with

the media, particularly television.

But there are leaks in the system.

1. People can occasionally see that reality is different

¥rDm what they are told in the myths and what they

observe within the hegemonic information range.

Sometimes the real world looms too big for the midi a

to cover up or distort.

2. Because the press sells itself as the watchdog D+ the

system, i t must per-tgrm some muckraking or lose

credibility.

There is information coming from the alternative press

and from overseas with which the Establishment press

must occasionally deal.

4. There are disagreements within the ruling class itself

which is dealt with publicly. (Although not always .
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For instance, the debate that raged within the Council

on Foreign Relations over the Viet Nam War was not

reported (Shoup and Minter 1977) .

7.2. 1 THE PUBLIC ACCESS TV ALTERNATIVE

It is into this information and opinion gap that the

new medium of public access television on cable can step.

It has the potential to play a significant role in informing

the peopl Es and it can lead toward a weak iring cr-F Cartel

hegemony, if i t is allowed to proliferate and grow and if

the people use it in a progressive manner. This will not be

accomplished without a struggle, because as Chapter Five

shows, the Supreme Court and Congress have steadfastly

torpedoes public access to the press--both electronic and

print. The existing Burger Court and the recent activities

CH* Congress and the regulatory agencies have been

detrimental to the publ ices interest and have been working

squarely for corporate desires. And at the local 1 evil

across the country there have been many attacks C.l\'l public

access TV, both by government and by the industry.

The attitude QUO the Car tel was subtly stated by Justice

White in the Red Li on case, which many people seem to
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interpret as the prime victory of the people over the

media. White said that it was not the rights of the media

owners, but of the people which were paramount. What was

crucial was the right of the people to "receive suitable"

information. This same rational was used later to attack

public access in the Midwest 21999 II case. It is very

clear: the people must not be allowed to speak directly to

each other; Establishment control must be maintained so that

the masses cannot have access to information which is

"unsuitable."

However, public access TV is proliferating, developing

audiences and generating excitement in most places where it

is available. In Austin, Texas, the public access

manager--Austin Community Television (ACTV)--has captured

over seven percent of the viewing audience and has

f acilitated par ticipation by a large number of individuals

and community groups which have a wide range of interests

and points of view. Yet, even with such a record of success

(or perhaps BECAUSE of such success) ACTV is under attack by

the city government and the local monopoly newspaper.

There is one program which has been appearing on ACTV

over five years which has been particularly

successful-~Qltg§Q§tiyg Miers- A news magazine program which

derives its information and guests mainly from

for
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non-Establishment sources. &Lt_ef;f;Qt_i!e Vi§w_§ has developed a

large ~Fo11Dwing in Austin, Texas, and is now being shown in

several other cit ies in the country. It has attracted

national and international attention, with many requests

having been received for playing co the show in other parts
of the U.S. as well as over seas I Alternative Views is not

just a good example of how easy it is to start and maintain

a public access news program series, it al so reveal s that
the American people are thirsting for a broader range QUO

irn'ormaticar\ and i deal than that which they are usually

served.

7.3 THE PEOPLE'S STRATEGY

In view of the enormous power and control which the
American Ruling Car tel has over the political, economic and

communications aspects o-F the country, the attack on the

Cartel must come 1°r'om a variety cn-F sources using a multitude
of media and methods. AS we have seen ., there are many

weaknesses, contradictions and areas of instability in the
system par titularly bE'CE*.Ll5E of i t s cap tal i st and

imperialist nature and in it°5. PYIESEDt multinational,
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monopoly, and militarist form.

The most destabilizing information which could be the

subject of mass dissemination is the reality of the system

itself--the type o-F information presented in th i s

dissertation. 14 people were to learn the truth about they

U.S. power structure, it would go a long way in destroying

the myths which help to hD d the system together and

stab lize it, making i t rest stint to bast c "h3lllQE.

Citizens' eyes would be opened to how the country really is
run, by whom, and for whose benefit. They would be able to

see their place in the system and how they are exploited.

There certainly would be resistance to this, because i t is

very uncomfof tabl e 4*or people to have their myths

challenged. There also would be a negative reaction #rum

people who think they are receiving and f air shake from the

system or who identify themselves strongly with. Finally,

there would be great resistance from the power structures at

all levels of society, but par ticularly *From the Ruling

Cartel itse1¥.

7.3.1 DRGQNIZQTIUNQL

This basic destabi 1 i zi fig f or t of disseminating

in#Fc»r-mation about the realities cz-F the U.E`». power- system is
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only a par t of the struggle. Before this can be

accomplished on a MB55 scale, a combination of things must

be -accomplished. Because the Establishment media will not

present such information, the matter must be brought to the

attention of all the change-oriented individuals and groups

which are also struggling, SD that they will have the

understanding of haw the system works. They they can use

this knowledge in their own operations and publicity. There

is a wide spectrum of such groups and activities, such as

unions, single-issue organizations, cc»n5umer QTDLIDS,

churches, neighborhood organizations, pressure groups,

stockholder meetings, and school textbook groups.

The efforts of such organizations wool d be much more

effective in they disseminated information on the Cartel and

interpreted their information using Ruling Car tel analysis

as a basis. There are other activities in which there

organizations could in vol ve themselves -For even greater'

e¥fectivene5s. They could form umbrella organizations where

their mutual intere5t5 coincide in order to increase their

strength and par ticipation. They can *support progressive,

independent and third party carxdidatee. They can work in

el edticmia 'EO that the most favorable candidates can be

chc15E-n. They can par ticipate where possible in

fund-di E-.per'5i fig organizations, so that worthy,
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change-oriented individuals and groups--most QJF which a r e

starved for funds--can survive and grow.

Probably the biggest hurdle is the unions, because

their leadership not only is usually conservative, but the

tap people in most of the largest unions have already been

co-opted by the Car tel by part cipating in such e l i t e

organization; BS the Trilateral Commission and the

Bi l derbergers. It is mainly with the rank and file and with

the union locals where change-oriented eH'clrts would

probably be 5ucces5fu1.

7. 3. 2 MASS MEDIA STRATEGIES

In al l these activities the use of the miss's media is

crucial. In too many groups a great amount of time is spent

in activities which will reach only a few people, and these

people are already convinced cs? the rightness of the point

D+ view of the group. Newsletters and lectures only reach a

few people. The masses are watching To, listening to radio,

and reading the local newspapers. This is where progressive

people must go in order to reach the people. There are many

Etrategieg which can be used in addition to the traditional
o n e s of holding symposi a , 1 ECtLll"E5 and demonstrations.

There are several methods which are readily available in
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to SpEak. It is not only local programs which are

available. The cable channel which presents

governmental and public af¥air5
programmi fig--C-SPAN--and Cable News Network have daily

call-in programs with a national audience. There also

are radio programns at night which 4 feature cal 1-ins,

not only on stations with powerful signals which can

be picked up in large parts of the country, but there

is al so one program, the L_§;=;x *Sing 8494, which is on

the nationwide Mutual Broadcasting System.

3. Local newspapers can be approached through reporters

or editors whcai might be sympathetic or interested in

what a group might have to present . If t he l o c a l

monopoly newspaper wil l nat do i t directly , i t

sometimes can be pressured to provide coverage i-F the

other media in town are talking about the subject,

par ticularly either in the alternative media, if any,

or on the electronic media.

4. The electronic media rlev-45 departments may bE more

c o o p e r a t i v e than the print media because of (1) their

Fairness Doctrine requirements (i~F st i l l enforced),

(2) there are more competitive media outlets, and (3)

generally their' ownership and managements, although

conservative, are not so closely allied with the local
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power structure than is the large, local daily

newspaper I

Letters to the editors are always advisable, although

it is always problematic as to whether the newspaper

will print the letters, or in it does, whether it will

print them without distortion.

6. Guest editorial are sometimes printed by newspapers.

7. Press conferences. It is particularly important to

keep in mind the operational schedules of the media so

that the con+erence time will make i t easy for the

media to place the stories into their work routines.

In this regard it is always more attractive to have a

local or national notable or expert who has name

identification.. The local media are more likely to

print or broadcast the information.

8_ Journalism Reviews. If one is available locally, this

is a good place to critique the local press. l+ a

journalism review does not publish locally, you can

publish in an out-of-town, prestige publ icati on and

follow up by ensuring that local media and politicians

get copies of the article. of course 5 i t wOol d be

ideal to star t a journalism review locally, perhaps in

conjunction with high school and :allege journalism

departments.
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9. Ar ticles. There are many publications which are

constantly looking for interesting and provocative

articles, ranging from scholarly journals and special

interest magazines to the progressive press with

limited diatributimn and the pub i Cati ons with mass

circul ation such as the "menu' magazines" which do

some muckraking. Publications in the 1ast categgr Y

are ElQxb_Q>: and E§Q§3Q_u§§, and ex ampl et of the

p r o g r e s s i v e p r e s s are LQ These Times, E:Qg:s§§ixs,
Héiign, and QQ§LQLQ0- Additionally, many cities have

small papers and magazines which can be approached.

IO. Books. Although this is a huge task, writing a book

can be very et+ective in reaching a mass audience.

Textbooks can provide an alternative to the hegemonic

selection now used in school 5, par titularly in

colleges where individual professors can set ect the

books to be used in their classes.

11. Wire Services and out-04-town newspapers. If an event

takes place or i f you present a program (et then' live

or' on videotape) you can make a press rel ease about

the content and send it to the wire services and the

DUtlD'f 'DWFI publications we 1 as to the local

media. Sometimes the local power 'structure and

politicians are mare sensitive

35

to adverse publicity
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which is carried outside of the city's borders than

that which is published only in the local media.

Action must begin now and continue at an accelerated

pace. Progressive people in the U.S. must join hands with

their counterparts in other countries. Their adversaries

are -[firmly transnational. E<F-Forts need to be made to

establish networks for dissemination of video tapes by using

bicycling and eventually by leasing satellite space. (The

next step would be to get the cable operators to carry the

signal--a problematical task. ) Funding sources must be

found to finance the production and dissemination of this

programming. Because mast of the large money-dispensing

sources are al so Car tel control led , the established

foundations and wealthy individuals may not be the best

places to so l i c i t funds. However a through the combined

resources 9% many progressive organizations such as the

American Friend; Service Committee, the American Civil

Liberties Union and progressive churches, i t would be

possible to purchase space on a satellite. It is not very
expensive. Even European sources of -Funding might be

possi blE. Foundations ¥requent1 y help groups or individuals
in other nations, when they would not do so in: their awn

country for political reasons.

Cartel ideological hegemont must be broken, or at least
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successfully challenged, before a liberating, mass movement

can take place to overcome the existing system of power and

control. To do this, alternative information must be

provided to the masses of the people. They are mainly at

home watching TV. That is where progressive people must

with their messages. now I

go
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ENDNOTES

CHAPTER UNE (pages 1-33)

1. Unless otherwise indicated, the information in this

section will be ~Fr-om Garson (1977) .

2. At the turn of the century Moody (1904) 9 Brandel S

(1914) and the Pujo Committee (US Congress 1913) saw

that the economy was dominated by a coalition of

f amities and corporations of great wealth and power s

particularly the Rockefeller; and Morgans. Berle and

Means (1932) estimated that 2,000 people controlled

one-half of U.S. industry. The New Deal's Temporary

National Economic Committee (TNEC) 8999913211 EQ.:

(Thorp and Crowder ( 1914) considered that the top

thirteen most affluent <Fami lies, par ii cularl y the

duPor\t=8, Mellon; and Rocke¥e1 1ers, shared ecorxomi C

primacy in the country. Sweez y lai d in 1939 that

there were eight or more financial interest groups

with their own satellite corporations which dominated

the American economy. Other speculations as to how

many people control the country have been made to

Boron and Sweezy (19é»é»)--10,000, Dye (1976)--4,100,

Gordon (1945)--4,0Q0. (Other guesses are covered later

in thi 5 chapter.) The conservative Hayek recognized

22
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in 1944 that monopoly capitalism was leading to a

totalitarian, corporative state which soul d be

controlled and operated by and *For the monopolists.

3. One of Rose's students told the author that Rose said

to her , before he died, that the Power Elite

perspective was correct after al l . Dahl made a

Simi 1 at statement in a v i s i t  t o the University QUO

Texas at Austin. This also is the rather plaintive
theme of Dahl's A-Fter t_h__g Revolution (1970): political
scientists--the plural i 5t5--had been i gnor ifig the

economic realities of the system; true pluralism was

therefore a goal Had which we should strive.

4. Unless other vi se indicated, the information comes *From

Gold, Lo and Wright (1975).

5. Harxists frequently point to contradictions inherent

in the capitalist system which produce instability in

the system with which the capitalists are constantly

trying to deal and which also form areas of focus on

class exploitation, discontent and struggle. Marx

pointed out two main contradictions, the most basic

being the arbitrary and unnatural division between

capital and labor, the result being that, because the
capitalist wants production only for prof i t and

because he appropriates this profit (or surplus) from
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the wealth produced by the workers, the capitalist

actually fetters the productive mechanism which could

produce much more Q# a socially bene{icia1 nature than

just to provide accumulation {or the capitalist. The

Cather main contradiction is that production is a

social process, whereas the means of production are

privately owned, and the greatest benefits also are

appropriated privately: profits are not socialized.

Another contradiction is that , in this process of

accumulation, the spending power of the wear ker5 in

reduced below that which can be used to purchase

everything that is produced. If this occurs,

recession results. Also, because corporations are in

almost constant debt , they must make continually

rising profits to pay their creditors. Therefore,

capitalism must expand continuously. Dn this point

even the capitalists agree. Hence, to grow, the

system must accumulate. Without such growth, economic

and social disintegration occurs, people see the

5yst€m more clearly, discontent is rampant al and

struggle is heightened. As 0'Connor points out, under

monopoly capitalism even the CD5t'8» and results of

production (such as pollution) are increasingly

socialized (born by the government, hence taxpayers);
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ut the pro¥it5:go to the corporations. Now, even the

risks are being socialized: gas consumers are paying

infer rates to finance an Alaskan pipeline; dew( Erse

industries are guaranteed Pru-Fits; the government

Fei mbuF5ed the big banks for the latter' loan losses

to Poland. Qui 1 1 the corporation5 collect the

prcJ4i t5.

ENDNDTES FDFC CHPJPTER TWO (pages 84-150)

1. Some of there large curperatione and their ethic& held

by the top institutional; include AT&T (4.1X), Western

Union (30.47.) Burlington Northern (2B.8Z) , Southern

Raj 1 way (TEN), Caterpillar Tractor (2é.9Z), Chrysler

(22.'8.z),, General Electric (i8.éZ), Fiobil Dil <23.9x) 5

Horvaanto (25.87 Union Carbide (18. 97) Nor tlwwest

Airlines (45_57_) United Airlines (3'9.47) s United

Qi rcraf t (36.67}, Virginia Electric and Power (23.3x)

5a¥eway Stores ($4.3Z), Travelers Insurance (29.5x).

For example, General Motors has two interlock; with

Ford, four with Chrysler, and 4 Ive with International

Harvest Er . Ex X C'Jl'7 has interlock; with Hubie (is)

Standard of Cal i¥urnia (6) Atlantic Richfield (4)

Texaco (E) Standard of Indiana and Shel 1 ( 1 )

These are basically indirect

11

interlock; which are not

11

11

1
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prohibited by the Clayton Act, but which might be in

vial ati on of the Federal Trade Commission Act,

according to Metcalf.

3. Unless otherwise indicated, CFR in¥ormati¢:n is #rom

Shoup and Minter.

4. Unless otherwise indicated, Bi lderberg material is

iron Liberty Lobby [1975].

5. Some of these policies are as 'Pol lows: decrease

restrictions to free trade; let the dollar ~F lcJat;

revise the National Security Council; strengthen the

International Monetary Fund (IHF) I World Bank and

Asian Development Ban k with U.3. tax money to

guarantee the loans of U.S. transnational banks to

other countries; lower the standard of living' of

American citizens; and support the 1lesser devel coped

countries by creating a common support fund for their

commodity prices. "interdependent" is a favcnr i to

buzzword 04 the TLC- When it appears in a political or

economic speech or at ticle, chances are there is TLC

influence somewhere.

is. Whittaker has an outstanding char t on pages 158 and

159 which show the direct and indirect connection; of

various foundation; with the CIA.

7. Unless otherwise indicated, the information in the
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section on universities comes from D.N. Smith (1974).

8_ The three TV networks are no 1 anger listed in the

For tune SOO for industrial corporations.

9. Unless otherwise indicated the information in this

section come; from Network Project 1973a.

ENDNDTES FOR CHQPTER THREE (pages 151-253)

1. Unless otherwise indicated, at1 statistics are from

Compaine (1979, 312-315).

ENDNDTES FDR CHAPTER FouR (pages 254-349)

1. Unless otherwise indicated, the in¥c:r'mation -For the

News Budgets section is from Epstein (1973).

2. Unless otherwise indicated, the information for the

section on rating services is from Kallner (1976).

3. The network positional information is based on Epstein

(1973).

4. Schorr remarked on the Dick Cavett Show on PBS that

CBS executives would stop him in the hallways and give

him informal feedback.

I:
..¢.. Unless otherwise indicated, the information for this

section is ¥rnm Epstein (1973).

6- Unless otherwise indicated, the in{or*rnation in this

section comes from a Liberty Lobby publication,
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par ticularly the 5QQ§L;gb§- See Allen and Ehre 19803

Bartel 19785 Former 1979; Grey 19805 Liberty Lobby

[1975]; Lincoln 1979; Nicholas 197Ba , 1978b 5 1978: ;

Potts 1978; Shaw 1980; EQQQLLQE; 1979a, 1979b, 1980a,

1980b ; Waits 1979. See also Fund to Restore an

Educated Electorate 1980, another right wing source.

7. Compared with the right wing, which first started

talking about the Bi lderbergers in the 19505, the left

wing did not begin covering the organization until

late. See Mayo 19805 Shoup and Minter 1977; Eringer

1980; Weissman and Eringer 1977; Judie 1978; Sklar

1980.

ENDNDTE5 FUR CHAPTER FIVE (pages 350-388)

1. In United States v. Paramount Pictures, Inc., 334 US

131 (1948) the Supreme Court ruled that radio as wel 1

as newspapers are considered to be the "press. II

2. To see the change in court thinking, compare Hammer

v. Degenhar t, 247 US 251 (1918) and US v. E..C.

Knight, 156 US 1 (1895) with US v. Darby, 312 US 100

(1941); Nickard v. Fi lburn, 317 us 111 (1942); and

Heart of Atlanta Motel v. U5, 379 US 241 (1964).

See bi bl i ography -For other' significant works by

Barron. Fur a comprehensive listing QUO at ticles see
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Lange (1973). Lange has a list DO anti-access writers

on page five. Authors not listed by Lange are (her"

acce5sT: Madder (1974)a unixsc§;§x Qi Esnagxlxaulé LIQ

Bgylgg (1974); Myers (1974); Barrow (1975) ; Cornish

(1974). Anti-access authors are BDYEI" (1975) ; LDPEF

(1974) . For an extremely comprehensive review DO

access and cable television as DO 1973 see Fordham Law

Review (1973).

4. There was an isolated Uhin case in 1919 mentioned in

Pearce (1972, 59) in which it was held that i ~F the

newspaper was the only one in town, all people shcauld

be given equal opportunity to purchase space (22 Ohio

N.P. 225, 31 Ohio Dec. 54 (C.P. 1'~?19)).

5. See Pierce (1972, 68-BO) -For a discussion of the

-Following cases.

6. Jan+ee says that the Office of Communication of the

United Church DO Christ was helping more than 100

community groups.

7. BEM/DNC (1973, 123). Nicholas Johnson says thiS i5

exactly the situation now--the wealthy dominate the

media (Johnson and Weston 1971, 625).

8- See Endnote 3 and Pierce (1972, 94 , 95 , and her'

4 ootnote§ 22-27) an

9. Justice Douglas concurred only with the result of
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§EN_LQN..Q, but said that in broadcasters did per{orm as

government agencies, access soul d inexorably follow
(148-170) .

10. In addition to its pro-acces§ views in the previously

mentioned cases, the Court of Appeals said in the 1971

case Q-f Citizen Communication Center v . FCC, 447

F.2nd 1202 (D.C.C.A. 1971) that "new interest groups

and hitherto silent minorities should be given

the chance to broadcast on our radio and

televi Si can frequencies . II

11. In §r_98g988t_1Qg during the first four months 04 1974

there were several i ssues which referred to Justice

Department activity urging the FCC to take a stronger

hand on the subject cry concentration.

12. For information on local access usage and struggles
see the following: Access 1981 k. 1981q, 19824, 19829,

1983b ; ACCESQ Austin Q.Qmm_uQ;$x Ielexiéign (AQTV)

19B3b; Anderson 1983; Appl baum 19B1 i 84821g imenisé0:

Statesman 1984; Barbaro, 1983; Bar k 1980; Bar ton

19833, 19a3b, 1983c; Before 1983; Bell 1983; Buetler

1978; Bilello 1980? Blow 19863 Bond 1979; Bntéin 19723
Brown, B., 1981; Brown, Ben, 19835 Brown, L., 1979b;

BuckIS, T., 19733 Burch el l 19895 Bushnell 19828

Qgglgyiglgg 19B8d, 1983a; Calloway 1979? Cerro 1982?
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Clines 1977; Collins 1980; Cone 1979; Crook 19835

Cull um 1978; Cumming 1983; Davis 19825 Di 1 1 and-Rosen

1982; Divoky 1979; Dobbs 1983; Durkin 19835- Enstad

19833, 19a3b; Feinstein 1984 ; Ferretti 1971, 1972;

Fisher, s., 1979; Gent 1'?71a , 1971b§-' Getlein 19765

Glover 1979; Booze 19823 Gout d 1971a; QLQQQ B§QlQ§

E£§§§ 1979; Greene 1982; Greysorl 1983; Harrington

1973; Halvorsen 1974; Hanks and Longini 1974; Hudson

1977; Hylton 1983; LQQQQQQQQQQ 1983a, 19834: ;

Indi§g§2911§ Star 19745 Jacklin 1975; Jacobs 1981,

19825 Jaynes 1978; Kasler 19796 Kerr 1983; Kirmser

1973; Kreiger 1980; Lane 1983; Laurence 19B2a, 1982b§

Lydon 1971; Manley and Har z og 1983; Marriotti 19825

Hax on and Swanson 1984; Meislin 1981; Melvin 1982;

_[.l1g.l2._a2g.§L1§ 149492 1975; Montgomery 1974; Myers 19813

National Federation of Local Cable Programmers 19833 ;

New York Times 1971, 19BOa, 1'?80b, 19B1b, 1981C3 Noam

1981; D'Connar, J.J., (a11); Omaha World Herald 1980;

Dppenheim 1972; UTESIRBI1 1982; Owens [1'?77], 19805

Passell 1981; Parking 1979; Phillips 1971; Portl and

Q§§gQQ;§H 1982: Panel1 1982; Rice 1984; Raven 1989;

Sal gani k 1982, 1983; §§n QQQQ 8859852 1977; 899 QLQQQ
Union 1978: Schomisch 1981; Schwartz T. 1930, 198135

1'~§=81b= Qelf-Reliancg 1981; Sima 1981 ; Sorenson 1983;
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Stier 1982; Stones 1981; Strickler 1983; Taylor' 1982;

Third Coast 19835 Thomas 1980; Tucci 1983a , 1983b ,

1983c; Van der' Veer 1979; Wadi or 1974; Whitehouse

1981; Williams 1980; Wi*55er (a11); Witten 19735

Hygmiug EL8LQ 1519499 1975.

13. Atheist Madalyn Murray 0'Hair has a network of about

30 channels. Various religious groups have regional

and national distribution. A conservative veterans

group distributes nationally. See the secti on on

Alternative Views m°or information on growing national

distribution :H this al terraati ve news magazine

program. Also, people trade tapes on an individual

basis to show on their respective access channels.

14. Many of these attacks at the local level can be found

in endnote 12 above. Good examples are 899988 198295

Barbara 1983; Before 19835 Bond 1979;. Durkin 1983;

Feinstein 19845 Owens 19803 SDFEFIEDFI 1983; Tucci

1983c.

Unless other vi se indicated, i rrformati on in this15.

section will come from Townsend (1981).
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